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With -1S7 finely engraved illustrations, descriptive of the most
famous and attractive places, as well as of the historic scenes and rural
life of England and Wales.
With Mr. Cook's admirable descriptions of
the places and the country, and the splendid illustrations, this is the most
valuable and attractive book of the season. Quarto, elegantly bound.
Cloth extra, gilt side and edges, $7.50; full Turkey morocco, gilt edges,
r

Cook.
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SCHOOL BOOKS.

We have

Libraries Purchased.

a great

you want a
school book call at
our store, where
you will be waited
on by polite and

large library to

dress,

do
notwishto buyanything, only want to

accommodating

call

look around.

If

salesmen,

who

give you the

will

same

and we will
and examine

not be too

"

Our

We

Can

store

perfectly free,

large,

good

say,

we?"

The library can-

it.

small spelling-book

unabridged

and

send us your ad-

or an

you

people who
walk into our store

sell,

we want all the
books we can get.
Good books bring

whether
purchase
a

attention

many

you have a

If

is

and

any person is perfectly welcome to
come and examine
our books without

as

feeling

prices.

under

the

slightest obligation
to

dictionary.

purchase.

$15.00.

THE FIRESIDE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF POETRY.

Collected

and arranged by Henry T. Coates. New edition, thoroughly revised, and
containing Portraits of Prominent American Poets, with Fac-similes of their
hand-writing Imp. 8vo. Cloth extra, gilt side and edges. $.5.00; Turkey
morocco, antique, full gilt edges, $10.00. The best and most complete
collection of poetry published.

THE ENGLISH PEOPLE IN

ITS THREE HOMES; and, The
European History. By Howard

Practical Bearings of General

A. Freeman. LL.D.. author of " The Norman Conquest of Eng'land," etc.
12mo. Cloth extra, black and gold, $1.75.

POLITICAL ECONOMY With
;

Especial Reference to the Indus-

trial History of Nations. By Robert Ellis Thompson. M. A. 12mo.
Cloth extra, $1.50.
The book is one that should find a large circle of readers, not only among
professed students but with the large body ot intellig. nt working men with
whom the real interests of the country are safest." Public ledger, Philadelphia.
" It is a book winch every one would do well to obtain, and, when obtained,
to read with care and attention."— Toronto World.

THREE IN NORWAY.

Two

map

By
of Them. With a
and 58 illustrations. 12mo. Cloth extra, black an
gold. $1.75.
story, as a story, is well told, and old hunters and fishermen will envy
the trio their sport with rod and rifle; but while there is nothing either forced
or silly about the narrative, it boils over with genuine fun until the reader
feels not that the unnamed authors are making him laugh, but that he is
i

"The

LEARTS OLD BOOK

9

No.

South

STORE,

NINTH

Street,

simply laughing with them. He and they form a hilarious company with no
nonsense about them."— Inquirer, P/nladc'phia,
'"While the incidents of the journey are interesting in themselves, the
pleasant methods ot the author make the book among the most enjoyable of its
kind."

First Store

Inter -Ocean, Chicago.

below Market Street.

H.

MICROSCOPES.
ITllCROSCOPIC ACCESSORIES.
SPY GLASSES,

B.

HART,

Bicycles,

OPERA GLASSES,

Tricycles and

DRAWING INSTRUMENTS,

Velocipedes.

SURVEYING INSTRUMENTS,

Spectacles,

No. 813

EYE GLASSES,

ARCH

STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

THERMOMETERS AND BAROMETERS.
^S*"Bicyde Purchasers taught
Send 3 cent stamp

for

to ride free of charge.

24 page Catalogue.

Physical and Chemical Apparatus.

JAMES W.QUEEN& CO.

J.

B.

TWADDELL,

924 CHESTNUT STREET,

Fine Shoes.

PHILADELPHIA.

Gents' Fine Shoes a Specialty.

Catalogues as follows sent on application

No. 1212

Mathematical Instruments
Optical Instruments, 18

Part

3.

Magic Lanterns, 112 pages.

Part

4.

Pliilnsouhical Instruments, ICO pages.

i

MARKET STREET,

162 pages.

Parti.
Part 2.

pages.

PHILADELPHIA.
wo squares from Broad

Street Station.

THE HAVER FORDIAN.

Homer, Golladay

STADELMAN'S PHARMACY.

&

Compounding

60.

HUNYADI JANOS AND FRIEDRICHSH ALL

Invite attention to their

BITTER WATERS,

Gents' Furnishing Goods Department,
which

of Prescriptions a specialty.

Together with a variety of Imported and Domest c
Natural Spring Waters, constantly on hand.

always be fuiiud replete with the

will

ALL THE POPULAR MONTHLY AND WEEKLY MAGAZINES

LATEST NOVELTIES

AND DAILY PAPERS.

NECKWEAR.

IN

STORE ENLARGED AND REFURNISHED.

ALL SIZES OF

Ready Made

Shirts at $1.00 each.

Measures taken, and made

to Order.
Fit,
Materials Guaranteed.

$18. OO per

20.00
24.00

Cor. Cricket

Workmanship and

"

"

"

A

full

Front.
Extra Fine.
etc., in

College Colors.

Liabilities,

1st,

St.)

'

-

-

-

Surplus, including Capital Stock,

933 Chestnut Street.

GLOVES, UMBRELLAS, UNDERWEAR, ETC.
$6,013,4119.^

KEEP'S Custom

Shirts Made to Measure from
Wamsutta Muslin and Best Irish Linen.
Bosoms 3-ply, all Linen. Perfect Fit Guaranteed.

4,845.965 29

(1,197,41609

SIX

.......
-----....

Difference,

A Low Rate

•

1,014.908 00
571 3,307

ASA

S.

KEEP MANUFACTURING CO.

DR.

WM.

THOMAS W1STAE,

R.

SHIPLEY,

B STAR BROWN,
ItlCHARD CADBURY.

'i

Insurance Dept.

Chief Medical Examiner.

WILLIAM HACKER.
s

WING,

ISRAEL MORRIS,

BOOK-BINDER
152 SO.

Philadelphia.

CHAS. HARTSHOKNE.

1

HENRY HAINES,
Ji iSHUA II.
MORRIS,
RICHARD WOOD,
ASA

Philadelphia.
"

'

WHELLER,
PRACTICAL

Actuary.

DIRECTORS.
SAMUEL

C.

SHIPLEY, President.
WING, Vice-President.

JOSEPH ASH BROOK, Manager 0/

$9.00!

Fine Assortment of Gents' Furn/sbing Goods.

I

R.

ROWLAND PARKY,

FOR

Samples and Circulars Mailed Free.

$2,3IS,'JI5 00

of Mortality Makes Cheap Insurance.

SAMUEL

&e.

KEEP'S SHIRTS,

Mortality Experience from 1866 to 1880.
Probable Death Losses according to tbe American Experienre Table of Mortality, the Standard of the
Pennsylvania Insurance Department (774 lives), Actual experience of the Company during tie whole
period (518 lives),

PRECISION.

PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.

1882.
-

WEIGHTS OF

DRUGGISTS' PRESCRIPTION SCALES,

--......
.....
-

-
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WEIGHTS,
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Mo.
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-
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ASSAY

Provident Life and Trust Company
OF PHILADELPHIA,
No. 409 Chestnut Street.
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BALANCES,

PHILADELPHIA.

market

Avenue and Lancaster Pike,
ARDMORE.

710MetSL

assortment of

(Above Broad

also the Choicest Cigars.

HENRY TROEMNER,

Open

COLLARS AND CUFFS.
Nos. 1412 and 1414

;

Directly opposite Station.

Dozen, Laundried.

"

Jerseys for Gymnasium, Tennis and Cricket,

Assets at

Whitman's and other Fine Confectionery

WILLIAM GUMMERE,
BENJ. V. MARSH,
FREDERIC COLLINS,

MURRAY SHIPLEY, Cincinnati, O.
MORTON ALBERTSON.

J.

Norristown, Pa

Room

THIRD STREET,

A.

PHILADELPHIA.

Old liooks and Magazines bound with neatness and despatch.
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we

CO,,

fear

G. H. Evans,

Bates,

'84,

Rufus M. Jones,

Chairman.

Samuel Shoemaker,
Enos L. Doan, '85.

Charles R. Jacob, '84.
Herbert Chase, 'S4.

T.

Orren

'83,

in

1.

very seldom that a report of our matches

when

the papers

there

is

not

some confusion

We

of names and places.

once saw two accounts of different matches in one of the papers which read the " Dorian,
of Harvard," and " Haverford, of Cambridge."
Now it is

'83.

Business Manager.

-

Assistant Business Manager.

'85,

It is

appears

:

No.

our eloquence and logic was not properly appre-

ciated.

EDITORS

PA„ OCTOBER, 1882.

seldom that such a great mistake as this happens, but
every day we see something of the same nature although
less evident, still it is a mistake by which Haverford Col;

$1.0O

Subscription Price, One Copy, One Year,

is

The Havehfordian is the official organ of the students of Haverford College, and
published monthly during the College year.
Literary communications should be addressed to the editors.

lege

the

The regular price of subscription to the HaverOld Haverforfordian is only $1.00 per year.

and friends of

dians in particular,

College

the

generally, should give us their hearty support in

our endeavors

to

standard of literary
Arrangements having been

the publishers of the "Student"

we

are

mail to any address the "Student" and
u
Haverfordian " together for $[.50 per year.

enabled

to

The experience

of this

year brings forcibly to our

minds the need of some new method
soliciting of

Some,

members

if

with a

much

step, are

reflection,

little

better

if,

ment existed

in

regard to the

for the private societies.

not many, before they become aware of the

importance of the

induced to join the one which,

they would avoid.

It

would be

instead of the present system, an agree-

new-comer should pledge himself to
either society till at least two weeks after the opening of
the year.
All would then have an opportunity to judge
of the merits of the two societies, those already members would be saved many anxious moments, and the
present " grab-game " system with all its ill effects would
that no

disappear.
•

We once

out entirely.

the Haverford College Club

how

can the college be

by it ? We say once more, let the name be
changed so that Haverford College may get the full benefit ol her victories and
help bear her defeats, and that
she may have due praise both in her victories and defeats.

benefited

raise the

zvork in the College.

made with

is

is left

The Cricket Club is one of the greatest advertisements
college could wish, but if it cannot be known that it

more wish

^^-»

mem-

With this number we publish a list of the prizes
by the Cricket Club, and also the rules under
which they are offered. They are offered for proficiency
in every branch of cricket, batting, bowling, and fielding,
offered

and are of such value that every one ought to try for
them. Of course, the first eleven prizes are open only to
members of the first eleven, and new members are usually debarred from competition for these; but the prizes
offered to those not on the first eleven are open to all,
and every one should do his best to obtain one of these
prizes.
The improvement bat is something that each new

man

has a better chance for than almost any other per-

That the one who has the least knowledge of cricket when he comes here stands the best
chance for the bat, should encourage the new men to
son

in college.

more diligent practice both on the field and at the net.
That each person who attempts to play cricket should
have a crease on which he can practice is very important,
and it should be one of the first things a beginner does
to find a good practice crease.
The college authorities

bers of the Cricket Club to the desire of several that the

have very kindly given permission to students to make
such creases wherever it does not interfere with other

name be changed from

persons and other things, and does not endanger any of

"

to call the attention of the

Dorian

" to

Haverford College.

We have endeavored in a former number to show why
such a change would be advisable, but as no action was
taken in regard to the matter at the last meeting of the club,

the college property.

should bear

game

in

in

mind

the future,

The new

cricketer at

Haverford

him depends the result of the
and he should work accordingly.
that on
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We

were told the other day by one of the Alumni

The Havkrfordian was

that

not

interesting

the

to

he

may term

he

will first learn to

Alumni. We are very sorry to hear that, as we have
endeavored to make it a paper which will not only secure
the support of the students, but also of the Alumni.

very

them

difficult to

please

to contribute

Are a substantial world, both pure and good

Round

It

and we never expect to have
a single issue with which some fault is not found by
some one, but we do try to please as near all as possible.
There is but one way in which we can be able to make
the paper more interesting to the Alumni, and that is for
is

he goes on perseveringly
endure and then to love them, for
" Books, we know,

solid books, yet as

these, with tendrils strong as flesh

Our pastime and our happiness

such

articles to the

A

paper as would be

history of cricket at Haver-

The change from the basement to
room is alone a wonderful improvebut when we see the small tables, new chinaware

the dining-room.

in

the Old Collection

ment
and all the
;

forks, spoons, etc., either replated or new, our
enthusiasm knows no bounds. Another change which
is even more to be praised than these, is the change in

the meals.

Either the food

we know nothing

ware makes

it

;

some

of and are unable to find out.

self-sacrificing

Alumnus

Now

step forward and give

good old game,

in

which Haverford

has held such a prominent position for years.

we note

with great pleasure and satisfaction that

It is

the changes which have taken place in the arrangements

some such article, would, perhaps, please many
of the Alumni and also the students
but we, who have
so recently come here, cannot write about things which
ford, or

us a history of the

grow."

all,

of interest to graduates.

let

will

;

and blood,

we say

that

it

is better or the new tablewe know not which. When
better " we do not mean that it has

taste better,
" tastes

not been good enough, but there has been something
wanting" which at

last,

we

think, has been supplied.

Wedonotknowto whom we are indebted for all these
it may be, to that one do we, as

bounties, but whoever

The

Earl of

Roscommon,

in a

passage often quoted,

"

has said,

Choose an author as you would choose a
friend."
Judging from the library register for the past
year, some of us would choose rather strange associates.

The importance of

a systematic reading of the best au-

Our

thors cannot be too often recommended.

may

aid us

much

An

in this matter.

essay

may

representatives of the students, want to return our sincere

thanks for these benefits.

EXTRACTS FROM A SUPPOSED HISTORY OF OUR
COUNTRY.
BY A MAN LIVING IN THE THIRTIETH CENTURY

societies

Of

be made

the nineteenth century

which being followed up will lead us on till we have explored many most interesting literary fields.
Even our
declamations should be taken from standard authors, and
should contain the best of English.

authenticity

sal

all

in reading.

The

have much more leisure

we

much

majority of us, perhaps,
for

may be
now

such employment

seems a pity that a young
man after having entered college should employ his spare
moments in turning over the leaves of such books as
" Robinson Crusoe " and " The Young Voyageur."
But
these are no exaggerated examples of the species of books
which were read by a small class of students during last
year.
Such books may contain valuable information;
shall

have

in after life.

who

read them, read not

for the

sake of increasing their stock of knowledge, but

simply

for the story.

Let us rather go to the great foun-

heads of literature; and although

odious at

first

left

it

may

be even

to the habitual story reader to peruse

works

we might

entirely in the dark.

This chronicler informs us that during the

latter

part of the century there

The

It

but as a general thing the class

tain

of Josephus Smith and a few smaller fragments

be

but their

for the

victorious.

time to spend
it

were not

than

should be familiar.

have, at the most, none too

if it

It

said,

of volumes on history, politics, and other matters,

We

doubtful, and

is

A. D.
little.

was a great civil war, and that
the southern portion of the Union rose up in rebellion.
It is generally supposed by modern investigators that
this war was terminated by the battle of Bunker's Hill
in which the Northern forces under Brigham Young were

debate, of course, naturally leads us to the peru-

with which

but

true several histories have been preserved;

the centre of a system of reading, the various lines of

is

The

we know

what

of

first

strife, is

He

ruler of the infant republic after this time

generally conceded to have been John Kelly.

supposed to have been a very wise and quiet govand under his reign poetry and the fine arts flour-

is

ernor,
ished.

James G.
to

Blaine, a poet of this period,

have written

year

1

Home

88
"

1

his

"

great production, entitled "

supposed

Home, Sweet

appeared.

Smith's history above referred
later a

is

Star Spangled Banner," and about the

man by

the

name

to, states that

of Guiteau

but from various obliterations

in

came

a

little

into notice,

the manuscript

it is

dif-

THE HAVERFORDIAN
determine what his history really was; but

ficult to

it

is

generally supposed that he was the inventor of fire-arms.

thought that he afterwards turned court jester and

It is

furnished sport for his peers.

After the year 1882 his-

is silent concerning him, and a man whose name
should have gone thundering down the ages sunk into

tory

Thus

oblivion and died uncared for and unwept.

always been with those

who have

tried to

has

it

man-

benefit

kind.
lived a

little

previous to

name

invented the hatchet, or at least his

associated

Vennor, the greatest

with that instrument.

poet of ancient times, lived at this period

;

he

is

generally

considered by modern historians to have written
tiful

"

Beau-

Snow."

relic of the past was dug up near Syracuse, in
what was formerly the State of New York. It may be

This

interesting to lovers of the antique to

There

is

Could these two

it

revealed

It is,

!

to say the least, a

writer has,

believe, written several

I

purpose of making a

by some modern showman for thr
money by the investment. TIk
one of the most trying questions

We are

mentioned historian Smith that there was a country or
State to the eastward, New Jersey by name, from whence

who took

house

a great fancy to

gave him the rent of

for eight years.

Four years

after

had spoiled the whole house with his
filthy cigar-smoke.
He, it is said, tried to hire it with
money, but an old chronicler in the quaint language of
as he

the time informs us that

"

was no go."
Brigham Young died during the reign of John
Kelly.
He left a large and weeping family.
it

Several schools of philosophy flourished during the
part of this interesting century.

Noted among

great philosophers were Robert Ingersoll, Oscar Wilde,

Barnum.

schools as early as

/Esthetics were taught
1SS5.

Snivels

1840, ami were employed, to a

leges of the ancients.

came

in

the public

into use

about

great extent, in the col-

Several books of this class have

been exhumed by the British Royal Society of

The
abounded

He

old naturalist Tilden also states that this land

monsters called by the natives mosquitoes.

in

furthermore speaks of a State called

Democratic

in

1

Now,

876.

cannot be disputed, hence
"

conclusion that these

we

sand

are led to the appalling

is

made in this region. About two or three
down, the workmen suddenly came upon several

investigations
strata

skeletons of men, one of which was grasping a petrified

sweet potato
It is

hand.

in either

curious, in these

modern

At

civilization.

to vote.

No

this time, not

How we

longer

is

There
appeared

in

is

some mention

in

history of a man,

the latter part of the century,

who

by the name

it

with our

women were

even

own

allowed

have advanced since that dark age

woman

trampled under the foot of

man

;

now holds the highest position her country can afford.
No more does man wire-pull in the lobbies, no more does
he lie dead-drunk on the floor of the Senate, no more is
whisk\- sold to the poor laborer.
The -olden age has
she

Woman

come.

has

the broomstick, and, soaring far

left

as the hairless heads of the

part of

times, to consider the

barbarity of our ancestors, and contrast

State of Pennsylvania.

the eastern

the course of a few

is

alighted in the Senate-chamber.

Antiquities.

in

in

supposed they were washed
confirmed by certain submarine

It

This belief

as another historian

flats,"

them, did really disappear

away.

New Jersey going

the authority of such writers

They were
what was formerly Massachusetts, and in the northern
Some were also discovered in the
part of Rhode Island.
found

informed by the before-

the ancients derived sweet potatoes.

centuries after this.

lately

One

pamphlets to prove

little

We now come to

former landlady the rent of this building on the same
terms as before, but she told him plainly that he could

P. T.

would be
some

strange that

author does wrong thus to distrust his brother man.

calls

and

little

persons should insinuate that they are not genuine.

the lease had run out he tried again to get from his

latter

past speak,

he

for this service to his country,

it,

monuments of the

of the history of that mysterious age

a tradition that every four years

seems, a lady

a certain white

not have

silent

how much

concerning the ancients.

expectation of

This same Ulysses was the inventor of cigars.

Columbia,

bearing upon

the two short words " Me, too."

re-

in

if

brought out this animal to exhibit him to his countrymen. This of course is nothing short of a myth.
Ulysses, a traveler and adventurer, founded the town
of Havana, which was afterwards destroyed by the Patagonians.

that near this

size,

some

forward into the future as
ward.

know

sarcophagus was another one of smaller

that they were buried

Samuel Tilden, a noted naturalist, is said to have
made the mule a special stud)-. He is always represented, in works of art, as seated upon this beast, looking

him

:

this.

always

is

has failed to show

investigation

what he was celebrated. The only trace we find ot
him is a stone sarcophagus, bearing the simple inscription
" Roscoe Conkling, died of suicide in the year 18S1."
for

it

George Washington

He

Modern

of Conkling.

beyond the menial affairs of the household, has finally

good

as man's.

"()

She

temporal

fathers think of this!

is

O

Her vote

now in the majority
men testify.

in

is

now

Congress,

mores!" what would our

The soothing

as

influence of

fore-

woman

1.

.
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is

:

now

Her

the executive.

felt in

The green

department.

voice

is

heard

in

umbrella, which was the

emblem

of the despised advocate of woman's suffrage in the past,

triumphed

has at

last

finally

reached the highest pinnacle of

and man, or

;

PHILADELPHIA.

every

woman, has
human develop-

at least

ment.

FIRST INNINGS.
A. W. Biddle, c. Baily. b
G. S Patterson, b. Baily

H.

S. Morris, b.

Thomas

35

Thomas

7
3

._

R. W. Clay, c. Thomas, b. Baily
J. C. Groome, c. Coffin, b. Craig

9
33

P. Bates, run out -.
.
C. Cowperthwait, c. Thomas, b. Baily
T. Blye, b. Thomas

10

C

8

7

I'homas

Potter, b.

2

H. Norris, not out

1

T

1

Hart,
Extras

b.

Baily

9

CRICKET.
Total

PHILADELPHIA

On

7'S.

account of the

toils

124

.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.

BOWLING ANALYSIS.
HAVERFORD COLLEGE.

and hardships which usually

Runs.

attend examinations, the eleven were unable to obtain

Baily

much

practice for the

Commencement matches, but what

practicing they did

little

showed

itself

strongly

in

Thursday, the 22d of June, the
day for the Philadelphia and Dorian match, was bright
and clear, and would have delighted the heart of the
oldest cricketer.

homas
Randolph

'1

in

good season, the captains

of the respective elevens proceeded to " toss."

in

capturing Patterson's wicket.

Craig then

resigned the privilege of handling the leather to Thomas,

who, with the able services of Baily, succeeded
inning for 124.

the

in closing

After a short respite for dinner,

Winston and Baily took their places at the wicket. After
7 runs were obtained, Baily was unfortunately run out.
The next three men were quickly disposed of, and for a
while it looked doubtful whether Haverford would secure
double figures; but the able Bettle next stepped forward,

and raised the score to 25 by a well-earned 11, when,
unfortunately, in making a leg hit, he took off his leg-bail.
The remainder of the eleven drew up the total to 3
Haverford then proceeded to follow its innings, and a
much better performance they made than in the first
innings.
Thomas' well-earned 41 was an exhibition of
scientific cricket, and showed good form.
Corbit's 5
was played well, and deserved great credit, while Price
and Baily played well for their respective scores of 24 and

Wickets.

Maidens.

Wickets.

INMNGS.

,%

14
18

7

SECOND INMNGS.
No.

Balls.

Runs.

Bates
Biddle

90

M

._

9

Groome

5

MERION

VS.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.

After the performance of the
the

at

Overs.
'7

3i

Shoe-

and Craig, 30 runs were on the telegraph before Baily

— FIRST

A. W. Biddle
Bates

maker winning, sent Philadelphia to the bat. At 11.45
Biddle and young Patterson facing the bowling of Baily
succeeded

37
16

PHILADELPHIA.

Cowperthwait

Arriving at the grounds

Maidens.

18
14

1.

the re-

sults of the three matches.

Overs.

Craig

Hill,

the

first

eleven on the 22d

second eleven journeyed toward the

Merion ground on the 23d, with light hearts and good
do their best in defending their wickets
and chasing the leather. Randolph, winning the " toss,"
elected the bat, Bettle and Jacobs facing the bowling of
Wain and Philler. Philler's slow breaks proved very
effective, and wicket after wicket fell to his tally
while
Wain's swift delivery, at the upper wicket, prevented
resolutions, to

;

much run-getting. The first four wickets fell for 10 runs,
when Collins and Whitney made a stand, bringing up the
total to 34.

his

Great credit should be given to Collins for

steady playing, as

well

as

acquitted themselves admirably.

Whitney,

to

The

for

both

innings closed with

1

Time being

15.

unfortunately called, the innings closed

for 156 for 8 wickets.

Following

is

the score

L.

M.Winston,

W. L

b.

6

Bates
B. V. Thomas, b Bates
C. H.Whitney, b. Biddle
D. ("orbit, c.Clay, b. Bates
S. Bettle, b. Biddle..
S. B shoemaker, c. Patterson,
A. C Craig, not out
W. F. Pric.b. Biddle
E. Randolph, b. Biddle
-

3

J. Coffin, b.

Extras

Total

c.

b.

and b Cowperthwait
Bates

6

Cowperthwait,
Cowperthwait

Groome

o

c.

5

b.

6

o

not out
b. Biddle
c. Potter, b. Biddle...
b. Biddle
not out

o

b.

5

Extras

11

Bates..

1

o

37

Cowperthwait.

Total

of,

time was again called, and the

to the bat with the

comparatively small

49 to put together. It must be said it did look
blue for Haverford but the eleven went to work with a
determination which boded good results.
Craig and
Bettle handled the ball, and good work they did, the

total of

;

1

8 before Sayers retired,

made by Reeve.

Etting's

12

by a very

fine

catch

helped the total along

15

o

b.

Merion went

Sayers run up

SECOND INNINGS.

Biddle

Baily run out,
Baily,

ner was partaken

former capturing 4 wickets for 25 runs, while Bettle
obtained 5 wickets at the expense of 16.
Wain and

:

DORIAN.
FIRST INNINGS.

After a few moments, in which din-

the telegraph at 49.

b.

2

51
3
1
1

24

._
1

„

which it reminded one of a row of bricks,
and they all go. The innings closed for
Too much cannot be
43, six runs behind Haverford.
said of the magnificent fielding of Reeves
he seemed
to make almost impossible catches.
The match was
decided by the first innings.
Following is the score
toward

41

156

—

31, after

start the first,

;

THE HAVER FORD IAN
HAVERFORD.

the

VII

to defend the wicket

field

against the bowling

of

FIRST INNINGS.
S. Beitlc, c. Wain, b. Phill-r
L. Jacobs, bowled Wain
A.C.Craig, b. Philler
T. H. Chase, b. Philler
T. K. Worthingtcni, b. Philler
G. H. Evans, c. Wain, b. Philler
S. Collins, run out

W.

H.lies. b.

-

_

5
1

2

.

__

__

_

4

_

2
7

Wain

o

E. Randolph, b. Philler
L. B. Whitney, not out

W.

Reeve,

3

6

__

Extras

9

Toial

T. S. Waln.c. Reeve, b. Craig
H. Sayers, c. Reeve, b. Bettle
N. Ettings. c. Reeve, b. Bettle
5. M Wain, c. and b. Craig
L. Rutter, run out
G. S Filler, b. Betile
S. G. Thayer, c. Craig, b. Battle

8
7
12

o
o
3

o

A. Thompson,

2

c.

Randolph,

b,

3
1

Craig

ras

5

Total

41

BOWLING ANALYSIS.
Runs.

Overs.

6

1a

Wain..

Maidens.
8
8

Philler

Wickets.
3

6

Thayer..
H. Sayers _

S.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.
Runs.
A. Craig

Overs.

25
16

._

Maidens.

Wickets.

11

4

4

To

5

5

RUNS AT FALL OF E A.CH WICKET.

23456789
HAVERrORU

9

i

10

10

IS

COLLECT*.

19

20

30

34

49

MLKION.
•

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

18

31

31

31

31

37

40

43

43

43

When

the

VS.

match between Baltimore and Haverford to be played
much doubt was expressed as to the possi-

Baltimore,

bility of getting a representative

team together

to

visit

But owing to the extreme kindness of certain
that city.
members of the cricketing fraternity at Haverford who
are residents of Baltimore, all obstacles were overcome,

and on the evening of the 23d of June, the first eleven
and several enthusiastic fellow-cricketers were seated in
the 5.45 P. M. train for Baltimore, where their friends
awaited and conveyed them to their respective homes.
The 24th, breaking bright, clear and hot, saw the two
elevens on the beautiful grounds at Mount Washington,
Carey and Shoetaking a little practice before the fray.

maker then proceeded
C.

to " toss,"

the

latter

winning,

At 10.40
Perot and A. M. Carey padded and gloved came upon

chose the

Carey, taking his place, played carefully

single,

for

7,

Perot at the other end was quietly running up a

of his

total

Craig not bowding up to

own.

surrendered the leather unto Thomas,

J.

E.

while
little-

who

his par,

shortly after-

field,

for 18, which was an
Winslow succeeded Perot,

exhibition of good cricket.

R.

who played very

and obtained runs slowly but

sure])-

;

carefully,

Carey was followed by Tillard, who put

togetlur

in

quick order.

sending Baltimore to the

bat.

H. M.

his

7

Thomas and Winslow

now made a stand, the telegraph slowing creeping from

35

40 to 50. When Randolph was put on to bowl,
to 70 and yet Thomas seemed unwearied.
grew
up
50
70 was now denoted on the score, when Baily twisted the
ball in among Thomas' wicket, and retired him for 22,
well put together, and showed heavy hitting power.
Winslow shortly afterward succumbed to Baily. The
remainder of the eleven were bowled by Thomas, both
he and Baily each capturing 5 wickets. The innings
to 40, from

closed at 1.10 with 96 credited to the Baltimore.

A

most enjoyable dinner was now partaken of, and
after a good smoke, Haverford went to the bat.
Ninetysix runs at any time is a large total to " bat up," but
Haverford went about it with a will, Thomas and Baily
attempting to make runs, while Winslow and Oldham
were trying to prevent it. Oldham soon got one in, which
worried Thomas' off stump first wicket for 12.
C.
Whitney next took up the willow in behalf ot Haverford,
but only succeeded in obtaining 2 before Tillard bowled
him.

meet-

ing of the secretaries informed us that he had arranged
the

Carey following by a

—

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.
representative whom we sent to the

BALTIMORE

at

for 4,

5

F. M. Fox.c. Whitney, b. Bettle
S. Shorter, c Reeve, b. Craig
B. Warburton, not out

Iiellle

by Perot

the next ball he was caught at the wicket.

wards captured C. Perot's wicket

MERION.

M

when on

the third ball of Baily's over was driven

49

FIRST INNINGS.

Ex

to the off

;

10

Wain

b.

Baily and Craig

W.

Price, after batting so well

at

Chestnut

Hill,

by his playing in Baltimore.
His 29 was put together in good style, and showed by
Before a separation
all means the best cricket of the day.
was made between Bail)' and Price the telegraph showed
52, when Bail\- was caught by Keenan, with 16 on his
Bettle now joined Price, who was putting runs
string.
together in good style, when he was unfortunately run
out.
Corbit follows, and quickly put together 12 in the
solid style which is peculiar to him, Bettle having succumbed to Oldham. Chase took his place, and with the
services of Corbit succeeded in bringing the total up to
90 before a separation was effected. Shoemaker joined
Chase in the noble work which he was engaged in, and
gained additional

laurels

between them succeeded in topping the Baltimore score.
Chase was run out at 22, put together in a free, easy,
good style. The remainder of the eleven succeeded in
bringing up the total to
for 45,

and Randolph

Shoemaker batting freely
The innings closed at 5.40,

176,

for 10.

.
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VIII

homes

the eleven returning to their respective

most happy and enjoyable

Following

visit.

is

after

a

appended

the score

BALTIMORE.
C. Perot b.

A

Thomas

M. Carey,

E.Carey,
R. Winslow.

Shoemaker,

c.

18

b. Baily

i

h. Baily

J.

b. Baily

7
15
7

_.

Thomas

A. Tillard, b

H. Thomas, b. Baily
H. Ridgeley, c. Evans, b. Thomas
W. Keenan c Baily, b. Thomas
Oldham, b. Baily

11

o

...

3
1

P.R.Reese, run out
T. Glenn, b. Thomas

8
1

W. Hurst, not out
Extras

1

12

b.

__

Oldham

29
10

D. Corbit, run out
H. Chase, run out
A. Craig, b. Winslow
S.
I.

Shoemaker,
Coffin,

b,

12

.

22
o

Keenan
b. Winslow

45

Glenn,

c.

5

E. Randolph, not out

G. Evans,
Extras

8

16
2

b. Tillard

Oldham

S. Bettie, b.

b.

.

Oldham

9
i

,

eleven against outside clubs.
"

The Congdon Prize Ball " shall be awarded to the
player who shall have obtained the best bowling average
on the

177

BOWLING ANALYSIS.
Runs.

Maidens.

Bailey

5

Wickets.

BALTIMORE.
Runs.

Overs.

42
49

M

Oldham
Tillard

Ma<dens.

Wickets.

Keenan
Glenn

.

26

4,

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

5

21

=7

35

78

81

83

85

87

90

96

be awarded to

shall

class,

belonging to the club,

have made the best bowling average for the

shall

college year, on the afternoon practice matches.

of the

best fielding on

Ground Committee, have done the

567

"The Club

8

9

10

II

138

176

177

Prize Bat" shall be

awarded

ber of the club, not belonging to the

HAVERFORD.

4

Prize Ball "

practice matches.

I

3

"The Sophomore

any member of the Sophomore

have obtained the best bowling average on the afternoon

BALTIMORE.

2

afternoon practice matches.

"The Club Prize Ball" shall be awarded to any
member of the club who shall, during the college year,

RUNS AT FALL OF EACH WICKET.

1

The Sophomore and Freshman Prize Bat " shall be
awarded to any member of the club belonging to the
Sophomore or Freshman class who shall, during the college year, have made the highest batting average on the

the afternoon practice matches.

17
16
12

Thomas

eleven.

first

The Freshman Prize Belt" shall be awarded to that
member of the Freshman class who shall, in the opinion

7

Winslow

to the

Ground Committee,

"

25

.

awarded

Prize Belt " shall be

5

16

Thomas ._.

eleven against outside clubs.

"

who

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.
Craig

first

The Haines

have done the best fielding on the

shall

18

1

Total

Randolph

first

player who, in the judgment of the

HAVERFORD.
Thomas,

of the college

except he shall give for each absence an excuse

on account of sickness, or some other like cause, satisfactory to the Ground Committee.
"The Cope Prize Bat" shall be awarded the player
who shall have made the highest batting average on the

96

W. L. Baily, c. Keenan,
C Whitney, b. Oldham
W. Price, run out

;

week

three afternoons in each

least

season

"

Total.

B. V.

at

in

the judgment of the

made

first

to that

mem-

eleven, who,

Ground Committee,

shall

have

the most improvement in playing during the college

year.

CRICKET PRIZES.

We are

glad to see that so

of the college have joined

the

already taking such interest

in

encourage

CORRESPONDENCE.

many of the new members
Cricket Club

the game.

and are

In order to

members, the club has been accustomed to
offer a series of prizes, to be awarded to such members
of the club as shall be entitled to them for their playing
on matches against outside clubs and also on the afternoon scrub matches, for the year, under the following
its

Editors of The Haverfordian

Dear Sirs:— Your
following

letter,

written

after his arrival at

:

correspondent thought that the

by a student

in

and show them how Haverford has changed since then.
Hoping you will have room for it,
I remain your humble servant,

conditions.

E. B. A.

No player shall be awarded either of the
he

shall

have played on

1848, shortly

Haverford, would interest your readers,

at

prizes except

least three-fourths

matches, and been a practicing

member

Haverford School,

of such

of a private or

back-up crease.

No player shall be awarded either of the prizes

§tk mo. 8th, 184.8.
I

except

he shall have played on the afternoon scrub matches on

believe,

my

dear mother, that

time to receive one of
last wrote,

I

my

poor

it

is

letters.

have been much occupied

thy turn

this

Well, since
in

getting

I

my

!
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garden

order for seed.

in

phia,

and

nish

many

R.

have one together.

I

who

S.,

of the flowers, and

I

lives

in

Philadel-

He, I suppose will furpay the most attention to

would send me, when
thee next writes, one small package of seed of any choice
flower.
I hope, when an)- one from home visits me, that

them

*****

my garden
The

be behind the rest

will not

in

teachers

At seven

lessons

till

all

the bell rings again for us to stud)' our

eight.

school

to

At

At

nine the bell rings again for regu-

School continues

begin.

we

till

half-past

At two school
begins again, and keeps in till five. At six we take tea.
At half-past eight the bell rings again, and we collect in
the boys' parlor to hear Friend Moore read the Bible,
and at nine we retire. This is acted over and over again
every day except on fifth da)-, when we go to meeting.
On seventh day we have holiday in the afternoon, and
on first day, when in the morning we go to meeting, and
in the afternoon recite Scripture lessons.
So I think we
are kept pretty closely at the object for which we were
sent here. Ask father if I may subscribe to the Loganian
Society.
The subscription is three dollars, and is geneleven.

erally

charged on the

several
as

I

if

half-past twelve

little

I

could never stop, but

away and go
mission.

dine.

have been obliged to get
things, such as a wash-basin, etc.
It seems
bill.

to bed, for

Write soon

am

I

really

I

sitting

M.

State

was held

in

'Eighty-four gains two

"
!

early,

better than

mother dear."
it

did on the 14th.

new members from Westtown

B. S. this

year.

Eighty per cent, of the present Freshmen have taken the

it

now

should

seize the

ford sent

its

profitable season.

Junior (who has borrowed Senior's umbrella)

"Yes, it rains
on the just and on the unjust." Senior (whose umbrella is
borrowed) " No, it rains more on the just, for the unjust has borrowed the just's umbrella."
:

alike

:

Joseph L. Godlee, Esq., a barrister at the London Bar, and a
prominent member of the Friends' Board of Education in England,
visited us on the 29th inst.
After attending some of the recitations and dining at the college, he visited the new buildings of the
Taylor College at Bryn Mawr.

The flag-pole which was to be placed on the cricket field still
ornaments the lumber pile back of the stable. Give it time, and it
will move itself if no one can be found with sufficient energy to
collect enough of the students to move it to its proper place. " It
"
is a shame " that two coats of paint " should have been wasted
on the pole if we do not intend to use it

Heavy man comes

into a hotel on rainy day, rushes up to
" N. B.
pen and writes:
The owner of this
umbrella strikes a 250-pound blow
be back in fifteen minutes."
Labels his dripping umbrella with the aforesaid tag, at expiration
of which time comes back, finds no umbrella, but a card, on which
" P. S.
is written
Umbrella taken by a man who walks ten
miles an hour
won't be back at all."

—

counter, seizes

;

—

:

;

asked a friend, one glorious eve,
To wake me without fail,
For I desired to perceive
A star that had a tail.

I

But when he called at early dawn
For me to rise and see,
I answered with a howl forlorn,
"Can't comet over me."

locals.

Wake me

not seen

Convention of the Young Men's Christian Association
Haverrepresentative, who reports large attendance and a

must tear myself
up by special per-

Je sourirais.

The campus never looked

who have

Williamsport, beginning on the 28th ultimo.

Son.

Astronomical Soph.: "

All

opportunity.

to thy affectionate

" Drive on, Willie, please

of students visited the Observatory on Saturday at

take a look at the comet, and were amply repaid for

to

trouble.

their

A

seem disposed to make us as comand I have no reason to find fault
with them.
1 have been appointed
one of the managers
of the garden, and have a great deal to occupy me, so
have not much time for homesickness. The bell rings
at five in the morning for us to rise.
We breakfast at

lar

A number
4 A,

beauty.

fortable as they can,

six.

Professor M. T. Brown, president of Tufts College, visited
Haverford on the 3d inst. He expressed great admiration for our
grounds, and attended, with interest, a recitation in psychology.

nevertheless, I wish thee

;

IX

sci-

entific course.

The scientific Sophs have ceased to recite in zoology, and
now occupy their time by dissecting pickled star-fish.

The first great cricket match of the season was played here
on the 2d and 3d inst., between the Sophomore and Freshmen
classes.
The Freshmen did themselves great credit considering
the amount of practice they have had, and completed their
innings with a score of 19, of which Starr, the captain, contributed
a well-earned 6.
The Sophomores then took the bat, and up to
date had scored 143 for three wickets, \V. F. Reeves leading with
Theo. Richards is greatly to be commended for the excellent
43.
manner in which he captained the Sophomore team. The Sophomores expect to play the Australians on the 31st inst.

On

morning of the 30th the college was awakened at 1.30
number of gentlemen visitors, who had either risen too
early to see the comet and were attempting to kill time, or had
been mudging the the lemonade too closely, to say the least.
They were in a jolly humor, and when one approached the window he was sure to be met with " How d'yedo !" you poor-um-thing.
Our host, going out to receive them, and somewhat provoked at
the

A. M. by a

there no one with authority to have the lumber and manure
removed from the locust grove through which the ash walk
goes ? It is a disgrace to the college grounds where it is.
Is

pile

Entomologists state that the sting of a wasp
of an inch long.

miles in length,

is

only one 33d

They neglect to state that the hurt measures
and one vocabulary of profanity thrown in.

14

— —

this

unseemly

visit,

being

fully

roused

to the spirit of repartee,

—

!

;

;
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Unable to withstand
said, "Gentlemen, what would ye here ?„"
such crushing irony, ihey decamped and left Haverford once

more

in severe repose.

One

loves the soothing nicotine,
one tlie ruby wine,
one the gentle maiden's vows,

And
And

When
One

the soil

moon

And one

my

I,

;

in chess to win,

one ambition

To play the

is

violin.

From morn till noon, from noon till
From night till break ot day.
I

night.

in my room,
ever sweetly play.

enchanted

sit

And

Though men may bawl adown
To "stop that fearful din"
Though friends may chide, wh
play

I

my

the hall
,te'er

betide

violin.

Our Sophomores have shown already

their

concurrence with

the opinion of that old philosopher, Benjamin Franklin,
said "
first

when he

Never put off till to-morrow," and so on for on the very
day of the term they began to exert their rights of guardian;

ship over the members of the new-fledged class of '86, by
sending them a pressing request for the pleasure of their presence in the gymnasium at the rather unfashionable hour of halfIn spite of the fact that the prayer meet-

past six in the evening.

ing

met

at the

same

hour, the invitation was unanimously ac-

and sharp on time the Freshmen presented themselves in
anticipation of some fun and if it is fun for a Freshman to watch
a Sophomore work like a horse, they were gratified.
Warmly
did our gallant Sophomores receive them, and zealously did they
undertake the duty of initiating the new-comers into the mysteries
of college life, and having manned the blanket they sent their
guests, one by one, three times apiece, up toward the ceiling.
Some went up as straight as a ramrod, gracefully touched the
cepted,

;

ceiling,

descend

and, turning neither to the right nor to the

Some

insisted

on going up

feet

first,

Now

the

Thomas

morning on the way
Va

to breakfast

Freshman wends

To have

;

And soon

Members of '86, suppose you try to get up something
new next year (a big supper, for example) that will offer more
fun and excitement for both parties.

ished by

some sable-hued

creature of the night
in

!

be polWith our mind's

the hall

window

at the

dead of night, and watch the fiendish smile that o'erspreads his
countenance as he beholds the two long double rows of manysized boots, like silent steeds awaiting their masters, along the hall.

Swiftly

and

Oh, then how little thou wilt care
For trial;- that are past
The woes of now shall be foigot,
But labor's fruits shall last.

endless source of

retire, to

silently

he goes

to

work.

The

first-floor

boots go up

within Alumni Hall

Enraptured thou shalt stand,
And brandish, amidst the bouquets sweet,
A "sheepskin " in thy hand.

off; so,

when we

lie

little "

£0 weep not, Freshie. at ihy lot,
A Soph thou soon wilt be,
And other Freshies thou wilt toss
As Soph'mores now toss thee.

—

amusement for the Sophs will this
Matron has so kindly made for us,

a

But swift glides time in labor spent,
And soon its rapid flight
June's sunny hours will bring again
To comfort and delight.

;

eye we see the belated Soph climbing

way,

seeks his couch
snooze,"
And while he sleeps the cruel Soph
Puts mud inside his shoes.
All wearied out

any feeling of ill-temper or ill-will
but
when it was over what had been accomplished? The Sophomores went out with their finger-nails half torn out and their
arms aching and the Freshmen went off none the worse, save
perhaps that their collars and cuffs might have been a little
crumpled and as to the fun — it is very much to be doubted if
either of the parties actively engaged in the "sport" enjoyed it
much, while the spectators soon found it monotonous and straggled

of putting our shoes outside the door

his

;

affair

that the

o'er,

Toss'd by the Soph'more band,
And smiles as he the ceiling feels
Beneath his outstretched hand.

thereby

neither expressing

What an

?

happy hours are
And fall is coming fast
ation's

The student once again resumes
The snivels of the past.

among the crowd
went up and came down in every possible

new arrangement be

to

cat well

unfortunate owners of the departed boots, cut us dead the next

thousand different attitudes in their short
was conducted in an orderly and gentlemanly manner, both classes doing themselves gi eat credit, and

The whole

we

—

position, striking a
flight.

In an instant

knows from bitter experience the terrors of the well-directed boot, and when the twentyseventh missile a thick-soled No. 9 — took him fairly on the
cerebellum, he departed to regions unknown, and we were permitted to resume our dream, happy to be left in peace at last;
and whit mattered it that fourteen of our dearest friends, the

the combat.

to the

scattering the contents of their vest-pockets

but the greater part

first

had coveted twenty-eight of them, and returned with new vigor

type of

left (a

through the next four years), returned

blanket undisturbed.

second, the second to the

the thought of those blessed boots in the hall.

Aloft the

their futuie course

to the

and accuracy of a mathematician he leaves no shoe
unturned, and at length, wearied with toil but inwardly rejoicing, he
seeks his humble couch.
Let us draw the curtain over the scene
of tumult and confusion, of strife and blood and sickening vitusuffice it to say that
peration that arises with the dawning morn
thence spring more bloodthirsty feuds than sixty Methodist ministers could patch up in a month.
But still it was only last night that we discovered the true useFor as we reposed sweetly upon our bed,
fulness of the system.
dreaming of home and the happy time when we were a boy, our
"
dreams were suddenly, cruelly interrupted by a protracted " yawl
of a large-sized Thomas cat beneath our window. Again and
again came the fiendish sound, while the chairs, soap-dishes and
cricket bats that we showered down upon the miserable feline
served only to stimulate him to more unearthly howls; and when
the Webster's Unabridged Dictionary and the Encyclopedia of
English Literature had gone with no effect further than evoking a
longer " yowl " than usual, we had wellnigh given ourselves up
to despair, when, like a ray of sunshine on a cloudy day, came
with the care

;

doth shine

loves to bowl the cricket ball,

But

to the third, the third

and gives practice, is
As such a help, matches between
It
classes are to be commended, however unequal they may be.
was creditable to the Freshmen that, on the 2d inst., they played
The Freshmen did what
the Sophs in response to a challenge.
they could, and scored 19 but '85 showed something of the solid
work her men can do, in making 125 for four wickets before time
was called.
Anything

so

much

that keeps

up

interest in cricket

gain for the Dorian.

;
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'58.

—Thomas

Richmond,

Clark, of

Ind., lost his estimable

summer.

wife last

'60.— John \V. Pinkham, M. I)., of Mont Clair, N. J., read a
paper at a Sanitary Convention held at Greenwood Lake, N. Y.,
recently, in which he advocated horseback riding as the best kind
of exercise for sedentary men.

—

'64.
Albin Garrett, though still residing in this State,
connected with a large business house in New York City.

— A. M.

'66.

is

Elliott,

on the elements which the Norman conquerors
to the speech of their Saxon kinsmen to form

lectures this year

of France added

'£2.— Edward Randolph sailed from Philadelphia last mon'h
by the way of Ihe Cape of Good Hope, for the purpose of benefiting his heahh by a five months' sea voyage.
for California,

'S3.— Thomas

K. Wothington has gone with his family to

Europe.

Gummere has gone into the Cambria Iron
Johnstown, near Pittsburgh, Pa.

'84.— William H.

Works,

now-

Associate of the Johns Hopkins University,

XI

'84.

at

— Charlton Yarnallhas gone into business

'84.— David
Harvard.

'85.— J. G.

S.

Ferris has entered the

we

Hill,

— B. F.

E^hleman delivered an eloquent

are sorry to say, remains at Chicago this

EXCHANGE NOTES.

oration on the

near Lancaster, which has deservedly

been published.

The

—James Carey,
—John

sailed a

Jr.,

month ago with

E. Forsythe

several

mem-

in

Henry H. Brown.

of the Swain Free School, in

been appointed Master
Bedford, Mass., which will be

Ph. D., has

New

opened early this month. This school is designed for graduates
of ihe High School or Friends' Academy, or persons of an equivalent degree of learning, and provides courses similar to those in
the Johns Hopkins University in English, Anglo-Saxon, Rhetoric
and Composition, History, Modern Languages, and Design and

—

'75.

'76.

Iowa.

J.

Franklin Davis

C, near

Airy, N.

— Henry W.

principal of an

academy

in

Mount

Dudley

is

in that State last

'76.

— Seth

'77.

— Isaac W.

summer.

K. Gifford spent the recent vacation in Germany.

Anderson paid a

He

neighborhood.

visit lately to his relatives in

has returned to Puget Sound, \V. T.

where he has been remarkably successful

dale Iron
'80.

Company,

—Josiah

I'.

Long-

in the

in Virginia.

Edwards conducts an agency

for (he Christian

— Levi T.

Edwards

is

Professor of Mathematics in Wil-

mington College, Ohio.

— William

'81.

— George

'82,

E.

'82.

Page has entered the Harvard Law School.

A. Barton has a position

of the Provident Life

and Trust Company,

— William C. Chase

is

now

in

in

the branch office

in

the Isle of Wight, after atat

South-

search of

in

printed in clearer type.

As

excellent

;

a record of college sports the

but further than that

it

contains

Magazine

little

is

of interest.

organ of a ladies' college but the foolish conundrums and jokes about lovers
which fill its personal columns appear to be the work of
However, there are better
undisciplined school-girls.
styles itself the

;

Sunbeam than its personals
" The Modern Girl," and
Commencement.
of
account

things in the
its

;

spicy article on

able

for instance,
its

very read-

The Illini is one of the most successful of our exchanges
Its editor
in the number and interest of its local items.
maps out very well the field cf work for a college paper in
:

" It has

neverbeen a strong conviction with

us that a college paper's chief mission was to afford a
medium through' which its board of editors might display
their

own

of more

attainments or shortcomings, to the exclusion

interesting articles from the pens of others. This

is

the

common

property of the students.

The

by them

board of editors are merely overseers
to superintend a work ti which all should be contributors.
»wned by all, it is proper that all should have access to
>

(

P.

Leeds

is

principal of the

academy

at

Moorstown,

N.J.

School.

it is

it

Among the neatest of our exchanges is the UniverMagazine, coming from the University of Pennsyl-

sity

its

pages

— not

necessarily in the long, conventional

erary article which,
'82.

hasty work

selected

tending the meeting of the British Scientific Association

— W.

not promise to read

excellencies or faults until

paper

Boston.

ampton.
'82.

is

has seven editors and

It

Military Institute supports a weekly

The Kentucky
paper, but we will

the following

Union.
'81.

desir-

in business.

—Wilson Townsend has accepted a position

'77.

reason to believe that there

is

The Sunbeam

now residing in Calhoun County,
His name appears among the delegates to a Republican

convention held

this

is

the Yirginian border.

is

premium given with

business managers.

vania.

Industrial Art.

"A

circulation.

preparing the Berkeleyan.

five

— Francis B. Gummere,

Journal (Henderson, Tenn.)

its

every copy."

There

a teacher of classics in the flour-

is

ishing school in Philadelphia conducted by
'72.

Institute

ous of extending

bers of his family for a year's tour in Europe.
'72.

Class, at

•-*»-•

4th of 7th mo., in a town

'72.

Philadelphia.

year.

the English language.
'67.

in

Sophomore

— Isaac M. Cox

is

principal of the Fairmount (Kas.)

High

when

printed, gives

lit-

the paper the

appearance of a ridiculous rivalry to the North American
Review, but in short and spirited communications, discus-

—

THE
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sions touching the live issues

H

which are continually

is

;

commend. "Better Farther On

of old ideas

The

in

" is a

miserable rehash

Professors are exceedingly dangerous, especially to

Those of you who are on horseback need
who are on foot beware

the infantry.

not mind them so much, but ye

advantage to be gained by culture

"

:

is

"
;

Ah

maid, with laughing, laughing eye,
For what those tears? Oh why that sigh
She murmurs as the blushes come,
" I swollered a hunk 0' chewin' gum."

Nothing worth
and, " Another

that study

makes

!

"

a

Berkeleyan.

Earlhamite,

an editorial, hastens to wrest

in

Professor P. E. Chase's expression of his appreciation of

Earlham's opportunities for influence into an indication
that " Haverford's

day of usefulness is over, since her
own turn against her." While we do not wish to be understood as thinking that this represents the general
ing of Earlham's faculty or students,

permitted to assure the writer that
stupidity

which

seizes

it

feel-

we may perhaps be

umbrellas

—

Subscriber
issue ?"

:

Editor

:

such a statement to distort

Haverfordians rejoice

and wish that she may grow

;

its

from which
in

Earlham's

but there

is

as

the leading educational institution

among

Friends, notwithstanding any declaration to the contrary

which may be called out by the jealousy or the tickled
vanity of some friends of Earlham.

Professor

J.

Philadelphia.

('72),

Meeting, Burlington,

on 5th day, 9th mo. 14th, Francis Barton Gummere, Ph. D.
to Amelia Smith, daughter of Richard F. Mott, all of Bur-

lington.

RHOADS— MASTERS.— At
on 4th day, 7th mo.

5th, Jos.

Friends' Meeting, Muncy, Pa.,

Rhoads,

my

damp every
much due on it."

paper so
is

so

down one day.
pen and gold-bowed

sat

his

glasses,

—

quickly wrote this little note
"Professor J. regrets to say that on this day

He cannot meet

his classes."

t

festive lad, one very had.
Sees the note on the door as he passes,
And in very high glee he rubs out the "c,"

But a

Whereupon we

read, " Professor

regrets to say

J.

That on this day he cannot meet his

lasses."

Now

Professor J., he walks that way,
Hears a snickering laugh as he passes
But anon lie changes the note he wrote,

now we

STARR— PARISH.— On 9 th mo. 16th, at St. George's, Widmore, Kent, England, by the Rev. Dr. A. R. Welden, Louis Starr,
M. ID. ('68), to Mary, daughter of the late William D. Parrish, of
Friends'

is

find, " Professor J. regrets to

say

That on this day he cannot meet his asses."

MARRIED.

GUMMERE — MOTT. — At

Because there

And

So that

J.,

Why

"

every

reason to say that Haverford will continue to hold her
position

"

Exit subscriber rapidly.

*

success,

Jr. ('So), to

Harriet S. Mas-

of Muncy.

EAU MIGH!
There was a young girl from Bordeaux,
With corns on her little pink teaux
They gave her such pain

Down

The tears ran like rain
the bridge of her elegant neaux.

Her lover— a youth from CologneFled wildly and left her alogne,
When he found that her feet
With corns were replete
With never a word he had flogne.
;

sent for a doctor from Lynn
As shining and neat as a pyrin
He looked at her teaux.
The source of her weaux,
And indulged in a gratified grynn.

They

OBITUARY.

;

Charles S. Sharpless, a prominent citizen of Philadelphia,

and

a graduate of the class of '37

a graduate of the class of
ington,

'60,

;

and William

a widely

known

B. Corbit,

physician of

M. D.,
Wash-

— have died since our last issue.

maid from Bordeaux,
pink teaux;

lie prescribed for this

And

cured her

little

And now,

it is

said,

hey, too, will be waid,
from sorrow and grief find repeaux.
'1

The Rugby (Tennessee)

Public Library, founded on the

And
gift

volumes from the publishers, led by Mr. Estes of Boston,
"
has now a permanent building, so that the " Hughes Library
could be opened just about on the second anniversary of the
founding of the settlement, October 5.
of 5000

in a

only the blindest

is

into an aspersion of the institution

the speaker comes.

of

wouldn't have thought that

amount of property was stolen outside of Congress
would you ? Ex.
year,

With

meaning

You

year.

last

$10,000,000 worth

manufactured

Philadelphia

ters,

?''

!

man."

The

N.

!

—Fenn. University Magazine.

clumsier dress than they are usually put.

following will serve to illustrate

gaining can be obtained without work

full

PLUNDER.

rising

up and demanding
but turning to that portion of the
very good theory
paper which is not the work of the editors we find little
to

—

;

AVERFORDIAN.

This

the attention of students."

;

The sweet-scented youth from Cologne,

Who

her severely alogne,
first heard the news
His mind he did lews,
flitted from life with a grogne.
left

When he

And

Harvard Advocate.

—
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WHITE HALL,
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—NEW BRYN MAWR BAKERY—

MA"W"E.

IBIS/YIN"

Fine Groceries, Extra Teas and Coffees, Superior Canned Goods.

VEEY CHOICE PATENT AND FAMILY FLOUR,
From leading Pennsylvania and Western mills; by the Bag or Barrel
FRESH EGGS; BUTTER from the leading Delaware and Montgomery County

Fresh Meats of

Our

celebrated

Bread

all kinds,

-ICIE GK.E.A.JVE
Of

CHARLES

K.

WOLF,

served daily through surrounding country from the White Hall

Try it. 1'itihi and Fancy Cir hes made fresh
Fies and all kinds ot I'anr// Dexsrrts made to order.

bread wagons.

ICE

Dairies.

and Poultry always on hand.

WATER

A-ISTID

all flavors, in all

daily.

ICES-

fancy gake and $read $aker,

kinds of forms, very finest quality.

SERVED DAILY TO CUSTOMERS ALL THE YEAR ROUND.

Good Horses and Carriages always

to hire

THE ROSEMONT CARRIAGE WORKS,
ROSEMONT,
T-A-^IES

X>_

LANCASTER AVENUE,

at White Hall Livery Stables.

5 e23.:n.!s-rl^a.a.l.i3.

ILTea.r

:E

I£a.ilrc;a.:3.

Xle^ot.

P. R. R.

TO'HAETOIT,

.

Manager.

.

ALL KINDS OF

PLEASURE CARRIAGES, BUSINESS WAGONS,
FARM WAGONS, Etc.,
Made

in the best

manner.

Skillful

workmen and good

FINE CARRIAGE PAINTING

Families and

Parties

served

with

Bread, Cakes,

Ico Cream, Confectionery, etc., at

material.

reasonable prices.

A SPECIALTY.

Persons wishing their carriages overhauled and thoroughly done up should send

would do well

to

send

Horseshoeing, under charge of William Stewart,
all done by practical workmen.
Diseases of

in their orders.

a particular branch of the business.
the feet thoroughly understood.
Please call and see us at

Work

THE ROSEMONT CARRIAGE WORKS.

F.

MAGUIRE,
*ART1ST1G GUTTER,-*

ESTERBROOK'S
^^* 7^
S
«<^-c"
"

J

st e e l
pens

No. 10 North Eleventh Street, Philadelphia.

s

CSTCRQROOKfiCo

}

SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS.
Leading Numbers: 14, 048, 130, 333, 161.

For Sale by all Stationers.
THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO.,
Works, Camden, N.

J.

26 John

St..

New

_A_

SPECIALTY

Wedding,

Fall Dress,

Haverford College Barber Shop.

GEO. W. FRANCES,
Proprietor.

Ardmore.

J. L.

Graduating and Reception Suits.

STADELMAN,
DEALER

IN

(OAL AND JUMBER,
ARDMORE,

—Students are

:

York.

especially invited.

PA.

I
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H AVERFORD AN

TIMS

r

Ssnd

PLES OF
tD

a

DW G0°^

I''W

Hdusb Dealing

EXCLUSIVELY IN DRY GOODS,
.find

thereby secure the advantages offered
the concentration upon one single

by

branch

ai business of
vast facilities,

The present season
stock figgre gating fully

we

all

our

are showing a

LI oKiuicu and Quazbet

zJDoiiazs)

In Silks, Dress Qands,_Clnfhs,_Ladies'_and
Children's Wearing Apparel, Housefurnishing G-oods, Upholstering Materials,

Hosiery,

Underwear,

_

Gloves,

Fancy Goods, Dress Trimmings, Jkc,,_&c,_&c_,

XtR/IWBRIDGK gr (^OTfllKR,
^igl^ti{ anil

f

H.

J.

HAVEEPOED AND C00PEET0WN EOADS,
Opposite White Hall.

For elegance, durability and cheapness,
the iradj.

my work

FRIENDS' BOOK ASSOCIATION
Publishers, Booksellers and Stationers,

No. 1020

and Gentlemen's

FASHIONABLE
BOOT AND SHOE MAKER,
00R.

Stuncts.

PRILADGLPF5IA.-+.

Harrison,
Ladies'

Market

cannot be surpassed by any house *n

Special reduction to fimiln s and College students.
Repairing done neatly and promptly

STAPLE

Arch

and

FANCY STATIONERY,

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS,
SCRAP BOOKS,
AUTOGRAPH ALBUMS,
WRITING DESKS,
WORK BOXES,
INK STANDS,
PAPER KNIVES,
CARD CASES,
FANCY PAPETERIE.
GOLD PENS AND PENCILS,
CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR CARDS,

BLANK BOOKS,

Poems, Juvenile and Miscellaneous Books,

A Great Variety

STEEIT*PENS.

etc.

of Handsome Articles, and Prices Low.

JOSEPH (HLLOTfS

*

Street, Philadelphia.

I

THE FAVORITE NUMBERS, 303,404, 332,351, 170,
AND HIS OTHER STYLES

SOLD by ALL DEALERS throughout the WORLD
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WHITALL, TATUM &

CO..

xv

Chemicals and Chemical Auoaratus

( -lass N/1 amifacturers,
410

46

&

RACE

ST., Philadelphia,

48 BARCLAY

ST.,

New

York.

Chemical Glassware
FOE

Suited to the wants of Schools and College?.

LABORATORIES,

COLLEGES,
MUSEUMS,
ASSAYING WORKS,
INSTITUTES OF TECHNOLOGY,
ACADEMIES,

&c.

Bullock

& C RENSHAW

No. 528 Arch

DRUGGISTS' GLASSWARE,
Hoinoeopatljic

Vials, Druggists'

Sundries,

&c

>

Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

Descriptive Priced Catalogue furnished

on application.

Haverford College Store,
ESTABLISHED

BROADBENT &
Successors to Broadbent

&

1S42.

Where may be obtained

CO..

Dry Goods, Groceries,

Phillips,

Photographers,
HAVE REMOVED TO
No. 914 Chestnut Street.

NOTIONS,
HATS 4 CAPS,
BOOTS * SHOES,
Hardware,
Queensware,

All settlements with the late firm of Broadbent &
Phillips will be made with Broadbent & Co.
at above address.
Broadbent & Co. naving purchased the negatives
and business, applications for new work
will be made to them.

Fruits,

Agent

for

Tinware,
Confectionery,

Cakes, etc.

HARRISON'S READY MIXED PAINT, and
AMERICAN BARB WIRE.

also the

GARDINER L.WARNER.

THE HAVERFORDIAN

II

Homer, Golladay

STADELMAN'S PHARMACY.

&

Compounding

Go.

HUNYADI JANOS AND FRIEDRICHSH ALL

invite attention to their

BITTER WATERS,

Gents' Furnishing Goods Department,
which

will always be

of Prescriptions a specialty.

Together with a variety of Imported and Domestic
Natural Spring Waters, constantly on hand.

found replete with the

ALL THE POPULAR MONTHLY AND WEEKLY MAGAZINES

LATEST NOVELTIES

IN

AND DAILY PAPERS.

NECKWEAR.

STORE ENLARGED AND REFURNISHED.

ALL SIZES OF

Ready Made

Shirts at $1.00 each.

Measures taken, and made

Cor. Cricket

Workmanship and

Order. Fit,
Materials Guaranteed.
to

Whitman's and other Fine Confectionery

"

"

Open

"

"

Extra Fine.

Jerseys for Gymnasium, Tennis and Cricket,

A

full

etc., in College Colors,

DRUGGISTS' PRESCRIPTION SCALES,

Mo.

1st,

Company

KEEP'S SHIRTS,

Street.

933 Chestnut Street.

GLOVES, UMBRELLAS, UNDERWEAR, ETC.

1882.

$6,043,41198

KEEP'S Custom

Shirts Made to Measure from
Wamsutta Muslin and Best Irish Linen.
Bosoms 3-ply, all Linen. Perfect Fit Guaranteed.

4,845,965 29

Liabilities,

Surplus, including Capital Stock,

$1,197,44669

:

Mortality Experience

from 1866 to 1881.

SIX

Probable Death Losses according t<> the American Experience Table of Mortality, the Standard of the
Pennsylvania Insurance Department (882 lives),
Actual experience of the Company during the whole

-

period (592 lives),

ASA

$1,847,13800

Fine Assortment of Gents' Furnishing Goods.

KEEP MANUFACTURI NG CO.

S.

WM.

BOOK-BINDER

Actuary.

DIRECTORS.
SAMUEL R. SHIPLEY, Philadelphia.
T. WISTAR BROWN.
RICHARD CADUURY,
HENRY HAINES,
JuSHUA H. MORRIS,
RICHARD Wool),
WILLIAM UACKEK,
S.

WING,

152 SO.

ISRAEL MORRIS.

Room

Phi. adelpliia.

CHAS. HARTSHORNE,

WILLIAM GUMMERE,
BENJ. V. MARSH,
FREDERIC COLLINS,
.MURRAY SHIPLEY, C'ii
J.

MORTON

WHELLER,
PRACTICAL

JOSEPH ASHBROOK, Manager of Insurance Dept.
DR. THOMAS W1STAE, Chief Medical Examiner.

ASA

C.

SHIPLEY, President.
WING, Vice-President.
R.

KOWLAKD PARRY,

$9,001

$2,654,067 00

of Mortality Makes Cheap Insurance.

SAMUEL

FOR

Samples and Circulars Mailed Free.

806,929 00

Difference,

A Low Rate

&c.

PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.

------1st

WEIGHTS OF
PRECISION.

St.)

409 Chestnut

price,

BALANCES

ASSAY

OF PHILADELPHIA,

market

ANALYTICAL

CHESTNUT STREET,

Provident Lite and Trust

ssets at

ASSAY
BALANCES,

assortment of

(Above Broad

Pike,

A RDM ORE.

11

PHILADELPHIA.

No.

Avenue and Lancaster

HENRY TROEMNER,

Front.

COLLARS AND CUFFS.
Nos. 1412 and 1414

also the Choicest Cigars.

Directly opposite Station.

$18.00 per Dozen, Laundried.

20.00
24.00

;

A

I.

THIRD STREET,

A.

PHILADELPHIA.
cinmili,

(

BERTS) IN.
Norrhtuwn, Pa

Old Hooks and Magazines bound with neatness and despatch.
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1882.

us on account of this, and the almost total absence of

students during that time, has thrown us back in this

EDITORS

Charles
T.

G. H.

Ev

R. Jacob,

'84.

Herbert Chase,

Orren

Bates,

:

Enos

L.

Shoemaker,
Doan, '85.

is

'83

out on the appointed day.

Business Manager.

There seems

many

$lMO

Subscription Price, One Copy, One Year.

The Haverfordian is the official organ of the students of Haverford College, and
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fordian

and friends of

the

College

generally, should give us their hearty support in

our endeavors

to

standard of literary
Arrangements having been

raise the

work in the College.
made with the publishers of the "Student" we are
enabled to mail to any address the "Student" and
"Haverfordian " together for $1.50 per year.
It is

urge

all

almost time to begin

to practice as

much

foot-ball,

as possible.

and we would

We

have

all

good team, and all we lack is
more practice and a good ground. Eighty-five, we are
happy to say, seems to be taking quite an active part in
the game, and no doubt they will have a good class team
The Freshman should play more than they
this year.
do, as there is some good material in their class, which
the material necessary for a

should be developed on the foot-ball
of the Ground Committee

field.

to arrange

It is

the desire

matches with the

University, Swarthmore, and other colleges this year.

The Sophomores

are trying to arrange matches with
and others, so the)- should have some praclet us all do our- best and let Haverford take
the place which she has held so long in other

'85 University,

Now

tice.

in foot-ball,

The delay

in

this

issue of

The Haverfordian has

been caused, as most of our readers are aware, by the
Bi-Centennial of Pennsylvania, which is no small occasion
to

all

those

in

or near Philadelphia.

The

vacation given

to

be a prevailing tendency

among

of the students, to throw paper and such out of

windows on

which until within
of.
That there is
the appearance of the lawn around

to the lawn, a thing

the last two years was almost unheard

not a proper regard for

Barclay Hall

diaus in particular,

We will,

left all.

however, be more prompt and endeavor to have our paper

Assistant Business Manager.

'85,

and we embraced the occasion and

issue,

Chairman.

S \muel

'84.

-

'84,

Rufus M. Jones,

INS, '83,

is

an undeniable

be more binding rules

unanimous opinion of
of the college.
ing,

fact,

and that there should

in reference to this matter,
all

those interested

in

is

the

the welfare

Now, when one walks around

the build-

he sees old newspapers, boxes, banana peels, apple

cores,

and most anything that a person can lay his hands
The managers have

on to throw out, on the ground.
tried to

make

it

as pleasant as possible for us while here,

but there must be some effort on our part, as they cannot

There are places for paper and such waste mateand each one should use that place. In closet " A,"
on each floor, there is a box where paper is supposed to
be placed. Let us all watch ourselves more closely in
reference to this matter, and see if the appearance of the
ground around Barclay Hall will not be improved.
do

all.

rial,

That the night of October 31st was an exceptionally disorderly one no one will attempt to deny; and yet
it was but the breaking out of a spirit which has been
showing itself to a greater or less extent ever since the
There seems to be a growing
opening of the year.
opinion on the part of some students that the upper
floor of Barclay Hall was designed expressly for a
bowling alley, that lamps were made for the sole purpose
of being extinguished, and that mats were created to
decorate the balusters of stairs, and not to retain the
These ideas led to disturbances on
horizontal position.
the above-mentioned night, which for some time rendered
study impossible. The sound was not unlike that produced

in a fort

Now, who

during an active cannonade.
the prime leaders in this

we have been unable

movement were

to ascertain, for the

honors have
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been attributed to several

Suffice

parties.

it

to say, that

conduct was not only extremely riotous, but very

their

We

disagreeable to the rest of the college.

are expressing the feelings of the majority,

feel that we
when we say

It is

be hoped that the day

to

to such a degree, that at least

French and German

that such things are neither just nor worthy of toleration.

seems

The

these branches,

perpetrators of deeds of this nature are not only

breaking the established
great inconvenience.

It

own time

in

others

unpardonable.

is

rules,
is

but are putting others to

bad enough

to waste one's

such foolish employment; but to annoy ten

The demand

that such conduct shall cease,

of the college

is,

and that there be greater

is

not far distant

when

the requisites for admission to Haverford shall be raised

shall

some

should be the place

to us,

slight

knowledge of

The

be demanded.

school,

elementary

for

—the college the place

for

drill

it

in

perfecting the

knowledge already obtained. We have heard it remarked
by excellent German scholars, that it is much more difficult to learn to pronounce German correctly, at the age
of ordinary college students, than at an earlier period in

There

their course of study.

respect for those rules which have been enacted, not as

the younger one

oppressive measures, but for our convenience.

the

not

is

much doubt

commences the study of

a

but that

language,

and although
we are told that Cato learned Greek at eighty," he
would, no doubt, have mastered that tongue with much

more

satisfactory will be the results

;

"

Perhaps no important duty
students as a whole,

Unabridged Dictionary."
no object

many

to

after

they have once

possess a good education, than

an

Glancing over a

examination

for

list

father,

are

carrige,

fair

opposit,

winged angle."

left

behind them

does the misspelling of

made

of the mistakes

of which

specimens

"
:

was

Doubtless the reader

incorrect.

Endevors, granduells,

may

white-

be able to

many examples, even more ridiculous than these.
They are by no means uncommon. Carelessness would
account for many blunders of this kind but it is no
recall

;

good excuse.
To many,

is

almost natural. Others

in this

branch by continued

spelling correctly

It

should be the rule of the student,

after

writing a production of any sort, to glance carefully over

and correct the mistakes. The dictionary should be
his constant companion until he feels himself able, in the
words of the poem, " to go it alone." Many a young
man, though a complete scholar in other respects, has
it

lost

an excellent position by putting an

like

blunder

for

;

c for

an

a,

however elegantly we may translate a passage
or however brilliantly we may demonstrate a

tical

man,

dictionaries,
in

some

little in

difficult

the eyes of the prac-

when writing to him, we put the for thee, or
Then let us put into a more general use those
which the managers have so thoughtfully

Barclay Hall, and see

one college

in

that

we

is

so excellent in

if

there cannot be, at least,

America where students do not think

beneath them to study spelling.

other respects,

we

spent such a comparatively brief period

regret
in

the

study of modern languages.

It

the

was with much pleasure that we learned through

medium

of that valuable

it

article, that

is,

the bulletin

board, that our petition for a vacation of ten days, in

which to attend the Bi-Centennial celebration, had been
It would have been very inappropriate for a

granted.

Friends' College, situated within nine miles of the city,

which Penn founded,

to

have observed

no respect the

in

anniversary of his landing.
of this petition shows that the Faculty

and managers of Haverford are ever ready to do all within the bounds of reason for the benefit and happiness of
her students. Complaints are, at times, heard concerning
But it should be rememthe fewness of our holidays.
bered that too frequent requests for holidays, together
with a promiscuous granting of the same, can but be

demoralizing to the student.

When

the Faculty have a

under consideration, there is likely to be a certain degree of excitement which in no way tends to the
petition

furtherance of the regular college tasks.

We

in Latin,

if

to for too.

placed

these avail but

all

or

however smoothly we may scan Greek,

or

problem,

our course

The granting

can only attain proficiency
perseverance.

There are those, we think, who regret that it is not
more extended knowledge of
While
these studies than the present system allows.
their privilege to acquire a

surprise over

couard,

marrid,

in

greater ease at fourteen.

one of the highest

we found with

the orthography

words,

The following

Webster's

we may say with
one who pretends to

admission to

Universities in the country,
fifty

"

Yet,

nothing speaks worse for

truth, that

of

-Correct spelling seems to be

the tasks of the spelling book.

a word.

more neglected by

is

than the perusal

should be careful not to use the instrumentality

of the petition too often, and without sufficient cause.

our request
granted.

is

a just one,

we may be

Our monthly meeting

forgotten by those complainers,
rest

from our labors.

although

it

brings a

sure

it

will

If

be

holidays should not be

who

say that

we have no

This wise arrangement of studies,
little

extra labor on 5th day morning,

affords to the student a " place for breath"

not be wholly despised.

which should
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MEASURED BY DIFFERENCE.

touched the deepest vein of heroism

Within the past two years the inexorable " Finis" has
been written after the lives of two of the most remarkable

men

of the times, and on this account the events of their

lives

have been presented to us with new

and the

force,

much

lessons which they taught have been emphasized.

We

of a remarkable system of literature.

them both the

essential qualities of great

ever retained

in a

men; they were

were versatile

inspired with a noble purpose,
capacities, considerate in their

recognize in

in

their

judgments, and above

all

To

in

the importance of their life-work,

We

our purpose.

acknowledge

is

foreign to

propose simply to point out what we

it,

by

its

grotesque form

This

hackneyed.

many

Carlyle,

is

by no means forward

and indeed now that

is

it

all

over,

to

much

seems to be interesting only on account of
and we say of its substance, that it is

that he wrote

;

is

Carlyle perceived in

indeed true.

instances the need of his age, and,

in his light,

min-

istered to them, regardless of the cost to his fame.

Turn now

for a

few exceptions,

little

now

With but

few minutes to Emerson.
that he wrote

His

needs of his day.

"

was prompted by the

English Traits

"

are as readable

were twenty years ago, and they will be
They deal in fact, not
readable a hundred years hence.
so much with the accidental traits of Englishmen, as with
as they

the ideally historical traits that are imperishable.

So turn
jects treated

indulge, however, in panegyric, or to endeavor to

estimate

indeed, true that the generation which was espe-

cially influenced

surprising degree the crowning virtues

of humility and charity.

the English heart

this

of the present prosperity of the world.

It is,

For more than fifty years the sage of Chelsea had
spoken with authority to the English-speaking people,
and had influenced them on many vital questions. The
peculiarity of his style, the originality of his thought
and the depth of his character recommended him especially to the rising generation, and while he was an active
spirit in many prominent movements.
So also was it with Emerson. He had had a remarkable career, had taken the lead in giving American
literature form and distinction, and was the central sun

in

was not manifest in any shout of triumph
that shook the world, they gave again renewed energy to
that nerve and muscle of old England to which we owe
and while

And how

to

any of

his essays',

and what are the sub-

Eove, Friendship, Prudence, Compensation.

?

are these subjects treated

They

of Cicero or Plato.

ever

of truth that will

are

warm

full

the

One

?

is

reminded

of the eternal sunlight

human

heart.

Read

lished forms were proved insufficient for the

and we become enamored, but at the same
time we are convinced that what he has written and the
way in which he lias written it, are " part and parcel " of
It is as
the common heritage of mankind for all time.
though the light streamed through his nature upon the
unchanging truths of creation and the simple annals of
We call
the human heart, and manifested them to us.
him Transcendentalist and Pantheist, because we know-

the day, and

not what else to

pated,

richer for the future.

regard as a marked difference between the two men, and to

make whatever

inference

is

Somehow

apparent.

to us that the period covered

by

their lives

it seemed
was especially

suited for the development of extraordinary powers.

The

old

moulds of thought had become worn by

human

long use, and new activities were stirring the

In society, especially in England, old and estab-

mind.

demands of
new philosophies were anxiously anticiand eagerly studied when produced. This being

the case, one

may wonder why

The explanation

hearing.
as he

to us

Carlyle was forced to

command

struggle so long before he could

who were

in

size.

As

son

long

the approved diction

then his peers, and

who

will

ever be

bright examples of transparency of style, he could reach

but a limited class.
Carlyle

in

When

he put

and became

this aside

speech as well as Carlyle

in

the English

fact,

Nay"

his

through

the

struggles of thousands of hearts then in
"

rich for us, but will

the difference which

be

we would emphaown age, Emer-

Carlyle worked especially for his
forall time.

This difference

is

especially manifested

by

We

by which to judge
Carlyle, and as results ever fall short, and mock the noble
aims of the designer, so has he been mocked, unmerciIn Emerson, however, we
ful and unjustly criticised.
their death.

had tangible

results

however, they were kindred spirits and recognized each other.
We like to think of them, one as the
complement of the other, and they certainly could join

to the Everlasting Yea," represented

and those lectures on

is

the dissimilarity between the criticisms on the two since

the

progression

He

of the hero of Sartor

Rcsartus did struggle with doubt and other mental phantasmagoria

is

him.

could only recognize an immortal voice speaking through

cry.

The remarkable experience

call

tin-

people recognized the greatness of his power and

heroism of his

This, then,

an extensive

seems evident.

endeavored to clothe himself

of those

attentively

"

Everlasting

full

well the

Merry England,

Heroes and Hero Worship,"

lips

standing

of "conscious reluctant mortality."

Notwith-

this,

hand anil heart in wishing that all would recognize what
one of them has so well expressed: "Truth is the summit of being, and Justice the application of it to affairs."
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"THE FAIRY TALES OF
In

some old story

I

SCIENCE."

have read, Science

merits

whose firm
away and are

woods and

There

lost.

of the case

is

some

is

not contained

hills flee

truth in the idea

but

;

all

the truth

the assertion that the

in

creatures of the imagination disappear before the advance

While

of knowledge.

to be

it is

people have disappeared

little

acknowledged
like

Their reign of terror

selves.

is

of her

new milk

in

the

The country

lips,

girl

or the souring

spring-house to

Queen Mab.

Children are not in daily fear of brownies in the woods.
Jack-o'-lantern

is

no longer a malicious

As

lead the traveler into trouble.

spirit,

seeking to

the emigrant, peeping

from the car window, catches a glimpse of the ghostly
midnight

murmur

hanging over the swamp, he

light,

is

apt to

to himself words about vegetable decomposition,

and spontaneous combustion.
A black cat is to us no more dangerous than a white
The witches of our day are very harmless old wocat.
men, not better acquainted with His Satanic Majesty than

many

form some coherent

Here we are on

In thus freeing the race from a degrading

bondage

a globe,

i

night

is

turned into day.

fell

The sun

is

our great giant

and the wind that moves

and the

rain that

good and
like the

olden time, so small, so active for

fairy of the

so ubiquitous, as the

evil,

What magic

sun?

atom

?

What

mirror like the thousand

telescopes pointing each night towards the stars
costly caves of

gems equal

our magic mirrors

The tales

call

to the twinkling stars

of the Arabian Nights
;

side of Tyndall's philosophies.

losopher dwell
Milton."

One

tells

?

What
which

up from the depths of space?

the glowing stories of Science

modern thought

giant

grow

colorless before

they seem puerile by the

One

of the apostles of

us that the scientist and the phi-

among

conceptions that "beggar those of

candidly examining the question on

its

it

;

it

it

;

of the springing grass,

of the

;

in the

worms and

and

flies

of the brooks and creeks and
roars

stars falling slowly

down

precipice

its

through the

air.

All

;

riv-

of the

owe

their

and motion to the sun. Withdraw his rays
and all would become dead and still. All this motion
of animal and plant and inanimate things, all the color
and life of the world, are due to the impact of atoms
life

forced asunder

What

wets

of Niagara as

;

of

tales

fairy

But think of the waving

coal age have been able to do.
leaf,

snow

her fairy tales

the

have seen what those that issued from him

being and

We know that

in

Consider what his brains are doing every day.

Science.

truth

are true.

done by the clashing

upon the waving leaf of the tree. Atoms
were forced and lifted apart. Through centuries they
remained so, in the form of oil and coal. Under a
thousand boilers, and in a thousand other places, at the
touch of heat, they rush together, and warm all the complex machinery into life and action.
impulse

natural

that shall presently vanish.

is

Slipping from the hot ball of the sun, the

years ago.

ers

punishment for evil, were once firmly upheld as
by a large majority of the race. But Science has
replaced all this by matters more worthy of our belief.
We know that the fairy land of Science is not a mirage

All this

of atoms forced apart by the sun's energy, thousands of

now know them to

good, of super-

re-

;

birds about the fields

be, of fairy influence for

The

in space.

on the ships and on the railroads
there are millions of people tearing along as though they
were running a race with death. Thousands of mills
are sending smoke toward the sky, and rolling out cotton
and woolen fabric every year enough to reach to the sun
and back. Cities lighted with gas and electricity, until
crossed by railroads

and omens, Science has done
good service. Along with the evil, however, much that
might seem good has been lost. Pleasing fancies, as we

to superstition, to signs

;

fairy tales of Science.

swinging around

ocean covered with ships, and the land crossed and

We

a prettier female.

assertion.

idea.

Let us consider one of the

melting snow, as

over.

does not attribute the blisters on her

to

that the

knowledge has grown, yet we should remember that
Science has fairy tales for us a thousand times more
wonderful than those told around the fire-places of the
They
olden time. The giants and the dwarfs are gone.
remain to us in literature only as faint echoes of them-

agree with this

to

fail

and from the very nature of the case his success was not
absolute.
It was like an attempt to measure the Infinite.
But Science deals with that which is conceivable. Of
matter and its laws, of force and its actions, we are able

as a frowning, stern-browed goddess, before

step the fairies of the

can scarcely

Milton sought to describe things that are inconceivable

represented

is

by

heat.

Science has hinted, of

late, at

another curious story.

She has about concluded that there is in the world a system of evolution. It has been said that there are two
ideas of the Creator; the first, which is lofty, is that
he made all things; the second, which is loftier far, is
This latter is
that he made all things make themselves.
the conception of modern science.
From the inorganic
world, Science

tells

us, in

obedience to the

the Creator, there arose the lower forms

command
of

life

of

faintly

shadowed forth in the crystal. From these low forms
higher and higher forms came forth, still in obedience to
the laws of the Creator.

Last of

all,

man, the godlike,
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Thus from

appeared.

seeming

the

of

evil

strife

suffering

educed; these higher forms of life were brought forth.
Nothing that poets tell us of, nothing that comes from
Arabia and India, can equal
beaut}-.

wonder this

tale of

modern

;

doubts

and he

in

Nothing among the old stories can equal it in
That is a strong assertion
but let him that

science.

master the theory of evolution himself,

first

it,

no longer doubt.

will

These are some of the great

The little stories
Our sharp-eyed

tales.

are beautiful, but the)' are numberless.

goddess shows us a hundred things about our path that
full of beauty and wonder.
Insect-traps among the

are

flowers
are

arrangements by which bees and

delicate

;

cany

forced to

for scattering

bees and

fir the

flies;

worms taking on

seed; ugh'

flies

from plant to plant; honey

pollen

by the flowers

secreted

catapults

a beauty as

worth becomes known.

their true

Let the .esthetic brotherhood grumble about the
of Science.
They say she has
destroyed our beautiful beliefs; and a hundred college
materializing influence

students echo the cry,
belief-."

"She has destroyed our

She has destroyed none

the consideration of a true man.

beautiful

none that are worthy
All she has overthrown
;

lies, and truth alone is beautiful.
In Science will be
found the antidote for the pseudo-a-stheticism of the

are

modern
it

in

is

hand

The study

school.

of the beautiful only

league with Science

;

only so long as

it

when
goes

hand with Truth. After that it is small and
sill}-, so that 'inly small and sill)- souls enjoy it.
Hence
the great contrast between the beautiful in Science and
in

the trivial in the worship of the sunflower; hence the
agre :ment between the standards of modern criticism and
the products of Grecian aesthetics.
This is the claim of
Science that the true anil beautiful are one.
li

BASE BALL.

and

among animals, of cruel hunger and great
that may never be told, this great good was

slaughter

w]

i

nee of banishing the

Sci

but display his shallowness.

endure-

to look at the

convicts his

world except through rose-colored glasses,
eyes of weakness.

But while the true

is

always beautiful,

does not always appear to the senses.

The

its

beauty

highest har-

mony

appeals only to the spiritual part.
No one has seen
atom or handled the ground-work; neither have any
of us heard, save by the ear of reason, the sweet harmony
tli'

of the spheres.
"

which

th-iu beholdest

motion
an angel sings,
Still choiring to the young-eyed cherubims
Stn-li harmony is in immortal ><nil>:
iii

his

Bui while this

l

i

l^

i(

HAVERFORD.

Alter a few days' practice our team visited Swarth-

much better game than many of their friends expected.
The game was called promptly at 2.30 P. M. Coffin
White was the

losing the toss, Haverford went to bat.

only

man who reached

first

base

in

the

Swarthmore then 'went to

bat,

and by some

a few errors, put together

two

runs.

Haverford went out
the same.

in

innings.

first

safe hitting

and

In the second innings

regular order,

Swarthmore doing

Haverford again tried to score, but were

Swarthmore scoring one more run.
Haverford, O. Wilson then took the
3
bat, and, by a good, safe hit, reached first base, and, by
safe hitting and good base-running, Wilson, Thomas, and
Reeve scored runs tying the score. Swarthmore was
again retired in order.
In the fifth innings, after two men
were out, Wilson and Craig scored, and for Swarthmore
only one man reached first.
List opened the sixth innings
with a hit to short stop, which was fumbled.
Evans followed him with a safe hit to right field, and White followed.
Three men on bases, and no out. Wilson then
stepped up and hit a long fly between centre and left
fields, and List and khans scored.
Craig was put out at
first, and then Thomas hit a good one, on which WhiteBriggs reached first, the next two men going
scored.
The innings for Haverford closed with Wilson on
out.
Swarththird, Thomas on second, and Briggs on first.
more had one man on first, when Miller hit a hot grounder
to Coffin, who threw to List at second, and List to Craig,
retiring two men, and making by far the most brilliant
retired

in

order,

Swarthmore,

;

play of the game.
retired

In the seventh innings Haverford

without any addition to their score, but Swarth-

more, by a succession of hits and errors, put together six

making the score 9

to 8, in their favor.
Haverorder
Swarthmore,
retired
in
in
the
next
ford, as well as
List opened the ninth innings by fouling out.
innings.
Evans reached first, and was helped around to third by
Haverford was now one run
hits of White and Wilson.

behind, with three
bat ami

hit

men on

bases,

when Craig took

the

an easy one to E. Smedley, which forced

Evans out at home, but Miller, in attempting to catch
White at third, threw too high. White then tried to run
in, but was thrown out at home, thus closing the innings
game.

The following

is

the score by innings

:

»

muddy

Doth grossly close

OS.

more, and although they were beaten, they played a

anil the

There's not the smallest orli

Bui

SWARTHMORE

runs,

beautiful,

He who cannot

VII

vesture

In,

Swarthmore.

ol di caj

we cannot

neat

.

II

Uayerford

—

..

1

2

3

2

11

1

4

.'.

11

:

1.

:

11

6

a
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9—Total,
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LOCALS.
Soph. — "

member none

I

don't think that

of

my

be a bachelor

I'll

as

;

I

can

re-

fore-parents were."

John B. Garrett and Joshua Baily delivered excellent temperance addresses in Alumni Hall on the 18th tilt.
"

kind

?

What's the advantage of that
"

Bicycler.

—

" O, they

come

style of pedals over the old
at eight dollars extra."

The clocks are wrong again. Is it not possible to find some
one who can keep them nearer railroad time than they now are ?
In our last issue,

Brown, who

Tufts College.

we

erroneously stated that Professor M. T.

Haverford on the 3d ult., was President of
should have said Professor of Elocution.

visited

We

The Freshmen

Eleven of
them worked with might and main for three-quarters of an hour
in the endeavor to shave one cheek, and then only got it lathered.
are not a success as barbers.

The Sophomore who wanted

know whether an oyster was
now who insisted that a green
took a large bite.
He was not

to

a univalve or a bivalve has a rival

walnut was a pear, and to prove it
able to get his mouth untwisted again for twenty-four hours.

On Wednesday

evening,

November

President

1st,

Chase

opened the regular lecture course by a very interesting lecture
upon " William Penn, the Quaker Cavalier." Professor Sharpltss
lectures on November 8th and 15th, upon " Spectrum Analysis."
These lectures will be illustrated by using the calcium light.
Haverford does not at present lack music. The class of '83
continue to warble their cremation anthems. The Junior violins are in tune a greater part of the time.
The Sophs rise every
morning at about seven, and blow away on an instrument embracing in its nature the form of a bugle and the tones of a disconsolate fish-horn.
The Freshman, the brightest star of all, has lately
invested in a tambourine.
still

The

class of '86 has entered into

a zeal worthy of

commendation.

may be seen in
appearance at Haverford the number of butterflies and
caterpillars has materially decreased.
It is even said that Jersey
mosquitoes have learned to shun the footsteps of the Freshman,
and now confine themselves strictly to the apartments of other
their

first

classes.

And now the Junior bites Ms
And sits as in a dream,—
But

pen,

all in vain he plies his brain
To quarry out a theme.

he rises from his chair,
All boiling o'er with dander,

At last

And

says, in rage, " Not

I'll

It

is difficult

who

remarkable how many of our graduates are entering into
Nearly every fortnight brings us news of
another good man deserting from the ranks of the Jolly Bachelors,
and joyfully tying himself down to a life of domestic care; "all
It is

the matrimonial state.

on account of Eliza," or Mary, or Jane, as the case may be. And
still more have we been pleased to hear of many who have been
Spes /an/a nepolum is to our Alma
blessed in their families.
Mater. We wish them joy with all our hearts. May they prosper
and be happy become members of the Committee of One Hundred, and above all send their sons to Haverford'; so shall they
become blessed.
;

The inhabitants of the corridor in which a certain student is
taking lessons on the violin, are receiving an excellent discipline
in the virtue of patience.
Judging by the no, not the music, but

—

the sound, his efforts
to his

witnessed the

seem

to

know

that

rumored

that

himself awkward, and we

As

hearers they are painful.

for patience,

it is

some begin to fear that it will be a long time before out of the discord shall come harmony, and out of the awkwardness, grace, and
have already wasted some profanity on the offender. But let us
he is no more criminal than a Soph who berestrain our wrath
gins both "On the bank," and "Here's to '85" on the same
pitch, and then keeps the monotonous whang up throughout each.
we were long ago convinced that the
Besides, he may improve
Soph never would.
;

;

We

who enjoy

the advantages of so well regulated

comfortable a railroad as the Pennsylvania

hear this incident, told by a professor
wards of forty years ago, his name escapes

to

—

when

trains

came and went

pretty

much

and so

now is, will be surprised
who officiated here up-

me

now,

— of the times

as they chose.

In those days the railroad ran along the road that skirts the

the station was a flag stuck in a
knot hole in the fence, and the waiting room was one of therooms
One day, as the
of ihe house now occupied by Mr. Ellis Yarnall.
professor was standing in the waiting room, a passenger train came
rattling leisurely down the road and stopped before the station.
The conductor put his head out of a window and said, "Good
mornin', professor goin' to town to-day ? It's a mighty fine day
" No," said the professor, " I don't think I can
to go to the city."

northern border of our grounds

;

;

one more page

write on Major Andre."

for those

—

the study of Zoology with

On

almost every pleasant day
active operation on the lawn.
Since

their nets

The order, for the last three weeks, in Barclay Hall has been
something wonderful. Lamps have been broken, horns and tin
whistles have been blown incessantly, and such a noise has been
kept up as to render sleep before twelve o'clock almost impossible.
Those of us who desire to study during the day cannot do it with
any degree of ease on account of the we cannot say melodious
blowing of tin whistles by those who profess to be above the
Freshman class, but in reality, judging from their actions, are far
beneath the average Freshman.

go
life

and vim with

which the students went into football last year, to account for the
general indifference now. It is true that we need and must have
a better ground, but still there is nothing to prevent practice games.
In some of the classes, at least, there is material enough for good
work. What we want is that a spirit of rivalry should be established between them, and then there will be no lack of interest.
Let there be some challenging done, and then an honest effort put
forth by each class to sustain its honor as champions of the " inflated sphere."
One class has already shown a willingness for
the fight. Will the others meet it ?

in to-day."

too bad.

" Sho'

now

!"

said this easy-going official

;

" that's

Aint any of them boys over at the building goin'

in

?"

go over and see," replied the man of books, and the
train waited half an hour while the professor walked over to the
buildings, and finding no one who cared to seize this grand oppor" Well,

I'll

and reported to
more idle chat, the
conductor reckoned he had better be moving on, as it was about
time for the Paoli express; and so the extremely accommodating
train squeaked and rattled and thumped on towards the City of
tunity to go to the city,

the expectant official.

Brotherly Love.

he returned

to the station

After a few minutes'

Now-a-days they won't wait

the change for his ticket,

for a fellow to get

THE
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PERSONAL.

A

—

Thomas P. Cope has prepared and published a life of
William Penn, illustrated by extracts from his writings.
This
book, and Hepworth Dixon's Memoir, do justice to the founder of
'39.

pile of

Test

is

— Richard Wood

is

now an Episcopalian clergyman

in

Richmond, Ind.
'57.

Assembly.

for the

'57.

— James

merchant

in

years since

t

Iddings, a student here in

C.

Chicago.

He

writes

"

:

It

1853-5

>

s

now

—

a

June roses

its

is

fra-

James E. Carmalt

a

is

prominent member of the bar

in

— The poem read by Roberts Vaux before the Alumni,

last

neat

in a

volume.

—

'67.
B. F. Eshleman was one of the marshals of the
Knights Templars Procession in the recent Bi-Centennial celebra-

past

dark, as

Why

were.

it

could we

ray of the light sent forth by the

We

?

is

would not wail so

for the absence

The
our

—

sis-

too much.
bicycling interests send two represenatives to

The Wheel

table.

round from

rolls

New

York, and

—club

The Wheelman comes

meetings, races, and long runs.
" is

from Boston, and

summer, " Alma Mater Nostra," has been published
little

in the

little

brings news of bicycling improvements and events

Scranton, Pa,
'63.

—

has been twenty-seven

saw the place, but the scent of

for the

of one musculine fellows, but to lose sight of our
ter

grant yet."
'59.

— quite

have one

not

Ontario ladies
a candidate of the Independent party

of the

in all parts

month, and yet during that time we have not received
the faintest gleam from the Sunbeam.
Really we feel
slighted,

— Zaccheus

exchanges from colleges

country has been accumulating before us

Pennsylvania.
'57.

IN-

hold the same relation to the

to

bicycling weeklies, that the literary magazine holds to the

newspaper press."

The

sired in appearance,

and well up

first

issue

class of '70,

that could be de-

the matter of literary

who graduated

Charles E. Pratt,

excellence.

is all

in

here

the

in

contributing editor.

is

tion at Philadelphia.
'70.

— Charles

Edward

as

Pratt,

President of the

among

Council of Boston, was prominent

the

Common

officials

in

the

splendid reception given to the President of the United States in

The University of Kansas now supports two papers,
monthly and a semi-monthly, and both are of sufficient
Vol. I., No. 2, of its
excellence to add to its good name.
a

that city in the time of the Centennial Celebration of the birth of

semi-monthly,

Webster.

various departments,

'77.

— George G.

Mercer, D. C. L. of Yale, has been making

clear-headed logical speeches in the present political campaign.
'78.

— A.lfred

England

visited

'79.

'82.

Cope, ard his brother, F. Hazen
this

—John H. Gifford studying medicine
— Edward Randolph sailed for California
— Daniel
He

Corbit

came

Boston.

in

is

Centennial.

The

in
to

the

way

last

of the

fill

September,

Cape of Good

our last issue.

and

some

space.

witty, but too

Its editorials

ult.

let

it

mud

but since

it

We

more than half the leaves have been torn.
hold comment until we receive a whole one.

Scholastic.

We

pluck of the editor,

like

who

it,

that?

Yes, for

knows

it

but

still,

is

with-

the Notre

is

because we admire the

all

who have

No

hates awfully to do

as foolish a thing as

lie

pluck
it.

1

but

still,

Irish pluck.

such a way

in

is

that

the Kansas

rival,

its

it

makes no

locals as the Courier,
relate,

little

concerning

they are a

lit-

too numerous.

Its

college matters, and

written in plain, straightforward words,

That's

reform.

A

contributor

— no

dragging

in

we would

genuine

puts forth

is

;

influence of education."

;

"Spiritus Liber"

in

no other living animal as sober
it
has no appreciation
and grave as the human baby
of what a laugh is, until brought under the civilizing

the opinion that, "there

le

could possibly do

it.

many

perhaps, a

in

with nn regard fur personal reputation or the

standing of his paper, he sticks to

inter-

evidently gotten up to

regard

has about as

editorials are entirely

publishes time after time the

we know he

too bulk}'.

some

of the Egyptian question, of free trade, or of civil service

visitor

"Roll of Honor," a list giving the nanus of
been "good" during the preceding week.

it is

throwing.

The Heidelberg Journal sends us a copy from which

Dame

many

has a month's doings to

tle less dilute,

unwelcome

that

be said to the credit of the editors,

The Review

persistent, but not

its

on the whole, very

is,

it is

mention "faction"

patrons and projectors

attempt at

EXCHANGE NOTES.

A

quality

Courier's reason for being,

as to indicate that the
its

its

principal objection to

in

than the average college

Review, as the organ of a clique; butfurtherthanth.it,

Philadelphia to attend the Bi-

favored us with a call on the 23d

much more

issue presents four long pages of locals,

esting,

Hope, as was incorrectly stated
'82.

('80),

Courier, contains

University

quantity,

in

The

fair.

summer.

way of Cape Horn, and not by

by the

Cope

journal

the

states a fact

not

vouch

when

nor boyish, but a

In-

"

(

for

—

Original
its

that certainly

truth.

says, that laughter

Still
is

the

is,

but

author

neither babyish

philosophical recreation."

However,

the feature of his article which most deserves mention,
its

simple, easy style, and apt expression.

is

THE HAVERFORDIAN
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The

Wesleyan University, is a
ways
than one.
The bold, clean
pleasing sheet in more
Its
cut impress of its type makes a delight to read it.
editorials are sensible, and its locals spicy; that is, in a
moderate decree not possessing any peculiar excellence,
but being a little above a " fair average."
But as it contains nothing which is not the work of the editors, it lacks
an element which can be made a greater stimulus to
literary excellence among students than any other deCollege Argus, from

—

And

partment of a college paper.
is

then

an\ thing that college-boys can do,

yes, that's a fact,

though

it

takes a

it is

says:

" If

lungs and vocal chords that never

tire

class graduates, there are

we

lead,

They can come

great an extent, but there
to respect a

fails

The Oho

political

says, "

radius of ten miles as any

stump speakers.

Every college publication ought

The

give indications of the culture of the students."

to

:

immenced, and we are reminded

of the fact daily in a hundred different ways.

continual and potent reminder

is

The most

Freshman

the

not a

is

man among

us

who

manly Christian,

Upper Province,
1765, which has

been

service ever since.

in

It is

good

yet.

MARRIED.
'71.— EVANS— TATUM.— On 5th day, Ninth month, 28th,
Wilmington, Del., William Perm Evans to Mary Tatum, of

at

Wilmington.
'81.— HARVEY— PARROTT.— On 4th day evening, Tenth
month, iSth, Lawson M. Harvey to Kate M. Parrott, at the residence of the bride's parents, Indianapolis, Ind.

OBITUARY.

—

'64.
Of consumption, Franklin Angell, son of Benjamin and
Mary Angell, the former deceased, in the 40th year of his age.
He was a member of Morean Monthly Meeting, Saratoga Co.,
N. Y. He graduated at Haverford College, and was for a time
teacher in Friends' Boarding School at Union Springs.
His
ami ible disposition endeared him to all who knew him. Friends'

RevL

:"
ci

life

stove that was placed there in

;

College has again

intensely jolly

Olio

comes prepared in good style, and speaks very well in
most ways for the culture of Marietta College however,
it advocates a kind of culture that is growing more and
more into disfavor with most colleges. The gist of one
of its editorials is " If we could only have a cane rush,
no end of fun for this and future years would come out of
it."
We clip the following from "About Freshmen;
Reverie

may be an

who

unpretentious, un-

their hearts are

;

other class of persons, not excepting auctioneers, patent-

medicine men, and

in

In the Friends' mjjting-house at
Pa., is a

near splitting the ear-

as

drums of everybody within a

"

It

life.

a

be that some few carry the jollity to too

and they never remember that they can disturb

anybody.

A

may

it

when

of the class than they

have stood firm from the beginning
bigoted Christian

that

none who command greater

member

respect from every

we say

there

reflection to con-

little

bear us out, when

will

belief,

Well,

to sing."

College boys have strong

vince one's self of the truth.

light,

it

and

class.

We

were always fond of children, and we are fond of
Freshmen, and regret that there are not more of them.

9th mo., 30th,

re,

'82.

—

'37.
Benjamin V. Marsh, a prominent merchantof Philadelphia
and an active friend of Haverford, died at his residence at Burlington, N. J., of Bright's disease, on 2d day, 10th month, 30th, in
the 63d year of his age.
He graduated at Haverford in 1837, and
held the position of Professor of Mathematics for several years after
In 1842 he entered the dry goods business, and
his graduation.

with their brightness and freshness.
The\ are perpetually bubbling over with innocence and

was very successful, but throughout his entire business life he
devoted much of his time to the study of science, being especially
interested in astronomy.
He was elected a member of the American Philosophical Society in 1S64, anil Contributed pamphlets on

verdancy."

the " Luminosity of Meteors," "Latent

They impart

a cheerful air to college

life.

They

relieve

the somber tints
-

pansion," and

The

following from the advice to

by the Yale

Atezey,

college papers, and
its

way.

respect

It is

you

Freshmen given

has already begun the round of the

we give

it

space here to further

certainly worth repeating:

less for

"No man

it

on

will

standing for manly principles which

you have brought with you. No one will look down
upon you if you choose to take your place among the
Christian men of whom you will soon find many among
your companions, but when you have once taken a
high position, you must never go back on it.
Sincerity,
all

we

things, requires a

believe every

man

in

full

face value here.

college,

Indeed,

whatever his own ideas

many

Heat of Atmospheric Ex-

others of a similar character.

Hewasadirec-

torofthe Provident Life and Trust Company, and of the American Fire Insurance Company, and also has long been one of our
Board of Managers. As a scientific man he has always been interested in our observatory and museum, and to the latter he has made

many

valuable zoological and geological contributions; and his

Haverford has always been very great.
As a business man, Mr. Marsh was greatly esteemed for integand faithfulness, and his career was deservedly crowned with

interest in the progress of

rity

success.
ago,
hi

trength,
In

who

His health

and shortly

e

ii.ieni

1

failing,

alter

ei hi

ning

he retired from active business a year

he went
Las)

to

Norway

in the

hope

el

recruiting

month,

him both the business and s< :jentific world have lost a man
example shall not he forgotten, and Haverford has lost an
well-wishing

fi

iend

/

—

—

———

—

THE
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———
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the evening of the 6th, Isaac Sharp, of

lack of space.

Loganian Society be so neglected as it has
been for the last month ?" One meeting was lost on
account of the Bi-Centennial, and another was rather
unceremoniously dismissed by the Faculty to make room
can

seems no more than an amount of
respect due the Society from the Faculty when they

for

this

trouble

lecture.

man

before the time of meeting,

it

and then the Society could meet and adjourn with some

The Judge, who

still."

himself, takes the case

Unconsciously
Logic)

is

a

under advisement.

Junior

Facetious

—-"'If the crops are

(reciting

in

not bad, corn must be cheap.

Hut the crops are not bad, therefore corn must be cheap,'
an example of a cornstructive conditional syllogism."

is

An

audible smile

perplexed.

An

'round the class, and the Prof, looks

flits

Ex.

Irishman was indulging

the very intellectual

in

occupation of sucking raw eggs and reading a news-

By some mischance he

throat,

and he very coolly

friend,

you spoke too

said, "
!

The

"

telling their father
"

eldest,

get,

little

time slyly driving a tenpenny

Me? Oh,

what they

Reading, spelling and

And what do you

the father to a rosy-cheek_'d
"

as it went down his
By the powers, my young

"

late

A bevy of children were
got at school.
nition."

contrived to bolt a live

The poor bird chirruped

chicken.

It

desire to adjourn to notify

she will never be

is

married

paper.

In connection with this lecture the question arises,

How

XI

I

England, a gentleman who has travelled extensively in Norway, Iceland, Greenland, Labrador, Australia, Madagascar.
South Africa and New Zealand, lectured to us upon
Norway, Iceland and Greenland. He related during the
lecture several amusing incidents, with which he is well
supplied, and which were fully appreciated by his hearers.
After the lecture was over he read a chapter from the
Scriptures and held a short religious meeting.
A full
report of the lecture cannot be given on account of the

"

—

my

little

fellow,

who was

into the

nail

one

defi-

" said

at that

door panel.

gets readin,' spellin' and spankin's."

I

!

Ex.

definite understanding.

"What would you do
"
?

you

PLUNDER.
Can an ice man, who
man? Ex.

nice

An

My

"

fact to his "

dear Pa

Your

to-morrow.

A

lives in a gneiss

who had been

Eastern college man,

announces the

:

Harvard student thus

Scene, Chapel

studying —

" Bless,

ing here."

Scene

:

pills I

but

don't

I

"

feel

of corruption

the students

Prof,

Pat

(lifting

last syllable.)

sir,

may

;

Which

"

study-

"

Are you

fea-

Collegian.

taken

that

be jabbers,

be the

Ruchio."

lid

box of
I

hasn't

have,

come

One

rests his

Ex.

Don't you love her

man who wanted

still

a divorce.

"

?" asked the Judge of a
Certainly

I

I

love her better

still

ones the

Mr. O'Flannigan?"

be,

my

son

neglected.

Mike Beth, and

?

Sure your

Why,

(Catherine

Three of them were

was evening.

<

I'Thello,

and

Pat

killing a cat.

jammed a pistol into the cat's ear and fired, shooting
the man in the hand who held the cat, and the one with
The cat left when
the lantern was wounded in the arm.
and that ill-feeling was being
it saw how matters stood
engendered.

— Harvard

.

Daily Herald.

in Hi''

garden

They andered in and fro
While sped the hours fast au
Quick as tin- wind doth l>h>\\
\\

:

He plucked up

heart

:\\

Bui he gol KM.
\

1

1> t

I

:iiin

I'll

waist

Thine arm
nol stand,

sir,

man, dou'1 think ill
You press mi' fur im anser,"

lonceited

.

length

"
Said, " X"inie mi amns?
Then stole hi* arm around her
Am! tried to kiss the lass.

do," said he;

than any other way, but the

that,

like the best,

Irish

Ex.

i

"

sadly

Together

head upon the lap of earth, a youth
to fortune and to fame unknown.
Too much benzine
crept under his girth, and played the mischief with his
"

been

has

as

third

.

temperate zone."

ignorant

you

like the

I

of them held a lantern, another held the cat, ami a

offyet!"—Ex.
"Here

"Well,

which may those

so

Corry O'Lanus,

It

one foot on

Well," said she,

I

of Shakespeare's plays do

"And

best."

Ex.

another prominent

is

—"Yes,

any better yet

now

"

church.

were

friend,

Ex.

edication

Well, Pat, have you

you?"

Bonos corrum-

the Preps.

(Applause drowns the

sent

"

More bones

we pray Thee,

were you,

Mr. O'Flannigan?"

Professor praying and certain Preps

among
Lecture Room.

Doctor —

come home

Ex.

his knee), " Here, gentlemen,
ture."

I

Ex.

home from

I

would throw away that vile cigarette,
cut up my cane for firewood, wear my watch-chain underneath ni}' coat, and stay at home nights and pray for
if I

brains."

translates

Sensation
:

expelled, thus

Fatted calf for one.

affectionate son."

the congressional mail."

in

house, be a

dear Pa."

pitnt mores congressus malt," "

tenderly inquired a

as he escorted her
"

you were me, and
young swell of his lady
if

let
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N..u twice a

hundred years

their

irse

have run;

land the grandest 'neath ho sun
with homage worthy of > noble king,
Their joyous tributes to thy honor Wring.
Ami pealing through the crowed streets,
Tin.' booming gun is heard,
The roll of drum, the martial tread.—
[*o-day, a

(rittenden

i

;

commercial college.

An*] silken banner stirred,

When

thou first did bring
Thy band, did these glad bells their anthems ring?
Did echoing walls with praise thy name repeat?
Did shouting crowds, thy ruining gladly greet?
Did the glorious sun of morning
Hear on every li]> thy name?
Did his evening setting ; aze on.
Men still speaking of thy tame'.'
to to this land,

1131

Twelfth.

Business Branches.

in the shortest

successful merchants, bankers and business

time and at the

men

among

are

the

graduates.

Sage far wiser than thy age,
Statesman of the grainiest order,

Almost any young man having a fair knowle 'ge of common school branches to begin
with, can find on completing the college course good paying positions.
In the past
year more applications were received irom business houses for students to fill situations
than could be supplied.

historie page.

longer stands the woodland,

Hushed the savnge Indian's
Changed the forest to a city,

course is so arranged that the student can gain
expense a superior preparation for business.

Hundreds of our most

of

in all

The
least

;

Now no

corner

Street,

Thorough and Practical Instruction

The forest trees, alone, did greet thy hark.
Moaning throughout their vistas, dim and dark.
Tin- painted red man— wild, unkempt, and free,—
With awe, alone was there to gaze on thee.
Bold and glorious was thy mission

Hero of

Chestnut

yell.

BOOKKEEPING

'hanged as by a magic spell.
Bu1 still we cherish in our thoughts thy deeds;
And every generation that succeeds
Our times,— have they the hearts and souls of men,When virtue is the theme, will speak of Penn.
<

in all its

branches, adapted to the various departments

banking,

ol trade,

manufactures,

etc.

PENMANSHIP.
Superior instruction, a special department.

The

BUSINESS PRACTICE.

"AMERICAN STANDARD"
The

watch

is

price

is

$75.

BANKS & BIDDLE,

BAILEY,

1

2th

and Chestnut,
Philadelphia.

methods pursued

in the best

business houses.

a Gentleman's 18 karat gold

stem-winder, adjusted to heat and cold.
Its

large variety of transactions with fidelity to the

COMMERCIAL CALCULATIONS,
Rapid Figuring, Averaging Intel est Accounts, Trade Disccunts
Price Lists, Foreign Exchange, etc.

BUSINESSFORMS AND CORRESPONDENCE
Notes, Checks, Accounts Current, Mercantile Letters,

etc.

Commercial Law, German, French, "English Branches.

FRIENDS' BOOK ASSOCIATION

also

Publishers, Booksellers and Stationers,

No. 1020

STAPLE
BLANK BOOKS.

Arch

and

SHORT HAND

Street, Philadelphia.

For Business Amanuenis,

FANCY STATIONERY,
PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS,
.UTOGRAPH ALBUMS,

SCRAP BOOKS,
WRITING DESKS,
INK STANDS,

I'n ins, Juvenile

SEPARATE INSTRUCTION

ALL DEPARTMENTS,

Branches, to attend at such hours as

BOXES,
PAPER KNIVES,
FANCY PAPETERIE.

and Miscellaneous Books,

IN

Men.

Students received at anytime for the Regu'ar Courses or for Special

WORK

CARD CASKS,
GOLD PENS AND PENCILS,
CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR CARDS,

Secretaries, Reporters and Literary

suit their

EVENING
Students Received

for

may

best

convenience,

or

AETERNOON

Two, Three, Fouror Five Sessions

a

Week.

etc.

A Great Variety of Handsome Articles, and Prices Low.

A

Ladies' Department.

Circulars mailed free-
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MUNN &

iBiRYisr jvha^aat-k.
Fine Groceries, Extra Teas and Coffees, Superior Canned Goods.

VERY CHOICE PATENT AND FAMILY FLOUR,
From leading Pennsylvania and Western mills by the Bag or Barrel.
FRESH EGGS; BUTTER from the leading Delaware an! Montgomery County
;

Fresh Meats of

all kinds,

Dairies.

and Poultry always on hand.

— OYSTEE.S.

i

hir

i

elebrated Ilrrtttl served daily through surrmindi

Try

bread wagons
l'i< s

-ICE

and

all

it.

I'lttilt

kinds

and

Ifunoy

ot

*

>r all

flavors, in all

FtltlCy <'"l;rs made fresh daily.

made

to order.

"WATZEE ICES-

kinds of forms, very

finest quality

ICE SERVED DAILY TO CUSIOMERS ALL THE YEAR ROUND.
Good Horses and Carriages always to hire at White Hall Livery

Stables.

THE ROSEMONT CARRIAGE WORKS,
ROSEMONT.

JAMES D.

P.

Manager.

ALL KINDS OF

PLEASURE CARRIAGES, BUSINESS WAGONS,
FARM WAGONS, Etc.,
Made

in the best

manner.

Skillful

P

NEW

YORK.

ESTABLISHED

1846.

workmen and good

We continue to act as solicitors for patents, caveats, trade-marks, copyrights, etc., for the United
States, and to obtain patents in !anada, England,
<

France, Germany, and

all

other countries.

Thirty-six years' practice. No charge fores
amlnation of models or drawings.
Advice by
mail free.
Patents obtained through us are noticed in the
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, which has the larg
est circulation, and is the most influential newsThe
paper of its kind published in the word.
advantages of such a notice every patentee understands.
is

R. R.

WH-^ES.T'OIT,

FINE CARRIAGE PAINTING

ATENTS

g country from the White Hall

Di-sst-rt/t

CE.EA.3Sa: A.3STX3

CO.

This large and splendidly illustrated newspaper
published
at 83.20 a year, aud is ad-

WKKKLY

mitted to be the best paper devoted to science,
mechanics, inventions, engineering, works, and
other departments of industrial progress, published in any country. Single copies by mail, 10
rents. Sold by all newsdealers.
Address, Mn'nii & Co., publishers of Scienctific
American, 261 Broadway, New York.
Handbook about patents mailed free.

material.

A SPECIALTY.

Persons wishing their carriages overhauled and thoroughly done up should send
them to the Rosemont Carnage Works. Farmers and milkmen wishing wagons built
would do well .to send in their orders. Horseshoeing, under charge of William Stewart,
a particular branch of the business.
Work all done by practical workmen. Diseases of
the feel thoroughly understood.
Please call and see us at

THE ROSEMONT CARRIAGE WORKS.

F.

MAGUIRE,
*ARTISTI(UUT7ER.-

[STERBROOK'S

STEEL
PENS

No. 16 North Eleventh Street, Philadelphia.

SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS.
Leading Numbers: 14, 048, 130, 333, 161.

For Sale by all Stationers.
THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO.,
Works, Camden, N.

J.

2 6 John

St.,

New

A.

SPECIALTY

:

York.

WeddiDg, Full Dress, Graduating and Reception

Maverford College Barber Shop.

GEO. W. FRANCES,
Proprietor.

Ardmore.

J. L.

STADELMAN,
DEALER

IN

(OAL AND JtJMBER,
ARDMORE,

-Students are especially invited.

Suits.

PA.
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\&

For

i!

s^p^
Send

t!i't|3il

to

m

to °^

House Dealing

a

EXCLUSIVELY
And

of
IN

DRY

>L.-LL,

thereby secure the advantages offered
the concentration upon one single

by

branch, of business of
vast facilities,

The present season
stock Aggregating fully

a TOfiqn

we

all

cur

are shnwing a

Maw

and &ua*te

In Silks, Dress Goods, Cloths, Ladies' and
Children's Wearing Apparel, Housefurnishiug G-oods, Upholstering Materials,

Hosiery,

Fancy

Underwear,_ Cloves,
G-oods,

Dress Trim-

mings, &c, &c,

Strawbridge £>
^igrjtrt anfl

PRILADGLPRIA.—

-Sec,

C Il0T P IKK

-

\Tnrkrt Starts.

f-

Willi

H.

A. J.

Harrison,

J.

No.

REACH &

23 South Eighth

CO.,

Street, Philadelphia.

Importers, Dealers and Manufacturers of

Ladies' and Gentlemen's

FASHIONABLE
BOOT AND SHOE MAKER,
COE.

HAVEBFOED AND C00PEET0WN EOADS,
Opposite White Hall.

OUTDOOR AND INDOOR GAMES.
Lawn

Tennis. Cricket Foot Ball,

Indian Clubs, Running

tlie ir-id..

my work

Ball,

and Gymnasium

Supplies,

and Jumping Shoes, Gymnasium Ropes,

Swinging Rings. Health
For elegance, durability and cheapness,

Base

Foot Ball Jackets, Worsted Tights, Trunks, Shirts, Boxing Gloves,

Lifts,

Chest Expanders,

etc.

cannot be surpassed by any house -n

reduction to familn s and Cnllrge students.
Repairing done neatly and promptly

S|i-Ci.il

i

-fj

r

•Price-list mailed free.

Goods shipped

to all parts of the country. "^Sft

joseph cillott's
steeiYpens.
THE
NUMBERS,
FAVORITE

303,404, 332,351, 170,

AND HIS OTHER STYLES

SOLD by ALL DEALERS throughout the WORLD.

i

W
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WHITALL.TATUM &
(

T

CO.,

Chemicals ami Chemical Apparatus,

lass \/| anufacturers,
410

46

&

RACE

ST.,

48 BARCLAY

Philadelphia,

ST.,

New

York.

Chemical Glassware
FOB

Suited to the wants of Schools and Colleges.

LABORATORIES,

COLLEGES,
MUSEUMS,
ASSAYING WORKS,
INSTITUTES OF TECHNOLOGY,
ACADEMIES,

&c.

Bullock

& C RENSHAW

No. 528 Arch

DRUGGISTS' GLASSWARE,
Homoeopathic Vials, Druggists' Sundries,

l.z.

>

Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

Descriptive Priced Catalogue furnished

on application.

Haverford College Store,
ESTABLISHED

BROADBENT &
Succescor;

to

G.-ca^bent

&

1S42.

Whore may be obtained

CO..

Dry Goods, Groceries,

Phillips,

'HOTOGRAPHERS,

HATS

HAVE REMOVED TO
No. 914 Chestnut Street.

NOTIONS,
4 CAPS,
BOOTS 4 SHOES,

Hardware,
Queensware,

settlements with the late firm cf Eroadbent &
Phillips will be made with Broadbent & Co.
at above address.
Broadbent & Co. naving purchased the negatives
and business, applications for new work
will be made to them.

Ai!

Frui ts,
Agent

for

Tinware,
Confectionery,

Cakes, e tc.

HARRISON'S READY MIXED PAINT, and
AMERICAN BARB WIRE.

GARDINER

L.

also the

WARNER.

T
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HE H A V E R FORDIAN.

Haverford College,
PENNSYLVANIA.
Nine miles from Philadelphia, on the

line

of the Pennsylvania Railroad.

FACULTY:
THOMAS CHASE,

Ltt. D.,

LL.D., President, and Professor of Philology

SETH K. GIFFORD, A. M., Assistant Professor, of Greek and Latin.
JOSEPH RHOAD3, Jr., A. B., Instructor in Natural History.

LL.D., Professor of Philosophy and Logic

ALFRED GREELY LADD, A. M M. D., Instructor in Physical Culture
CHARLES M. BURNS, Instructor in Drawing.
JOHN E. COFFIN, S. B., Assistant in the Observatory.

and Literature.

TLINY EARLE CHASE,
TSAAC SHARPLESS,

S. B.,

ALLEN

A.M., Professor of Rhetoric and History.

C.

THOMAS,

Professor of Mathematics

LYMAN BEECHER HALL, Ph.

THIS

institution

is

D., Trofessor of

and Astronomy.

Chemistry and Physics.

,

WALTER FERRIS

under the management of Friend-*, and was founded
and beautiful scenery.

in 1833.

TRICE,

A. M., Assistant Librarian.

The College buildings are situated

in

a lawn of sixty acres,

in a region noted for its healthfulness

Two equal courses,
BARCLAY HALL, completed

the Scientific and Classical, offer a collegiate education of
in 1877, affords

tb.3

highest grade.

every two students a study room, with communicating siLgle bedrooms

The Chemical and

Physical Laboratories have been recently remodeled and new apparatus added.
The Libraries of the College contain over 13,600 volumes. An
Astronomical Observatory, furnished with an excellent equatorial instrument, besides other useful apparatus, is constantly resorted to by students
in this

branch of science.

three literary societies in
science

and

The mineralogical and other
the College.

There are
collections have recently been rearranged in a new museum in Founders' Hall.
Frequent lectures are delivered during the winter months by the Faculty, and also by specialists in

art.

FOR CIRCULARS, OR OTHER INFORMATION, ADDRESS
Prof.

ALLEN

C.

THOMAS, Prefect,
Haverford College P. O. Pa.
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THAT WONDERFUL BOOK STORE.

CO., PA.,

DECEMBER,

No. 3.

1882.

PORTER & C0ATES' NEW PUBLICATIONS.
ENGLAND, PICTURESQUE AND DESCRIPTIVE.

By Joel
With >^7 finely engraved illustrations, descriptive of the must
and
famous
attractive places, as well us oi the historic scenes and rural
Hie of England and Walts. With Mr. Cook's admirable descriptions of
the places and the country, at d the splendid illustrations, this is the most
valuable and attractive book of the season. Quarto, elegantly bound.
Cloth extra, gilt side and edges, $7.50; full Turkey morocco, gilt edges.
Cook.

best present you can make a friend is a good book.
something they can always keep, and as often as they read it
remember the kind friend who presented it. We have purchased
for the coming Christmas Season the largest stock of New Books
ever offered for sale by any house of our kind in Philadelphia.
They are all arranged with the prices marked in each, and at such
prices as will astonish you. If you have any Christmas presents to
buy, we would advise you to call and examine our stock, which you
are welcome to do without feeling under the slightest obligation to

The very

It is

purchase.

815.00.

THE FIRESIDE ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF POETRY.
.-..lleciion

of poetry published.

THE ENGLISH PEOPLE IN

THREE

HOMES; and, The
ITS
Practical Bearings ol General European History. By El.WAKD
A. Kkeeman. LL.D.. author ot " 'Ihe iNorman conquest of England," etc.
12mo. Cloth extra, black and gold, SI. 75.

POLITICAL ECONOMY With

Especial Reference to the IndusBy Robert Ellis Thompson. M.A. 12mo.

;

trial
'

Leary's Wonderful Book Store,

Collected

and arranged by Henry T. Coates. ^e\v edition, thoroughly revised, and
containing i'ortjaitsof Prominent American Poets, with Fac-si miles of their
hand-writing. luip.Svo. cloth extra, gilt si.Je and edges, So. 00; Turkey
morocco, antique, lull gilt edges, 510.00. The best and most complete

History of Nations.

loth extra. $i.5n.

The book is one that should find a large circle of readers, not only among
professed students but with the large body ot intelligtnt working men with
whom the real interests of the country are safest. "—Public Ledger. I'luldelphia.
" It is a book which every one would do well to obtain, and, when obtained
to read with care and attention."— Toronto \Yur(d.

THREE

IN

NORWAY.

Two

map

By
of Them. With a
and 58 illustrations. 12mo. Cloth extra, black an gold. St. T5.
story, as a story, is well told, and old hunters and fishermen will envy
the trio their sport with rod and rifle; but while there is nothing either forced
or silly about the narrative it boils over with genuine fun until the reader
feels not tliHt ihe unnamed authors are making him laugh, but that he i.

No. 9

SOUTH NINTH STREET,
First Store

below Market

Street,

PHILADELPHIA

"

The

simply laughing wiih them. He and they forma hilarious company with no
nonsense about them."— Iiujnhfr, I'hiturie'phia.
'•
While the incidents ot the journey are interesting in themselves, the
pleasant methods oi the author make the book among the most enjoyable of its
kind."— Jnter-Oceun, Chicago.

MICROSCOPES

H.B.HART,

lTllCROSCOPIC ACCESSORIES.
SPY GLASSES,

OPERA GLASSES,

Bicycles,

Tricycles and

DRAWING INSTRUMENTS,
SURVEYING INSTRUMENTS,

Velocipedes.

Spectacles,No. 813

EYE GLASSES,

ARCH

STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

THERMOMETERS AND BAROMETERS.

jZUJ" Bicycle Purchasers taught to ride free of charge

Physical and Chemical Apparatus.

JAMES W.QUEENS' CO.

Send 3 cent stamp

J. P.

924 CHESTNUT STREET,

1.

Mathematical Instrument',
Optical Instruments, 18

Part

Magic Lanterns,

3.

Part4.
'Part.

5.

,.120

PV.wmhii

s

162 pace*.

pages.

112 pages.
ISO paces.

Meteorological Instruments and Chemical Apparatus,
pages.

TWADDELL,

Gents' Fine Shoes a Specialty.

Catalogues as follows sent on application:
Part

24 page Catalogue.

Fine Shoes.

PHILADELPHIA.

Parte.

for

No. 1212

MARKET STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.

wo squares from Broad

Street Station.

THE HAVERFORD1AN.
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Homer, Golladay

STADELMAN'S PHARMACY.
Compounding

Go.

of Prescriptions a specialty.

HUNYADI JANOS AND FR1EDRICHSHALL

invite attention to their

BITTER WATERS,

Gents' Furnishing Goods Department,

Together with a variety

of Imported

and Domestic.

Natural Spring Waters, constantly on hand.
whk-h

will always be

found replete with the

ALL THE POPULAR MONTHLY AND WEEKLY MAGAZINES

LATEST NOVELTIES

AND DAILY PAPERS.

NECKWEAR.

IN

STORE ENLARCED AND REFURNISHED.

ALL SIZES OF

Ready Made

$100

Shirts at

Measures taken, and made

to

Order.

Whitman's and other Fine Confectionery

Cor. Cricket

Workmanship and

Fit,

Materials Guaranteed.

"

Open

"

"

Extra Fine.

Jerseys for Gymnasium, Tennis and Cricket,
full

etc., in College Colors.

St.)

409 Chestnut
1st,

ANALYTICAL

Company

&e.

933 Chestnut Street.

GLOVES, UMBRELLAS, UNDERWEAR, ETC.
$8,043,41198

Liabilities,

KEEP'S Custom

Shirts Made to Measure from
Wamsutta Muslin and Best Irish Linen.
Bosoms 3-ply, all Linen. Perfect Fit Guaranteed.

4,845,965 29
-

PRECISION.

KEEP'S SHIRTS,

Street.

1SS2.

:

WEIGHTS OF

PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.

Assets at market price.

Surplus, including Capital Stock,

BALANCES

DRUGGISTS' PRESCRIPTION SCALES,

OF PHILADELPHIA,

Mo.

ASSAY

WEIGHTS.

CHESTNUT STREET,

Provident Life and Trust

1st

FMMilpMa.

ASSAY

PHILADELPHIA.

No.

nOHarketSt

BALANCES,

COLLARS AND CUFFS.
(Above Broad

Pike,

ARDMORE.

Front.

assoitment of

Nos. 1412 and 1414

Avenue and Lancaster

HENRY TROEMNER,

"

A

also the Choicest Cigars.

Directly opposite Station.

$18.00 per Dozen, Laundried.

20.00
24.00

;

each.

-

81,197,44(5 69

-

Mortality Experience from 1866 to 1881.
Probable Death Losses according to the American Experience Table of Mortality, the Standard of the
Pennsylvania Insurance Department (882 lives),
Actual experience of the Company during the whole
period (592 lives),
Difference,

SIX

.---..
---------

A Low Rate

-

ASA

81,847,138 00

Fine Assortment of Gents' Furn/shing Goods.

806,929

11"

KPFP MANUFACTURING CO.

S.

THOMAS WISTAR,

william hacker,

asa

s.

wing,

ISRAEL MORRIS.

152 SO.
Philadelphia.

HARISHORNE.
WILLIAM GUMMERB,
FREDERIC COLLINS.

CIIAS.

MORTON aLBERTSON.

Norristown.

Room

THIRD STREET,

A.

PHILADELPHIA.

PHILIP C.GARRETT,
MURRAY SHIPLEY. Cincinnati, O
J.

WHELLER,

BOOK-BINDER

Insurance Depl.

Chief Medical Examiner.

DIRECTORS
SAMUEL R. SHIPLEY, Philadelphia.
t. wistar brown,
richard c.4d1iury,
henry haines,
Joshua h. morris,
richard wood,

C.

PRACTICAL

Actuary.

JOSEPH ASHBROOK, Manager of
DR.

WM.

SHIPLEY, President.
WING, Vice- President.
K.

ROWLAND PARRY,

$9.00!

82,654,067 00

of Mortality Makes Cheap Insurance.

SAMUEL

FOR

Samples and Circulars Mailed Free.

I'u

Old Books and Magazines bound with neatness and despatch.
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The

G. H. Evans,

Samuel Shoemaker,
Enos L. Doan, '85.

Charles R. Jacob, '84.
T. Herbert Chase, '84.

many

of the students,

the evening readings, leads us to hope that

by

It is always
peasant to meet our professors outside of the beaten
track pursued in the recitation room, and in a less formal
manner than is possible in the regular lectures and the

they will not be discontinued this winter.

:

Chairman.

'83,

No. 3.

pleasure afforded to so

last year,

EDITORS

PA„ DECEMBER, 1832.

CO.,

'83.

;

showed

large attendance at the readings, last year,

Orren

Bates,

'84,

Rufus M. Jones,

-

-

Business Manager.
Assistant Business Manager.

'S5,

there were

many who were

Selections from English literature, and

this opportunity.
Subscription Price) One Copy,

is

Our Year,

$1.00

The Havekf^rdian is the official organ of the students of Haverford College, and
published monthly during the Cullege year.
Literary communications should be addressed to the editors.

The regular price of subscription to the Haver
Old Haverforfordian is only $[.00 per year.

and friends of

dixns in particular,

College

generally, should give us their hearty support in

our endeavors

to

raise the

study

What

standard of literary

Arrangements having been
work in the College.
made with the publishers of the "Student" we are
enabled to mail to any address the "Student" and
"Haverfordian " together for $f.^o per year.

And
It

terrible

its

silent,

Much

many

of the students totally ignore

has already been said

recitation

rooms and

in

of standard authors, thus bringing one

tages

must be so evident

to the subject (and
least,

it

is

to every

;

and advan-

many

But few years,

work of

while our minds are vigorous and

— more so than they

will

it is,

to

of us should neglect

filled

life

;

at

and now,

with the elasticity

ever be again, as those

—

fall.

is

the time to form

communion with master minds

that will

prove such an inexhaustible source of pleasure and comus in later life.
How greatly to be pitied is the
who,
never having found this talisman in his youth,
man
finds nothing for his mind to fall back upon in those
fort to

lover,

her hands in vain;
it^ depths

The orphan's pleading from
Comes nevermore again.

later years,
in

contact with

well worth a thought), that

strange that so

those habits of

Though
The

in the

one who gives a thought

Sounds not within its thrall;
And only on the mossy mound

And wrings

in

the thoughts and aspirations of great minds

few of us will enjoy after graduation,

The maiden mourns her

existence.

societies of the college, of the invalu-

The nightingale's sweet singing

flowers of friendship

its

our columns, and

who have preceded us in the race almost mournfully tell
us,
now, while we have time and opportunities such as

shady unknown shore.

The

excellent,

able advantages obtained through the systematic reading

of youth,

door;

covers with a gloomy veil

A

when we have an

most, separate us from the real

[From the German of Salis.]
deep and

that,

it is

to grasp while they are within reach.

THE GRAVE.
is

shame

all.

well-chosen library within a hundred yards of Barclay

say the

The grave

a

not time

regular course, will prove especially

the

in

advantageous and interesting to

Hall, so

the

we have

those Greek and Latin classics which
to

that

eager to avail themselves of

no other region

1 inged t"i
rest doth come,
Yet only through the portal dark
Can man approach his home.

The heart in this life wretched,
By many a woe oppressed,
Low in the dark and silent t jmb
Obtains a peaceful test

when

the ardor of

young manhood has grown
when

cold before advancing age, "and the years draw nigh

thou shalt say,

I

have no pleasure

in

them."

Everything depends on the thoroughness and carefulness with which the reading is first undertaken.
It

would do no earthly good to read rapidly through a
hundred volumes, if a clear idea of each were not retained
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afterward in the mind

and

;

the note-book and pencil
the proverb, Lectio sine

is

stilo

for this

end the

free

There

use of

however, another consideration, which,

is,

indispensable; for well saith

although perhaps a secondary,

somnium.

tant one.

There

is

Commencement and upon

these occasions, as at no other

;

When

we

have a foot-ball ground ? is the question constantly asked, and with good reason.
It has been
six months since the managers promised us one, and now
the season

are

is

to

advancing our interests

in

we

nearly over, yet

managers wish

see no progress

the

to discourage this sport, or are they will-

by

this time, that the greatest

mulgating the interests of the college and raising the
number of students, is by holding out some inducements
to

its

When

students.

a

young man determines

to enter

he naturally selects one which will prove the

college,

pleasantesttohim duringhis course, and that which holds

We naturally ask oursuch attractions ? We

out to him the greatest attractions.

Does Haverford

selves,

offer

any

answer, yes, in part, but with the
here,

—the
grounds, the
— Haverford should take
beautiful

facilities

which we have

fine situation, the

locality,

its

place

times, those outside have the opportunity,
liberty, to

among

healthy
the

first

colleges of the country.

judge of our

Our

abilities.

and take the

success upon such

occasions, both as classes and individuals, depends to a

great extent

upon the way

in

which we use present oppor-

Let us not permit the good name of our college

tunities.

to suffer in this respect.

They must
way of pro-

ing to give us their hearty co-operation?
certainly see,

Do

that direction.

in

made

nevertheless an impor-

is

before most of us a Junior day and a

The words

Avon appear

of the bard of

have

to

deeply insinuated themselves into the minds of some of

who have adopted

our number,

sage which reads,
is

no

" I

Not

nothing

as their
if

not

own

the pas-

There

critical."

put forth, however honestly, but

effort

delight to pass the
it.

am

it

their

is

most harsh and seve.e judgment upon

strange, therefore,

is it,

"
that the " official organ

in vain that we
They clamor for
something which they can neither define nor we produce.
We ask their aid in the efforts which we are making to

has also been arraigned at this bar.

endeavor to appease such

fulfill

It

is

in Jividuals.

the duties of our office.

Let them produce a model

and we will endeavor to raise our poor productions
up to the standard therein exhibited. Till then we hope to
go on, free from the imprecations with which these perarticle,

Few

students at present seem to take any degree

of interest in the study of elocution.

branch

of

important,

is

Declaiming

work, which, although

society

is

a

extremely

nevertheless sadly neglected at Haverford.

Many

are contented

from

an orator

with simply learning a fine extract

or author, and

repeating

it

with no

variation of tone, with no force,

gesture

to vary

the awful

and with not a single
monotony.
There is still

class, in a degree less advanced than these, who
do not even commit their declamations thoroughly, but
wend their way cautiously, and only with the aid of a
prompter, through the whole performance, much to the
agony of the audience, who, sympathizing with the poor

another

speaker's misfortunes, lose sight of the

beauties of

l

he

passage.

The grand

old adage that

worth doing well," or

at all

is

well,

applies

in

this

"

whatever

at

as in other

least

is

worth doing

attempting to do

matters.

The good

derived

from speaking even the words of another no

one

deny.

will

Among

the objects to be gained are

and the art of giving the right
But neither of these ends
is accomplished when the student mounts the rostrum,
and proceeds, trembling as he articulates one word, lest
his memory fail him on the next.
On the other
hand the performance is, perhaps, rather injurious than
confidence in one's

self,

expression to a production.

beneficial.

sons have too audibly assailed us.
not the pleasantest.

We

Our duties

only ask that they

at best are

may

not be

more arduous by those who should rather
support us by their contributions than dishearten us by

made

the

all

their sneers.

We

were very glad

to hear the

remark made a short

time since, by one of the managers, that they intended
a short time

Now, we

are

to

interested in the welfare of

all

in

double the number of students here.
Haverford,

number here. We
also would assure the managers that we will do all in our
However, we think
power to increase that number.
a few suggestions might be offered which would be of
some advantage or aid in obtaining the desired number.
For any college to obtain stuJents it is necessary for
and would

like to see twice the present

brought before the public and kept
and the only way to do this is to advertise the
institution in different ways.
One of the ways by which

that institution to be
there,

an institution of this kind
inter-collegiate

except

games,

in

leges unless they
its

come

kept before the public

is

the

which almost every college,

Haverford, engages.

entirely this privilege of

one of

is

We

are

denied

meeting teams from

here, so the coliege

best advertising mediums.

If

is

almost

sister col-

deprived of

we were

per-
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mittcd to meet other college teams on their

own grounds,

the knowledge of this college would bespread abroad

more than

now

it

A person will

is..

not go to see a

of cricket or foot-ball without knowing
If

Haverford

is

game

are to play.

one of the contestants the question will
is that place, and
what kind of an

Where

be asked,

"

institution

is it

Our

who

?"

to

our library, which, being somewhat crowded

wing

that

Alumni

it

Hall.

advice, then,

our sports, and we

is

will

remove this restriction upon
rejoice, and Haverford will be
way than by forty newspapers.
to

There seems to be a void
ing but a daily paper will

fill.

our library which nothDuring elections and other

in

commotions in the outside world, it is pleasant to have
some means of obtaining information without waiting for
appearance of a semi-weekly, or trusting to the

chance of finding some one who knows, or has the means

Among all the magaand weeklies which crowd our library, and some
of which are rarely opened, we search in vain for the
messenger which would inform us of the doings of the
of knowing, the progress of affairs.
zines

the last twenty- four hours.

to the purchase of

little

of the

books and

of a first-class daily?

community would

The

Cannot some enterprising
money which it contributes
periodicals, to the support

blessings of an enlightened

follow the act.

In one of the editorials of last issue

we

find that a

petition for a vacation of ten days had been granted.

an)'

charge of " extravagant waste of time."

There

is

a

rumor

afloat that the

adorn Alumni Hall with an oaken

managers intend

ceiling.

to

This has long

been needed, and

will add greatly to the beauty of our
and every Haverford Student will thank these gentleman for their generous labors but still we hope we will not
be thought ungrateful for what they have already done
hall,

;

for us,

if

we venture
go a little

to

hope

that at

some not

distant

will

farther

is

totally inade-

its

;

ford

now

lacks most,

would

accommo-

afford comfortable
in

fourth

and sixth

months, and would add a new dignity to our stately
grounds.

the daily papers

ism" has been

we

learn that political "boss-

wounded, and the people are hardly
able to contain themselves for joy at the overthrow of
this great evil.
This, however, is but one kind of bossism, and there yet remain many species of this evil to
be rooted out, prominent among which, and the one with
which we are most intimately acquainted, is what we
might call " College bossism." It is true that this does not
affect the greater number of mankind, but there is a certain part of it which is as much under the control of
"College bosses," as Pennsylvania and New York have
been under Republican bosses. These bosses have away
of running things to suit themselves by calling meetings
and notifying only those of their friends and associates
whom they can get to coincide with their views and submit to their dictates. This year there have been evidences
of this manner of "working " a meeting, and more than
once have there been meetings of the different associations without proper notice of the time and place being
fatally

given.

It is

useless to give examples, as they are already

minds of many of the members, and
especially of those who were not notified of the meetings.
That it is best f >r our sports to be ruled by three or
four persons, will be acknowledged by no member of
the college, yet we find, time and again, persons who are
dictators of our games, and thus it is that we are not as
successful as we might be were it otherwise.
It has been remarked by many that there seems to
be a total lack of energy in all our sports; and why is it?
The question is easy to answer, when one looks at the
management of the different associations.
Each one
well fixed in the

has a few

men who

sit in

dignified places,

make out

the

have their friends on
them, regardless of the strength or weakness of the team.
different teams,

This

is

and they are sure

a short and simple, yet, as

to

we

think, true solution

of the problem of sports at Haverford.

day

and build us a new hall for
exhibition days, lectures and society meetings.
Such a
building would supply a long-felt want, and afford relief
they

present hall

the

It

was as much of a surprise to us as to our readers, as it
was two days when we sent our copy to the printer.
While we would have been willing to have had ten days,
we only received two. It was very far from us to credit
the Faculty with a vacation of ten days in which to celebrate the landing of William Penn, as we had less than
most of the other colleges in this vicinity. However, we
are satisfied now that it is over, and we have freed those
who would have had to bear the burden of the mistake
from

That the

in

the whole of

fill

purpose every Junior day and Commencement bears witness and a new hall, the thing that Haverquate for

From

society dedicate a

occupies, could easily

dations for the crowds that visit us

better advertised in this

the

now

The

" boss detective " of the county, a curly-headed

Jew, and at one time a Senator, famous for his method
of picking cherries, will begin manufacturing.

Ex.
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THE CENTRE OF INDIFFERENCE.
At some

period in every man's

and change takes

a transformation

lite

We are placed, as

place.

negative pole of a magnet, and

by the

it

were, at the

force of

life's

cir-

cumstances we are drawn away from this negative pole
and move towards the positive. But between the two
poles there is a point where the forces pull neither way,

and the sensitive needle stands fluttering and trembling,
and turns not to the positive nor to the negative. Correspondingly, there is a point in a man's life where his
development is arrested, and, like the magnetic needle,
he knows not which way to turn. This point is the
grand Centre of Indifference, and in accordance with
a man's strength of character, so long will he be held at

Now

this centre.

we, at Haverford, are

We

this centre of indifference.

very close to

all

Do we

do we read, can we play
cricket or foot-ball, have we any society interests ?
Are we even decently bad ?
A man who deliberately goes to work to sell his
soul to the devil has an aim and ambition in life, and
study,

more respect due

there

is

who

loafs

to

him than

to the listless fool

his college course with his hands in
and his brains rattling around in his skull.
Cricket has been played here for thirty years, and the old
Dorian has struck terror to the heart of many a veteran
cricketer.
But how many men go out to the scrubmatches ? Eight on a side is the average. And what is

through

his pockets

Lack of

the trouble?

We
flatter

College
field

;

could organize a foot-ball team which, not to

but

make our brethren

wish they had never heard of Haverf >rd

how hard

it is

the class of '85 can

to get

testify.

of the highest class, and

foot-ball.
There is
something beyond all this which comprehends all our
above-mentioned short-coming---. We are neglecting and

should be used and expanded
selves

and our

We

and

fellows,

and play

we

for the

for

are, indeed, disciples of the cut

and nobly do we stick

A

faculties, which
ennoblement of ourthe glory of God.

under foot our God-given

trampling

foot-ball

"

?

"

two

We

full

in the

have a gymnasium

how many men

have a faculty and curriculum which

teams
use

it ?

We

bono philosophy,
Will you go out

What's the good

?

" is

the reply.

intellects,

more and improve our

and mentally we say to ourselves,

"

What's the

"
?

Here we allareatthe Centre of Indifference,

Now

worthless mass of inanity.

most of us

is,

we never

that

condition really

tal

interest, or aim,

Some

has none.

Among

all.

is

in

a

much

man

;

is

that of having

idea of " a

But a

can

time."

consist in

and great praise be to
but there are higher aims.
There are some

To make

moving

who

cricketer,

as

much

;

who have

noise as possible, to "skin"

springs of their college
little

at

being bad, are

lives.

serious consideration will

one that a stationary mental state
not to advance

is

to

not the

they go because they

through their examinations, and to play
the

"a good

may

"

good time

light-headed gentry in every college

are sent.

man

the lowest aims with which a

making himself a good
such a

definite

happier state than he

ambitions are almost worse than none

enter his college course

One man's

consider,

ground, would have

Every one that has some

the whole thing settled.

men-

stop to think what our

Any man who would

is.

—ahuge,

the great trouble with

for just five minutes, his standing

at

why

professor, interested in our welfare, asks us

don't study harder and read

good

"

to our motto.

remotest idea of their being there

interest.

ourselves by any means, could

of the U. of P.

our reading, our cricket, and our

are one large mass with-

out ideas, without interests, without aims, and without
ambitions.

among the most important factors of a man's college life.
And how are they treated? No better than our study,

go back.

is

show every

a very bad thing

One who

sees this and

mental training

determines to advance, leaves his centre of indifference

and development second to no college in the country,
and how many of us graduate with four years of conscientious study behind us? There is a library provided
which is selected with more care and judgment than
any college library in the United States. Look in
the registers some pages are blank
and there are

and moves toward his positive pole, towards the light,
and Carlyle's everlasting yea. His first idea is to make
the best man possible of himself before God and the
world, and he doesnot think much about the /tozv. £;'c a.vd(>a

;

men who have been
say

it)

offer

;

here

one, two, and

(I

blush to

three years, and, in that time, have taken, per-

Ten to one those
books are " Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea"
(for, sad to say, some of Jules Verne's works are in our
haps, two books from the libraries.

and Vol. L. of Harper's Magazine.
There are literary societies at Haverford which men
wiser than any of us need ever hope to be, tell us are

libraries),

zshwu.

What a

motto,

how

aim high, though, and if we
not be so very low after all.

impossible to reach
fall

short of the

it

mark

!

Better
it

may

The first step settled, the ways and means of further
development are to be considered. No one doubts that
a thorough taking hold of religion is the firmest basis,
but, strange to say, it vexes some men to have religion
poked at them with every step. So we are left to
another method which will eventually lose itself in a
higher spiritual

life.
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Not

to put the matter

on a religious ground, then,

man needs some method

ever}'

in

his development, the

means by which he can accomplish his end. The best
told, is work
to be interested in something which we may follow out and develop for ourselves.
Each man should have something in which he is espemeans, we are

;

cially interested.

People's tastes

lie in

different directions:

one takes chemistry, another botany, or zoology, or some
period in history, or classics, or literature, or mathematics; thefijld is boundless.
The pursuit of any specialty is a sustaining power in a man's life, and the intimate
acquaintance with each

man

to the
If

is

a boundless advantage, not only

himself, but to the society in

he does not

feel

drawn towards a

lectual development, there
at

The

Haverford.

be looked

after;

which he

cricket

is still

and

plenty of

lives.

Of

is

no place fora sermon, but it is nonetheless true
no perfect development, no satisfaction or

is

happiness, no sure foundation, unless a truer spiritual

goes hand

clear, definite
plete, perfect,

symmetrical character be built up.

cube

:

of the genius homunculus

for

is

which

not corresponding interest or duty in waiting.

course, the intellectual and spiritual development

is

The length and breadth and height of it are
Length of a life, speaking figuratively, of course,
reaching on and out in the line of thought and self-

equal.
is its

development.
ally.

It

The breadth

always drawing a

The

of

it

is

the constant diffusive

is

And

man outward

the height of a

out-reach later-

its

tendency which
into

life is its

writer hopes that no one will think that he

to sermonize in the above

weakly

set forth

hasn't been outof Egypt, himself, long

enough

ment

is

We
we owe

it:

given a certain inward talent, a certain

outward environment of fortune; to each, by wisest combination of these two, a certain
"

maximum

But the hardest problem was ever

'Know

this first

thyself;'

translated into that partially possible one,

thou canst work

Heaven's name,

Now we

at,

let

:

To

are well

till

it

be

Know what

"

away from the Centre of

Indiffer-

and on our way towards the positive pole, towards
the truth and light, and God.
But perhaps our progress
is somewhat slow.
We are not on our firmest basis we
have been considering the question, remember, purely in
ence,

;

the light of expediency.

We

responsi-

know that
God, and we

each

a certain duty to ourselves and to

Then

let

us each aim to be a true man.

find

and then, he might have added, 'In
us work.'

going back on those aims.

of capability.

what your combined inward and outward capability especially is. For, alas! ouryoungsoul is all budding with capabilities, and we see not yet which is the main and true one."
Every one of us should apply to ourselves the practical
common sense in which this extract abounds. Our
inborn talent and the circumstances of our lives shape
our capabilities. Then knowing that we have this capability, let us find out what it is worth, and which is the
main and true one.
Having found this out, hear Carlyle once more:
"Our works are the mirror wherein the spirit
Hence, too, the folly
first sees its natural lineaments.
impossible precept,

he

that,

can't afford the responsibility of neglecting that duty.

DANIEL WEBSTER IN THE FUTURE.

out by study of yourself and the ground you stand on,

of that

do

have often been told of the peculiar aims of

bility of

is

to

a very important one for us students.

and good.
each

meant

ideas,

but he does venture to say that this matter of develop-

Haverford College, and we can't afford the

Hear what Carlyle says about

is

sympathy with
reaching upward

the most lasting, and conduces to the greatest happiness

"To

use

like a

is

"

other men.

foot-ball interests

To

Phillips Brooks' illustration, the perfect character

toward God."

him
must

for

life

hand with every step we take towards our
aim.
By this alone, we are told, can a com-

in

work

an athletic association should be formed;

state or condition

there

is

definite intel-

there are social interests at his pleasure; in short, there

no

This
that there

VII

A

short time since the centennial of the birth of

Webster was observed at Marshfield, at which a series of
orations and poems were read in commemoration of the
great statesman.
Few of us, in our busy American life,
fully appreciate the gigantic power and lasting influence
of the man over whose tomb a few of our leading statesmen assembled to offer a small tribute to the mighty dead.
It is now thirty years since Webster died, and in
that time the Union has triumphed over many obstacles
sustained, in a great measure, by the influence of his noble
works and thoughts. As a man, Webster has often been
misunderstood.
Few of our American statesmen have
been more intensely vilified, and few have deserved it less.
The men of his own time were most bitter against him
but because of the sober second thought of the American
mind, he is more correctly and thoroughly understood
from year to year, and the tendency of the national sentiment is towards a more grateful recognition of the sacriWebster was admired almost
fice he made in 1850.
universally throughout the North up to the time of his
famous 7th of March speech, in 1850. After the delivery of that speech, the rage of the Abolitionists was
;
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unbounded.

Theodore Parker

said

"
:

O

Cardinal Wol-

"

was there ever such a fall ?
Wendell Phillips, with his proverbial sarcasm and
blind narrowness, said of Webster, after he had been
seven years in his grave " The words he dared to speak,
sey

!

But no, he preferred to stand alone
principles he
"

;

the

life

he dared to

his

the defense of the

Or, as Pope says
And more

"

awful form,

midway

leaves the storm

;

crest the rolling clouds are spread,

its

Eternal sunshine settles on

his friends dare not describe at the foot of his statue."

upholding

life in

tall elift'tbfU lilts its

Though round

live,

Not content with that statement, he calls back the departed
" You were mourr.ed in ceiled
spirit in these words
houses and the marts of trade but the dwellers in slavehuts, and fugitives along the highways, thanked God
when you died, and they had one enemy the less."
Now, how far was this criticism just ? Let us see.
The great and ruling desire of Webster was for the maintenance of the Union and the firm establishment of the
Constitution in the hearts of the nation.
He was broad
and comprehensive in his views, and in his speeches he
seemed to embrace the future in his grasp, while his
vilifiers were men, it may be, earnest and patriotic, but of
narrow-minded views men who had not his foresight
and comprehensibility, and who were legislating for the
present, let the future turn well if it would. Webster was
always characterized by the love of truth, and with it on
his side he entered the fray with his whole soul without
it, lie was deprived of most of his power.
" He bartered the
Wendell Phillips again says
hopes of four million bondsmen for the chance of his
private ambition."
He could not have done this without
an inconsistency.
The whole work of his life-time, and
the summary of the principle he had maintained in a
public career of forty years, were contained in that 7th of
March speech. Not one idea that he proclaimed in that
speech was inconsistent with those which he had declared
in his earlier Senatorial speeches. But why was it received
in such a different spirit then than in another form twenty
years before, when friend and foe alike gave him the title
of" Defender of the Constitution " ? It was because the
mass of the people had become changed in their sentiments in regard to slavery, and in their frenzy would
listen to no words of counsel which abetted its endurance.

had spent

Like some

Swells from the vale and

:

his friends dare not to repeat

in

Constitution and the Union rather than to revoke the

its

head."

:

real joy Marcellus exiled feels, than Ceesar with u senate ut his

heels."

:

No

;

;

;

:

Bartered the hopes of four million freemen for his
private ambition
face, as

fanatic,

!

The statement

many other
who ranked

is

absurd on

its

very

wild utterances of that speculative
the petty prince of Hayti above the

Father of his Country.

If

Webster had been acting

for

own advancement, would he have taken such a stand
against the drift of public thought ? Would he not rather
his

to

than was

speeches show this
flesh

was

tution,

broken

more earnest

Abolitionist was

slavery

in the

but he recognized that the pound of

;

bond, and

he was unwilling

He saw

up.

his opposition

in

His whole course of

Webster.

the

great love of the Consti-

in his

for the

union of the States to be

coming

struggle,

—

" States dis-

severed, discordant, belligerent, a land rent with feuds,

or drenched

in fraternal

blood."

exordium of that great speech on the Consti" I wish to speak to-day,
tution and the Union, he says
not as a Massachusetts man, nor as a Northern man, but
I
speak for the preservation of the
as an American.
Can
one,
on a careful perusal of that speech,
Union."
any
say that he was inconsistent that he did not make it to
arrest the march of sectional antagonism, and to restore
harmony ? If the men of that day had heeded his counsel,
Some of the great
the war of i860 had been averted.
men of the Republican party, Chase, Wade, Adams, and
Seward, at one time were willing to grant stronger concessions to the seven rebellious States than were the
grounds which Webster took in 1850.
In the

:

;

—

—

Some

there

may be now who

things objectionable

;

speech

find in that

but the whole tenor shows that he

did an unselfish act, that he did

it

out of pure love for

which he committed in his boyhood
days from a pocket handkerchief, and that it was the only
course which a broad statesman could have adopted, who
had nourished those ideas from the cradle to the summit
that Constitution

That speech will grow in the admiraand its recognized worth will remain
So
puerile accusers have been forgotten.

of his high career.
tion of posterity,

long after his

much

for

the

7th

of

March

speech.

Who

can

esti-

mate the influence that Webster exerted in his own time,
and since his death, on the development of our ConstituUp to
tion and the formation of a settled government ?
1830, the success of the government had been regarded
as doubtful, and the exact line had not been drawn
between the Federal government and the

States.

State

have shaped his utterances to the moulding of Abolitionism, which was then so rapidly spreading over the North ?

sovereignty upheld by Hayne, Benton, and Calhoun, had

What power he might have had, and how those earnest
men would have applauded him tor his inconsistency!

could crush.

become an

issue,

which only such a man

as

This he did by his reply to Hayne

Webster
in 1830.

That speech so annihilated the arguments of the States

THE
rights school, that the

war was put

That, and his sub-

from every

Any one who makes

line.

compact, and pure English, cannot

a study of his clear,

fail

to

have a feeling of

earnest longing for truth aroused in his soul, and no one

the minds of the nation, and to build up the fabric of

can be a diligent student of the works of Webster with-

and more stable government. In the formation of the war Republican party there were two elements,
the extreme Abolitionists under the lead of Phillips and
Garrison, and another body of liberal men,
men who had
a stronger

—

been educated

in

the spirit of Webster's doctrines,

had read and declaimed

—who

imbibed his princi-

his speeches, or

Whoever would know

ples.

inseparably linked with

We

are indeed glad to

the last generation

is

Union.

Whittier,

some of

a

at first

so disappointed at

The

Unlike some of the others, the Quaker poet was too
whole-souled to abide by his extreme position.
"

man

lazy

Webster's

that the force

;

only fools and asses work.

equal to the mass multiplied by

is

the velocity.

Look
to

here, Freshie,

you did not come here

to

work

;

you came

have a good time.

The Freshmen showed much pluck

in

tackling the Sopho-

inst.

There was a magnificent Japanese sunset on the 22d
and an aurora the same evening.
In

answer

in '84, but

to a subscriber,

we do know

Counting from
logue contains the

we

that a

don't

know how

inst.,

the election will

mule kicks harder than a camel.
in 1834, the Loganian catahundred and eighty -five mem-

organization

its

names

of eight

bers.

take no backward step."

more removed
and look impar-

the generations of the future are

from the influence of the war

the happiest

is

Thee k(nose)

go

As

bib.

Transit observed on the 6th, and account next time.

the correct position of the states-

man.

fame can

"
!

mores on the 22d

the last act of Webster, afterwards repented of his hasty

poem and recognized

Good Gus

Give him a

his great thoughts.

ability, his services,

Not for an age,
But fur all time."

LOCALS.
"

being superseded by a better and
his

and more truly

better,

man

motive

state that the bitter criticism of

who was

broader,

Webster was a man who went beyond his age; who
looked into the future, and uttered thoughts which the
future will appreciate even more than the past.
He was

devotion to the interests of the whole

his unselfish

rendered

American.

"

the secret of the

more complete recognition of
and

being

out

power which prevented the dismemberment of the Union
by the war of 1861, will find it in the principles promulgated by Webster in 1830 and 1833.
Many a gallant
youth in the North went to battle for his country inspired
by the passages of Webster's works, and died cheered
by the words " Liberty and Union." His influence has
come down to us, and every clause of our Constitution
is

IX

to establish the Constitution

sequent speeches, did
in

AVERFORDIAN.

off for thirty years,

which postponement saved the Union.

much

H

feeling,

on the history of the country from 1830 to 1865,
Webster will hold the position he has merited, that of

Where,

O where

asking that question

and you soon

are the jolly

Sophomores

?

Oh, no use of

Put your head out of the door after 11 P. M.,

!

find out.

tially

Defender of the Constitution. There

is

much

in his

char-

and much that may well be
imitated.
Theodore Parker said, " Since Charlemagne
there has not been such a noble figure in all history."
His orations are to us what those of Demosthenes
were to the Greeks, the repository of the national grandeur, and few orators have possessed more of the qualiacter that deserves study,

ties

of the Grecian patriot than Daniel Webster.
takes the best qualities of

It

much

Fox and Burke, and

of the majesty and divinely beautiful of Milton, to

make up

the character of Webster.

Demosthenes on the Crown
tution

!

How nearly

alike

;

Webster on the Consti-

were the men and their pur-

Every American youth should study the charand orations of Webster.
That his character was noble and his opinions broad,

poses

!

acter

is

shown

in all his

works, and truth and majesty stand out

Where are the oysters by which the heart of the student was
made to tejoice during last winter ? We need something to remind
us of the "univalve joke."

we announce that the shadow
was discovered in a crack in No. io,
and was exhumed with a razor and a hatchet, and is again chirpIt is

with a feeling of pleasure

of '83 has been found.

It

ing merrily.
Let the student

questions which

now

will

" brace up,"

and prepare himself for the

be so aggravating to his " college spirit."
upon us. In a few brief days our aunties will

Christmas vacation is
be asking us, "How large a school have you ?" " How many scholars ?" Which teacher does thee like best ?" "I notice in thy paper
some remarks about thy having reached the second stage. Do most
of the other boys do as well as that ?"

The match between the Sophomore and Freshmen foot-ball
teams was played on the 22d, on the old base-ball grounds, and
resulted in a victory for the Sophomores by 8 goals and 4 touchdowns. '85 plays a remarkably strong game, and will have many
Wilson, Reeve, Bettle and
representatives on the college team.
Blair pliyed well for the Sophomores, while Bacon and Brooks
did good service for the Freshmen.
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His eyes were black, but not by nature.

He

In all respects

he was

Once and
a while he'd make a stand, and jot down news of some disaster
The people mostly passed by
or advertisement of porous plaster.
oh the other side of the street. Once and a while, however, some
a forlorn creature.

one considered
ful,

it

meet

carried a pencil in his hand.

one of his
Should you ask

to loosen

but nevertheless brief.

teeth,

—a process pain-

me why

this mutilated

—

'65.
James A. Chase is the delighted owner of an
American Star bicycle. Those who expect to receive
machines for their Christmas presents this winter, would
do well, before purchasing, to refer to him at Hazleton,

— Charles

'70.

Prof. P. E.

ultimo.

for the superiority of the lever

E. Pratt has devoted his leisure hours

He was formerly president
Wheelmen, at Boston, and

to the interests of bicycling.

of the American League of

ology."

coming

one of the greatest scientific
and bull-frogs for
three years, one of her graduates has announced to the world that he
has made, during his researches, the startling and original discovery
that he cannot fi rm another man's character but each must form
his own.
A few more discoveries will be announced in our next.
Haverford

is

colleges in America.

to the front as

After dissecting star-fi=h

Now comeih the time when the Freshman buyeth new books,
and goeth unto the Sophomore and saith unto him, "Yea, O man
books which thou perused in thy
I would fain buy of thee those
Freshman year." And the Sophomore thinketh, yea, he thinketh
again, and finally remembereth the year gone by, and he layeth
his finger alongside his nose, even so doth he of the tribe of
S'iphomo ite», and saith unto himself, " Here will I get gain."
And at th it Sophomore goeth unto his room, and taketh down a
Livy, yea, a dil.ipid ucd Livy, one which his great grandfather used,
and he looketh over it, and when he cometh to a page whereon
many words are written (in English), he sigheth, and maketh
biTeve he is exceeding sorry to part therewith, and he saith
unto him of the tribe of Freshmites, " This book bought I, even
last yea'', for wh ch paid
eight trade shekels, and although I
would fain part with it, I would be-tow it unto thee for the sum of
two trade shekels, even so will I do." And he of the Freshman
taketh the book and departtth therewith, and that Sophomore
hitthaway unto the village with his fellows and maketh merry.
Selah.

over

the crank motion.

jaw, I'd answer, he was an editor.

Chase leclured in Alumni Hall on the 22d and 29th
The subjects were " \\ eather Predictions " and " Meteor-

testimony

Pa., for his

many of the best articles of that enterprising little monthly,
come from his pen.

the Wheelman,
'7$.

—

'81.

— Walter

Tomlinson receives high praise
the last report of the Trustees of the Peabody Education Fund for his great success in conducting the Wilson
Graded School and the Normal School, at Wilson, N. C.
Prof. Julius

L.

in

!

Hadley was one of the CommisMining Exhibi-

C.

New Mexico at the recent
Denver. He has sold out his

sioners from
tion

at

Mining World, and now edits a neat
he calls Hadley s Pointers.
'82.
'82.
'84.

David

—W. Chase
— H. M. Thomas

will

C.

— We

little

His

"

tony

"

in

on the 17th

visited us

in

the

journal which

spend the winter

France.
ult.

good reports from

are glad to hear such

S. Ferris.

interest

dog-cart

is

the admiration

I

of

all

Harvard.

'84.
'85.

— Rufus Jones studying law.
— G Hill financier of a bridge

company

S.

is

is

J.

in

There was orce a worthy but parsimonious Arab, who, having
bought a camel, neglected to feed it, in order that he might teach
it

to live

w.thout eating

;

EXCHANGE NOTES.

butju^t as he was at the point of success,

The Hamilton

the camel dispatched his master with a well-directed blow of his
hoof, and, breaking

up a great supply of
grain that the Arab had laid by for the winter.
Moral
There is
a point at which forbearance ceases to be a viitue. Let certain
gentlemen (?) on the third floor remember this, and if they don't
into his storehouse, ate

:

stop

making night hideous with

we

their

wooden

balls,

and other

go up ourse'ves and slaughter a
few, if there is no one to be found who will venture to stop this.
A word to the wise is sufficient we gave them a word in our last
number.
It was
not regarded.
Let them draw their own

babyish

playthings,

building

Vicksburg, Miss.

will

;

College Monthly, from a female col-

lege at Lexington, Ky., helps to

make up

laneous heap which our exchanges
articles of various
stale essays

on

"

grades of excellence

form.
;

the miscelIt

contains

gushy poetry and

Education "and " Literature" are

inter-

woven with readable accounts of vacation experiences and
on " Newspapers," states
that William Cullen Byrant founded the Evening Post in
The statement does not seem probable, for he was
801.
seven years old at that time. The fair writer must have
thought that he was raised under glass, to be mature
sensible editorials.

One

article

1

inferences.

PERSONAL.

enough for such a work at so early an age but perhaps she
was only careless in copying from the encyclopedia.
We had heard of the new Michigan Argonaut, which
was launched at Ann Arbor some time ago, and had
imagined that it was a large craft but this time it has come
around to us, and we find that the half had not been told.
For size, it stands a veritable giant among college papers
;

At

the Educational Conference, at Providence, last

summer, the departments of English Composition, at
Harvard, Johns Hopkins and Haverford were represented
respectively by Francis B. Gummere, Ph. D. ('72), Henry
Wood, Ph. D. ('69), and Allen C. Thomas, A. M. ('65), all
Haverford graduates.

;
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—twenty
It

pages of reading matter and a

cover

emblazoned

some

of

is

all

much used on

is

collected the fruit of the labors of

tude,
it

—

than Earlham can muster with her energies concentrated

on

is

over with those straddling crooked letters

so

editors,

of " ads."

lot

indescribable aesthetic hue, and

really,

title-pages

we

forget

how many,

we were

One

to be hoped.

we

feel

sure that Earlham sadly

But even more than
your exchange man, were we aston-

but a small multi-

read the

surprised at

ished at your

its fifteen

— enough hands to steer straight through any storm,

is

Indeed,

base-ball.

lacks proper interest in athletics.

Within the cover
or twenty

nowadays.

XI

poem

familiar

of them nudges himself pleas-

and saw that

it

was cribbed from a

likewise the third, the

;

second, fourth,

We

printed in poetic form.

article,

first

line,

first

fifth,

etc.

;

the

we did not understand at first sight;
dawned upon us that they were editorial

etc.,

antly over the success of the Latin and French plays last

but after a time

and calls on the Greek chair to select a suitable
drama, and assign the parts so that it may be brought

chirpings, put in to give the appearance of originality.

year,

He

out this year.

should be

tried.

not satisfied with

German

play

Another says that the base-ball

nine,

also

thinks that

triumphs

its

training in January, and to

Eastern colleges next Jim:.

a

the West,

in

is

make a conquering

Nothing

done,

ern colleges had sent us challenges

? "

refreshing thing about the paper

the neat

the exchange

man

is

if

we

know

I

was

a poet, did

you

And

little

stanzas,

"

loves

Oue

tl.c

As

all

legs,

is

required

we "can

your disdain by asking: "Can't Haverford accumulate

enough

down

activity to play base-ball ?"

so as to hear us,

Haverford puts more
engages, whether

it

we would

life

into

Now,
like to

any sport

if

you'll

come

suggest that
in

which she

be base-ball, foot-ball, or cricket,

various

the puerile animosities which
years, belong

rather than to the present, and

we

Descending from sentiment
exchange man of the Orient offering
glue pot if any one can cite an occurrence
Bowdoin, which can in any way be called

find the

swallow his

The

Oder/in Review still puts in a regular appearwe never take it up without expecting to find
The desire to avoid nonsomething worth reading.
sense seems to be a ruling motive with its editors, and
sometimes they succeed to the extent of making the paper
When the choice lies between solid
a trifle heavy.
matter diluted with platitudes, and solid matter relieved

a college

chirp yet;" and then to reach the height of

The

ance, and

thought that you would have enough good
sense to say that the statement that " Haverford's day of
usefulness is over " was put forth by last \ ear's editors,

if

life

"

of this year, at
hazing. Then he proceeds to speak lather disparagingly
of our own little tossing affair here, and adds, "and this
Well, Orient, we shall not say
at a Quaker college."
anything for the tossing; but we thank you for the compliment in that last expression.

We

and that you, having better judgment, would not underBut we never
take to defend their jealous vaporings.
imagined that you would soar above us in proud flight,
screech out that " Earlham's graduates are second to
none in the country," and then, circling around, wonder

all

:

Young America." " The custom is on its last
and is now only a remnant. But it is, nevertheless,

to fact,

to

in

considerable numbers

a radically brutal custom."

:

soothing nicotine."

that

subject, texts like

to day's

the Argo, Havcrfordian, etc.

is

sermon on the

it

Were

read more like chapters from the musty romances which

No, brother Earlliamite, we haven't " learned to chirp
We have never been of the op'nion, as you seem
yet."
paper.

an

our grandfathers were brought up on, than the doings of

Who would
After he had finished, a co-ed. remarked,
have thought he was so smart? " But she did not know
that he was the exchange editor, and had culled these

to be, that chirping

in

to the past of college

"

gems from

Hardly

from them.

hang over the Freshman and Sophomore

then during

among which was

inclined to preach a

forms of mild hazing, and

the conversation that followed, he proceeded to recite
several frisky

condemnation

might be selected

However, the most
way in which

?"

general

the following, from the Athenceum and the Trinity Tablet,

he relates it, he was a long thin man, with a supernaturally emaciated nose, and had always been very quiet.
But one day in company he suddenly remarked. " You
didn't

any one who has an

has always been mentioned with disapprobation.

the East-

brings a story into his department.

to

reached our table this year, and, with one exception,

tour of the

Altogether, the paper gives

What would we have

says,"

more evident

exchange, which has not spoken of the practice, has

to begin

;

it

is

opportunity to read college papers than that hazing meets
with

one the impression that the university which it represents
concerning
is full of life, except in the matter of foot-ball
that sport

it

•

by humorous items, the latter is preferable. But so long
as the Review can keep the standard of its staid, sober
articles up to the essay on Gail Hamilton, or to the
discussion of the moral tendency of Walt Whitman in

The
it
will be far from uninteresting.
while denying that Whitman is intentionallv immoral, says: " Imagination can achieve real excellence only when it is pervaded and inspired by the moral.
the

last

number,

latter article,

The moral

A

is

its

supreme

law, to

which

it

is

amenable.

lawless imagination, which has cast off the restraint of
reason and of conscience, lacks the essential elements of
true excellence."
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CHARLES HERDER.
830 Arch

@TTENDEN

Street, Philadelphia.

COMMERCIAL COLLEGE.
Manufacturer and Importer of

113i

Table and Pocket Cutlery, Razors, Scissors,

Chestnut Street,

corner of Twelfth.

Thorough and Practical Instruction

in all

Business Branches.

Plated Ware, &c.
The
least

Also a Great Variety of Ice and Roller

course is so arranged that the student can gain
expense a superior preparation for business.

in the shortest time

and

at the

Hundreds of our most successful merchants, bankers and business men are among
the graduates.

Almost any young man having a fair knowle 'ge of common school branches to begin
with, can find on complying the college course^good paying positions.
In the past
year more applications were received trum business houses for students to fill situations
than could be supplied.

BOOKKEEPING
in all its

branches, adapted to the various departments of trade, manufactures,

banking,

etc.

PENMANSHIP.
Superior instruction, a special department.

ACME.

ICE KING.

AMERICAN CLUB.

WOOD

BUSINESS PRACTICE.

TOP.

The

large variety of transactions with

fid lity

to the

methods pursued

in the best

business houses.

Cutlery Ground and Repaired.

COMMERCIAL CALCULATIONS,
Rapid Figuring, Averaging Inter est Accounts, Trade Discounts,
Price Lists, Foreign Exchange, etc.

FRIENDS' BOOK ASSOCIATION,

BUSINESSFORMS AND CORRESPONDENCE
Notes, Checks, Accounts Current, Mercantile Letters, etc.

Publishers, Booksellers and Stationers,

No. 1020

Arch

Commercial Law, German, French, English Branches,

Street, Philadelphia.

also

STAPLE

and

BLANK BOOKS,
SCRAP BOOKS,

SHORT HAND

FANCY STATIONERY,

For Business Amanuenses, Secretaries, Reporters and Literary Men.

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS,
AUTOGRAPH ALBUMS,

WRITING DESKS,

WORK

INK STANDS,

CARD CASES,
GOLD PENS AND PENCILS,

PAPER KNIVES,
FANCY PAPETERIE.

CHRISTMAS AND

NEW YEAR

Poems, Juvenile and Miscellaneous Books,

A Great Variety of Handsome

SEPARATE INSTRUCTION

IN

ALL DEPARTMENTS.

BOXES,
Students received at any time for the Regu'ar Courses or for Special
Branches, to attend at such hours as

may

best

suit their convenience,

EVENING

CARDS,

Students Received

for

or

AFTERNOON

Two, Three, Four or Five Sessions

a

Week.

etc.

Articles, and Prices Low.

A

Ladies' Department.

Circulars mailed free-
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MUNN &

BK,3T3nT DVCAAATIR,.
Fine Groceries, Extra Teas and Coffees, Superior Canned Goods.

ATENTS

VERY CHOICE PATENT AND FAMILY FLOUR,
From leading Pennsylvania and Western mills; by the Bag or Bairel.
FRESH EGGS; BUTTER from the leading Delaware and Montgomery County

Fresh Meats of

all kinds,

P

Dairies,

and Poultry always on hand.

— OY ST IE IRS.
Our

daily through >urromdi' , g country from the White Hall
I'ititu fttid fnncy C'tkfM made fresh daily.
kinds of JPmtcy ]>r.ssrrt.v made to order.

Tirrnd served
bread wagons. Try it.

celebrated

I*ivs and

-ice

all

ciR:EA_:iyr; .A-ZCnTID
Of

all flavors, in all

-wateir, ices-

France. Germany, and

other countries.

HKEKLV

ALL KINDS OF

workmen and good

all

This large and splendidly illustrated newspaper
is published
at 83.20 a year, and is admitted to be the best paper devoted to science,
mechanics, inventions, engineering works, anil
other departments of industrial progress, published in any country, single copies by mail, lo
cents. Sold by all newsdealers.
Address, Munn & Co., publishers of Scientific
American, 261 Broadway, New York.
Handbook about patents mailed free.

P. R. R.

PLEASURE CARRIAGES, BUSINESS WAGONS,
FARM WAGONS, Etc.,
Skillfm

1846.

stands.

2v£a.:n.a.g-er-

manner.

ESTABLISHED

Thirty-six ye';ir»' practice. No charge for examination of models or drawings. Advice by
mail free.
Patents obtained through us are noticed in the
SCIENTIFIC AMKKICAN, which hasthe largest circulation, and is the must influential newspaper of its kind published in the word.
The
advantages of such a notice even patentee under-

THE ROSEMONT CARRIAGE WORKS,

in the best

YORK.

We

ICE SERVED DAILY TO CUSIO.YIERS ALL THE YEAR ROUND.
Good Horses and Carriages always to hire at White Hall Livery Stables.

Made

NEW

continue to art as solicitors fur patents, caveats, trade-murks, copyrights, etc., for the United
States, and to obtain patents in Canada, England,

kinds of forms, very finest quality.

ROSEMONT,

CO.

mat-

rial.

FINE CARRIAGE PAINTI NG A SPECIALTY.
Persons wishing their carriages overhauled and thoroughly done up should send
them to the Kos^mont Carriage Works. Farmers and milkmen wishing wagons bu It
would do well to send in iheir orders. Horseshoeing, under charge of \\ illiam Stewart,
a particular branch of the business. Work all done by practical workmen.
Diseases of
the feet thoroughly understood.
Please cal and see us at

F.

THE ROSZMONT CARRIAGE WORKS-

MAGUIRE,
•»•

STERBROOK'S

8TEEL
PENS

No. 16

ARTIST16

North Eleventh

6UTTEM

-

Street, Philadelphia.

SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS.
Leading Numbers: 14, 048, 130, 333, 161.

For Sale by

all

Stationers.

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN
WorK8, Camden, N.

J.

26

John St.,

-A.

CO.,
few York.

SPECIALTY

:

Wedding, Fall Dress, Graduating and Reception

The
watch

"AMERICAN STANDARD"
is

a Gentleman's iS karat cold

stem-winch
Its

price

is

r,

adjusted to heat and cold.

£75.

BAILEY,

BANKS & BIDDLE,
1

2th

and Chestnut,
Philadelphia.

J.

Suits.

L STADELMAN,
DEALER

IN

(OAL AND JlJMBER,
ARDMORE,

PA.
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r.£/

Tuples
Send

Dei

cf

a I-Iouse

to

EXCLUSIVELY

111

13

Go0l)S

Baling

DRY

GQOES,

And thereby secure the advantages offered
by the concentration upon one sin"
branch

of business of
vast facilities,

Ths present season
stock Aggregating fully
Cl

we

all

our

arc showing a

uJUUioii an.4 U>uaztsz hiillars

In Silks, Eress C-oods,_Cloths,_Ladies'_and

Children's_Wearing_Apparel, Kousefur^
nishing Goods, Upholstering Materials,

_ Underwear Gloves,
Fancy Goods, JDress Triinmin gs. Sic, &c ._&Cj

Hpsiery

,

l

j§TR7IYJBRIi)nE £> (jhOTpiER.
^iglltii

PRILADGLPBIA.—

;in3

Marljpt Streets.

s-

A. J.

Haverford College Shoe Store.
No.

REACH &

23 South Eighth

CO.,

Street, Philadelphia.

Importers, Dealers and Manufacturers of

H.

J.

HARRISON,

Retail Dealer in Finest

BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBER GOODS,
HAVERFORD

and

C00PERT0WN ROADS,

BHYN MAWR,

PA.

OUTDOOR AND INDOOR GAMES.
Lawn

Largest Stock,

Finest Quality,

Tennis, Cricket, Foot Ball.

Base

Ball,

and Gymnasium

Indian Clubs, Running and Jumping Shoes.

Lowest

Prices.

Custom Work

a

Specialty.

Supplies.

Foot Ball Jackets. Worsted Tights, T/unks, Shirts, Boning Gloves,

Swinging Rings, Health

43*Pricc-]ist mailed free.

JOSEPH £1LL®TT'S
* STEEL** PENS.

(

THE FAVORITE NUMBERS, 303.404, 332,351, 170,
AND HIS OTHER STYLES

SOLD by ALL DEALERS throughout the WORLD.

Lifts,

Goods shipped

Gymnasium Ropes,

Chest Expanders,

to all parts of the

etc.

country.^*
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WHITALL, TATUM &

CO.,

xv

Chemicals and Chemical Apparatus,

( _lass \/| anufacturers,
410

46

&

RACE

ST.,

48 BARCLAY

Philadelphia,

ST.,

New

York.

Chemical Glassware
FOE

Suited to the wants of Schools and Colleges.

LABORATORIES,

COLLEGES,
MUSEUMS,
ASSAYING WORKS,
INSTITUTES OF TECHNOLOGY,
ACADEMIES,

&c.

Bullock

& C RENSHAW

No. 528 Arch

DRUGGISTS' GLASSWARE,
Homoeopathic Vials, Druggists'

Sundries, &c.

>

Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

Descriptive Priced Catalogue furnished

on application.

Haverford College Store,
ESTABLISHED

BROADBENT &
Successors to Broadbent

&

1S42.

Where may be obtained

CO..

Dry Goods, Groceries,

Phillips,

Photographers, HATS
HAVE REMOVED
TO

No. 914 Chestnut Street.

NOTIONS,
4 CAPS,
BOOTS 4 SHOES,

Hardware,
Queensware,

settlements with the late firm of Broadbent &
Phillips will be made with Broadbent &. Co.
at above address.
Broadbent & Co. naving purchased the negatives
and business, applications for new work
will be made to them.
Ai!

Frui ts,
Agent

for

Tinware,
Confectionery,
Cakes, etc.

HARRISON'S READY MIXED PAINT, and
AMERICAN BARB WFRE.

GARDINER

L.

also the

WARNER.
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Haverford College,
PENNSYLVANIA.
Nine miles from Philadelphia, on the

line of the

Pennsylvania Railroad.

'

&4

FACULTY:
THOMAS CHASE,

Ltt. D.,

LL.D., President, and Professor of Philology

PLINY EAELE CHASE,
ISAAC SIIARrLESS,

LL.D., Professor of Philosophy and Logic.

S. L\,

Professor of Mathematics

and Astronomy.

ALLEN C. THOMAS, A.M., Professor of Rhetoric and History.
LYMAN BEECHER HALL, Fh. D., Professor of Chemistry and Physics.

THIS

institution

SETII K. GIFFORD, A.

JOSEPH RHOADS,

an I Literature.

is

M., Assistant Professor of Greek and Latin.

Jr., A. B., Instructor in

Natural History.

ALFRED GREELY LADD, A. M., M. D., Instructor in Physical Culture.
CHARLES M. BURNS, Instructor in Drawing.
JOHN E. COFFIN, S. B., Assistant in tho Observatory.

WALTER FERRIS

under the management of Friends, and was founded
and beautiful scenery.

in 1833.

TRICE,

A. M., Assistant Librarian.

The College buildings are situated

in

a lawn of sixty acres,

in a region noted for its healthfulness

Two equal courses,
BARCLAY HALL, completed

the Scientific and Classical, offer a collegiate education of the highest grade.

in 1S77, affords every two students a study room, with communicating single bedroom?.
The Chemical and
Physical Laboratories have been recently remodeled and new apparatus added.
The Libraries of the College contain over 13,600 volumes. Ar'.
Astronomical Observatory, furnished with an excellent equatorial instrument, besides other useful apparatuses constantly resorted to by students

in this

branch of science.

The mineralogical and other

three literary societies in the College.
science

and

There are
collections have recently been rearranged in a new museum in Founders' Hall.
Frequent lectures are delivered during the winter months by the Faculty, and also by specialists iu

art.

FOR CIRCULARS, OR OTHER INFORMATION, ADDRESS
Prof.

ALLEN

C.

THOMAS, Prefect,
Haverford College P. O., Pa.

Vol.
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THAT WONDERFUL BOOK STORE.

CO., PA.,

JANUARY,

No. 4

1883.

PORTER & COATES' NEW PUBLICATIONS
ENGLAND, PICTURESQUE AND DESCRIPTIVE.

By

Jobi.

With 487 finely engraved illustrations, descriptive of the most
famous and attractive places, as well as of the historic scenes and rural
life of England and Wales.
With Mr. Cook's admirable descriptions of
the places and the country, and the splendid illustrations, this is the most
valuable and attractive book of the season. Quarto, elegantly bound.
Cloth extra, gilt side and edges, $7.50 full Turkey morocco, gilt edges,
Cook.

;

you can make a friend is a good book.
It is something they can always keep, and as often as they read it
remember the kind friend who presented it. We have purchased
for die coming Christmas Season the largest stock of New Books
ever offered for sale by any house of our kind in Philadelphia.
They are all arranged with the prices marked in each, and at such
prices as will astonish you. If you have any Christmas present to
buy, we would advise you to call and examine our stock, which you
are welcome to do without feeling under the slightest obligation to

The very

$15.00.

best present

THE FIRESIDE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF POETRY,
collection of poetry published.

THE ENGLISH PEOPLE IN

THREE HOMES;

ITS
and, The
Practical Hearings oi General European History. By EmvAicu
A. Freeman. LL.1i., author ot •The Normau conquest of England, etc.
12mo. Cloth extra, black and gold, 81.75,
'

POLITICAL ECONOMY; With

purchase

trial
i

History of Nations.

SOUTH NINTH STREET,
First Store

below Market

Street,

Eli. is

THOMPSON, M.A.

12mo.

one that should

find a large circle of readers, not only finmni;
professed students but with the large body i,t intelliguit working men with
the real interests of the country are safest '—Public Ledger. Philadelphia.
" It is a book which every one would do well to obtain, and, u ben obtained,
is

Whom
to

read with care and attention."

THREE

No. 9

Especial Reference to the Indus-

By ROBERT

loth extra. 81.60.

The book

Leary's Wonderful Book Store,

Collected

and arranged by Henry T. Coates. New edition, thoroughly revised, and
containing Portraits of Prominent American Poets, with Fac-similes of their
hand-writing. Imp. 8vo. Cloth extra, gilt side and edges, $5.00; Turkey
morocco, antique, full gilt edges, $10 00. The best and most complete

IN

NORWAY.

Toronto

\\'<>ri<l.

By Two OF THEM. With a map and

58 illustratiims.
i2mo. Cloth extra, black an'i gold, 81.75.
story, as a story, is well told, and
hunters and fishermen will envy
the trio their sport With rod and ritle; but while there is nothing either forced
or silly about the narrative it boils over with genuine fun until the reader
feels not that the unnamed authors are making him laugh, but that he isiniply laughing wiih them. He and they form a hilarious company Willi no
"

CM

The

nonsense about them." Inquirer, Philadelphia.
'•While the incidents ol the journey are interesting in themselves, the
pleasant methods "i the author make the book among the most enjoyabli

kind."— Jnler-Occan. Chicago.

PHILADELPHIA

MICROSCOPES.

H.B.HART,

ITllCROSCOPIC ACCESSORIES.
SPY GLASSES,

OPERA GLASSES,

Bicycles,

DRAWING INSTRUMENTS,

Tricycles and

SURVEYING INSTRUMENTS,

Velocipedes.

'

Spectacles,
No. 813

EYE GLASSES,

ARCH

STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

THERMOMETERS AND BAROMETERS.

Bicycle Purchasers taught to ride free of

Physical and Chemical Apparatus.

w.queen &co.

JAivTES

Send 3 cent stamp

J. P.

924 CHESTNUT STREET,

.i

!'

illowi

i

Part
Part-.
Parts.
Part 4.
l.

enl

TWADDELL,

Gents' Fine Shoes a Specialty.

on applii

Mathematical Instrument"', 162 pages.
Optical Instruments, 18o pages.
Magic Lanterns, 112 pages.

Philnsonhical Instruments, 160 pages.

;Part. 5. Meteorological Instruments
120 pages.

i

24 page Catalogue.

Fine Shoes.

PHILADELPHIA.
ui

for

No. 1212

MARKET STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.

and Chemical Apparatus.

wo squares from Broad aneet

Station.
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Homer, Gol May

STADELMAN'S PHARMACY.

&

Compounding

Go.

HUNYADI JANOS AND FRIEDR1CHSH ALL

invite attention to their

BITTER WATERS,

Gents' Furnishing Goods Department,
which

will always be

of Prescriptions a specialty.

Together with a variety of Imported and Domestic.
Natural Spring Waters, constantly on hand.

found replete with the

ALL THE POPULAR MONTHLY AND WEEKLY MAGAZINES

LATEST NOVELTIES

IN

AND DAILY PAPERS.

NECKWEAR.

STORE ENLARGED AND REFURNISHED.

ALL SIZES OF

Ready Made

Shirts at $1.00 each.

Measures taken, and made

$18. OO

"

Open

"

"

Extra Fine.

A

full

Cricket, etc., in College Colors.

St.)

Asst is at

market

ANALYTICAL

409 Chestnut

WEIGHTS OF

Company

KEEP'S SHIRTS,
933 Chestnut Street.

Street.

1882.

price,

KEEP'S Custom

Shirts Made to Measure from
Wamsutta Muslin and Best Irish Linen.
Bosoms 3-ply, all Linen. Perfect Fit Guaranteed.

86,043,41198
4,845,965
-

:

-

-

'J'.i

81,197,446 69

Mortality Experience from 1866 to 1881.
Probable Deatli Losses according to the American Experience Table of Mortality, the Standard of the
Pennsylvania Insurance Department (882 lives),
Actual experience of the Company 'luring the whole

SIX

SAMUEL
ASA

Fine Assortment of Gents' Furn/shing Goods.
81,847,13800

S.

WM.

Insurance Dept.

Chief Medical Examiner.

152 SO.

DIRECTORS.

IUSIIUA

II.

MORRIS

IlICHARD WOOD,

WILLIAM HACKER,

AoA

S.

WING,

WHELLER,

BOOK-BINDER

Aclunry.

THOMAS W1STAR,

SAMUEL R. SHIPLEY, Philadelphia.
T. WlsTAR BROWN,
HARD CADBURY,
HENRY HAINES,
1. II

C.

PRACTICAL

SHIPLEY, President.
WING, Vice-President.
R.

JOSEPH ASHBROOK, Manager oj
DR.

KEEP MANUFACTURING CO.

SOG.'.tJ'.

Makes Cheap Insurance.

ROWLAND PARRY,

$9.00!

$2,654, 167 mi

-

lives),

of Mortality

FOR

Samples and Circulars Mailed Free.

--------------

A Low Rate

&c.

GLOVES, UMBRELLAS, UNDERWEAR, ETC.
1st,

Surplus, including Capital Stock,

Difference,

PRECISION

PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.

Liabilities,

period (592

BALANCES

DRUGGISTS' PRESCRIPTION SCALES,

OF PHILADELPHIA,

Mo.

ASSAY

WEIGHTS, #£

CHESTNUT STREET,

Provident Life and Trust

1st

Philadelphia.

ASSAY

PHILADELPHIA.

No.

flOMetSL

BALANCES,

COLLARS AND CUFFS.
(Above Broad

Avenue and Lancaster Pike,
ARDMORE.

Front.

assortment of

Nos. 1412 and 1414

also the Choicest Cigars.

HENRY TROEMNER,

"

Gymnasium, Tennis and

;

Directly opposite Station.

per Dozen, Laundried.

20.00
24.00
9rseys for

Cor. Cricket

Workmanship and

to Order.
Fit,
Materials Guaranteed.

Whitman's and other Fine Confectionery

ISRAEL MOKKls.

Room

rhi.aiielphia

CHAS. HARTSHORNE.

THIRD STREET,

4.

PHILADELPHIA.

WILLIAM GUMMERK,
FREDERIC COLLINS,
PHILIP C.GARRETT,

MURRAY SHIPLEY, Cincinnati,
MORTON ALBERTS!
I.

Old ]5ooks and Magazines bound with neatness and despatch.

(

i.\,

Norristuwn.

I

.

i

4^
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and death
G. H. Evans,
T.

R. Jacob,

'83,

Herbert Chase,

'84.

Professor S. K. Gifford has taken

in his family.

Professor Allinson's place as Assistant Professor of Latin

Chairman.

Samuel Shoemaker,
Enos L. Doan, '85.

'84.

No. 4.

as Assistant in the Observatory on account of sickness

EDITORS:

Charles

PA„ JANUARY, 1883.

CO.,

and Greek

and

;

'83.

J.

E. Coffin ('82) assists in the Observa-

tory.

The only important change
Orren

Bates,

'84,

Rufus M. Jones,

-

'85,

The Haverfordian

is

Business Manager.

the basement to the

One

$1.00

l'ettr.

the official organ of the students of Haverford College,
published monthly during the College year.
Literary communications should be addressed to the editors.
is

and

The regular price of subscription to the Haver
Old Haverforis only $/.oo per year.

fordiau

and friends of

dians in particular,

the

College

generally, should give us their hearty support in

our endeavors

to

the buildings during

Assistant Business Manager.

standard of literary
Arrangements having been

raise the

work in the College.
made with the publishers of the "Student," we are
enabled to mail to any address the "Student" and
"Haverfordian " together for $r.$o p^r year.

room, a new

first

floor of Founders'

room has been changed

old collection
Suhscriptiou Price, One Copy,

in

the year has been the removal of the dining-room from
Hall.

The

into the dining-

laid, and the room made as
and pleasant as possible. The little room adjoining has been changed into a pantry and carving-room,
and is connected with the kitchen by a dumb-waiter.
However, the most important result of the year's workhas been the total change in the morals and spiritual interests

floor

having been

attractive

among

the students of the college.

That there has been

a wonderful awakening of the students, no one, even the

most critical and indifferent, dare deny. It has not been
a sudden and superficial revival, but has been the result
of the constant and earnest labor of those who have been
alive to their own needs and to those of their fellow-students,
and to the earnest prayers of the professors. And now,
as
let

we begin
us

a

new

year, with a

new

watch and pray that we

all

fail

the college,

spirit in

not,

and continue

to

work until we see still grander results.
Wherefore seeing we also are compassed about with so

press forward the
"

TO MILTON.
thy place than that of kings!
Thy glorious words still live, and ever will,
To eheer the heart of all mankind, and fill
Their souls with aspirations high, still u ing>
Thy spirit o*er the thoughts of men, and sings
In strains melod'ous, though thy voice be still

Far nobler

And

is

dosed to every
tomb still brings

sightless eyes long

Each generation

to thy

great a cloud of witnesses,

let

and the

easily beset us,

with patience the race that

1-

our

In

agreed

:i

did

yet

;

know

erford

are

last

number we

begin a new year,

it might be well to take
and offer a few suggestions for
During the past year we have seen

many

ideas,

we

think

it

printed

was calculated

at

we

an

article,

believe

one

who

without interests, without aims, and without ambi-

On

we maintain that the majority of
we are here at Haverford to
the faculties of our mind; that we

us are alive to the fact that

left

to give

The

heartily

who are at this centre of indifferwe are not one large mass without

future consideration.

Professor Allinson has

we

Haverford

tions.

our Faculty.

us run

the circumstances a

a short review of the past,

in

let

wrong impression of Havwork
here.
While we think thereand the
done

ence, yet

some changes

and

set before us."

Centre of Indifference, "with which in the main

B. V. T.

As we now

is

us lay aside every weight,

ill.

admiration of so pure a mind.
And life SO Spent in doing what was best
To serve its Maker. Noble was thy heart,
Thy pat ie nee d !<-. ml thy eyes have shined
With more than sight. The world forever blest
Will be because thou acted well thy part.

Its

1

which doth so

sin

the contrary,

educate, to draw out,

us for a place in Baltimore, and Pi ifessor Brun hasaccepted

have ideas, aims, interests and ambitions which Haver-

a position in Cornell University as instructor in French.

ford College cannot

W,

breasts of

H. Collins was compelled

to resign his

appointment

all

fail

to

inspire

but the most thoughtless.

or nourish
It is

in

an ackn*

the
>«
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edged fact that the work done at Haverford will compare
more than favorably with that done elsewhere. It is not
in

the exotic growth, so to speak, of the college course

alone that one should look for the signs of

man who performs

that the

and

life

activity,

We should

but rather to the regular recitation work.

his class-room

work

say

consci-

and
the positive pole of the magnet

entiously, even to the exclusion of outside reading

society work,

is

nearer to

man who

than the

neglects his

class-room work

But

general reading or literary society work.

look aright even

the

at

for

let

us

growth, the literary

exotic

It

portion of the

for

Haverford, that, during the

Freshman class received on the first evenwe may say that there was none. There is,

ing of the term,
f

we

read rightly, a strong popular sentiment

we

against anything of this nature, and

in

college

think that prece-

dent alone preserves the slight vestiges which

still

re-

As was said in our last exchange column, it seems
meet with general disapprobation among all the col-

main.
to

leges.

reports be

If

and sports, and we will see that our condition is
not as bad as some would make out, that we are not, even
In
in this respect, "a huge worthless mass of inanity."
the first place we must always bear in mind that our numbers are small, very small, the whole number of the

at

students being about sixty.

traces

societies

does not speak badly

term of the present year, there was scarcely any
hazing; and if we except the slight shaking which a small
first

Harvard

true,

received

it

experience of last year, has practically given
relic of

death-blow

its

Bowdoin,

hands of Sullivan.

at the

after the

This

up.

it

barbarism, which has been so repeatedly stigma-

tized as cowardly,

ungentlemanly and

Will not Haverford join

appearing.

in

brutal,

dis-

fast

is

wiping out

its last

—not because

it is

consideration, and one which should always be borne in

particularly injurious to the Freshman, but because

it is

mind when we are judging of the work done at Haverford.
These sixty students support three literary societies, whose literary standard, we believe, is equal to

a blot on the reputation of our college.

many who do

but

a very important

is

any other

that of similar societies in
that there are

This

to help support

these societies, yet over one-half of the
actively interested in their welfare.

We admit

college.

little

And

students are

this

a propor-

is

Again,

tion equal to that of most of the other colleges.
in

regard to cricket, the author of the paper

complains that eight on a side

We

matches.

the case, yet
as he

we do not

would see

proportion,

in

is

him

unite with

think

mourning that this is
gloomy an aspect

has as

Sixteen out of sixty

it.

when we look

willing to assert,

question

the average at the scrub-

in

it

in

is

a large

at it comparatively and we are
though we have no means of proving

the assertion, that

it

is

;

a larger

devoted to any one sport

in

proportion than

any other

college.

that

In foot-

Hence to us, at least,
the condition of Haverford College compared with that
ball the case

is

almost the same.

of other colleges,
tion.

ment

Still

in

is

such as to cause sincere congratula-

we think

there

We

every way.

is

plenty of

here.

We

for

we

good and

earnest

All

work

we ask
that

is

is

for.

We

done

should especially appre-

good and noble work Haverford
do our best to forward it.

ciate the

is

doing, and

President Chase gave us an interesting lecture on the 20th.
Subject, " Miracle- Plays and the Early English Drama."
It was
well attended.

against the Freshman.

brand us

all,

who have

to a certain extent, as savages.

ever been present on such occasions

Now

those

know

that,

Soph has the worst of the bargain for it is no
easy job to raise one hundred and seventy-five pounds of
fresh meat to the ceiling, and it may be even with a
degree of pleasure that the Freshman sees the efforts of
as a rule, the

;

tormentors frustrated.

his

But

our good name, and not be the

which has been fraught,

We

in

let

us have a regard for

last to

abandon a practice

the past, with so

many

evils.

which entirely does away with
this last vestige of hazing will be in no wise despised or
For it is, to say the best, a
less esteemed for the act.
foolish custom, and one hardly becoming that dignity
feel that

the

class

first

which a college man should possess.

The

that

are too apt to look upon the dark side of our

are longing

Quaker Sophomore joins in the war
They imagine that tossing is a far
more cruel thing than it really is. They picture to themselves the weeping, supplicating Freshman begging in
vain of the hardened Sophomore to spare him, and the)'

prised to hear that the

improve-

surroundings, and by this means miss the very advantages

People are sur-

would not have any one sup-

pose that we think Haverford perfect.
justice be given the

room

Tossing should be abolished,

?

inevitable

ice-cutter has again visited

destroyed our skating.
to

advance about

may

ice

Therefore

and

we have

ice-cutting, which, while they

not coincide with the views of

we

aries, do, as

us and

a few thoughts

some of our

function-

think, express the views of those

who

from such proceedings. We have no chance for
outdoor exercise during the cold part of the year, except
all skating is
it is cut
it be on the ice, and every time
It is bad enough to have
spoiled until there is a thaw.
suffer

it

cut at

way

to

all,

when cut, why can it not be done in a
little damage to the skating as possible ?

but,

do as

THE HAVERFORDIAN.
There are ways which would be as easy, as quick, and as
cheap as those now employed. Besides, the ice, when

some regular size, could
when carefully put up,
could be kept longer than it now is. The present method
of cutting with an axe is indeed more ancient and simple
than using a saw or plow, but we have now reached a time
when people generally use the best and quickest methods.
cut systematically into blocks of

much

be packed away

Is

it

easier, and,

not strange, then, that at a place where improvement

and advancement
gether and support
be so rudimentary
ments which are
advancing world ?

the very bonds which hold to-

are

the entire community, that

and slow

in

keep pace with the ever-

to

adopting these improve-

uncut

left

until

more than three or four

plow

cut with a

in

should

made

the ice could be

If

thickness of

it

reached a

it

inches,

about half the time

it

could be

takes to chop

it

it

pleasing

well

as

arrangement which would

another

is

as

beneficial

cutting the ice in a narrow

pond

across the

in

to

us,

—

be

instead of

if,

strip, half or three-fourths

the very centre,

could be cut

it

all

together, taking one-half to cut for the ice and leaving

the remainder for the benefit of the students.

more than
be done with more regard
us nothing

to

As much

said to the contrary,

ous a condition as at this time

The

evident lack of interest.
the

college

performed

is

It

is

last

solid

in

the

it

is

evi-

not in so prosper-

There

year.

literary

private

is

an

work of
societies,

While the weekly
which are at present doing
meetings necessitated more work on the part of members,
nevertheless there was much enthusiasm, and the Logawell.

nian was in every sense the representative society of the
college.

It

do good

to

the will.

does not

barely a

thus

we
it

far

now

service, but

it

One good way
In

the attendance.

quorum
with that

find that

it

is

some

lack in those

does lack

to

judge of

in
its

who

those

are able

who have

standing

is

by

of the meetings there has been

Comparing the attendance
of the same period of time last year,

present.

only three-fourths as large.

holds meetings but twice

in

Now

that

the month, the quality of

those meetings should certainly be better than under the
old system.

The highest society in
and good work done

well attended,
It is

siasm.

doing

at present a splendid

the prayer-meetings held from night to night, lies the

great interest which

great secret of the present

Hard

feelings

dent and

student,

has settled

good

between class and

feeling at Haverford.

class,

and between

have almost ceased to

by so many of

acceptation of Christianity

many knotty

college should be

there

if

may possible arouse some
They certainly should.

stu-

The
our number
exist.

questions in regard to discipline,

and binds us together as a college more firmly than ever
before.
The three objects Haverford has ever had in
view are to develop each young
tually,

and

man

physically, intellec-

Certainly she has

spiritually.

reformation, for so

it

may

experienced

The

latter.

truly be styled, has not been a

hasty, superficial one, but thorough.

has not taken

It

place without the deepest consideration

it has been a
around from negative to positive from
thoughtlessness to prudence, from darkness to light.
;

—

practical turning

We

should like to draw the attention of the mana-

gers to a long-felt necessity here at Haverford, and one
which could be obviated with little outlay. It is the want
of gas in our Observatory.
Some years ago, when the
Observatory was built, gas-pipes were laid throughout
the building, although no connection has ever been

made with

the generator.

As

it

now

is,

one going to the

Observatory on a cold night, has to go through the trying
ordeal of lighting a lot of old stuffy lamps, which, at their
best days, gave

by no means too much

time and old age has
that Haverford

is

light,

and which

considerably diminished.

Now

taking such a strong step in astronomical

and our Observatory is authority in this locality,
would be well to offer to its advocates all the possible
advantages which would tend to increase the interest in
this study.
We would also call the attention of the
managers to the great advantage which a telegraphic
communication with Washington would give us it would
research,
it

;

be necessary only to connect our Observatory with
Haverford College Station, in order to have open wires

Washington. It would greatly
and be of general advantage.
to

facilitate

our work,

anywhere.

nearly time for the prize contests to take place, and

these

is

in

The

seems

to the pleasure of the students.

may be

as

A.

the college.

thing should

right that this

the Loganian Society

dent that

work
was manifested
during the latter part of last term was due directly to
this institution.
And one would indeed be blind who
could not see that it has done more for Haverford in the
past two months than a whole code of rules.
Not undertaking to sermonize in any way, we would simply say that
C.

m

within the last year great advancement in the

out with the axes.

There

Our Y. M.

v

of the old-time enthu-

Improvements are now going on

The

old stained ceiling

respectable appearance.

is

in

Alumni

Hall.

gradually assuming a more
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Examinations are almost here. It will not be long
now before the fatal hectograph will be brought into use,
lead-pencils be sharpened, the midnight oil burned, and

One

other unusual occurrences take place.

strive

will

magic ten, so often dreamed of, but so seldom
realized and another, less ambitious, but no less eager,
will labor that he may obtain a simple six,
the number
below which no one may venture with impunity. As a
rule, the one who has been at Haverford the longest will
for that

;

—

tremble the least

for

;

he has learned that examinations

They are but the test of
who has performed that work
results.
Let him who enters

For second contact the limb of the sun was very
unsteady.
The time taken was when the first glimmer of
light crossed between the horns.
Sixteen seconds previous to this, apparent geometrical contact was noticed
and sixteen seconds after, a very distinct persistent streak
of light was seen.
Both first and second contacts were
taken through thin clouds, which did not seem to disturb
;

the sight.

At
ligature

were favorable. No
was steady and the contact is

third contact all conditions

was

seen, the disk

are not such a fearful ordeal.

very

the term's work, and no one

of the sun was again quivering, but the time cannot be

honestly need fear for the

mind the true object of
examinations, and not look upon them as a set of puzzles
instituted to weary his brain; for such they are not.
the

lists for

the

first

time bear

fair test

questions

;

and

they bear on small important points, and not on gen-

eral principles,

he

fault if

fails

it is

the Professor's, and not the student's,

to attain the required

number.

the time of the fourth contact the limb

wrong.

in

The)- should be, and as a rule are,
if

far

By

reliable.

No atmosphere of Venus was
off the disk of the sun.

might have been

tact

I

seen at any time

should suppose the

three

The

recorded.

The second might have been in error three seconds
The third, I believe, did not vary one
second from the time. The fourth could hardly be in

plus or minus.

two seconds. These I should place as the
error unless I was very much deceived.

Venus was observed here by Professor Sharpless, on December 6th, and, from the reports,
he was as successful as any astronomer in the country

Many

Transit of

of the observatories were unable to get

all

four con-

on account of clouds, while here the clouds seemed to
break away just at the right time. During the day the
Observatory was visited by nearly all the students and pro-

tacts,

fessors, and, after the

to flock

came
when

contact, the

last

around the door and knock

reporters

for admission.

began

One

as early as 'eight o'clock, in order to be inside
the door

We

was locked.

give below Professor Sharpless' report to the

con-

seconds before the time

error

TRANSIT OF VENUS.

when

first

The instrument used was an
down to six-inch

equatorial, cut

eleven

feet,

limits of

eight and one-half inch

aperture

clock-work attachment.

A

;

focal length,

solar prism of

two pieces of glass cemented by Canada balsam was
used.
The eye -piece was negative with spider lines in it,
and magnified two hundred diameters. The time was
taken by two assistants with watches, recording as phenomena were called out. On this they had been previously drilled, and their results agreed except that in one
case there was a divergence of one second, which was
decided by the chronograph record. This last was used
only as a check, being not considered instantaneous.

The

Transit Commission, which he has kindly permitted us

watches were corrected by the Washington time signals

to publish.

of the 5th, 6th and 7th, also

Haverford College, Dec.

8,

1882.

To Transit of Venus Commission :

Gentlemen
transit of

:

—The times of the four contacts of the

Venus of December 6, 1882, were,

to the nearest

second

by the local time obtained
from a four-inch transit instrument and a good sidereal
clock (Harpur, Philadelphia).
These agreed to within a
assuming the previously determined
longitude of the Observatory, 6m. 59.34?. East.
Faculse were visible on the sun at the time of the

fraction of a second,

third contact only.
1st contact, 8/^.

56;;/.

15^.

W. M.

T.

Latitude of Observatory, 40 o', 42".
Longitude, 6m., 59.34s. E. of Washington.
,

2d

"

9k.

15;//.

49J.

"

3d

"

2/1.

39W.

33i\

"

"

4th

"

2/1.

59W.

515.

."

"

"

For first contact the spider line was arranged to cut
off a segment of the sun on the middle of which Venus
appeared.
The smallest notch which could be seen was
recorded.
Definition moderately good.

Prof.

Isaac Sharpless, Astronomer.

John

E. Coffin,
Geo. H. Evans,

?}

In

this

interesting

connection the

following

Assistants.

letter

may

be
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Office of the Public Ledger.
Philadelphia, Dec. 21, 1882.

Isaac Sharpless.

Dear Sir
"Transit of

:

— In our

talk to-day, about the Haverford

Venus" Observations,
"

I

forgot to mention

"

had handed your contacts to the correspondent
of the London Times, who telegraphed them to London
that night, Dec. 6th.
The} are published in the London

that

I

-

Tunes of Dec.

They are duly credited to

8th.

"

Professor

Sharpless, posted at Haverford College Observatory, near
Philadelphia."

Very

truly,

smoking victims the glory of their fathers and the might
and majesty of nature. It is not, however, until society
becomes organized, and material success is assured, that
literature assumes a tangible shape and is preserved to
posterity.

All history seems to point to tradition as the first
and original source of literature. The untutored mind
recognizes, perhaps, as well the mystery of the future as

does the significance of the past, but

V.

McKean.

SOURCES OF LITERATURE.
has become the custom of historians to accept as

It

art

and

its

literature.

possession of a distinct

advancement in
and characteristic

Material prosperity

the boast of every

its

is still

progressing nation, but no guarantee of influence

in

the

no power to direct the destinies of the nations yet
to be, is felt to have positive value comparable to that of
intellectual force and distinction.
future,

Each new nation accepts the material advancement
predecessors as its natural heritage, and in good
degree also directs its own currents of thought, moulds

of

its

its

own

intellectual character.

Homer

cannot outgrow
stand

Notwithstanding

or Plato

competition with ours.

in

;

this,

their

prowess ever

The

intellectual

we
will

life

which move it, seem to follow in natural
sequence through the ages; they possess continuity;
they indeed seem at times at a very low ebb, but always, at
the

forces

some

place, the

tide

has been high, and has indicated

life is

insig-

in

human heart
we recognize

;

perhaps impossible to judge which of these has been
prolific source, and which in order of time is

the

most

first

used.

As

a matter of

present discussion
investigation,

its

;

fact, this

interest,

as they are spiritualized,

it is

glorified,

and

does not concern the

however, as a matter of

very great.

is

The importance of the literature of tradition, as it is
handed down to us, has perhaps never been overestimated. Students of philology have appropriately acknowltheir debt, but the praise of the literature of the

edged

has not been generally accorded.
Thoreau and Emerson in America frequently speak in
high praise of it, and some great students abroad have
religious traditions

made
tile

the study of

a specialty.

it

source of study.

We

We

believe

it

believe

it is

a

fer-

well for every

is

heart to understand that, though removed thou-

human

sands of years from those simple worshipers, there yet

We must
of common sympathy.
awe before the infinite, must feel our
hearts faint and our hands grow weary, as we struggle
with the mysteries of life and death. Their God was our
God, and they were flesh as we are flesh.
many bonds

remain

still

stand with

Time does not permit

blood-stained record of Tamerlane's

comparison with the triumphs of Newton.
The march of mind keeps step with the instincts of the
nificant

Tradition, as a source of literature, divides itself

grasp.

prowess and renown.

The

it

naturally into traditions of race and traditions of religion.
It is

the crucial test of a nation's worth,

it

dwells especially

upon the latter, for the probable reason, that, while it is not
awed by it, it nevertheless feels that it is more readily within
its

W.

VII

upon the

that

we dwell

at

any length

several sources as they are enumerated, nor

even that we should endeavor to name them all. We
would fain stop one moment, however, to point to the
instance of America, which

illustrates,

by

its

progress,

the efforts of the soul upward and outward into the light

the various transitions, from traditions to natural tendencies of life, and finally to that source of character which

of love and of God, the substantial progress of mankind.

has

in

the struggle for the humanizing arts, in

we would indicate some of the sources of
(which we esteem as the most worthy evidence

Briefly
literature

of intellectual advancement), and point especially to that

source which, as

it

predominates, will give finer temper

to the race, and lead

Perhaps

it

it

in the

upward march

to the stars.

would be impossible to point to any time in
mankind when the world was entirely with-

the history of

out a literature.

The

rudest nations sang about their

its

foundation

Second

in

the moral sentiment.

order of time to tradition

we would name

We

do not look upon the literacharacter as having had an especially reform-

the tendencies of
ture of this

in

life.

ing influence, but rather as having mirrored the reforms
Agreeable with the opinion of
it advanced.

of the race as

profound changes alone ensue when the
operating force is in unison with the temper of the age,"
we prefer to believe that few reforms have been wrought
Draper,

" that
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VIII

by a single agency. Literature has ever had its refining
has perhaps modified reforms, but it can point to

effect,

few that

literature

and

if

lias itself

it
it

we

From

accomplished.

this source of

seems evident that most philosophy

accept this as true,

made

that nations have

it

is

derived,

entails the further belief

philosophies, and not been

made

knowledge.

has become by no means the least of the

It

Through

agencies perfecting character.

become more

moral sentiment has been enforced.
nize material prosperity, but joins

they proceed together.

It

It

hands with

the agencies of culture, and by a subtle

philosophy, historical novels and dramas draw largely

them

this source,

dencies of the

and often

reflect

more

incorrectly called, " culture."

shalls all the other agencies
"

peers of

Eliot's

skill that

we become

Hard luck
The kid

familiar with the actors as

the world."

all

to a source of literature, which

we have named;

is

of

life,

we

been operative through all ages, but has been deepened
and made purer with time. It is that of human character.
What lyrics of any time have not reflected the rest
and unrest, the loves and hates, the joys and sorrows, of
the human heart?
History portrays the march of the
nations to glory, and this glory is the triumph of the
individual, the perfecting of man.
Poetry of what description soever has to do with man, and indeed, we are almost
led with Goethe to exclaim, " Nothing is of interest to
man, but man."
The ideals of character do indeed change with time,
and are perfected by it. " No poetry, no philosophy, no
art of Greece," says Gladstone, "ever embraced in its
most soaring and widest conceptions that simple law of
love toward God and towards our neighbor, on which
two commandments hang all the law and the prophets,'
and which supplied the moral basis of the new dispensation.
There is one history, and that the most touching
and profound of all, for which we should search in vain
through all the pages of the classics, I mean the history
of the human soul in its relation with its Maker, the history
nf its sin and grief and death, and the way of its recovery
to hope and life and enduring joy."
Literature, then, has

which has so changed
consider

it

foremost

come

its

character that

among

amelioration of mankind.

to that animating source

It

has advanced through

stages, ofttimes, perhaps, with halting gait,
plicity of

we must now

the forces working for the

ignorance to the simplicity of

all

from the sim-

wisdom and

says,

Ice-house

We

he

is

and shave him.

ain't got dat

dar twising grape vine

Athenasum

yet.

prize for declamation.

well filled with ten-inch congealed water.

would congratulate the rabbit which eluded the

pistol of

the bloodthirsty Senior.

Our observations on the 6th were remarkably
particulars, see other

successful

;

for

column.

Hearing one of the Sophomores propose a game of twenty
back to bygone days.

questions, the other day, brought us

The

foot-ball season is over,

and we record no

defeats.

We

should be congratulated on our clean record.
The Sophomore who investigated the bottom of the skating

pond

in

search of zoological specimens has not yet reported.

The good

ice

and

appreciated, not only

fine

moonlight nights have been thoroughly

by the students, but

Some one among

us

also

by our neighbors.

authority for the statement that an

is

ancient Greek could play on the

flute

and accompany himself by

singing.

There has been some talk of not cutting the ice after the
we fully commend this decision, and thank our mana-

holidays

;

gers accordingly.
Certain

'

—

!

with us once again.

Baily, '85, got the

perhaps more

a source which has

is

Freshies, do try again,

Ben

Passing, however, from the tendencies

than any

magnetism marwhich perfect men, and make

LOCALS.

the play which they unconsciously act.

fruitful

think

one of

it is

they pass across the stage, and enter into the merits of

come

it is

"Romola"

no exaggeration to say of them,
that they project the past into the present with such conso great that

summate

certainly

so that

we

perfectly the ten-

arc familiar instances of this, and their intrinsic excelis

Most

it,

of a period than contemporary history.

life

"The Golden Legend" and George
lence

does not antago-

has been called, but

by them. The mind advances to a certain position;
becomes theistic or atheistic, as the case may be, and
philosophy simply formulates these tenets.
Besides
from

virtue has

it

strong, love has been spiritualized, and the

first

members

floor; the editors

of '83 have instituted a dog kennel on the

would

solicit

the services of the canines on

Haverfordian day.

The Managers' Report for '82 is just out. It is a neatly gottenup volume, and gives one a good idea what events have transpired in the last year at Haverford.

The

match between '86 Swarthmorc and '86 HaverSwarthmore by one goal and ten
Good work was exhibited on both sides.

foot-ball

ford, resulted in a victory for

touch-downs.

The

first

eleven will

commence work

week, under the auspices of Dr. Ladd, and
working a team together, a thorough test.

in the

gymnasium

next

will give his system, of

The absent-minded Junior locked his door, put the key in his
when recitation hour came, yelled for some one to
come and let him out. It is not to be supposed, however, that he
pocket, and,

had been up

late the night before.
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Alas

'I'he sleeper bad a dream
There seemed to come to him
within a cloud of steam
A turkej ghast and grim,
Ami shook its fluttering pinions

!

;

No more upon the glittering ire
The skaters glide With Hying heel
No inure resounds the Hashing steel
No more doth "shinny's" charms entice
No more by night we see tin- glowAs torches o'er the surface Hash;
No more we hear the warning splash
>f some poor Soph 'more gone below.
:

i

Round bis
And it said in

head.
accents sweel
" You perceive the very meat
Which to-day yon chose to eat

(

ill

'I

Alas! allured by shining gold
The Prefect bargained lor our

The

And

was cut

ice

!

(my

.

soul keep calm!)

:

Now shut up and stop grumbling, you can't always have
good time, there are some hardships in this life as well as pleasures, you must not expect all life to be a holiday, so buckle down,
old fellow, and put your shoulder to the wheel.

All was silent Now the blasl
With its mournful shrieks had passed,

a

;

Ami

The

fellow

rural denizens along the Lancaster pike

Mawr and Ardmore were

his light, decreasing fasl

Dimly burned.

"

who translated
At pins Aeneas, per noctem
plurima volvens" " The pious vEneas, rolling over many times in
the night," has been equalled by a Freshman, who renders
" juvenem divina specie" " a youth of divine nationality."
The

most dead."

Quickly passed the hour- bj
The pealing Clock strmk one
He roused up with a sigh,
For the morrow had begun,
But no portion of his task had he learned.

dam;

the student's fun was sold.

all

IX

He by down on hi-- bed.
Was soi tn asleep oner more,
weary head
was most o'er
Then quickly from his COUCh upward 'prang.
And within his class that day
lb' had nothing for to say,
Could but answer simply " N
With a pang.
Nor raised

his

Till breakfast

between Bryn

recently terrified by the maraudings of

;

;

a band,

whom

resurrected, but
s

be outlaws under Jesse James
turned out that they were only Freshmen in

they imagined
it

to

arch of cats for dissection.
i

>ver the ice

he

glid.

"

Into the water slid,

i

\

When asked the reason why.
His ignorance was such
He answered with a sigh.
I ate, perhaps, too much
>f that Thanksgiving turkey yesterday,
And the sleep it brought to me,
<

Howled
Flushed

like

all his

;i

tiger.

molars bare.

With

Fiercely his eyes did glare.

Almost he seemed t«> swear.
Such was his anger.
as he slowly rose,
Dripped all his Sunday clothes

great

Faster and taster.
There on the bank meanwhile
Grimly his comrades smile,
Hard luck" is what they style
His sad disaster.

The Freshmen

are rivaling

Nimrod

man joked

Prof.:

"That

than brass.'

as hunters.

A

is

reported to take notes for the benefit of science.

society for the prevention of the perpetration of

puns should

be formed in college. A young man nearly fainted away the
other day when it was accidentally stated in his presence that a
punster should be punished a joke which, by the way, has been
;

the

pr perty of every

you

see.

succeeding class since the college was

founded.

" Lusit vir egreglus extreme* spirita,

end of
as good as

is

— The

his liquor."
'

have eaten a monument harder

I

"

They spend

hunting the cats, which formerly serenaded us with
their nocturnal howls.
It takes three to perform theact.
One puts
salt on the cat's tail, another holds chloroform to her nose, while

:

at the

PERSONAL.

their hours in

a third

lessons, as

Junior in Cicero

And

"

my

Did not very well agree.
By the way."

'52.

— Lewis

the Johns

M. Hopkins has been from the first a
Hopkins University, founded by his uncle.

—

'73.
Alden Sampson, A. M.,
hope of benefiting his health.

is

trustee of

traveling in Colorado, in the

—

'70.
-On the 6th ult., we had the pleasure of listening to an
extremely interesting lecture delivered in Alumni Hall, by Charles
Wood, A. M., on his personal reminiscences of some of the lead-

England and Germany. The pleasant manner of
and the nicety with which he portrayed the characters of the great men he had met, held the attention of his audience
throughout and we hope we may soon have the honor of listening to him again.
ing minds of

the lecturer,
Hark was the night and drear,

Keen was the chilling blast,
The winds rushed tar and near.
Like demons ^weeping past,
While the leathery Hakes of snow

;

filled

And the stars at times so bright,
Had refused to give their light,
And around was wintry night
Everywhere.
Within his lighted room

The student

sat asleep,

Forgetful of his doom,

slumber deep,
a desk lay his book.
Xot the beating of the wind
t'ould arouse his dormant mind
Though the rattling window-blind
Loudly shook.
A- he snored

And

in

before

him on

the

air.

'81.

— On Thanksgiving Day

a remarkable

The game

game

last,

of chess with the

lasted five hours

and a

Walter Penn Shipley played

German champion,

half,

till

at

Steinetz.

length Mr. Steinetz

was compelled to draw the game to save himself from a complete
he himself said. Mr. Steinetz had enjoyed an unbroken
succession of victories in this country, until he met Mr. Shipley,
though we believe he has been beaten once or twice since.
defeat, as

'8i,

Joseph H. Cook, E. Y. Hartshorne and George Hussey, of
R. R. Dunn and H. L. Wilbur of '83, have visited their

Alma Mater

since our last issue.
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EXCHANGE NOTES.
Not a new paper, but a new one

now

town College Journal, which
inspection.

cry for

lent

is

the George-

presents

for

itself

shows up the prevaa light, humorous

chief literary article

Its

practical education in

way, and at the same time points out that the proper
of education

field
it

a machine.

is

and not to make

to train the mind,

we

Farther than this

are not going to say

anything about the Journal's contents, for we notice that
there

is

much

among

A. Brogan

and we have too
it to any attacks

editors,

its

more generally

plied

to us,

respect for our person to expose

is

useless to stop

we

We

show that down there they
we have been accustomed

to

For

do.

instance, the

writing hard things concerning the South."
to our

it

don't look at things just as
"

during the war, Whittier was

that,

we might suggest

find

A few things

and interesting paper.

a sensible, dignified,

in

South,

far

are pleased to receive a greeting in the shape of

a Monthly from the University of Alabama.

Monthly says

busy

Of course

Southern brethren that Whittier

was only voicing his indignation against "a nation's
griefs and wrongs," but then that is a conviction that will
probably come to them when circumstances are such
that they can understand him more fully.

The muse

this

there

;

is,

of
It

action in another.

its

For the first time we have a visitant from over the
Our Magazine comes from the London Collegiate
School for Girls, and brings with it ample proof of the

water.

who

literary abilities of those

sustain

it.

A

review of

Charles Kingsley's works, which classes him as a writer

power

stir up the mind, seems of
shows a thorough acquaintance with the novelist an acquaintance which gives
the power to understand his motives in writing, and to appreciate and analyze the characters he created. A touching

full

of

to refresh

The

and

article

—

Not many exchanges reach us from the
but

becomes

manifestation in one form, because

its

that will only intensify

especial value.
that can be avoided.

logic

its

necessity, a definite quantity of baseness in the world.

of college verse seems to have got to

Syracuse on her rounds

this time,

and inspired the students

there with various jingles for the University Herald.

Five

poems grace the columns of its December issue one of
the short ones is graphic enough for reproduction

poem recounts the deed of the Pennsylvania railway engineer who recently sacrificed his life in saving the lives of the
passengers on his train. We commend it to those editors
whose burdened minds sometimes lead them to express
themselves in love-sick rhymes framed in adoration of the
fair sex, or in gushy effusions concerning the silent moon,
or some other equally intangible object.
Perhaps it may
not be altogether out of place to remark here, that
several of our exchanges have put themselves on record
as believing that

young

ladies' colleges

and co-education

colleges are less productive of such unhealthy wails than

those institutions which train the masculine
ica

;

to indicate that this

the

Young Amer-

only and an examination of the papers before us seems

poem

in

is

true.

Our Magazine

The

first

and

will serve to

last stanzas

show

its

of

style

;

:

'

Heroes, you say

with their faces

for they died in the field,

;

full front to

the

foe!
" I

I

had a dream the other night,
While all around was still,
thought I saw a fresh young man

Come dashing down

the

It

—

know

I

not

—

perhaps you are right

;

there are heroes and heroes you

know.

*********
so oddly,

And many

hill.

as he passed he heaved a sigh
That was full ten feet long

And he

— 'twas evident
;

stopped him short

be

We judge

And
I

may

a

man

is

we dowu

died last night.

A million such

here.

God does not judge

nought in His sight over

A

lives as the

hero!

I tell

like us,

whom we fume and

fuss.

you again and again,
pass through the

men you name may

soil

and the

stain

That something had gone wrong.

Of the so-called death of honor, and not gain such a glad Well done'
As the Master .gave that man last night, when he passed to the crown he had
'

Said

I,

'

My

what makes you sigh?

boy,

He answered
'

'Twixt you and

won."

very low,

me

My moustache

we'll let this

will not grow.

be—

Some

"

of the

half confidential,

The Herald
which
ing.

is

unique

also contains an article on
in its

— Intemperance

is

rum-drinking, which

another

is

way.

Here

a huge tree
bears

opium-eating and

the
its

another immoderate mental work

is

fruit

fruit

—

Temperance,

some of

one of

:

young

'

its

its

reason-

branches

fruit,

manner which seems
some tableaux which they pre-

ladies, in a

little

glimpse of the green-room and the dressing of the personators.

stupor and death

of

sented at an entertainment, and in doing so give a

is

of drunkenness

tell

a

little,

Of course they only push the curtains aside
we take our peep, thankful for small favors.

but

;

impaired health.

Now by cutting off the one limb of drinking alcohol, you
do not weaken the tree. The nutriment which would
have gone into the severed branch, will now go into the
other branches, and the tree will be strong as ever. Ap-

—

MARRIED.

BROWN— RUCKMAN.— Thursday,

December

28th, at the

Church, Doylestown, Pa., Henry C. Brown
Philadelphia, to Emma C. Ruckman, of Doylestown.
l'resb) terian

'

v
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The

er

:

Student
And — — then — — then
—he— —went— and— —
(translating): "

other morning a manuscript was laid on our

desk with the following note attached

the

toil

of future classes

by the following

translation of

Goethe's Erlking.

The

blotted

as follows

The class

and rumpled manuscript enclosed, read

Time

so late

dearest child,

come,— (in

all right,

I

— —
le

I

left

"

:

on his

coat.

You're putting the right

Exhilarated individual

into the left sleeve."

"
:

That's

Ex.

handed."

Over the garden wall,
Apple-trees big and tall,
No apples as yet so hard to get,
And you may bet

with me,

Many glad games will I play with
So many bright'flowers g row there

Slightly exhilarated individual

Election day.

:

Sympathizing passer by

arm

tremblest thou so with fear?"
' Sucst thou not the Erlking, my father dear,
The King of the Erls with a crown of light ? "
" My son, 'twas naught but the damp mist white."

thee.

in uty hmiir,

never forget
that dog was on me set
Over the garden wall. Madfamenais.
I'll

The night

mother wears golden robes,— Utile one, come.

My

father— my father— and dost thou not hear
the Erlking saith to me softly, clear ?'*
Be quiet, my son, the wind o'erhead
Sighed through the oak leaves parched and dead."
"

Ex.

in front of the city hall vainly trying to put

My son, why

My

is

Cambridge (Mass.) man arrived in a frontier vilcowboys " had taken the
His first exclamation was, " Have you folks a
town."
college here already!"

through the night-wind wild ?
It is the father with his dear child,
He hears his son so firm in his arm,
He holds him safely, he holds him warm.

My

err

to

A

THE ERLKING.

"

"Don't laugh, gentlemen;

-Ex.

lage recently, just as a gang of

:

Who rides

er

laugh.

Professor:

human."

er

er

er

—

Mr. Editor: Knowing by experience the labor
and trouble encountered by the student of German in
Whitney's German Reader, I would venture to lighten

XI

What

She

"

Tltcn wilt tJum not, dearest child,

My beautiful daughter
Mid
She

all tin'

•

go with mef

" This

:

come home

is a pretty hour of the night for you to
you promised me to come home at a

after

You

quarter of twelve.

waiting for thet ,
glad dancers, stir dances the best.

are the biggest liar in Austin."

is

will sing to thif sinrtty,

and

He

rock thtr to rest,

(pointing' to the clock)

of twelve?

—

"See, father dear father— in yonder dark spot!
The Elfenking's daughter— oh seest thou her not?"
" My son— my son— full clear do I see,
'Tis the glancing leaf of the willow-tree."

— Texas Sif

It ain't

my

:

" well, ain't

three a quarter

you don't know

fault

arithmetic.

tings.

!

A
hand,

Thy fair form enchants me,—thou wilt not say nay.
Thou art sti/t unvriUingf n/ drag thee away.
"My father— my father— the Erlking draws nigh
He grasps me he hurts me Dear father, I die
!

The

He

!

it

boy

mind

walking about,

its

when he sobbed
but when it sat down

:

Ex.

hurt awful."

it

quietly watched a bee crawling on his

stopped and stung him,

!

father, in terror, rode fast

When he
At

" I didn't

"

clasps in Ins

little

till

through the night;

arms the groaning child

tight.

rnde through the court-yard with fear and dread,
arms his child lay dead.

rest in his

What

replied
girl for

Four new students come

to

the greatest charge on

is

the professor of history.

Haverford with the

"

:

And

Seventeen dollars

record?" asked

the absent-minded student
for

hack

hire for self

and

two hours. "—Ex.

" Tell
Tutor (dictating Greek prose composition)
where is the horse ? " Startled Sophomore
It's under my chair, sir; I wasn't using it."
Ex.
:

New

Year.

me,

A SUMMER-DAY'S SPORT.
A POEM IX

TWO

"

slave,

Isn't a

CANTOS.

:

woman wet enough

with a cataract in her eye,

a waterfall on her head, a creek in her back, forty springs

Canto

I.

in

Boy,

her

skirt,

high tied shoes, and a notion in her head?

-Ex.

Gun,

A COMPARATIVE DEGREE.

Joy,

Miss

Emma

Fun.

Once

said to a Cornell Professor,

" I

Canto

Blank, tutor at Vassar,

should like a degree,

And I think that M. D.
Would make me a happy possessor."

II.

Gun,
The

Bust,

Said, "Of greater degree,
Shall you be than M. D.,

Boy,
Dust.

Prof, like a bold chevalier,

As he drew up his chair somewhat near.

Ex.

I

confer the degree,

Emma Dear."— Ex.

THE
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CHARLES HERDER.
830 Arch

(Sttenden

Street, Philadelphia.

commercial college.

Manufacturer and Importer of

1131

Chestnut

comer

Street,

of Twelfth.

Table and Pocket Cutlery, Razors, Scissors,
Plated Ware, &c.
Also a Great Variety of Ice and Roller

Thorough and Practical Instruction

The course
shortest time

is

in all

Business Branches.

so arranged that the student can gain in the
at the least expense a superior preparation for

and

business.

Hundreds of our most

successful merchants, bankers and busithe graduates.
Almost any young man having a fair knowledge of common
school branches to begin with, can find, on completing the college
course, good paying positions.
In the past year more applications
were received from business houses for students to fill situations
than could be supplied.

ness

Acme.

e King.

Wood

American Club.

Top.

men

are

among

Cutlery Ground and Repaired.

BOOKKEEPING
in all its

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.
ROWLEY &

TUSTIN,

Prescriptions Accurately

branches, adapted to the various departments of trade, manufactures,

banking,

Prop'rs.

etc.

PENMANSHIP.

Compounded.

Superior instruction, a special department.

Pure Drugs, Fine Chemicals,

BUSINESS PRACTICE.

Elegant Pharmaceutical Preparations.

The

large variety of transactions with fidelity to the

methods pursued

in the best

business houses.

Fancy Goods, Colognes, Perfumes, Toilet Requisites,
Sponges, Chamois Skins, Mineral Waters,
Paints, Oils and Glass, etc.

COMMERCIAL CALCULATIONS,
Rapid Figuring, Averaging Intereit Accounts, Trade Discounts,
Price Lists, Foreign Exchange, etc.

WHITMAN'S FINE CONFECTIONS.
Union News Agency, Stationery,
Cigars,

etc., etc.

BUSINESSFORMS AND CORRESPONDENCE
Notes, Checks, Accounts Current, Mercantile Letters, etc.

FRIENDS' BOOK ASSOCIATION,

Commercial Law, German, French, English Branches,

Publishers, Booksellers and Stationers,

No. 1020

STAPLE

Arch

and

also

Street, Philadelphia.

SHORT HAND

FANCY STATIONERY,

For Business Amanuenses, Secretaries, Reporters and Literary Men.

BLANK BOOKS,

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS,
SCRAP BOOKS,
AUTOGRAPH ALBUMS,
WRITING DESKS,
WORK BOXES,
INK STANDS,
PAPER KNIVES,
CARD CASES,
FANCY PAPETERIE.
GOLD PENS AND PENCILS,

SEPARATE INSTRUCTION

Poems, Juvenile and Miscellaneous Books,

ALL DEPARTMENTS.

Students received at any time for the Regular Courses or for Special
Branches, to attend at such hours as
suit their

EVENING

BOOKS.
A Great

IN

Students Received

for

may

best

convenience.

or

AFTERNOON

Two, Three, Four or Five Sessions a Week.

etc.

A

Variety of Handsome Articles, and Prices Low.
I

Ladies' Department.

Circulars mailed free-

THE HAVERFORDIAN.

MUNN &

zBiR-srisr :m:.a.~w-:r,.
Fine Groceries, Extra Teas and Coffees, Superior Canned Goods.
From leading Pennsylvania and Western mills by the Bag or Barrel.
FRESH EGGS; BUTTER from the leading Delaware and Montgomery County

P

;

all kinds,

Dairies.

and Poultry always on hand.

— OYSTERS.

Our

celebrated Jireafl served daily through surrounding country from the

bread wagons. Try it. Pfain and
2*ies and all kinds of I'^anet/

-icie

Desserts made

all flavors, in all

ices-

France. Germany, and

77HAET01T,

are noticed in the
has the largest circulation, and is the most influential news
The
paper of its kind published in the word.
advantages of such a notice every patentee understands.
This large and Bplendidly illustrated newspaper
at 83.20 a year, and is adis published
mitted to be the best paper devoted to Bcience,
mechanics, inventions, engineering works, and
other departments of industrial progress, published in any country, single copies by mail, 10
cents, Sold by all newsdealers
Address, Munn ,v Co., publishers of Scientific

the best manner.

Skillful

2v£a.33.agrer.

workmen and good

American,

261

New

Broadway,

York.

Handbook about patents mailed

free.

material.

A SPECIALTY.

Persons wishing their carriages overhauled and thoroughly done up should send
them to the Rosemont Carriage Works. Farmers and milkmen wishing wagons bu It
would do well to send in their orders. Horseshoeing, under charge of William Stewart,
a particular branch of the business.
Work all done by practical workmen. Diseases of
tho feet thoroughly understood.
Please call and see us at

>is

WEEKLY

PLEASURE CARRIAGES, BUSINESS WAGONS,
FARM WAGONS, Etc.,
in

other countries.

mail free.
Patents obtained through

ALL KINDS OF

Made

all

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, which

Stables.

P. R. R.

FINE CARRIAGE PAINTING

1846.

Thirty-six years' practice. No charge for examination of models or drawings. Advice by

kinds of forms, very finest quality.

ROSEMONT,

ESTABLISHED

We

THE ROSEMONT CARRIAGE WORKS,
13.

YORK.

continue to act as solicitors for patents, caveats, trade-marks, copyrights, etc., for the United
States, and to obtain patents in Canada, England,

fresh daily.

ICE SERVED DAILY TO CUSTOMERS ALL THE YEAR ROUND.
Good Horses and Carriages always to hire at White Hall Livery

T-A-^ES

NEW

White Hall

to order.

ajstd "watieir,

c:r,:e.a_:m:
Of

Fancy Cakes made

CO.

ATENTS

YEKY CHOICE PATENT AND FAMILY FLOUR,
Fresh Meats of

XIII

F.

THE ROSEMONT CARRIAGE WORKS

MAGUIRE,
^ARTISTIG GUTTER,*

[STERBROOK'S

PENS

No. 16

North Eleventh

Street, Philadelphia.

SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS.
Leading Numbers: 14, 048, 130, 333, 161.

For Sale by all Stationers.
THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO.,
Works, Camden, N.

J.

2 6 John

St.,

New

.A.

SPECIALTY

:

York,

Wedding, Full Dress, Graduating and Reception

The
watch

"AMERICAN STANDARD"
is

a Gentleman's 18 karat gold

stem-winder, adjusted to heat and cold
Its

price

is

$75.

BAILEY,

BANKS & BIDDLE,
1

2th

and Chestnut,
Philadelphia.

J.

Suits.

L STADELMAN,
DEALER

IN

(OAL AND JjJMBER,
ARDMORE,

PA.

e

*
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mm

3
0if

%pies

Dw Goo^

0F

House Dealing

Serfd tn a

EXCLUSIVELY IN DRY GOODS,
And

thereby secure the advantages offBrBd
the concentration upon one singla

by

branch

of business Df
vast facilities,

The present season
stock Aggregating fully
CI

and

fljliltion

we

all

our

arB showing a

Liuartez. ri'ollcus

In Silts, Dress Dnods,_Cloths,_JLa_dies'_and
Children's Wearing Apparel, Housefurnishin g G-oods,U p holstering

M

at rials

,

Underwear ,_ Gloves,
Fancy G-oods, Dress Trim ming s, &c, &c &G,

Hosiery,

,

SltRflWBRIDGE gr (3li0TpiER,
Jjigljtq anil AJaijIijEt $ti[EEts.

PfilLADGLPRlA.—

e-

i=

'

REACH &

Haverford College Shoe Store.
No.

A. J.
23 South Eighth

CO.,

Street, Philadelphia.

Importers, Dealers and Manufacturers of

H.

J.

HARRISON,

Retail Dealer in Finest

IJ

JSL\_x>

BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBER GOODS,
HAVERFORD

and

COOPERTOWN ROADS,

BRYN MAVVR,

PA.

OUT DOOR AND INDOOR GAMES.
Lawn

Largest Stock,

Finest duality,

Tennis, Cricket, Foot Ball,

Prices.

Custom Work

a Specialty.

Base

Ball,

and Gymnasium Supplies,

Foot Ball Jackets, Worsted Tights, Trunks, Shirts, Boxing Gloves,
Indian Clubs, Running

Lowest

H=

jv

and Jumping Shoes, Gymnasium Ropes,

Swinging Rings, Health

Price-list mailed free.

iosephgillott's
* steeiVpens.

(

THE FAVORITE NUMBERS, 303,404, 332,351,170,
AND HIS OTHER STYLES

SOLD by ALL DEALERS throughout the WORLD

Lifts,

Goods shipped

Chest Expanders,

etc.

=

to all parts of the country. gj&
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WHITALL.TATUM &
(

CO.,

xv

Chemicals and Chemical Apparatus,

T lass V/l anufacturers,
410

46

&

RACE

ST.,

48 BARCLAY

Philadelphia,

ST.,

New

York.

Chemical Glassware
FOE

Suited to the wants of Schools and Colleges.

LABORATORIES,

COLLEGES,
MUSEUMS,
ASSAYING WORKS,
INSTITUTES OF TECHNOLOGY,
ACADEMIES,

&c.

Bullock

& C RENSHAW

No. 528 Arch

DRUGGISTS' GLASSWARE,
Homoeopathic Vials, Druggists'

Sundries, &C.

>

Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

Descriptive Priced Catalogue furnished

on application.

Haverford College Store,
ESTABLISHED

BROADBENT &
Successors to Broadbent

&.

1S42.

Where may be obtained

CO..

Dry Goods, Groceries,

Phillips,

Photographers,
HAVE REMOVED TO
No. 914 Chestnut Street.

NOTIONS,
HATS £. CAPS,
BOOTS £ SHOES,
Hard ware,
Queensware,

Ai! settlements with the late firm of Broadbent &
Phillips will be made with Broadbent &. Co.
at above address.
Broadbent & Co. naving purchased the negatives
and business, applications for new work
will be made to them.

Frui ts,
Agent

for

Tin ware,
Confectionery,

Cakes,

HARRISON'S READY MIXED PAINT, and
AMERICAN BARB WLRE.

GARDINER

L.

etc.

also the

WARNER.
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Haverford College,
PENNSYLVANIA.
Nine miles from Philadelphia, on the

line of the

Pennsylvania Railroad.

FACULTY:
TIIMMA.5CIIASK,

Ltt.

D LL.D
,

,

President, an.] Professor of Philology

and Literature.

PLINY EARLE CHASE, LLP, Frof^ssor of Philosophy and Logic.
ISAAC SHARPLESS, S. B., Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy.
ALLEN C. THOMAS, A.M., Professor of Rhetoric and History.
LYMAN BEECHER HALL, Ph. D., Professor of Chemistry and Physics.

THIS

institution
in

is

under the management

a region noted for

its

healthfulness

Two equal courses,
BARCLAY HALL, completed

SETH K. GIFFORK A. M., Assistant Professor of Greek and Latin.
JOSEPH RIIOADj, Jr., A. B., Instructor in Natural History.

ALFRED GREELY LADD, A. M., M. D., Instructor in Physical Cultim
CHARLES M. BURNS, Instructor in Drawing.
JOHN E. COFFIN, S. B., Assistant in the Observatory.

WALTER FERRIS

and was founded
and beautiful scenery.

of Friends,

in 18.33.

PRICE, A.

M., Assistant Librarian.

The College buildings are situated

in

a lawn of sixty acres,

the Scientific and Classical, offer a collegiate education of the highest grade.

The Chemical and
The Libraries of the College contain over 13,600 volumes. An
Agronomical Observatory, furnished with an excellent equatorial instrument, besides other useful apparatuses constantly resorted to by students
in ibis branch of science.
The mineralogical and other collections have recentlv been rearranged in a new museum in Founders' Hall. There are
three literary societies in the College.
Frequent lectures are delivered during the winter months by the Faculty, and also by specialista in
Bcience and art.
in 1S77, affords

Physical Laboratories have been recently remodeled and

every two students a study room, with communicating single bedrooms.

new apparatus

added.

FOR CIRCULARS, OR OTHER INFORMATION, ADDRESS
Prof.

ALLEN

C.

THOMAS, Prefect,
Haverford College P. O. Pa.

^I^^^^^^

HAVERFORD COLLEGE
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The Largest Old Book Store

in

P.

0.',

MONTGOMERY

America

CO., PA.,

FEBUARY,

1883.

*.

No. 5.

PORTER & COATES' NEW PUBLICATIONS.
ENGLAND, PICTURESQUE AND DESCRIPTIVE.

By Joel
With -JK7 finely engraved illustrations, descriptive of the most
famous and attraciive places, as well as oi the historic scenes and rural
life of England and Wales.
With Mr. Cook's admirable descriptions of
the places and the country, and the splendid illustrations, this is the most
valuable and attractive book of the season. Quarto, elegantly bound.
Cloth extra, gilt side and edges, $7.50; full Turkey morocco, gilt edges,
Cook.

GENERAL INVITATION.
you want a book, no matter when or where published,
our store. We have without exception the largest
collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Departments, each department under the charge of an experienced
person, who is always willing and ready to give any information in relation to our immense stock which our customei s
If

call at

may

desire.

fectly

three

Any person having

the time to spare

is

815.00.

THE FIRESIDE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF POETRY,

per-

welcome to call and examine our stock of two to
hundred thousand volumes, without feeling under the

collection of poetry published.

THE ENGLISH PEOPLE IN
POLITICAL ECONOMY

"With Especial Reference to the IndusHistory of Nations. By Robert Ellis Thompson, M.A. 12mo.
Moth extra, 81.50.
The book is one that should find a large circle of readers, not only among
;

trial

If you cannot get to the city write, stating what book you
want, and we will answer immediately. It only costs a
trifle extra to send books by mail, and we make a specialty
of filling mail orders, fully appreciating the value of prompt
and careful attention to the demands of every correspondent.

professed students, but with the large body ol intelligent working men with
whom the real interests of the country are safest." Public Ledger. Philadelphia.
" It is a book which every one would do well to obtain, and, when obtained,
to read with care and attention."— Toronto World.

THREE IN NORWAY.

LEARY'S OLD BOOK STORE,
No. 9 South Ninth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

By Two of Tftem.

With a map and

tions. l:>mo. Cloth extra, black an gold, 81.75.
story, as a story, is well told, and old hunters

58 illustra-

i

"

First Store

THREE HOMES;

ITS
and, The
Practical Bearings of General European History. By Edward
A. Freeman. LL.D., author of "The Norman Conquest of England," etc.
12mo. Cloth extra, black and gold, SI. 75.

slightest obligation to purchase.

MAILING DEPARTMENT.

Collected

and arranged by Henry T. Coates. New edition, thoroughly revised, and
containing Portraits of Prominent American Poets, with Fac-similes of their
hand- writing. Imp. 8vo. Cloth extra, gilt side and edges, $5.00; Turkey
morocco, antique, full gilt edges, £10 00. The best and most complete

The

and fishermen

will

envy

the trio their sport with rod and rifle but while there is nothing either forced
or silly about the narrative it hoils over with genuine fun until the reader
feels not that the unnamed authors are making him laugh, but that he is
simply laughing with them. He and they forma hilarious company with no
;

nonsense about them."

Inquirer, Philadelphia.

"While the iucidents of the journey are interesting in themselves, the
pleasant methods of the author make the book among the most enjoyable of its
kind."— Inter-Ocean, Chicago.

below Market Street.

H.

B.

HART,

ICR0SC0PIC ACCESSORIES.

SPY GLASSES,

Bicycles,

OPERA GLASSES,

DRAWING INSTRUMENTS,

Tricycles and

SURVEYING INSTRUMENTS,

Velocipedes.

Spectacles,
No. 813

EYE GLASSES,

ARCH

STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

THERMOMETERS AND BAROMETERS.

j/E^-Bioycle Purchasers taught to ride free of charge

Physical and Chemical Apparatus.

Send 3 cent stamp

JA1V1ESW.QUEEN&CO.

J. P.

924 CHESTNUT STREET,

24 page Catalogue.

TWADDELL,
Fine Shoes.

PHILADELPHIA.

Gents' Fine Shoes a Specialty.

Catalogues as follows sent on application:
Part 1.
Part 2.
Part 3.
P»rt4.

for

Mathematical Instrument'. 102 pages.

No. 1212

Optical Instrument, IS pages.
Magic Lanterns. 112 pa-j. -.
P'.iU.ieonhiral Instruments. 160 pages.
.

Part. 5. Meteorological Instruments
120 pages.

MARKET STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.

and Chemical Apparatus,

wo

squares from Broad Sueet Station.
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STADELMAN'S PHARMACY.

&

Homer, Golladay

Compounding

60.

HUNYADI JANOS AND FRIEDRICHSH ALL

invite attention to their

BITTER WATERS,

Gents' Furnishing Goods Department,
which

will always be

of Prescriptions a specialty.

Together with a variety of Imported and Domestic.
Natural Spring Waters, constantly on hand.

found replete with the

ALL THE POPULAR MONTHLY AND WEEKLY MAGAZINES

LATEST NOVELTIES

AND DAILY PAPERS.

NECKWEAR.

IN

STORE ENLARGED AND REFURNISHED.

ALL SIZES OF

Ready Made

Shirts at $1.00 each.

Measures taken, and made

to Order.

Workmanship and

Fit,

Whitman's and other Fine Confectionery

Cor. Cricket

Materials Guaranteed.

"

"

"

"

Avenue and Lancaster Pike,
ARDMORE.

HENRY TROEMNER,

Open

Front.
Extra Fine.

Jerseys for Gymnasium, Tennis and Cricket,

also the Choicest Cigars.

Directly opposite Station.

$18.00 per Dozen, Laundried.

20.00
24.00

;

etc., in

College Colors.

ANALYTICAL

ASSAY
A

full

assortment of

Nos. 1412 and 1414

WEIGHTS OF

ASSAY

CHESTNUT STREET,

(Above Broad

BALANCES

BALANCES,

COLLARS AND CUFFS.

PRECISION.

WEIGHTS,

St.)

DRUGGISTS' PRESCRIPTION SCALES,

PHILADELPHIA.

&e.

PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.

Company

Provident Life and Trust
OF PHILADELPHIA,

No.

409 Chestnut
1st

Mo.

1st,

KEEPS SHIRTS,

Street.

933 Chestnut Street.

GLOVES, UMBRELLAS, UNDERWEAR, ETC.

1883.

Assets at market price,

57,223,605 76

Liabilities,

Shirts Made to Measure from
Wamsutta Muslin and Best Irish Linen.
Bosoms 3-ply, all Linen. Perfect Fit Guaranteed.

KEEP'S Custom

5,556,050 88

Surplus, including Capital Stock,

:

-

-I,M,7,V,| SS

-

Mortality Experience from 1866 to 1881.
Probable Death Losses according to the American Experience Table of Mortality, the Standard of the
Pennsylvania Insurance Department (882 lives).
Actual experience of the Company during the whole

SIX FOR $9,001

--------------

$2,654,067 00

-

period (592 lives),
Difference,

A Low Rate

Samples and Circulars Mailed Free.

B.,847,13800
806,929 DO

Fine Assortment of Gents' Furn/shing Goods.

KEEP MANUFACTURING CO.

of Mortality Makes Cheap Insurance.

WM.

WirEI. K. SHIPLEY. President.
ASA S.WING, Vice-President and Actuary.
JOSEPH ASHBROOK, Manager of Inmrana Depl.
DR. THOMAS WISTAR, Chief Medical Examine!

C.

S

PRACTICAL

BOOK-BINDER

DIRECTORS.
SAMUEL R. SHIPLEY, Philadelphia.
T. WISTAR BROWN,
RICHARD CADBURY,
HENRY HAINES,
JOSHUA H. MORRIS,
RICHARD WOOD.
WILLIAM HACKER,
ASA S.WING,

ISRAEL MORRIS,

WHELLER,

152 SO.

Phi.adelphia.

CHAS. HARTSHORNE,

Room

WILLIAM (J.' MM ERE,
FREDERIC COLLINS.

THIRD STREET,

4.

PHILADELPHIA.

PHILIP C.GARRETT,

MURRAY SHIPLEY. Cincinnati, O
J. MORTON ALBERTSON.
Norristovtrn.

Pa

Did Books and Magazines bound with neatness and despatch.
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and friends of

the

College

generally, should give us their hearty support in

our endeavors

standard of literary
Arrangements having been

raise the

to

it

in

work in the College.
made with the publishers of the "Student" we are
enabled to mail to any address the "Student" and
"Haverfordian " together for $1.50 per year.

It

in

Readers of The Haverfordian

may seem

regard to

year from

my

necessary to

these thoughts have been driven from us by their recent

conduct, and

comes

we

are

he

the world to enable

know

that

himself.

now

left

with no ground to stand on

When

these noble collegians.

to college

is

supposed

him

withdrawal at this time

misconception

in

regard to

my

course,

I

will

reasons are ill-health and want of time.

much

pleasure from

not leave
I

feel

it

my association with the paper, and

without some regret.

I

would

a deep obligation to the Faculty,

me

in

my

say that

have derived

I

the

management of

the earnest wish that you

may

do

also say that

Alumni and

dents of Haverford College for the kind

have given

the College

in

That there may be no

Haverfordian.

Tlic

explanation

stu-

support they

this paper.

With

continue this support to

my worthy successor,
I

Remain Yours,
O.

Haverford College, January

30, 1883.

W.

Bates.

a person

have seen enough

to

to think a

little,

at least,

of

and to

there are other persons in the world besides

He

also

is

supposed to know that

it

is,

to say

the least, very unbecoming two college students, eighteen,
nineteen, or even twenty years old, to stand in the hall

with cups or buckets of water, and throw at each other
to see

who would

know

that other people have to walk the halls, and that

get wet the more

;

he

at

is

supposed to

exceedingly unpleasant to have to walk through

it is

they have

throwing.

:

make some

have

we have failed in our
we cannot compel a person to
conduct himself as a gentleman, but we have always
thought that the persons to whom we refer were gentlemen enough to try to conduct themselves so as to
annoy their fellow-students as little as possible. Even

until

the

We

a proper and gentlemanly manner,

water and a small crop of beans, or

To

the atten-

true that

It is

in reference to

dians in particular,

call

amount of noise and

the students to the

but the present indications are that
endeavors.

Subscription Price, One Copy, One Year,

is

No. 5.

have attempted several times to

some of

also tried to do

Samuel Shoemaker,
Enos L. Doan, '85.

Charles R. Jacob, '84.
Herbert Chase, '84.

T.

1883.

disorder which they cause in Barclay Hall.

:

Chairman.

'83,

FEBUARY,

CO., PA.,

We

Haverford

finished

their

stop and

water-fight

are very sorry to say that there are

who

wait

and bean-

some

are too ignorant on these subjects, and

while they set themselves up as gentlemen, and persons
entitled to places in

good

society, they

even these simple requirements
slightest traces

not

make

;

come

far

short in

they lack even the

Knowledge does
you may be as wise as

of gentlemanliness.

the gentleman, and

Solomon, yet lacking this thoughtfulness and respect for
others, you are not and never can be a gentleman.
'Tis
true, we have heard these things excused as " boyish
fun," and on account of the age of those engaged in it,
but Haverford is not the place for these young men(?) to
" boyish tricks."
We come here to work and
men, not to play. Now, while we desire to offend
no one, we would say to you, consider what we have said,
and if these things apply to you in any way, they were
written for your benefit.
Take them and profit by
them.

play their

act as
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We

have heard so many complaints lately concernin Barclay Hall, that we think

ing the heating apparatus

in these
it would not be out of place to say a few words
columns in regard to the matter. Some of the rooms,
especially those on the windy side of the building, have
at times during the past two months been unbearably
Now it seems to us, though we may, perhaps, be
cold.

ignorant of

all

the facts of the case, that a better plan

than the present might be adopted.
is

been the average temperature
is

Fifty-eight degrees

rather too low for comfort, and yet this has at times
certain apartments.

in

way

judge of the success of the system
figures taken before and after the
change, during a period when the same students were in
This year new members came in and old
the society.
is

fair

to

by comparing the

More than

ones went out.
active

members

From

the

half of those

who had been

a few months previous had disappeared.

very

have been poorly

meetings

the

first

attended, not on account of their fewness, but on account

of the fact that there are not as

many

actively interested

in society affairs as formerly.

It

not improbable that the introduction of steam radiators

would remedy this. The change would not, at any rate,
be a change for the worse. Those parts of the building
which are at present heated in this manner are always
warm and comfortable even in the coldest weather. While
we rejoice to see the improvements which are going on in
so

The only

many

in a

we can but

directions at Haverfor J,

regret that

matter so important to the health and comfort of

We wish to make a suggestion, which, if heeded, we
doubt not would be of good results. Complaints are
quite often made on account of the fact that students are
tardy in coming to meals.
certain extent remedied,

Barclay Hall.

all

the

there

is

apparently so

concern.

little

large

bell,

We

hear that there

method

in

is

a

would give very

movement on

foot to

go

little

fortnightly.

Perhaps before the present

Haverfordian

"

have issued from

shall

the press this change will be made.

If this

the Loganian up to the position which

we would be

in

hear
plan

trouble to any one, and would be of
all.

back-

number of

"

were rung

the Loganian, and have meetings

weekly instead of
the

think, could be to a

the hand-bell

It is almost impossible for many to
especially on stormy days.
The

great convenience to

to the old

we

This,
if

the last to cry

it

down

answer to

we

the eleven be

it

would

How

can the cricket interests be

As

one we often hear asked.

is

?

we would

it

former issue

fear

"

question,

held a year ago,

it

but

;

would bring

The

best advanced

repeat what

we have

said in a

that an honest competition for places

;

made

possible

;

and

let

an

on

each person receive

not.

There are morever strong reasons why the step
The college is an overworked one
as it is.
There is not a man here belonging to the Loganian, who, if he endeavors to do his work honestly, does
not find that he has little time to spare.
Besides the tasks

the position he honestly deserves.

should not be taken.

absolutely

pertaining to the regular college curriculum he has con-

and don't happen to have intimate friends on the Ground
Committee, could be assured that their efforts would be
rewarded as they deserved to be, then the afternoon practice matches would be of some advantage and all would
But now how is it ? The unfortunate ones
like to play.

tinually

something to work up either

or the private society of which he
this the

is

reading which he should do

a

in

in

the Loganian,

member.

Add

to

connection with his

Junior and Senior orations, and the writing of these, and

mittee.

rather be zealous to improve the quality than to increase

others,

essay than two hastily thrown together.

Now,

let us examine this matter and see if we cannot
where the trouble lies. Before the constitutional
amendment last year the average attendance was twenty;

detect

after this instead of decreasing,
tion,

and

that, too, at

attendance

in all

it

increased a slight frac-

a season of the year

of the societies

is

when

the

apt to be smaller.

for a

warm

As

it

who

now

is

there

is

person to get on either
is

a cricketer of unsual

personal friend of the

If the students

are taken

Much better one well prepared

chance

of the cricket elevens unless he
ability or a

you have a year's work which should be rather diminished
than increased. But perhaps a few really wish to devote
more time to society work. If this be the case, let them
the quantity of that work.

no

Ground Com-

take an interest

in

cricket

down to the cricket field and are compelled to
amusement of the first eleven. It is great

for the

field

fun for those

who

who
are

bat,

but for the poor Freshman, and the

numbered among them on the

cricket

were used, there
would be but few who would get any good from this mode
of practicing as these few would monopolize all the nets.
field,

So,

if

it

is

anything but

we want

fun.

If nets

cricket to succeed as

it

used

to, let

us have

the old honesty and honor, then the fellows will play

and play with some ambition, knowing that there
something to compete for and some one to compete

cricket
is

with, impartial

men

being judges,
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A

change has been made in the " Haverfordian
staff owing to the resignation of the Business Manager.
Our relations with him as editors have been very
pleasant, and we regret that his ill health forbids his
finishing up the work of a year which promised to be so
His mantle, however, has
profitable a one financially.
and the present Business Manawe have no doubt, carry to
completion the plans which he started out upon.
fallen in pleasant places,

ger and his assistant

will,

PROGRESSION.
If

past

we

we

turn back but a few pages in the history of the

find the

world groveling

and believing that

all

in

dark superstitions,

their actions, both

good and bad

were governed by blind chance or a certain unavoidable

With nothing

fate.

Christianity,

to

show them

for

They, as well as we, noted great changes, movements
which tended to raise the human race from their low conPhilosodition to a higher and nobler vantage ground.
phers lived

among them

teaching that the possessions of

world and those acquirements which are commonly

considered of the highest value, pale before the possession

—

and justice. Poets, too,
sang of a general progress of mankind, but they all
failed to detect the principles governing the changes which
of those grander qualities,

virtue

they witnessed.
Instead of trying to penetrate the future, divine

its

demands, they spent
and
myths of antiquity. What they saw and experienced filled
up their sphere of knowledge. The mountains seemed to

and prepare themselves

laws,

when envy and revenge filled the hearts of all, and war
and destruction was the aim of manhood. Such was the
knowledge wise Greece devoted herself to and this was
the generally accepted opinion.

Ovid in flowing verses adopted his ideas and gave
them the Roman Sanction while the sportive fancy of
Horace and the stern genius of Juvenal recognized them
as true.
Virgil, in his earlier years, seems to have caught
In his Eclogue to Pollio, the
a glimpse of divine truth.
real meaning of which is still unexplained, he seems
to foretell from heathen lips, the coming of a Saviour,
and instead of looking back for the Golden Age, he sees
it in the future.
In his words is a ray of truth which
shines even now.
;

Thus the

the great truths of

and relying wholly on their imagination

an explanation of what they saw everywhere around
them, it is not strange that, educated though they were,
they were unable to understand what seems so clear to us.

this

Iron Age, which unhappily, as the poet says was his own,

for its

their time lingering in the past enveloped in the mists

of progression

idea

with the force of a mighty

First,

descending

in

the progress of

human improvement.

gigantic genius skilled

it

moved

alike

in

Leibnitz her

Science, Mathematics,

Philosophy and Theology, gave his master mind to the
study of the subject and the movements which govern

and control its attainment.
He saw and recognized the advancement of the
present, then over the superstitions and predjudices of the
and he clearly laid down the Law of Progress in
" The
all the sciences and in all the concerns of life.
"
Present," he said, born of the past is pregnant with the
Future."
He believed that the race of mankind was
capable of continued improvement until it reached perpast,

by

His views were seconded and carried out farther

Pascal, a

short

life

man who by

was spent

He compared

gone.

they enjoyed the Golden Age, in which every-

it-

little

on

river.

has enriched every branch

man had

a

had been a long dark night, but dawn was
approaching, and "jocund day stood tiptoe on the misty
mountain tops."
Germany was the first modern nation to be interested

drove his daily chariot.

ing near the father of poetry, sang of the

as

flowed

It

fection.

gradations through which

it

received tributaries from other sources until

bound their field of vision, and so they imagined they
must uphold the dome of Heaven around which the Sun
In early Greece, Hesiod, stand-

started

stream from the mountain side, but as

of an individual

in

his learning

whose

seeking to elevate his fellow-men.

the existence of

who

and untiring study

of knowledge, and

has

first

birth,

mankind

to the

life

then childhood and

men were secure,
and lived without labor, with nothing to disturb or trouble
them.
Here then joy was realized to its full extent and
happiness was the lot of all. This was followed by the
Silver Age but little inferior to the first but showing a
descending scale. Next came the Brazen age, when man
became robust, strong and mighty, contending with
brazen weapons, but without the happiness of former

manhood, and finally comes to old age as his intellectual
and moral powers can be indefinitely improved and
expanded by age, influence and study, so the human race
has had a birth, and what we call antiquity is but the
childhood of humanity, and like the individual has felt
the influence of the ages through which it has passed

times.

only each

thing was peaceful, pleasant and happy,

Still

continuing to descend he at

last

reached the

;

down

to the present.

all

I

quote briefly from Pascal's Les

By a special prerogative of the human race not
man advances day by day in the sciences, but
men make a continual progress, as the universe grows

Pensies, "
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old.

So

many

ages,

that the succession of

may

and learns continually"
of this,

But while

a fact that

it is still

men,

be regarded as one

in

the course of so

man who lives always
we recognize the truth

nothing

is

accomplished with-

Nature works rather through long

out time and exertion.

by sudden changes.
While the earth might have been made and poised

ages, with steady improvement, than

with

all

perfection in a single day,

its

that age after age

Time

seems

the granite boulders to the

fer-

will, in

the end, accomplish what at

first

minds beyond conception.

to finite

find, instead,

Let

it

space however small, and
shines so bright will
if

we grant

is

it

which
same
man we must

The

find ourselves far in

in

past

is

plain to

show

still

not necessary to speak here of the

It is

made

great mechanical improvements which have been

We

all

advance of the most

enlightened of antiquity, but the future will

over the past.

see for ourselves the mountains

all

and the work accomplished
with the greatest ease which they wrought out with the
These are the triumphs over
sweat of their brow.

removed and

cast into the sea,

We

inanimate nature.

wish to speak rather of the grand

advancement we have made

intellectual

in

pursuits, the perfection of which,
far future

making

are

If,

noblest

we

while

are

now

if

work

human

is

the

in

at the start, nevertheless

said,

of God,"

how

"

An

kind.

looked upon as a

man

honest

we
the

is

small are the triumphs of

genius and discovery compared with the
of

and moral

attainable,

rapid strides toward that ever receding goal.

Pope has

as

The liberation of our slaves is
much greater triumph than the

to

be

inven-

which have startled the world.
The advancement from almost universal war and
bloodshed towards a time when we enjoy almost uni-

we look

not to be

is

left

unnoticed.

On

nothing do

with more pleasure than the broken arrows and

disbandoned mail coats of the

past, or hail with

more

joy than the signs of coming peace.

The glory

of war

is

glare of gas lamps

is

not to be mistaken for

feeble light of the far off star,

which shines year

year with uninterrupted brilliancy, nor

be exchanged

He
thrill at

Down

for the

is

the
after

gentle peace to

apparent grandeur of war.

would, indeed, be unpatriotic

And

who

like a bell with
I

forts."

the dark future through long generations,

The echoing sounds grows

fainter

and then

cease,

solemn, sweet vibrations,

hear once more the voice of Christ say

'

Peace

THE COLLEGE GRADUATE.— WHAT IS
WHAT DOES HE KNOW?

"

!'

In speaking of college graduates

did not

now

the mention of Bunker Hill and Saratoga, fields

consecrated to freedom, but the light of Paul Revere's

HE,

AND

have no reference,

I

good
young men, who,

of course, to prodigies, to exceptional cases of
scholarship.

I

by excessively

make no mention

of

close application to study, have acquired

an unsually broad knowledge of things.

do with
creatures without any
anything

men

to

college student

—the

law.

of

But

genius
I

Nor do

—those

I

have

strong

chose the average

boy of sixteen summers, who

live

enters college fresh from his school-boy pranks, bent on

what he

calls "

having fun,"

who

looks upon the Faculty as

an association of august tyrants and forthwith hurls

who spends

defi-

moments
in culling scraps of news from the Sophomore camp who
counts himself honored to be called a Freshman who
votes rules a bore, and can't see why we have any rules.
This specimen, this diamond in the rough, what will he
be, what will he know, when he comes to take his
ance at their worthy heads

;

his stray

;

;

—

degree
I

gent

?

think

men

we may say

that there are very few

of means of the present day,

at least, to give their sons the

education,

if

they wish

hear a great deal of fun

it.

who do

intelli-

not desire,

opportunity of a college
But, nevertheless,

made of

we

still

college graduates, of

what they know, of their future usefulness in the world.
It therefore behooves us, as college students, to look to
ourselves and see whether this be so; whether this four
years of the most vigorous period of our lives, which we
think

but a single flash soon to die

out, but the fruits of peace are of everlasting continuance.

The

"

improvement

tions

versal peace

********
There were no need of arsenals and

In the

extinct.

a gradual progress

greater triumphs.

in

certain that each orb

become

grant with time his perfection.

and we now

Were half the power, that fills the world with terror,
Were half the wealth, bestowed on camps and courts,
Given to redeem the human mind from error,

once be

granted that the heavenly bodies meet with resistance

now
way

"

and aeon upon aeon passed away as

move

the waters slowly
tile fields.

we

lantern shines only for a day, while the star of Bethlehem,
accompanied by choruses of angels singing, " Peace on
earth, good will to men," will shine for all eternity.

we

are devoting to preparations for the future,

not being squandered on idle fancies.

Now

is

what are we,

and what do we know ? To bring the matter within a
more commensurate area, and within the realm of our
own experience, what do we know what do we have a
chance of knowing here at Haverford, where we have
courses equal in breadth and completeness to the corresponding courses in any college ?
We, of the classical division, have Latin and Greek
throughout. The standard authors of ancient Greece

—

—
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and

Rome

arc read, giving, to a certain extent, an insight

thoughts of the master minds of those

the

into

customs and modes of

as well as into their
is

not

my

intention to enter

living.

cities

But

it

discussion of the

into the

two years of his course his instructor pays particular
more thoroughly
The last two years are devoted, generthe principles.
ally, to a higher, a more philosophical view. An attempt is

the

first

attention to construction in orderto instill

advantages or disadvantages of the study of the Classics.
Suffice it to say that I earnestly believe it to be bene-

made to

ficial.

conformed

Then, the

different

branches of mathematical science

are studied, the Scientifics going

the Classicals.

somewhat

further than

These two, Mathematics and the

Classics,

VII

give the scholar

some insight into the genius of the

Roman or the Greek
and such a rule or mode of expression.

language; into the reason why the
If this

to such

attempt

successful, then, and then only, can the

is

scholar appreciate the beauties of the language and enjoy

the exquisite touches, the subtle shades of thought dis-

are pre-eminently our training studies.

played

Let us now run over some of the paths of investigation, which our college course throws open to us. We
wish to know something of this world on which we

not only gives pleasure, but carries with

we

Therefore,

dwell.

stud)-

Physiography, which gives

us a general view of the arrangement of the earth.

We

study Zoology, Botany and Mineralogy, to acquaint ourwith the animal, vegetable and mineral worlds

We

turn to Geology to find out

Chemistry

world was formed.
because

it

resolves matter into

this

our attention,

attracts
its

how

elements.

Physics,

a lasting bene-

it

The Latin or Greek, of course, must be translated.
Now, if the translator comes to fully appreciate these

fit.

he

subtleties,

express

naturally try to

will

thoughts, to the best advantage,

his

in

own

the

same

language.

This, evidently, will tend to improve his diction.

selves

respectively.

This

noble tongues.

the literature of those

in

But,

may

it

be asked,

graduate reach this standard
but

does your average college
?

I

believe that in experience

I

ing toward

answer,

you

"

No, not

will find

fully

;

him advanc-

it."

too, claims a portion of our time. From this orb of ours
we turn with bewildered
this mere point in space

History.

eyes to the wonders of the celestial universe, to obtain,

can be devoted to this study during a college course

—

—

possible,

But

some small

idea of that vast expanse.

wide extent, we do not forget to devote a part of our
time to the study of man. Under this head we may
name Logic, Rhetoric, History, Political Science, Constitutional

Law,

Evidences of Religion, and
Psychology and Metaphysics in

Ethics,

especially Christianity,

We

have taken a hasty glance

at the principal studies

our college course with the avowed pupose of of

dis-

covering what we Collegians, we Haverfordians, know.
But have we gained anything by this recital? Do we

know
upon

these
"

things, or have

looks

we been

piling " ology"

ology," simply as a child piles blocks

The non-collegian
knows

let

us turn to the study of

The time which

are the facts here?

knowledge of history. To borrow
metaphor from Guizot, we stand on some emiPernence and take a bird's-eye view of things.
haps now and then we descend into the valley for a
moment, but it is only to rise again. No wonder that
we grow dizzy, bewildered, and lose our way. We see
here an abyss and there a deep ravine, and far off there
a fitting backin the distance, a dark untrodden forest
ground for this scene of our bewilderment. Our unsteady feet totter under us, and every moment threaten to

a

—

general.

in

moment,

a

for

What

gives but a scanty

our investigations over this

the course ol

in

if

Now,

upon
little

the

is

is

average

about

what

inclined

to

?

us
is

He

the oblivion of one of these gulfs below.

into

a picture (rather flighty, perhaps,) of the feelings

which overtake one, when he contemplates
I

think so.

man

hurl

This

think

we may

average college graduate, fully knows that

one

who

his acquaintance with history

he studies, and cares

less.

himself with

college

as

Undoubtedly he knows little, very little, compared with
what he might know. But is that little amount large
enough to make it worth the while ? This is a question
which, perhaps, presses hard sometimes, but it ought to

all

man

rebels.

to

conduct

lie can stand,

Here the sowhat we call,

our culture derived from the study of the classics. He
admits the training obtained from mathematics but when
;

student thinks differently.

physics

he

eralizations,

mind

;

and

known as metahimself The college

that ridiculous nonsense

all at the Classics.

Course is supposed to have a clear knowledge of
Latin and Greek Grammar, and to have read some of the
easy Latin and Greek authors. He enters college. During

becomes him

Hut we must pass on to Metaphysics.
called practical

you speak of

Classical

it

regard to

in

humility.

be answered.
Let us look again

at some of our studies, and first of
The boy who intends to enter the

his situation.

safely suy that the collegian, yes, the

lo-.es

all

control

weighty thoughts
yet,

by close

of

Deep reasoning, broad genappall

his

unpracticed

application, he can, to

extent, enter into those lofty thoughts

some

which to the pro-
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VIII

foundest minds always have been, and doubtless will be,
of

all

things most

His preconceived ideas of time

real.

and space may receive a rather severe jostling
notions of things

in

general

may

;

his

;

;

rightly

more accurately defined, both as to what we
know and what we do not know, nor can know if
is

;

and absolute Being, the Ancient of
more firmly established his study of metaphy-

his ideas of the infinite

Days,

is

sics will
in fact,

;

not be

And

in vain.

this I verily believe to be,

the case.

Let us

now

consider the matter of outside reading.

Every college throws open to its students a library.
But it is a common complaint that the majority of
This
students make little or no use of this advantage.
is only too true.
The Freshman and Sophomore have
their battles and their larks, so that solid reading with
them, in most cases, is out of the question. The Junior
looks at matters, perhaps,

in a

think,

as

might

be.

higher

He

light.

to conclude.

Our

—

is

.

;

is

free.

;

some daylight mingled with

all

this

in.- s

i

brains, while rude subscribers howl.

hard to shoot a stuffed owl,
But harder still it is to feel that in examinations, you were of the
'Tis

To us the college curriculum is of first importance.
If we are faithful in that, we may feel that we
have done no small amount of work. Some constitutions will not stand the confinement which much outside
reading necessarily requires. As I have intimated,
darkness.

requisite six bereft.

Oh hope, far-famed to sooth and sheer
Apply your balm of consolation here,
While conscience says with bitter scorn,
'Twere better had you ne'er been born,
Than in examinations get so indisputably

left.

to the curriculum, then to outside read-

do that only which is in our
power. This is said not to foster any spirit of idleness, to
which we are all so sadly prone, but to save us from utter
ing,

must hasten

Sweet season, harbinger of coining spring,
Tis thee onr yet untutored muse would sing,
While all around full four feet high
The dirty snows of winter lie.
And o'er his book with palpitating heart the weary
Student sits cramming for examinations yet to be.
'Tis sweet to sit beside the murmuring brook
And catch the wary trout with barbed hook.
Tis sweet through ocean's foam to ride,
Or o'er the lake the sail-boat guide
But who would be by nature so foolish as to exchange
For this the thought that he has passed in his studies and
'Tis hard to pay fiye dollars for a hack
'Tis hard to be an editor, and rack

our own emptiness.

is first

We

cannot help but

college associations, what he

POEM.

begins

me in the main. It is, no doubt, doleful to think of the
knowledge stowed away on those shelves, and then to

our duty

his

But what may we say of him ?
First,
he? I think we may say he is a man, a man
who looks upon the battle of life with a brave heart and
And what does he know ? He knows
a broad mind.
that the world is wide, knowledge far-reaching; and that,
if we attain proficiency.it must be through determined
and untiring labor. As regards himself, he knows that
all the knowledge which he can muster as his own,
amounts to a mere point in its insignificance. He feels
The myriad
that he is standing on the border-realm.
He knows in
paths of research stretch out before him.
He stands equipped to
part whence their courses tend.
enter where he will.

what

rience, but the average college graduate will agree with

is

thoughtless, he

but cursory.

and seeks the library more frequently.
The Senior looks back with woful glance on
what seems to him now to be almost a barren waste.
There are, of course, notable exceptions to this expe-

But there

recalls

glance at the average college graduate has been, at best,

to feel his deficiency,

realize

he

But enough.

lose considerable of

the stable basis on which he formerly supposed them to
rest
yet, if by this experience, his mental vision is
enlarged if his conception of the creation which sur-

rounds us

young man ever so

and our duty

is

to

LOCALS.
The

sled.

Does the sled belong

to '84?

despair.

Now, another thought. Is
tance for a young man during
impressionable years of his

life,

it

a thing of

Examinations are a thing of the past

impor-

We

the most receptive and

to associate with

as college professors are generally found

whose minds are devoted

little

such

to be,

—

men
men

advancement and culture of the human race
men to whom mere moneymaking could never be more than a means to an end
men who think most deeply of the great problems of
men who show by their very lives
life and immortality
that there is something higher, nobler far than the passing pleasures of the day ?
Yes, it must be so.
Be a
to the

last

awakened, and again our

The only
cover

is

;

that

is,

to

most of

us.

are glad to see that the long-sleeping Glee Club has at

that

one

is

halls

we know
an owl, and

similitude

resound with popular

airs.

between an owl and a claret
the inside of the other produces
of

an (h)owl.

;

;

"

fellow

His eloquence soared to Jumborazo heights," remarked a
whose mind had confused the name of the big mountain

with that of the big elephant.

My

"

;

man,
that

moustache is begining to grow," said the elated FreshIt's so bashful
something peculiar about it.
won't keep its color in company."

" but there's

it
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Thomas gave

Professor

Room on

Scientific Lecture

a very

reading

interesting

the evening of the 6th

:

in

the

— Subject, " The

Those of us who were here

Development.

how

IX

"The

interestingly he lectured on

now

last year remember
Rhine," and we are sure
be fully appreciated.

Poets of the Eighteenth Century."

that the course he

Since vacation the literary societies have met twice in the
Scientific Lecture Room, on account of the repairs in progress in

On Thursday, the Ith, the annual snowball fight took place
between the Sophomores and Freshmen, in the same locality
which has been the scene of many other holiday encounters.
The members of '85, with their usual forethought in such matters,
had each selected his man, or boy, as the case might be. They

Alumni

Hall, but they are

now back

in their old quarters.

The Freshmen have composed

a sort of zoological

epic,

beginning with the animals of Noah's Ark. extending down to the
cats of the present time, and ending with "To be continued."

We

and with much pleasure,

notice,

that the

and weight

exercise,

should certainly show marked results

We

would

like to state here,

and

We

waste

we

for all, that

for publication

positively

on

" Puzzle

in.

is

!

Dare

at

thy peril

Junior

I

!"

(

stop,

thou driveling

the harrowing remi-

Exit student, precipitously.)

Senior wants to

average ages and weights

"

"

17.92

"

"

150.S4

"

"

17.29

"

"

14S.18

know what

to

While the poor editor sitteth in his editorial chair, and pondereth, and thinketh up jokes and old jokes, the rest of his fellows
go forth and enjoy themselves, and they sympathize not, and little
wearing out his very life that they may enjoy the
anil when Haverfordian day Cometh around,

;

but the editor careth not, for he

is

used

to

The

'"

I

one of his pupils after an absence
him "Mr. Blank, you missed your

to

:

"

don't understand you, sir."

how

the

moment,

student, after puzzling a

replied,

Well," said the professor, "

I

will

You have no doubt seen the process of making candles,
workman takes a piece of wool, and, after twisting it up in

a string, dips

The

into boiling tillow, after

it

which he hangs

it

up

to

next day he dips the wick again, and on subsequent

days he goes through the same operation, until finally it becomes
large enough with each day's accumulation, and the candle is

Now

little

thinner than the rest."

who

are only too glad to shirk our work, bear this

let us,

students here at college,
little

lesson in

mind, not only in regard to our intellectual pursuits, but also in
regard to our physical. Let us therefore go in with the rest, and

some time making a decent-sized

take our dip, with the hope of
candle,

and be able

to

throw a

little

light ourselves.

CARMEN M1SERORUM.
Dig

Dig! Dig!

!

From breakfast time
And Dig! Dig! Dig!
Right on

till

till

tea,

half-past three.

wearied brain reels with the strain
aches the restless eye.

Till the
Till

*

r

x,

X

-\

r

;

<1>,

Write! Write! Write!

From half-past onetill eve:
And Write! Write! Write!
Prof says yon must leave.
aresharp
Professor's questions hard;
And I know he will see it' I use the key.
With the answers down on a eard.
Till the

The
The

Professor's eyes

:

Buek! Buek! Buck!
A totally, total eclip&e

such things.

7th instant we had the pleasure of again listening to
by James Wood, in Alumni Hall, on " Prehistoric
America." This is the first of a course of six lectures on American history, on the following topics: Second, the Settlements
third, the Colonies and their Governments fourth, the Confederasixth, Immigration and
fifth, Acquisition of Territory
tion
lecture

:

Buck! Buck!
In parabola, plane and eclipse,

Buck

On the

a

remarked

;

they call upon that editor, and try to beat out the rest of his editorial life

professor, on seeing

recitation,

;

one of the members of '83
A sad
While out sleighing on Darby Road, his horse became
recently.
frightened at an obstacle in the road, and dashed away at a frightful velocity (v=ft.), overturning the sleigh, and throwing out its
occupants, continuing on his mad career until finally arrested by
a policeman and a horse-car. The horse sustained serious injuries,
and has since died. Obsequies next week.

is

A
from

made. Now it is just the same way with you. Yesterday your
was dipped, and each member necessarily received some
little coating, no matter how little; some must have stuck on
but
you, being absent, missed your dip, and you will perceive that
while you are all hanging up together to-day, you are a

the result would be.

accident occurred

of his pen

and those undisciplined, were unable to beat down their hardier
foes, and were forced to succumb, but not before many hard bruises
and bitter blows had been taken and given on each side.

class

Oh, what a fall was there, my countrymen !" said one, when
" Et
a fat student missed his footing on the ice-clad board walk
tu Brute,'' responded the fat man, as he looked round in time to
see the first speaker encounter the walk with considerable emphaAnd a third man, anxious to get off something in the same
sis.
line of quotation, exclaimed, " Tis so slippery that I don't believe
even nature might stand up here."

fruits

watching the Sophomores enjoying themselves.
fought well and nobly, but with their small numbers,

:

"

think that he

men had

The Freshmen

dry.

Class, age, 21.85 years: weight, 157.93 pounds.
"
"
"
"
"
20.60
14513

Sophomore
Freshman

A

"Stop!

to the latest census, the

of the classes are as follows

Senior

:

awake anew

to

niscences of examination week

According

ing rather than missile warfare, and a right jolly time the older
class

explain.

Editor (brandishing ink-stand)
idiot

"

"

a

awaited the onslaught of the Freshmen with their characteristic
unity and boldness.
The snow, being soft and dry, favored roll-

dip yesterday."
:

delivering will

1

can't get

Student (poking his head into the editorial sanctum)

why

we

our spring matches.

the expense of hiring a barn to stow the effusions

say,

is

more than half a cent a pound
paper nowadays, and the profit does not pay for

the Owl."

for

in

once

any more poems

refuse to receive

mile run each day,

a

in addition to

eleven

first

With vigorous club

taking a decided interest in the gymnasium.

is

\

>

!

place

is

reserved tor

me

With the iambs on the Professor's right hand
lint with head bending low, to the " left "
must
:

I

go.

Anil there with the hilly-gouts stand.

;

;

;

;

And now cometh
peth out in the

the time when the spirit of mischief cropmind of the Sophomore; and he goeth unto his
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we may make
and thinketh, yea
And one of those Sophomores goeth forth
tliev think deeply.
in search of straw, and another in search of carpet, and one getteth
cotton and all the implements necessary to make an owl. And
they take the straw and wrap the carpet thereabout, and putteth
in eyes and beak, and hangeth it up in a tree, even so do they of
fellows

merry

and

What would you

them,

saith unto

And

?

that

they putteth their heads together,

And now the ornithologist goeth forth
when the moon is bright and when he heareth

'6j.

search of owls,

'71.

'71.

hoot

!

'81.

;

and he cocketh his gun,
and treadeth carefully, and admonisheth his friends to keep silence,
the hoot

lege, N.

his heart leapeth for joy,

!

they peradventure might scare the owl.
But this kind of owl
does not scare, no, not even at a Calculus examination but he
knoweth not this, and as he draweth nigh unto the tree he heareth

lest

;

Sophomore is hoarse,
and would give away the joke. And he looketh up into the tree,
I
and his eye gli^teneth, and he saith, "Oh, thou gem of an owl

reading

clerk of

Reuben Haines gave some valuable books

to

the College Library last month.

the tribe of Sophomorites.
in

Pearson was elected

Geo.

Pennsylvania, by the Senate last month.

now

E. B. Reeves

studying law.

is

Isaac Sutton, after graduating at Trinity Col-

C, has been teaching with great

success, and

expects to study a year or so at Harvard.

Daniel Corbit
to see the boys

"

('82)

and

J

H. Cook ('8i)"dropped

in

the other day.

the hoot no longer, for the throat of the wily

!

But the owl blinketh

will surely stuff thee full of straw."

"

and murmureth,

self,

And

wilt get left."

I

am

him-

to

and thou
gun, which

stuffed already with straw,

the taxidermist raiseth his trusty

ever killeth, and sighte h accurately,
accuracy, and chuckleth, and sayeth, "

yea,

am

I

even with extreme
in luck.''

He

fifetli

and communicateth the shot into the straw of the owl, and th e
owl falleth, for the Sophomore hath let go the string and the
ornithologist, when he findeth it out, fainteth, with the words upon
"
" Go thou to
his lips
Selah.

MARRIED.

—

—

—

'70.
CAREY KING. At a meeting appointed
by the Baltimore Monthly Meeting, and held at the
house of the bride's father, in Baltimore, Md, on the
6th ult., Thomas K. Carey ('70) and Mary T. King,

daughter of Francis T. King.

;

COLLEGE NEWS.

:

There

PERSONAL.
'38,

— Alfred

for the first
'52.

'58.

time

in

"

—

Young Men,

lecture

ered

is

many

years.

Clark

is

The Gospel

Wood

James

esting lecture on
for

a distinguished prac-

H. Smiley visited the college recently

— Dougan

nal called

is

a

rumor

the

before

Months, the

Within the past year, 9,192 volumes have been
added to the Harvard Library.

conducting a religious jour-

Expositor,"

in

Columbus, O.

before the Friends' Institute

in Philadelphia,

on the 25th

ult.

This

of a course of five lectures to be deliv-

first

Institute

this

during

different lecturers

being

Second and Third
all

well

known

at

Sharpless, "

Have Comets a Practical Value?" Dr. James
Carey Thomas 5 ) " Impressions Abroad " Dr. Henry
(

;

'

Hartshorne ('39), " Poetry and the Poets," and Francis T.
King, " Reminiscences of the Late Rebellion."

nominated by ExGovernor Hoyt as a member of the State Board of
Charities, and his nomination has been lately approved
by the Senate.

tional law in the world.

The University of Vermont has received a bequest
A handsome gymnasium is to be erected.
of $115,000.
A bronze statue of Lafayette, who laid the corner stone
of the University,

is

soon to be unveiled on the campus.

EXCHANGE NOTES.

Philip C. Garrett has been

The January numbers of the college papers have
been making their appearance in rather a scattering way
;

some

and bearing evidence of the joyous haste
with which the editors dashed them off in anticipation of
holiday rest and pleasure others late, and showing unmistakable marks of work neglected as long as possible,
and then done in a listless manner, each word ground
out being esteemed as valuable only for the space it will
fill.
But our old exchanges are all before us at last, the
early,

;

Eastern papers containing, as a

Cyrus Lindley has lately undertaken the duties
of Principal of Vermilion Academy, at Vermilion Grove,

light,

111.

one think that they ought

'60.

Lafayette

at

The second lecture will be delivered by Dr.
Levick
(42), on "The Earl)' Friends, and the
J.
Settlement of Pennsylvania," followed by Prof. Isaac
,

at

Monday morning.

Johns Hopkins University has secured Dr. Bluntchli's
which is the best collection of works on interna-

Haverford.

1

Amherst and Freshmen

catechism every

library,

delivered an exceedingly inter-

Ireland,

Seniors
recite

James.

.'57.

that the Wellesley girls are going

San Francisco.

titioner in
'49.

Benjamin Hardy

-Dr.

is

to start a paper.

humorous

delights

to

articles,

rule, a greater

number of

such as the exchange editor

read, except

when

their

to publish

contents

makes

expurgated edi-
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tions;
articles

and the soberer Western papers, bringing more
of the kind that strive after a high literary

sometimes find that with all their soaring, they
do not reach the intended height. All have seen fit to
devote some space to New Year resolutions, either
seriously or in burlesque; and of all things said about
tone, but

more

these resolves, none seems

natural than the words

which the Harvard Advocate puts into the mouth of an
imaginary festive Freshman.
He determines that, during the last three years of his course, he will be industrious

and eminently proper, but says
"

:

For the next six months I'll be
As wicked as 1 can
I'll revel in my naughty glee,
While I'm a Freshie man."

Taken altogether the Pliosnix seems to owe
more to the health)-, energetic life of the
it represents than to any tangible feature of its

attractiveness

institution

make-up.

The exchange

editor of the Spectator

protest against what

fordian's opinion of" Irish Pluck."

bose and declamatory
bravery, saying that

files

style,
"

it

In a

a vigorous

The Haver-

he conceives to be

somewhat

ver-

he recounts exploits of Irish

helped to win

glorious boon of freedom," and

"

America the

for

watered the

fields

of the

We

do not forget Montgomery or
Meagher and his brigade.
Still we confess that we always thought that the Irish
only aided in these achievements as any other true Amer-

an over-sensitiveness.

have saluted

too,

friends,

its

South with Irish blood until it rescued the Constitution
from the vortex of disunion." There is some truth in
these statements, though the manner of the writer shows

;

Some new

calamity.

XI

with

us

a

Merry Christmas or a Happy New Year. Chaff, which
has blown this way for the first time, comes with its
greeting stamped in red letters on the title page, and says
" Please X."
Certainly
we shall be very glad to have
pictures
every month.
For it
see
a chance to
Chaff's
pictures
the
numin
is an illustrated journal, and the
ber before us, though some of them are not especially
apropos as scenes of college life; are amusing caricaLike
In fact, the whole paper is amusing.
tures.
Artemus Ward, after he had been lingering at the tomb
of the lamented Shakespeare, we " pronounce it a sucIt gives a
cess " in the line of humor, at any rate.

Mad Anthony Wayne,

icans did.

If

— nor

" Irish to

the editor,

the core," as he pro-

claims himself to be, aspires to write a disquisition con-

;

of the expression " to laugh

lucid explanation

sleeve," namely, that the "contents of every sleeve

made up

of the humerus."

venture
"

in

in
is

one's

largely

has started an entirely

It

new

journalism, a sort of personal column headed

De Aliquibus," which

that " Chester A.

Arthur

informs
is

us,

among

other things,

President of the United States,"

Mr. John Wanamaker is, at present, engaged in
business on Chestnut Street, and has a large number of
,;

and that

Swartkmore Pkaenix

is

a

paper which pleases

without exciting any special admiration
to determine just
it

pleasing.

man)' of his kin

in

But

than a convenient base for attacks on England.
all,

the Spectator's remarks are hardly to the point

The Haverfordian's

mean

to

answer

valor

is

characterized

when

never knows

and we have said

it

by

a stubborn

to stop.

That

statement.

if

after
the)'

Irish

perseverance that

is all

we implied before,
moment, the

again, forgetting for the

Spectator's " notice" that

examples are sought

it

for,

to the blind tenacity with

" will
is

it

not submit to

which the Irishman clings to

the dream of independence for Ireland, and his

unrea-

soning, revengeful hostility to everything English.
defect in his character

is

every hand, and asserts

If

it."

only necessary to point

so

common

itself

This

be seen on

as to

so often as to

be hardly

atoned for by his lively sympathetic nature, or by his
capacity for stead)' hard work under the direction of

customers."

The

Irish, we suggest
some space to the opinion held by
our land, that America is nothing more

cerning the patriotism of the American
that he should devote

To

what quality
the

eye

it

it

;

yet

it is

superiors.

difficult

possesses which renders

presents

a

neat

PLUNDER.

an

form,

Pretty

Its literary
and a clear typography.
plain-spoken
most
talk,
the
part,
of
articles consist, for
condemnation,
written
and
sensible enough to call out no

attractive cover,

'

hi

little

mi

the mountain top.

Plucking e flower's petal,
• Love "r love me not.
Pretty little maiden,

in a style sufficiently graceful

to win an easy tolerance.

When

humorous

"

My

a departure toward the

Bashfulness,"

produced

is,

that

in

less

headed

Handling of

The paper

still

local column is
its newsy
numerous references recall the

fire

Cinders," and

;

Mr. Andrews, translating

far

as

I

got,
far

1

<>ut
i

of

it.- sui

li

tot.-

i

— "Three
—
neck, and

Virgil

arms about her
Prof" "Well Mr. Andrews,
enough " Ex.

strove to cast

was quite

my

mop

a

Knock the Ktuffin
A man who u

in

worth and interest

than the solid articles has been inserted.
"

made, as

the January number, the impression

something of

smells of last year's

is

I

times

I

'that's as

think that
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COMMERCIAL COLLEGE.
1131

Chestnut

corner

Street,

of

Twelfth.

@ake and gread $aker,

f anGy

Thorough and Practical Instruction

in all

Business Branches.

LANCASTER AVENUE,
The
ITear Pen-naylT-ania ^a.ilx©a.cl De^sot-

course

shortest time
business.

is

so arranged that the student can gain in the
at the least expense a superior preparation for

and

Hundreds

of our most successful merchants, bankers and busiamong the graduates.
Almost any young man having a fair knowledge of common
school branches to begin with, can find, on completing the college
course, good paying positions.
In the past year more applications
were received from business houses for students to fill situations
than could be supplied.

ness

Families and
Ice

Parlies

served

with

Cream, Confectionery,

Bread, Cakes,
etc., at

reasonable prices.

For Gentlemen

in

men

are

BOOKKEEPING

College.
in all its

branches, adapted to the various departments

Watches,

banking,

ol trade,

manufactures,

etc.

Canes,

PENMANSHIP.

Jewelry,

Superior instruction, a special department.

Umbrellas,

Smoking

Sets,

BUSINESS PRACTICE.

Pocket-Books,

The large

Fine Stationery,

Goods

COMMERCIAL CALCULATIONS,

sent by Express for Selection.

BAILEY, BANKS & BIDDLE,
Twelfth and Chestnut Streets,

variety of transactions with fidelity to the methods pursued in the best
business houses.

Rapid Figuring, Averaging Inteiest Accounts, Trade Discounts,
Price Lists, Foreign Exchange, etc.

BUSINESS FORMS AND CORRESPONDENCE

Philadelphia.
Notes, Cheeks, Accounts Current, Mercantile Letters, etc.

FRIENDS' BOOK ASSOCIATION

Gommepcial Law, German, French, English Branches,

Publishers, Booksellers and Stationers,

No. 1020

STAPLE

Arch

and

SHORT HAND

Street, Philadelphia.

For Business Amanuenses, Secretaries, Reporters and Literary Men.

FANCY STATIONERY,

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS.
SCRAP BOOKS,
AUTOGRAPH ALBUMS,
WRITING DESKS,
WORK BOXES,
INK STANDS,
PAPER KNIVES,
CARD CASES,
FANCY PAPETERIE.
GOLD PENS AND PENCILS,

SEPARATE INSTRUCTION

BLANK BOOKS,

BOOKS.
Poems, Juvenile and Miscellaneous Books, etc.
Articles, and Prices Low.

A Great Variety of Handsome

IN

ALL DEPARTMENTS.

Students received at any time for the Regular Courses or for Special
Branches, to attend at such hours as
suit their

EVENING
Students Received

A

for

may

best

convenience.

or

AFTERNOON

Two, Three, Four or Five Sessions a Week.

Ladies' Department.

Circulars mailed free

THE HAVERFORDIAN.
zbzryict

MUNN &

:m:_a_"W":r..

Fine Groceries, Extra Teas and Coffees, Superior Canned Goods.
From leading Pennsylvania and Western mills by the Bag or Barrel.
FRESH EGGS! BUTTER from the leading Dtlawareand Montgomery County

P

;

Dairies.

and Poultry always on hand.

all kinds,

— OYSTZEIRS.
Our

celebrated It read served daily through surrounding country from the

Try it. Plain and Fancy Cakes made fresh
Pies and all kinds of Fancy Desserts made to order.

bread wagons.

-ic:e

c:r,:ea.:m: _a.:lt:d -w.a.t:e:e?,
Of

all flavors, in all

ices-

France, Germany, and

2*£a.z3.a.£*er.

Skillful

workmen and good

all

other countries.

lished in any country. Single copies by mail. 10
cents. Sold by all newsdealers.
Address, Muim & Co., publishers of Scientific
American, 26] Broadway, New York.
Handbook about patents mailed free.

PLEASURE CARRIAGES, BUSINESS WAGONS,
FARM WAGONS, Etc.,
the best manner.
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WEEKLY

P. 'R. R.

ALL KINDS OF

in

ESTABLISHED

Thirty-six years* practice. No charge for examination of models or drawings. Advice by
mail free.
Patents obtained through us are noticed in the
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, which has the largest circulation, and is the most influential newspaper <>f its kind published in the word. The
advantages of such a notice every patentee understand.
This large and splendidly illustrated newspaper
at 83.20 a year, and is adis published
mitted to be the best paper devoted to science,
works, and
inventions,
engineering
mechanics,
other departments of industrial progress, pub-

THE ROSEMONT CARRIAGE WORKS,

Made

YORK.

We continue to aet as solicitors for patents, caveats, trade-marks, copyrights, etc., for the United
States, and to obtain patents in Canada, England,

daily.

ICE SERVED DAILY TO CUS10MERS ALL THE YEAR ROUND.
Good Horses and Carriages always to hire at White Hall Livery Stables.

J"-A.I*£ES 13. 'WIEX.&.H.I'OIT,

NEW

White Hall

kinds of forms, very finest quality.

ROSEMONT,

CO.

ATENTS

VERY CHOICE PATENT AND FAMILY FLOUR,
Fresh Meats of

xni

material.

FINE CARRIAGE FAINTING A SPECIALTY.
Persons wishing their carriages overhauled and thoroughly done up should send
them to the Rosemont Carriage Works. Farmers and milkmen wishing wagons bu It
would do well to send in their orders. Horseshoeing, under charge of William Stewart,
a particular branch of the business. Work all done by practical workmen.
Diseases of
the feet thoroughly understood.
Please call and see us at

THE ROSEMONT CARRIAGE WORKS-

ESTERBROOK'S

F.

STEEL
PENS

MAGUIRE,
•^ARTISTIG GUTTER,-*

No. 16 North Eleventh Street, Philadelphia.

SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS.

Leading Numbers: 14, 048, 130, 333, 161.

For Sale by

all

Stationers.

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN
Works, Camden, N.

J.

26

John St..

CO.,
New

York.

.A.

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.
ROWLEY &

TUSTIN,

SPECIALTY

:

Wedding, Full Dress, Graduating and Reception

Suits.

Prop'rs.

Prescriptions Accurately Compounded.

Pure Drugs, Fine Chemicals,
Elegant Pharmaceutical Preparations.
Fancy Goods, Colognes, Perfumes, Toilet Requisites,
Sponges, Chamois Skins, Mineral Waters,
Paints, Oils and Glass, etc.

WHITMAN'S FINE CONFECTIONS.
Union News Agency, Stationery,
Cigars,

etc., etc.

J.

L STADELMAN,
DEALER

(OAL AND

IN

J UMBER,

ARDMORE,

PA.
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vast facilities,
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stnck Aggregating fully
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all
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are showing a

and £U*tes §)ottazs
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In Silks, EItess G-oods,_Cloths,_LadiBs' and
ChildrBn's Wearing Apparel, Hausefnrnishing Goods, Upholstering_Materials,
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Underwear,

G-Ioves,
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A. J.

Haverford College Shoe Store.
No.

REACH &

23 South Eighth

CO.,

Street, Philadelphia.

Importers, Dealers an, 1 Manufacturers of

H.

J.

HARRISON,

Retail Dealer in Finest

BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBER GOODS,
HAVERFORD

and

COOPERTOWN ROADS,

BRYN MAWR,

PA.

OUT DOOR AND INDOOR GAMES.
Lawn

Finest Quality,
Largest Stock,
Lowest Prices.

Custom Work

a Specialty.

Tennis. Cricket, Foot Ball.

Ball,

and Gymnasium Supplies,

Indian Clubs, Running and Jumping Shoes,

Swinging Rings, Health

*S~Price-list mailed free.

JOSEPH fMLLOTT'S

^

Base

Foot Ball Jackets. Worsted Tights, Trunks, Shirts, Boxing Gloves,

STEEL** PENS.

(

THE FAVORITE NUMBERS, 303,404, 332,351. 170,
AND HIS OTHER STYLES

SOLD by ALL DEALERS throughout the WORLD

Lifts,

Goods shipped

Gymnasium Ropes,

Chest Expanders,

etc.

to all parts of the country.'
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Chemicals and Chemical Apiratiis

( T lass A/\ annfacturers,
410

46

&

RACE

ST.,

Philadelphia,

48 BARCLAY ST., New York.

Chemical Glassware
Suited to the wants of Schools and Colleges.

LABORATORIES,

COLLEGES,
MUSEUMS,
ASSAYING WORKS,
INSTITUTES OF TECHNOLOGY,
academies, &c

T>
__
BOLLOCK
,

.

O

&

_

/^

CRENSHAW,

No. 528 Arch

DRUGGISTS' GLASSWARE,
Hotnoeopat^C Vials, Druggists'

Sundries, &C.

ph ILAD

Street,

™.,

Descriptive Priced Catalogue furnished

on application.

Haverford College Store,
ESTABLISHED

184-2.

Where may be obtained

BROADBENT &
Successors (0 Broadbent

k

CO..

Phillips,

Photographers,
HAVE REMOVED TO
No. 914 Chestnut Street.

Dry Goods, Groceries,

NOTIONS,
HATS 4 CAPS,
BOOTS H SHOES,
Hardware,
Queensware,

settlements with the late firm of Broadbent &
Phillips will be made with Broadbent & Co.
at above address.
Broadbent & Co. naving purchased the negatives
and business, applications for new work
will be made to them.

Fruits,

Al!

Agent

for

Tinware,
Confectionery,

Cakes, etc.

HARRISON'S READY MIXED PAINT, and
AMERICAN BARB WIRE.

also the

GARDINER L.WARNER.
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Haverford College,
PENNSYLVANIA.
Nine miles from Philadelphia, on the

line of the

Pennsylvania Railroad.

FACULTY:
TH< IMAS CHASE,

Lit. D.,

LL.D., President, and Professor of Philology

SETH K. GIFFORD, A. M., Assistant Professor of Greek and Latin.
JOSEPH RH0AD3, Jr., A. B., Instructor in Natural History.

LL.D., Professor of Philosophy and Logic.

ALFRED GREELY LADD, A.M., M. D., Instructor in Physical Culture.
CHARLES M. BURNS, Instructor in Drawing.
JOHN E. COFFIN, S. B., Assistant in the Observatory.

and Literature.

TLINY EARLE CHASE,
ISAAC SHARPLESS,

S. B., Professor

ALLEN

A.M., Professor of Rhetoric and History.

C.

THOMAS,

LYMAN BEECHER HALL, Ph. D.,

THIS

institution

is

of Mathematics and Astronomy.

Professor of Chemistry and Physics.

WALTER FERRIS

under the management of Friends, and was founded
its healthfulness and beautiful scenery.

in 1833.

PRICE,

A. M., Assistant Librarian.

The College buildings are situated

in

a lawn of sixty acres,

in a region noted for

Two equal courses,
BARCLAY HALL, completed

the Scientific and Classical, offer a collegiate education of the highest grade.

in 1877, affords every two students a study room, with communicating single bedrooms.
The Chemical and
Physical Laboratories have been recently remodeled and new apparatus added.
The Libraries of the College contain over 13,600 volumes. An
Astronomical Observatory, furnished wilh an excellent equatorial instrument, besides olher useful apparatus, is constantly resorted to by studenls

in this

branch of science.

The mineralogical and other

three literary societies in the College.
science

and

There are
collections have recently been rearranged in a new museum in Founders' Hall.
Frequent lectures are delivered during the winter months by the Faculty, and also by specialists in

art.

FOR CIRCULARS, OR OTHER INFORMATION, ADDRESS
Prof.

ALLEN

C.

THOMAS, Prefect,
Haverford College P. O., Pa.
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The Largest Old Book Store

in

P. 0.,

MONTGOMERY

America

If

to the city write, stating

most

Collected

collection of poetry published.

THE ENGLISH PEOPLE IN

THREE

ITS
HOMES; and, The
Practical Bearings of General European History. By Edward
A. Freeman, LL.D., author of " The Norman conquest of England," etc.
12mo. Cloth extra, black and gold, 81-75.
trial

will

Jof.i.

and arranged by Henry T. Coates. New edition, thoroughly revised, and
containing Portraits of Prominent American Poets with Fac-si miles of their
hand-writing. Imp. 8vo. Cloth extra, gilt side and edges, $5. DO; Turkey
morocco, antique, lull gilt edges, £10.00. The best and roost complete

POLITICAL ECONOMY

what book you
answer immediately. It only costs a
trifle extra to send books by mail, and we make a specialty
of tilling mail orders, fully appreciating the value of prompt
and careful attention to the demands of every correspondent.

we

By

illustrations, descriptive of the

$15.00.

*

you cannot get

With 487 finely engraved

THE FIRESIDE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF POETRY.

slightest obligation to purchase.

If

No. 6.

famous and attractive places, as well as ol the historic scenes and rural
life of England and Wales.
With Mr. Cook's admirable descriptions of
the places and the country, and the splendid illustrations, this is the roost
valuable and attractive book of the season. Quarto, elegantly bound.
Cloth extra, gilt side and edges, $7.50; full Turkey morocco, gilt edges,

call at

MAILING DEPARTMENT.

1883.

ENGLAND, PICTURESQUE AND DESCRIPTIVE.

GENERAL INVITATION.

want, and

MARCH,

PORTER & COATES' NEW PUBLICATIONS.
Cook.

you want a book, no matter when or where published,
our store. We have without exception the largest
collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Departments, each department under the charge of an experienced
person, who is always willing and ready to give any information in relation to our immense stock which our customers
may desire. Any person having the time to spare is perfectly welcome to call and examine our stock of two to
three hundred thousand volumes, without feeling under the

CO., PA.,

"With Especial Reference to the IndusHistory of Nations. By, Robert Ellis Thompson, M.A. 12mo.
;

loth extra, 81.50.

The book is one that should find a large circle of readers, not only among
professed students, but with the large body ot intellig nt working men with
whom the real interests of the country are safest "—Public Ledger. Philadelphia.
" It is a book which every one would do well to obtain, and, when obtained,
to read with care and attention."— Toronto World.

THREE IN NORWAY.

Two

map

By
of Them. With a
and 58 illustrations. T2mo. Cloth extra, black an
gold. 81.75.
story, as a story, is well told, and old hunters and fishermen will envy
the trio their sport with rod and rifle; but while there is nothing either forced
or silly about the narrative, it boils over with genuine fun untd the reader
feels not that the unnamed authors are making him laugh, but ihat he ii

LEARY'S OLD BOOK STORE,
No. 9 South Ninth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
First Store

below Market Street.

"

The

simply laughing with them. He and they form a hilarious company with no
nonsense about them." Inquirer, Philadelphia.
''While the incidents of the journey are interesting in themselves, the
pleasant methods ot the author make the book among the most enjoyable of us

kind."— Inter-Ocean, Chicago.

MICROSCOPES.

H.

B.

HART,

ITllCROSCOPIC ACCESSORIES.
SPY GLASSES,

OPERA GLASSES,

Bicycles,

DRAWING INSTRUMENTS,

Tricycles and

SURVEYING INSTRUMENTS,

Velocipedes.

Spectacles,
No. 813

EYE GLASSES,

ARCH

STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

THERMOMETERS AND BAROMETERS.

cycle Purchasers taught to ride free of charge.

Physical and Chemical Apparatus.

JAMES W. QUEEN &CO.

Send 3 cent stamp

J. P.

924 CHESTNUT STREET,

24 page Catalogue.

TWADDELL,
Fine Shoes.

PH [LA DELPHI A.

Gents' Fine Shoes a Specialty.

Catalogues as follows sent on application:
Fart 1.
Parte.
Part 3.
Part 4.

for

Mathematical Instruments

102 pages.

Optical Instruments, 18 pages.
Magic Lanterns. 112 pages.
PljilnsonMcal Instruments, 160 pages.
Part. 5. Meteorological Instrument? and Chemical Apparatus,
120 pages.
>

No. 1212

MARKET STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.

wo squares from Broad

Street Station.

THE HAVERFORDIAN.
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STADELMAN'S PHARMACY.

&

Horper, Golladay

Compounding

60.

HUNYADI JANOS AND FRIEDRICHSH ALL

invite attention to their

BITTER WATERS,

Gents' Furnishing Goods Department,
which

will always be

of Prescriptions a specialty.

Together with a variety of Imported and Domest'c.
Natural Spring Waters, constantly on hand.

found replete with the

ALL THE POPULAR MONTHLY AND WEEKLY MAGAZINES

LATEST NOVELTIES

AND DAILY PAPERS.

NECKWEAR.

IN

STORE ENLARGED AND REFURNISHED.

ALL SIZES OF

Ready Made

Shirts at $1.00 each.

Measures taken, and made

to Order.

Fit,

Workmanship and

Whitman's and other Fine Confectionery

Cor. Cricket

Materials Guaranteed.

"

"

"

"

also the Choicest Cigars.

Avenue and Lancaster Pike,
ARDMORE.

Directly opposite Station.

HENRY TROEMNER,

$1S.00 per Dozen, Laundried.

20.00
24.00

;

Open

Front.
Extra Fine.

Jerseys for Gymnasium, Tennis and Cricket,

etc., in

HOMarMSt.

College Colors.

ANALYTICAL

ASSAY
A

full

assortment of

Nos. 1412 and 1414

WEIGHTS OF

ASSAY

CHESTNUT STREET,

(Above Broad

BALANCES

BALANCES

COLLARS AND CUFFS.

WEIGHTS

FT

DRUGGISTS' PRESCRIPTION SCALES,

PHILADELPHIA.

PT.ICE LIST

Provident Life and Trust Company
OF PHILADELPHIA,
No. 409 Chestnut Street.
1st

Mo.

1st,

KEEP'S SHIRTS,
933 Chestnut Street.

$7,223,605 76

Liabilities,

KEEP'S Custom

Shirts Made to Measure from
Wamsutta Muslin and Best Irish Linen.
Bosoms 3-ply, all Linen. Perfect Fit Guaranteed.

5,556,050 88
$1,667,554 88

:

Mortality Experience from 1866 to 1881.
Probable Death Losses according to the American Experience Table of Mortality, the Standard of.the
Pennsylvania Insurance Department (882 lives),
Actual experience of the Company during the whole
period (.592 lives),
Difference,

SIX

---...
-----....

A Low Rate

of Mortality

SAMUEL R.SHIPLEY,

THOMAS WISTAR,

91,847,138 00

WILLIAM HACKER,
ASA

8.

WIXG,

KEEP MANUFACTURING CO.

Makes Cheap Insurance.

WM.

C.

President.

Depl.

ISRAEL MOKRl». Phi.aaelphia
CHAS. HAR1SHORNE.

WILLIAM GUMMERB,
FREDERIC COLLINS.
C.

WHELLER,
PRACTICAL

Chief Medical Examiner.

PHILIP

$9.00!

Fine Assortment of Gents' Furn/'shing Goods.

806,929 0"

DIRECTORS.
SAMUEL U. SHIPLEY, i'hi.adelphia.
T. WISTAR BROWN.
RICHARD CADBURY.
HENRY HAINES,
JOSHUA 11. MORRIS
RICHARD Wood.

FOR

Samples and Circulars Mailed Free.

82,654,067 00

-

ASA s. WING, Vice-President and Actuary,
JOSEPH ASHBROOK. Manager of Insurance
DR.

&c.

ON APPLICATION.

GLOVES, UMBRELLAS, UNDERWEAR, ETC.

1883.

Assets at market price.

Surplus, including Capital Stuck,

PKECISION.

St.)

BOOK-BINDER
152 SO.

Room

THIRD STREET,

4.

PHILADELPHIA.

GARRETT,

MURRAY SHIPLEY. Cii.cinnati, O
J. MORTON ALBERTSON.
Norristown. Ta

Old Books and Magazines bound with neatness and despatch.
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annually.

matter
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G. H. Evans,

'83,
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if

Chairman.

Samuel Shoemaker,
Enos L. Doan, '85.

Charles R. Jacob, '84.
T. Herbert Chase, '84.

William

One

is

Copt/,

is

No. 6.

no more interest

taken from

is

us.

It is,

in

regard to this

we cannot complain

the future than in the past,

undoubtedly, a busy

time of the year, but nevertheless there are few

could not find the time to prepare,

Ast.

if

who

they only chose to

so.

One Year.

$1.00

We have noticed, and with the deepest regret, a
growing tendency in our midst of dissatisfaction with
the present state of affairs, and a general grumbling,
which does not become us. We naturally turn ourselves
around, and look for the cause of the disorder amongst
us

The regular price of subscription to the HaverOld Haverforfordian is only $1.00 per year.

and friends of

dians in particular,

the

College

generally, should give us their hearty support in
to

there

1883.

'«3-

The Haverfordian is the official organ of the students of Haverford College, and
published monthly during the College year.
Literary communications should be addressed to the editors.

our endeavors

If

MARCH,

Business Manager.

'85,

T. Hussey, '85,

Subscription Price.

in

the prize

do
Rufus M. Jones,

CO., PA.,

raise the

standard of literary

Arrangements having been
work in the College.
made with the publishers of the "Student," we are
enabled to mail to any address the "Student" and
"Haverfordian " together for $1.50 per year.

;

but we are at a loss to account

reason for
that there

it,

is

for it
we see no
and have finally come to the conclusion
here at Haverford a band of grumblers
;

and growlers, who are never satisfied with anything,
and, what is more, never will be satisfied with affairs, no
matter how they may chance to meet them.
We have
noticed these grumblers connected more or less closely
with

all

our college pursuits

add

to

;

in

our recitations, as well

ground and we cannot say that they
the happiness and enjoyment of life.
What we

as on the cricket

;

should like to

see, is all this unnecessary growling put
and each one throw into a common pool his hearty
quota of good feeling and energy. One certainly cannot
but appreciate that the only way to live in happiness and
concord, is by having some respect for our fellows, and

aside,

SONNET ON EVENING.
what beauteous

visions greet the enraptured Bight,

Evening h- ,1,1s her silent sway
Faint gilded clouds pursue retreating day
Anon a modest Mar. with feeble light.
Looks shyly down soon others, dazzling bright
Then worlds on worlds in glittering array.
Win-it gentle

!

studying to please them.

,

:

Below, the ion

And

hill

-t

Leaves with zephyrs play.

and dale await the approaching night

While Luna, riding

;

.

Every one must recognize the fact that it is difficult
comprehensive course of study that will suit
the tastes and supply the needs of every student.
One

in her silver ear.

Illumes the scene with magic loveliness.
Thou, whose wonders everyw here we see,
Who rul'st the vast profundity afar.
Tench us with thankful hearts Thy name to Mess.
With adoration meet to worship Thee

to arrange a

will

also as quickly see that nothing

is

easier than for a

grumble about the course of study
prescribed for him. Our curriculum seems to be crowded
so full of work as to leave little chance for any addition,
and we would not question the wisdom of those who
have mapped it out. Still we would like to suggest that
in the amount of attention paid to
it is very deficient
English literature. The lectures, one hour a week, durcollege student to

It is early,

fact

that the

many weeks

but not too early to

Alumni
are past.

call attention to

the

Prize Contest will take place before
It

is

possible should take part in

desirable that as
this.

It is

many

as

the only regular

Haverford boasts, and it is a shame that
no more than two or three students should participate
prize that

ing half the

Sophomore

year, while accomplishing as
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much

expected

as could be

in

the short time allotted to

them, are necessarily so brief and hasty as hardly to open
the subject

Besides, being chiefly historical, they

fairly.

do not require of the student any study of

The evening readings

itself.

of value

are

literature

to

those

specially interested, but are so few as hardly to count as
a factor in the general work.
It is

evident that this

tant a subject.

We

is

too

time for so impor-

little

think that the present curriculum

might be changed, so as to include a course

in

the study

why

using the same system,
tations

and work?

systems used
or

isfactory

colleges

in

subjected to

"

Nothing can be more unsatthe system of marking

also forces into

It

it.

of study which

young men

especially to the scientific students, lacking, as they do,

and

discipline

prominence a motive

anything but the

is

to

classics give.

:

calculated to nourish the self-respect of the

positive proof that the

which the

reci-

pursued in our colleges."
He also says: "That the
system of marking, as at present pursued, is very poorly

would require their works to be read and discussed in
the class.
Such a course could be made of much value,
the acquaintance with literature

we marked on our

mechanical than

business of the student

representative authors,

are

G. Holland says of the marking

J.

— a study which

of eight or ten

Unless we can have professors

have been equally good.

is

The

best.

great

not to acquire knowledge, and

We

power, but to get marks."

marking of students here

have
not

is

rank them according to their merits, but that the

favorites should be

why

ranked high, the others low.
that part of a class should

If

it

A

were not

not

marked above 9.50, the other half below 7.40? Any
one knows that there should not be such a large difference between two halves of the same class, when in

careful stud)' of the English masterpieces would enable
them to put on the mental garb of great minds, and
would go far toward supplying a training which they do

now

We

receive.

do not think

it is

wise to leave the student to do

own reading in this field. Of course there are some
who will study the English classics for themselves but
many of them are as likely to go astray as to adopt a

his

so,

is it

other studies the lower half ranks higher,
difference.

Is

it

there

if

all

is

be

any

anything strange that the marking sys-

tem should be called "a

failure,

and worse than nothing,"

;

course of reading that will be of value to them; and a
still

greater

number never attempt

to study the master-

All need the guiding hand of an instructor to

pieces.

show them what
colleges

to

department

in this

do and how

now have more
;

to

do

it.

Many

other

or less comprehensive courses

ought not Haverford to follow

example, and meet the need

felt

here

their

?

when

a professor stands up and says that he has been

showing partiality to some simply
because they had read more Latin or Greek before they
entered college?
But what is this marking system, and
what are its advantages ? Holland says that " it is a
make-shift," and its convenience is that "it throws the
responsibility of the student's progress upon himself,
and entirely relieves the faculty." It may be a great
marking

his class,

convenience to the faculty, but the college

and not that he

educating the student,

Now

himself.

"

Only the Lord and one professor ever understood
it
the Lord won't tell, and the professor has forgotten
it," is the way in which one of our exchanges comments
upon their marking system.
We think this remark will
apply to Haverford better than almost any other place.
;

is

is

may

paid for

educate

there not some better way to encourage

the student to better

work

the professor, but will

it

It

?

may

not be so easy for

not enthuse the student with a

work
some encouragement

greater desire to do his

well

receives

?

when he

sees that he

Certainly no professor here understands our system, or
if

he thinks he does, he does not have the same version

any of the others do. We have as many
marking systems as there are professors, and when the

of

it

that

end of the quarter comes the professors hand in each his
own marks.
Two students in the same class and same
division may have entirely different studies (owing to

number of electives), so that one may be under prowho mark easily, and the other under those who
mark close. When the end of the quarter comes, these

the

fessors

two students' marks are handed

in, and one ranks high,
while the other ranks low, although their recitations may

theme of the present time is the
shall we remedy the evils of the
present organization, is a question which many have
taken upon themselves to answer. The abolition of the
Loganian, the establishment of a fourth society, and the
formation of the upper and lower classes into two distinct associations, appear to be the three most popular
schemes. Now the abolition of any of the present
The decree would no
societies is next to impossible.
sooner go forth that there was a movement of this kind
on foot, than the Alumni would pour in upon us, and

The

all-absorbing

society question.

How
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have good reasons for demandwhich
they labored be not dising, that the societies for
continued.
The experience of a few years ago makes us
We would only get
shrink from such an undertaking.

demand,

This alone is certainly a very
But there are
abandoning the project.
Imagine two societies, one composed of
other reasons.
Seniors and Juniors, the other of Sophomores and Freshdefeated for our pains.

good reason

The

men.

for

latter, at least,

We

organization.

could never be a satisfactory

are willing to predict that within a

would be broken up by a cane rush or free fight.
There would be continual quarrels over the offices, and
repeated wrangles on the different questions which might
come up. The larger class would rule. There would
be no incentive to work, as there is where two evenly
year

THE INFLUENCE OF ATHENS

as they certainly

It is related in a certain Greek anecdote of a somewhat impracticable Roman, that he desired to sell his
house. So he removes a brick from the structure, and
goes through the streets showing it, and entreating the
people to buy the house, of which the brick is a fair specimen.
Now any feeble effort that I can make on this

subject can only convey such an impression of the true

Few
how much as

it

ever stop to think

we

are indebted to

tion of the
I

[ers

is

world

literature

far

better

proposition,

the

that

is

Loganian meet one week, and the Everett and Athenaeum
on the next. In order that non-Loganian members may
not suffer by the plan, it is proposed that a fourth society
be formed, to meet on the same evening as the Loganian.
The plan has this advantage; it would give to members
of the latter society a little more time and less work,

and would ensure to every member of the college one,
and only one, meeting a week. But it is to be hoped

member

that every

of the three societies will consider

most promising of
these changes.
It is a very novel idea with many, this
revolution in the organization of our societies and the
thought of varying the monotony of the regular, everyday college drudgery by tearing down one or two of
these ancient landmarks and setting a new one is very
pleasant.
But it would be well for such to look for a
carefully before he votes for even the

;

moment

at the

real

state of affairs.

not the present

Is

organization as satisfactory as any could be?

Has not

the attendance in the private societies been larger than
for years, and has there not been

much

formance of the regular exercises?
suffered, the others

gain,

for

last

If the

have gained; and

year too

zeal in the per-

it

Loganian has

is

their turn to

much work was done

in

the

Loganian when compared with that done in the Everett
and Athenajum. But we think that even the muchpitied Loganian has had little reason to complain since
the

her welfare has very

holidays, for the interest in

perceptibly

increased.

though peculiar

Finally,

the

in

lines of Lowell, let us

comprehensive

remember

that

Change just for change is like them
Where they shift plates, ami let you

big hotels,
live

that

a nation

republic had not existed.

little

She

and national

life

says,

lives

to-day

of the world.

"There

not a nation from the

is

tal

Italy,

whose

literature

is

not imbedded

elements of classic learning."
of Macaulay,

"

assuages pain,

— whenever

Whenever

pregnant words

In the

sorrow or

literature consoles
it

the very

in

brings gladness to the eyes,

which fail with wakefulness and
dark houseand long sleep there

and ache

tears,

—

is

exhibited

till

we

factory reasons for being otherwise.

see

noblest

form the immortal influence of Athens."

Upon

the accession of Pericles, after the battle of

Marathon, Athens became the resort of learned
from Egypt, Phoenicia, and

all

Her

Greece.

men,

social

life-

was such, that only wise men could find pleasure in it.
Consequently the elite of the world formed the classical
age of Athens.

We

boast of modern civilization, but

with the Athenian populace
training of the
cal

humble

education that

men.

It

we

not

comparison

The

Athens was a

politi-

artisans in

we know

in

are as pygmies.

how

togive to our states-

has been concluded by English investigators, that

much

the average ability of the Athenian citizen was as

above that of the Anglo-Saxon of to-day as we are above
Rufus Choate used to say that the orations
the African.
of Demosthenes, which were understood by the Athenian
people, were so compact that only

the judges

Supreme Court could endure such condensation

of the

of matter.

But what seems so marvellous to us is the originality of
Grecian work. John Stuart Mill says, " All genius is
originality, but all originality

is

remarkable that we, benefited by

not genius."
tin-

not

is

It

experience of cen-

should accomplish great things, but when

we

consider that the Greeks with no standard on which to

on smells."

some more

for the

in its

base their speculations, formed works which

Let us be conservative

the

in

bleak shores of the Baltic to the bright plains of immor-

turies,
•

busy Americans
and as individuals
Athens, and what would be the condi-

if

Judge Story

did 'of the varied

of our

indeed a glorious career.

balanced societies are striving for the mastery.

Another, and

Roman

glory of Athens, as the poor
structure of the house.

satis-

we,

those works as models, can never hope to surpass,
led almost to deify the reason of

man.

And

it

is

with

we

are

a fact
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beyond dispute

that the

were planted, the

first

first fruitful

somed on the banks of the Grecian
Explore

in

ished eloquence and ponderous syllables in defense of the

germs of Philosophy

flowers of immortal poesy blosSea.

the realms of science and art and see

what Athens has done. Let us ascend for an instant the
old Acropolis, and view in fancy the bright stars of that
Grecian Pleiades. Who was Homer ? The Father of Epic
poetry, the prince of

poets, before

all

whom

even our

departing liberties of Greece, and

tion of Burke, the

of Webster.

own Shakespeare must bow. From him Virgil, Dante
and Milton drew their inspiration, and after almost three
thousand years we look upon the Iliad and Odyssey as

you

the grandest production in the perfection of

influence of

and execution that

Who

is

to be found in the

its

designs

works of man.

were /Eschylus and Sophocles? The great writers

whose

of tragedy in the majesty of

true grandeur of an Attic muse.

style

is

shown the

In true sublimity they

fire

of Mirabeau. and the deep logic

Look where you

will

in

Rhetoric,

Art,

an Athenian master. What has been the
Athens since the great Demosthenes? Let
us first turn to old imperial Rome, as Byron called her,
" Rome, my country, city of the soul, lone mother of
dead empires." Whence did she draw her inspiration ?
Hear what her great poet Horace says: " Grcecia capta
will find

Who

cepit, et artcs intulit

agrcsti Latii," or

"Greece taken, took her savage victors' hearts,—
And polished rustic Lutium with her arts."

The Romans were

The secret of his architecture perished

breathing bronze."

has cast a halo

Sculpture, Philosophy, Poetry, or in Oratory, and there

ferum victorem

in poetiy what Phidias and Angelo were in art.
was Phidias ? The greatest sculptor of Athens and
of all time, who moulded " the living marble and the

were

who

around Athens and made her shine with almost her
former grandeur even in her dying hour. Search through
the orators of Rome, England and America, and you
will find scarcely enough to make one Demosthenes.
He combined the broad learning of Cicero, the imagina-

the pupils of the Greek.

Cicero

Homer and

with him, and the majestic white columns of the Parthenon

copied Demosthenes and Plato

proud relief against the pale blue of
the Attic sky, the remnants of a perfect structure.
Who was Aristotle ? The man who bequeathed to us the
beautiful arts of Rhetoric, Logic and Economics.
Who
was Plato ? Without doubt the most comprehensive man
that Rome, Greece or the world has ever produced.
Under him and his master, Socrates, the science of philosophic reasoning was absolutely perfected, for the Romans
added not one principle, and in modern times the men

Horace copied Alca_*us Epicurus copied
works of Rome are but translations, or, at the most, a happy transfusion of the Grecian
Roman law which is the basis of our jurismasters.
prudence was taken from the Greeks. While Rome was
martial, the ruler of the world and the most perfect social
organization of antiquity, what was it but a pale reflection
of Athenian grandeur ? What she learned from Athens,
she transmitted to Europe, and while Dante, Petrarch,
Tasso, Cervantes, Racine and Moliere went to Rome for
their inspiration, the prime source was the Athens of
The great power of Athens lay to a certain
Pericles.
extent in her beautiful language, which the Greeks themselves called the " Mother tongue of the muses," without
doubt the most comprehensive that God has ever given
to man, embracing in its expressions all the actions of
nature and the varied conceptions and emotions of the
human mind. It was essentially the language of nature
Madame DeStael
as the Greek was the child of nature.
mistress
of
fifty
languages,
I would make
says, "Were I
love in the soft Italian, converse in the gay French, sing

still

stand out

in

—

who have
of the
in

attained the highest success in the philosophy

mind were those who had followed most minutely

the steps of Plato.

But you

may

and Plato were
and I dare assert that
they attained to a grander, a nobler, and a more complete
conception of the same God that we worship than scores
of the skeptic philosophers of Europe and America, than
heathen.

deny

I

who

say

Socrates

that

that they were,

welcome within the pale of the Chrisno knowledge of the Jewish
God, could get so near him by the perfection of their
philosophy, how much superior was their philosophy to
that which now leads us away until we become lost in
millions

tian

the

Church.

mazy

find

If they, with

labyrinths of Pantheism and Transcendentalism

Let us to the famous orators

first

in

the majestic Spanish, write in the copious

English,

!

had

The

simplicity, the beauty, the majesty of nature

their

own

familiar gods.

murmur

To

the imaginative Greek,

rill
as it bubbled
through some shady dell was the plaint of a sylvan nymph

the low, sweet

of a gentle

;

was Demosthenes

The

;

;

Lucretius, and the great

repair,

Artaxerxes' throne.
Athenians.

Virgil copied

think in the deep German, and deliver in the noble Greek."

whose resistless
eloquence wielded at will that fierce Democracy, shook
the arsenal and fulminated over Greece to Macedon and

Who

Theocritus

;

of

all

?

The most Athenian

of

the orators of the ancient

and modern world, the man who poured forth his pol-

"
-ok'jfSXocatpo^" or the farand roar of the
and
resounding sea was the wrath of the ocean god
the roll of the distant thunder was the voice of the mighty

the crash

;

:
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The

Zeus.

man

wrath of

As we

or the gentle love of the maiden, are por-

nowhere

trayed, as

else,

the works of Attic Greece.

in

recall the glories of Athens

lives again, that Socrates

still

that the

maid of Athens

still

and the

fate

we

almost seems that she

it

teaches on the old Acropolis,

of Antigone, and

the scenes of

recall

repeats the

we

song of Sappho

iove to linger as

happy childhood.

when

But Athens

her temples

has gone, her beauty has perished,
fallen,

The

sublimity of the ocean, the rush of a cataract

or the repose of a placid lake, the majesty of Zeus, the

have

and the people have degenerated into timid slaves.
still lives, it is not a dead language, and

Her language

her influence survives in the character of ever)-

noble

down through the ages, shedding a
of Rome, lighting up the darkness
trated

Athens

in 1821,

and viewing the majesty of the ruins of

former beauty and departed glory, should exclaim

in

the

passion of a great poet
••

The

past returned, the present

Ami

glory

seemed

knew no clime beyond
for

her

fest

;

-r

her past, and

1824 he

in

illus-

and heart-broken poet stands a monument of pure
Pentilic marble, the token of the gratitude of independent

Where now

to Florence, to

is

the Athens of Pericles

Go

?

to

London, and you
will find in the galleries of art the few models of Grecian
sculpture, but her intellectual empire embraces the civilization of the world.
Her influence has been manifested in
Paris

and

to

the assembly, at the bar of justice, in the forum, in the
beautiful

of

figurative

literature,

growth of

in

language and the golden thought

the

temples

of learning, and in the

nations.

Whenever

of the prophets

How

Socrates!

;

—Athens,

Jerusalem, the

the city of Plato and

inseparably are they linked

human progress
come down through

tory of

;

Gentlemen

made

a stand against oppres-

:

— Being

minded student,

a peaceably

scathing articles which

I have seen
in your paper.
But
and particularly in your last number, there
have been articles which reflect most strongly on certain
influential members of our college, which are uncalled

recently,

for,

in

One which

and, to say the least, dishonorable.

me most

forcibly

which you

was an

state

editorial in

your

Ground Committee,

a cricketerarenot recognized.

I

case

not the

man may

have

;

in

no matter how

that

him,

if

there

is

scaffold of

mind, and

in

the blindness

God gave

Harry Vane.
in

that

little

to

the noblest

on the

are

looked

to outsiders,

suppose that Haverford

political

that such

leaders.
is

Your

after.

wrong impression

is

us,

first

or second,

article

certainly

who would

natu-

a den of bossism and

Our personal experience teaches

brotherly love, for which our college

amongst

a

us

not the case, but that the good old feeling of

and hope

will

Greece the largest

is

continue so

noted,
in

still

exists

the future.

Yours,

X.

hundred

men whose works the world
whom, directly or indirectly,
productions of the human mind.

has never equalled, and from
all

Milton, and

peninsula, twenty-three

years ago, lived a body of

have sprung

of

his interests

cricket

little

rally

the lonely exile of Dante, in the drear)- cell

warm

the slightest chance of his

and the workings of the human soul, then has been felt
in its grandest form the imperishable influence of Athens
in

a

can, from personal experi-

gives a

Cervantes,

is

his merits as

ence, having been at college three years, testify that such

out the beauties of the muses, the secrets of the universe

Maecenas,

struck

number,

last

that unless a cricketer

personal friend of the

being of any value to the eleven, either

the sequestered villa of Cicero, at the gay court of

I

have, up to the present time, taken no notice of certain

whenever genius and culture have prevailed over
ignorance and darkness, whenever men have searched

of

the his-

To the Editors of The Haverfordian.

is

liberty has

sion,

in

in

Side by side their influence

!

the ages side by side let them
go on together, and while the human soul is brought
the religion of the lowly
into divine harmony by
Nazarene, it will ever be moulded and broadened by the

Athens did

trious

Rome,

the worshipers of Athene, he

revealed the power of the human mind.

:e."

not forget his sacrifice, and to-day over England's

Greece.

among

Greece,

in

to cease,
I

her to regain her freedom.

in assisting

Italy,

of

teachings of the sages of Athens.

Byron loved Greece
died

fires

The career of Athens is indeed a noble one, and
second only to the religion of Jesus Christ. In Palestine, among his chosen people, God made himself mani-

has

can wonder that Lord Byron, standing in

on the glory

influence of culture and the blessings of civil and religious
freedom to a prosperous and happy republic.

Roman

Who

?

lustre

of Mediaeval

Saxon liberty, until it has penethe wilds of America, and still imparts the benign

and kindling the

city

legions

which shone from that single constellation

of Orion has been transmitted with a resplendent glare

man. There is something sad and pathetic in the fate of
Athens. Who does not love her after the battle of
Marathon, and who is not filled with sorrow as he reads
of the invasion of*Philip, and the conquest of the

light

vn

The

twenty-fifth anniversary of the Everett Society

takes place on the 30th.
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VIII

MODERN HADES.

A VISIT TO
I

my

"Oh, genius of Yankeedom,"

sank down, down with the velocity of lightning

hair stood on end

to breathe

;

of the air as

my

;

flesh crept

;

almost ceased

I

;

"

I

could hear no sound save the awful rush

I

sped on

my

With

way.

feelings such as

I

had never experienced before, and hope never to experiI continued in this flight upwards to an hour.
Suddenly I became conscious of a strong smell of

ence again,

A

sulphur.

me

below

faint light

gradually

The murkiness of an impenetrable

night

space of time changed to the glare of noon.
land ahead, and soon

felt

too

it

for

;

increased.

had
I

my

in

brief

perceived

head struck

against a projecting rock, with a force which rendered

me, for the time being, insensible
had previously noticed.

to the odors

which

**********
When I came to myself, I

by

company

a

appearance,

found that

I

I

was surrounded

of natives, of a strange and remarkable

who on

being interrogated as to their pedi-

When I asked one
might apply to these regions, he

gree, styled themselves " shades."

of

them what name

I

answered, as a true Hibernian should, that they
after calling
"

How

"

it

from here to the Styx

?

"

said

I

to

oboli,

to a mile," replied he, " but unless

you cannot get

York has put on two

you

across, for they've raised

the fare since old Socrates went over.

Stewart of

New

and Charon long since
have been waiting some time for

ferry-boats,

gave up the practice.

I

a reduction, but with no success yet."

With such directions, and some others which I
managed to get from this band, I started for the Styx.
I had no difficult)' in finding the place, owing to the cries
which proceeded from that
me I had money with me, so

direction.
I

knew

Fortunately for

there

would be

little

difficulty in crossing.
I

thought, therefore, that

The

first

person

was a Yankee.

it

been unable to deprive him.
panied his task by whistling
"

My friend,"

man, " may
such a rate
"

to

would look around me

who attracted my attention particHe was whittling very diligently

with a jack-knife, of which

a

I

few moments.

ularly

I

raft to
sit

I

to

myself,
in

the

I passed along, but saw nothing of interest save a
Jerseyman fishing for catfish off one of the wharves.
Therefore being anxious to do Hades, as travelers say,
I resolved to embark.
The ferry-boats, which run over

this stream, are

very

much

and New York, full)'
crowded. On landing
forms with the cry,

like those

between Jersey City

and, if possible, more
was saluted by several ghostly

as clean,
I

"Have

a hack,

sir,

for

Tartarus?"

shook my head. I had made up my mind to have
it out on foot with the dog Cerberus.
I had a plan which
I thought would work fully, as well as
Eneas's drugged
plum-cake. So I started boldly up the road which led by
the den of this monster.
Signs were scattered here and
there, warning strangers " to keep off the grass," and " to
beware of the dog." But I had cut too many eye-teeth
to be taken in by the latter of these.
I knew they
were
just put there to tempt travelers to buy from the owners
But

I

of the shops along the way.
I

neared the hound's kennel, waited patiently

from

my

when he was

for

within a few yards, drew

pocket a copy of Whately, which happened to

be there, and in a loud voice read a few lines concerning

Upwards

have ten

for a

said

expected to see thee display thyself

the attack, and

another.
"

little I

very abode of the shades!"

were

them Hades."
far is

how

I

ask

in

said
for

I,

"

appeared even Hades had
This diligent shade accom-

Yankee Doodle."

delighted to see a fellow-country-

what purpose you are whittling

the Halls of

Hades

at

"

all

Dutchman yonder."

day, chewing

my

him.

thumbs

like that

He

;

;

foot in a blanket,

You

?

am making pegs," said he, " for fastening together
take me over this muddy river.
I'm not going

round here

and physical sequence. I knew it would fetch
slackened up every ear on his three heads
dropped, and he was soon sound asleep.
I turned round
to an Italian shade who had a hand-organ over his
shoulder, and said, "You see, my friend, what presence of
mind will do." This gentleman answered that he would
play a few notes on his organ, in order that the dog
might still more soundly sleep. I implored him to abandon the project, if he valued his life, for it would certainly
have the opposite effect and told him that if the dog
did not tear him to pieces, some of his fellow shades
I, however, hastened on in order that
certainly would.
I might get past before he tried any of his experiments.
Hardly had I reached the top of the hill, when the handorgan-man began. He had ground out just three notes
of the " Dead March of Saul," when that dog revived,
and, a moment later, every head on his body had had a
square meal.
Dropping a tear at the thought of the
poor man's fate, I proceeded.
I was soon met by a man enveloped from head to
logical

who

are just the one

By

exclaimed,

wished to

"

By

the dog, well met!

see."

and general appearance, I took him to
and in this I was not mistaken, for in a

his oath

be Socrates

;

moment he

said, "

am

I

Socrates,

You have heard of me,
who drank the hemlock."

I

suppose.

I

THE
inquired for Xanthippe.

I

"Alas! "said

thousand years have made her none the
just chased

went

in

me

AVERFORDIAN.

how hemlock agreed

After having asked him
him,

H

with

he, "

She has

older.

out of Tartarus with a broomstick.

there to see

if

I

till

we

discussion, which

arrived at the gates which lead

He

into the Elsyian Fields.

I

could find young Alcibiades."

He then went off into some philosophical
he did not abandon

two

me that this was
me to come in.
changed much since

informed

the place where he dwelt, and invited

did so.
This tract of land had not
Eneas traversed it. Indeed, Socrates said, that while
Tartarus had to be enlarged nearly every year, these
regions, owing to the few who entered them, were always
the same in size.
I noticed with a pang that there were
I

none there whom I recognized as college students.
When I spoke to my guide about the matter, he said
that Minos and Rhadamanthus never took the trouble
to judge college men, but turned them into Tartarus
without trial. We now came to a large enclosure. This,
Socrates informed me, was a home for punsters.
The
walls had been made of great thickness, so that no sound
could possibly escape.

There

he.

"

Homer

the

owe one. He was immediately put
and has been there ever since."

ure,

We
last

came

from these stood Julius Caesar and Napoleon Bonaparte,
engaged in a hot debate as to whether a catapult or
cannon would kill the most men in the same time.
In this vicinity were buildings for horse-thieves, third
ward politicians and lawyers, for poor poets and doctors.
In fact, the whole concern was far more extensive than
I had ever supposed.
But where was Socrates? I had not seen him for
several moments.
Poor man! I soon perceived what
was the matter. .At some distance off he was making
vain attempts to dodge a broomstick, which his former
wife Xantippe was flourishing over his head.
Quite a
crowd had gathered about the two. There was evidently
a crisis.
I rushed in, and cried out: "Madam, allow me
But in reply she dealt me a stunning
to remonstrate."
blow on the head, and

^:^:
I

at

%

%:

awoke.

It

%

:£

:}:

ing,

air,

my

and

without very favorable

rain

The

the rate of a gallon to a drop.

was pealing on the

^

:{:

was morning. The gentle

^

was

falling

breakfast-bell

room-mate was endeavor-

me

results, to resuscitate

with

a cricket-bat.

"

is

IX

nothing they hate so

much

as puns," said

hadn't been here long before he perpetrated

to several

more of these

in this

LOCALS

enclos-

Ye

editor sitteth alone in his den
And vvriteth a poem so fine.
The stanzas flow easily off from his

enclosures, the

of which was for honest politicians

;

it

was very

With beauty

small.

And when the great
He shouteth, in

After shaking hands with Virgil, Xenophon, George

and Jonathan Dymond, and witnessing a game of
base-ball which some Chicago men were playing, we

every

in

"

III.

By

epic at length
editors' lingo

the flesh-pots of E?ypt,

Old Byron

'

twill

done,

is
:

yank the top bun

nowhere, by Jingo

is

pen

line.

;

"

!

printer's small devil, he knocks at the door
And asks for ye editor's copy
(For now you must know, if you ne'er knew before.
That the printer's the Devil's own poppy.)

Ye

passed out of the Elysian Fields, and started for Tartarus.

;

Socrates being rather tired,

going

On

in that direction.

Persephone out driving.
fact that his face

was a

I

was
the way we met Pluto and
hailed a horse-car that

The

little

Ye

former, except from the

And

At a short distance

* I could not, however, form a very correct estimate of his appearance, for
Persephone's ten-acre h»t intercepted the view t<> a great extent.

a wink with his eye,
taketh ye editor's poem the while,

And

furnaces,

nothing like getting used to a thing."

he smileth a Guiteau-like smile,

And winketh

blackened from tending the

was very much like the rest of the shades
whom I had met.*
We had no difficulty in obtaining a pass at Tartarus,
enabling us to examine the premises. The first person
whom I recognized was Tantalus, still up to his chin in
water. He complained of being rather hungry. I handed
him some of the fruit which was growing about his head.
He thanked me, and said it was the first square meal he
had eaten for three thousand years. Sisyphus was trundling his rock at a short distance off.
asked him if it
I
was not hard work, he said, "Yes; but that there was

printer,

mixeth

it

up into

pi.

When

the morning dew flashed on the beard of the whc.it
Like the tear on a maiden's eye-lash,
editor called for the fresh-printed sheet,
And read hU great poem a hash.

The
The

lines

were

Whilst as

And

all

twisted, the verses reversed.

to the spelling,

O Moses

Then ye

murderous knife
shouted, in editor's lingo
the flesh-pots of Egypt, I'll hue his vile life
"
I'll hash him to sausage, by Jingo!
editor reached for a

And

"

By

.'

the editor thought that his gizzard would burst
When he read about " freshly blown noses."

:

Epitaph.
head upon the lap of earth,
A printer who hath passed this mortal span,
was the devil's master from his birth,
But now he is become the devil's man.

Here

He

rests his

!
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How
How

can smiling mourn

discovery that the pole

?

can smiling morn hail

cricketers can

?

The Seniors have taken up Gurney's Observations.
The Senior

Class will take post-graduate courses at the U. P.

is

there,

still

and unless some

patriotic

concoct energy enouqh to get up early in the

morning and set it up, it is likely to remain there till Doomsday.
As energy is a remarkably scarce article nowadays at Haverford,
this latter supposition is the most probable.

next year.
Bicyclers are at work again cleaning up their machines, with
the immediate prospect of enjoying some wheel?.

A
John
it

show signs of weakness and
you have five weeks yet, '84.

Juniors are already beginning to

Cheer up,

general debility.

of

The Haverford College Bicycle Club has now a membership
twelve with a good prospect of increased membership this

spring.

the

with a feeling of pleasure that each classman looks at

new

catalogue,

advance of the

last

and beholds

Southern Pacific

to

Gem

name

enrolled a year in

who wish

the astronomical class

observe the eclipse of the sun,

names before next

in their

his

one.

The members of

will

to

go

to the

please

hand

issue.

Puzzle (after a temporary absence, owing to an attack

of thypderia) has resumed his chemical investigations under the
guidance of Professor Richards.

The Senior who
college course,

is

looks forward with pleasure to finishing his

intoxicated by a certain bright picture,

not see in the background the

tall

and does

mother-in-law and the cradle.

The eleven will commence practicing week after next. We
hope the new members will be present and strive for vacant places
on the elevens there is room for all who are friends of the Ground
;

Committee.

Grandmother, speaking to society man dressed for the
assembly: " Where is thee going, Dearie ?" "Oh! I'm just going
down to a little affair on Locust Street thee don't know the people,
;

Grandma."

We

had a snow-storm and 4 touch of frost, last week, which
bud our large crop of " Stanzas on the Birth of
Spring;" but if we are favored with fine weather and good feed,
we may yet be able to grow some more before next issue.

A

better to be Shott than Nott.

is

was not

shot,

and Shott avows

good.

may be made

It

There was a rumor that Nott
which proves
Nott was not shot, or that Nott

that he shot Nott,

either that the shot Shott shot at

Circumstantial evidence

was shot notwithstanding.
to

and

In this case

appear on

trial that

is

possible that the shot Shott shot shot Shott

not always

the shot Shott shot
it

may be

when

himself,

the

would resolve itself into its original elements, and
We think, however,
Shott would be shot and Nott would be not.
anyway, it is hard
that the shot Shott shot shot not Shott, but Nott
Ex.
to tell who was shot.
whole

affair

;

Thursday, the 22d ult., was a red-letter day in the annals of
Freshman class. Being desirous of celebrating in a fitting
manner the anniversary of the little boy who was unable to
prevaricate, they organized a court and called an offender upon
charge of assault and battery with intent to disfigure. The culprit
was found guilty, and sentenced to fight four rounds with the fellow
previously attacked. The affair was to come off at four o'clock.
Before the appointed time each champion had collected his
retainers, and, with clenched fists and chattering teeth, stood on
the arena. It was evident that there was to be war to the jack-knife.
At a given signal the fight began. The fellows went at it strong,
the

disdaining the old-fashioned plan of hitting straight out from the
shoulder, and employing the
principle of this plan

is to

new mystic curve plan. The leading

strike out blindly in a

sweeping

half-circle.

Providence that by that means you will occasionally
In order to make this plan
feel the butt of your enemy's ear.
more effective, the seconds held up red and green lights, so that

and

trust to

in the

each fighter might know the direction of his opponent, and thus
never strike a blow more than four feet wide of themark. The four
rounds followed in quick succession, and when they were over

Senior has found that Emerson remarked very truly,
is the illusion of love which attributes to the beloved

each champion retired
(Fresh-)man.

"There
person

Nott was shot, and Shott was not.

shot Nott, or, as accidents with firearms are frequent,

It is

nipped

duel was lately fought in Texas by Alexander Shott

S. Nott.

all

which that person shares with

or condition, nay, with the

the lover loves,

We

his or her family, sex,

human mind

and Anna Matilda

gets the crtdit of

publish the following mortality

list

of

....

made such fearful ravages
No. of population,
No. of cases of scarlet fever,
No. of deaths from scarlet fever,

scarlet fever has

Death

rate

is

.

.

.

Wilmington,

at

Malvern, on "Comets and Meteors."

our local column to

new flag-pole lor our cricket ground still adorned
heap at the back of the wood-sheds. The other day,
as we were walking through the woods, we made the interesting
the rubbish

a wiser,

on "Spectrum Analysis," and one

at

462
489

have not heard anything lately about the new oakcOling
for Alumni Hall and the Library.
We hope that the reason for
this silence is that the managers are thinking aboutgiving us a new
hall.
We hope they will be^in to think of it soon, so that perhaps
no later than the close of the twentieth century, our descendants
can enjoy greater comforts and advantages in their public meetings
and exhibitions than those that Alumni Hall now grants us.
the effect that the

t

Professor Isaac Sharpless has delivered two lectures

425

We

in

n

PERSONAL

:

1259 in a thousand.

Nearly a year ago an item appeared

if

since the

in that vicinity

.

sorer,

age

them."

Ardmore

chamber a

which

'Tis these

ilself.

to his

Del.,

President Chase has delivered two lectures at
Wilmington this year on " The Lake School of Poets," and
"Tennyson," and also his lecture on " Penn, the Quaker
Cavalier," at Malvern on the 19th, and at Wayne on the

20th

ult.

'81.
'81.

—A. Morris Carey
— Levi T. Edwards

visited us recently.
is

making

a

twelve-inch

mounting of which is one of his own invencombination of the equatorial and alt-azimuth, for

reflector, the

tions, a

Wilmington College, Wilmington, O.
/

THE
'82.— VV. C. Chase
'85.
'85.

in

New
'85

is still

The

and

is

XI

from the University of California,

lierkeleyan,

a month, always bringing
something interesting. It is none the less welcome
because most of its articles are of the lighter kind, though

Pharmacy business

into the

— Benjamin

N.

I

comes round regularly twice

thoughtful contributions are not entirely absent from

Iberia, La.

Island, Cal.,

ORD A

F

Paris.

in

—Jay has gone home.
— Lee has gone
P.

HAVER

Brooke

now

is

attending the

residing at

High School

One

columns.

Angel
San

noticeable feature

man who heads

his

column

"

is

that

its

has a funny

it

He

Olla Podrida."

suc-

at

ceeds

Francisco.

in

getting up a very readable department, perpe-

medley of fresh jokes, satirizing college abuses,
and doing all his work in an easy, graceful way, which

trating a
'86.

— Fred. Trotter, who

months on account of

ill

has been at

home

for several

health, has returned to the

is

far

the

College.

from suggesting the idea that he hurts his head

in

who

is

The

effort.

picture of the exchange editor,

number

a lady, appears in each

in

Many

college papers that have reached us of late,

have been particularly emphatic

in their

protests against

and making students

at recitations

familiar with

methods of

deceit.

concerning a fellow

who was excused

four times in one

One paper

says the abolition of the system would do

little

harm,

The
and would at least remove a great temptation.
Dartmouth styles it as "childish pettiness in government,"
and calls upon American colleges to follow the lead of
the German universities, and not to " treat their students
like children or reprobates."
It is noticeable, however,
that the cry for voluntary attendance comes strongest
from those places where a limited number of cuts are
already allowed.

Some

instructors

Advocate
fact that

of

the

same

college.

The
in

gives comparatively low marks.

but not less instructive

is

Haverford

"
is,

which
made.

treats of the article

The Beacon

shines out a

little

since Boston University has been
buildings, and treats
prattle

its

more consequentially
removed to its new

readers to no end of satisfied

about the new parlors, new library, and new gym-

nasium.

It

gives the statistics of co-education at that

showing

institution,

young

that, eight years ago,

the lack of sociability
ing

strain

meeting

:

in

"

among

A

contributor deplores

the students in the follow-

Co-education means hardly

the class-room as

we would

little

:

'

:

;

the hour

is

ended,

we go our

lamentable neglect of opportunities.
professors and students were broken

grading,

ladies

formed twenty-five per cent, of the students in attendance,
while now they form seventy-five per cent., but says that
those who think the University will, in time, be given up

from the

Union College: "One of the respected members of the
is reported to have
answered the conundrum
What is the marking system ? by saying Only the
the Lord and one professor understood it
the Lord
"
won't tell, and the professor has forgotten it.'
'

queer

in our January number,
on which her comments were

very sensibly says that

A

"

As an explanation of
we would like to call

Harvard

the following from

faculty

'

of place

"

at

more
a

to one end of the building, half to the other."

.md hence a student's average often appears at a disadvantage simply because he happens to be under one

who

the

" sort

;

calls attention to the injustice arising

instructor

Vol. L. of Harper's Magazine.'

When

every instructor uses a different basis

less reverent

must be a

writers give the

whole
system unqualified condemnation others, more moderate
and sensible, deplore the lack of uniformity in marking

by

it

where a student frequently takes but a
couple of books from the library, and ten to one, these
books are Twenty Thousand Leagues under the Sea, and

sort of a place

entirely to ladies are mistaken.

more general than the comments on compulsory
attendance have been those on the marking system,
called out, probably, by the mid-year reports of examiStill

nations and class rank.

Centre of Indifference,"

the Haverfordian, and thinks

her attention to the editorial

Stories are told to illustrate these effects, such as one

year to attend the funeral of his grandmother.

col-

'

and chapel exercises.
The policy of requiring excuses for absence is
described as putting a premium on ingenious falsehood,

compulsory attendance

"

She has been reading

umn.

EXCHANGE NOTES.

head of her

at the

if

than

concert.

several ways, half

Truly a

The same

article

the feeling of reserve between

down by more sociawould stand more in the relation of
friends, the work and influence of the professors would be
much more felt. In an editorial, the Beacon records its
regret that the faculty do nottake a more substantial interbility,

so that they

est in

its

work.

After pleading for direct aid,

it

gives the

way in which it could be beneno better way could any faculty aid the interests

following as an indirect
fited

"
:

In

of the paper than by relieving the editors of a certain

number of their required hours, and so expect them
give more time and attention to the paper."

to
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—NEW BRYN MAWR BAKERY—

COLLEGE NEWS.
The Miscellany

denies that the weekly holiday at

Vassar has been changed from Saturday to Monday.

CHARLES

said that hereafter the president of Trinity will

It is

The

receive Si o.ooo a year.

K.

WOLF,

presidents of Harvard and

Yale each receive 54,000.

At Williams the students have a congress which
m;ets weekly, and carries on

manner

its

of the National Legislature.

Mrs. A. T. Stewart has given $4,000,000 for a new

New

college in

York.

and expenses

cation,

(^ake and |>read $aker,

fancy

proceedings after the

A

will

LANCASTER AVENUE,

be non-sectarian, co-edu-

It will

be put at a very low figure.

Ex.

correspondence game of chess, which has been

Columbia
Columbia has
contests with Pennsylvania, Haverford, and

carried on during the year between the Yale and
clubs,

has

beaten

in

Harvard.

been

won by Columbia.

Parties

with

Bread, Cakes,

reasonable prices.
to the Spectator there are 25,617 college

PRIZES IN SILVER.

the United States.

That settles one point
There at least 25,617 parties who have found
with the running of the college paper at some
in

served

Ice Cream. Confectionery, etc., at

Ex.

According
students

Families and

anyway.
fault

period of their existence.— ^//'^ww///

.

Medals,

PLUNDER.
Bond was bidding
imprinted the

entwined her

last kiss

soft

thus held him
"
"

in

her

"good-night,"

on her dewy

Cups,
Vases,

1

lips,

and

had

Emblems,
Yachting

arms around his neck, and while she
sweet embrace said:

Rowing

have a conundrum for you."

I

What

is it,

darling

?

Made

Why

his shoulder, giving

it

last

he

said,

to order,

Of any

style desired,

From designs
By our own

artists.

the appearance of a flour-mill floor,

while Bondie thought long and deeply.

At

"Give

it

R
I

Cricket

"

would a laboring man dislike me if he saw
me holding you thus ? " And then she rested her head on
"

P
FOR

when she again

up, dear;

Bailey,
why

Banks

"
is

it?

&

Gunning

Z

Racing

E
i

Biddle,

S

Silversmiths,

Because I am a Bondholder."
Bondie was stunned for a moment, and then said
"
" I draw a good deal of interest,
don't I, honey ?
" If you are conceited enough," imprinting a kiss on
Governor Pattison forehead, "to think so, you dear
"

Twelfth and Chestnut Streets.

:

—

his

boy, you may; but Par says
in,

and

9.30's substituted, the

if

these

1

2.

will

No. 1020

be repudi-

What do you

think

of that?"

As

Publishers, Booksellers and Stationers,

45's are not called

whole Bond

diated and kicked off the front step.

FRIENDS' BOOK ASSOCIATION,

town clock tolled one at that juncture, Bond
thought that he had better go up to college, and as the
treasury door banged behind him the damsel muttered,
" If that Bond don't spend more of his interest
on me in
the shape of oysters and minstrel tickets, there will be

STAPLE
BLANK BOOKS,

Ex.

and

Street, Philadelphia.

FANCY STATIONERY,
PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS,
AUTOGRAPH ALBUMS,

SCRAP BOOKS.
WRITING DESKS,

the

trouble in financial circles."

Arch

INK STANDS,

WORK

BOXES,

PAPER KNIVES,

CARD CASES,
GOLD PENS AND PENCILS,

FANCY PAPETERIE.

BOOKS.
A

Poems, Juvenile and Miscellaneous Books, etc.
Great Variety of Handsome Articles, and Prices Low.
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WARNER ARTHUR,
Bakery & Confectionery,

Mil

I.

MUNN &

WHITE HALL, BRYN MAWR.
Branch Confectionery

Ardmore.

at

P

Plain ttittt fancy
Tee <Jream and Water Tee in every style
Calces. "Dessert* made to order. Try our Cream Puffs, Charlotte
Ttusttee and Xeritiffues.
Our pastry is very line.
Families wishing it watt on which they may always rely, can obtain it from our
bread wagons, which make daily trips throi ghout all the surrounding country.
Parties served.
Particular attention given to Dinner orders.
Will open our new confectionery near White Hall, liryn Mawr, early in April.
All flavors of

We

C IE
Overbrook,
1

will serve from Eagle to
rates.
Please send (or price list.

NEW

YORK.

ESTABLISHED

1846.

We

this season, the finest quality of Ice at very
solicited.

I.

ATENTS

continue to act as solicitors For patents, caveats, trade-marks, copyrights, etc., for the United
States, and to obtain patents in Canada, England,

.

France. Germany, and

Family trade especially
Very respectfully,

moderate

CO.

all

other countries.

Thirty-six; ye;tr>' practice. No charge for exAdvice by
amination of models or drawings.
mail Tree.
through
are
us
noticed
in the
Patents obtained

WARNER ARTHUR.
Bryn Mawr. Pi

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, which

has the largand is the must influential newsThe
paper of its kind published in the word.
advantages of such a notice every patentee underest circulation,

THE ROSEMONT 6ARRIAGE WORKS,
ROSEMONT,
T-A-^IDES

X!.

P. R.

stands.

This targe and splendidly illustrated newspaper
published
at 83.20 a year, and is ad.
mitted to in- tin- best paper devoted to scie
mechanics, inventions, engineering works, and
other departments of industrial progress, published in any country. Single copies by mail, 1M
cents. Sold by all newsdealers.
Address. Munn & Co.. publishers of .Scientific
American. 261 Broadway. New York.
Handbook about patents mailed free.

R

"WK.^R'Z'OaT.

2*£a.2a.a.g-er.

ALL KINDS OF

PLEASURE CARRIAGES. BUSINESS WAGONS.
FARM WAGONS, Etc.,
Made imhe

best manner.

Skillful

WKKKLY

IS

workmen and good

material.

FINE CARRIAGE PAINTI NG A SPECIALTY.
Persons wishing their carriages overhauled and thoroughly done up should send
them to the Rosemont Carnage Works. Fanners and milkmen wishing wagons bu It
would do well to send "in their orders. Horseshoeing, under charge of William btew art,
a particular branch of the business. Work all done by practical workmen.
Disea
I

the feet thoroughly understood.
Please call and see us at

THE ROSEMONT CARRIAGE WORKS

F.

MAGUIRE,
* ARTISTIG GUTTERS

No. 16 North. Eleventh. Street, Philadelphia.

SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS.

Leading Numbers: 14, 048, 130, 333, 161.

For Sale by

all

Stationers.

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN
Works, Camden, X.

J.

2 6 John

St.

CO.,
few

York,

SPECIALTY

_A_

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.
ROWLEY &

TUSTIN,

Prescriptions Accurately

Pure Drugs,

iTine

Suits.

Compounded.

Chemicals,

Fancy Goods, Colognes. Perfumes, Toilet Requisite-,
Sponges, Chamois Skins, Mineral Waters,
and Glass,

etc.

WHITMAN'S FINE CONFECTIONS.
Union News Agency, Stationery,
Cigars,

Wedding, Full Dress, Graduating and Reception

Prop'rs.

Elegant Pharmaceutical Preparations.

Paints, Oils

:

etc., etc.

J.

L STADELMAN,
=

DEALER

(OAL AND

IN

| UMBER,

ARDMORE,

PA.
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Haverford College Shoe Store.

H.

J.

HARRISON,

Retail Dealer in Finest

BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBER GOODS,
HAVERFORD

and

COOPERTOWN ROADS,

BRYN MAWR,

PA.

OUT DOOR AND INDOOR GAMES.
Lawn

Largest Stock,

Finest Quality,

Lowest Prices.
Custom Work a Specialty.

Tennis, Cricket, Foot Ball,

Base

Ball,

and Gymnasium

Foot Ball Jackets. Worsted Tights. Trunks, Shirts
Indian Clubs, Running

and Jumping Shoes. Gymnasium Ropes,

Swinging Rings, Health

r-Price-list

mailed

free.

joseph qillott's
* steeiYpens.

(

THE FAVORITE NUMBERS, 303,404, 332,351, 170,
AND HIS OTHER STYLES

SOLD by ALL DEALERS throughout the WORLD

Supplies,

Boxing Gloves,

Lifts,

Goods shipped

Chest Expanders,

etc.

to all parts of the country. ~1E&

THE HAVERFORDIAN.

WHITALL, TATUM &

f

-lass
410

46

&

CO.,

xv

Chemicals and Chemical Apparatus,

A/[ anufacturers,
RACE

ST.,

48 BARCLAY

Philadelphia,

ST.,

New

York.

Chemical Glassware
FOR

Suited to the wants of Schools and Colleges.

COLLEGES,
LABORATORIES,
ASSAYING WORKS,
MUSEUMS,
INSTITUTES OF TECHNOLOGY,
ACADEMIES,

&c.

Bullock

&

Crenshaw,

No. 528 Arch

DRUGGISTS' GLASSWARE,
Homoeopathic Vials, Druggists'

Sundries, &C.

Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

Descriptive Priced Catalogue furnished

on application.

Haverford College Store,
ESTABLISHED

1842.

Where may be obtained

BROADBENT &
Successors to Broadbent

&.

CO..

Phillips,

Photographers,
HAVE REMOVED TO
No. 914 Chestnut Street.

Dry Goods, Groceries,

NOTIONS,
HATS 4g CAPS,
BOOTS 4 SHOES,
Hard ware,
Queensware,

settlements with the late firm of Broadbent &
Phillips will be made with Broadbent & Co.
at above address.
Broadbent & Co. naving purchased the negatives
and business, applications for new work
will be made to them.

Frui ts,

Ail

Agent

for

Tin ware,
Confectionery,

Cakes, etc.

HARRISON'S READY MIXED PAINT, and
AMERICAN BARB WIRE.

GARDINER

L.

also the

WARNER.

THE
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.

Haverford College,
PENNSYLVANIA.
Nine miles from Philadelphia, on the

line of the

Pennsylvania Railroad.

FACULTY:
THOMAS

CHA.SE, Ltt. D
and Literature.

,

TLINY EARLE CHASE,

LL.D., President, and Professor of Philology

SETH K. GIFFORD, A. M., Assistant Professor of Greek and Latin.
JOSEPH RH0AD3, Jr.., A. B., Instructor in Natural History.

LL.D., Professor of Philosophy and Logic.

ALFRED GREELY LADD, A. M., M. D., Instructor in Physical Culture.
CHARLES M. BURNS, Instructor in Drawing.
JOHN E. COFFIN, S. B., Assistant in the Observatory.

ISAAC SIIARPLESS,

S. B.,

ALLEN

A.M., Professor of Rhetoric and History.

THOMAS,

C.

Professor of Mathematics

and Astronomy.

LYMAN BEECHER HALL, Ph. D., Professor of Chemistry and

T

niS

institution

is

under

the.

management

in a region noted for its healthfulness

Two equal courses,
BARCLAY HALL, completed

Physics.

WALTER FERRIS

and was founded
and beautiful scenery.

of Friends,

in 1833.

PRICE, A.

M., Assistant Librarian.

The College buildings are situated

in

a lawn of sixty acres,

the Scientific and Classical, offer a collegiate education of the highest grade.

every two students a study room, with communicating single bedroom*. The Chemical and
Physical Laboratories have been recently remodeled and new apparatus added.
The L braries of the College contain over 13,600 volumes. An
Astronomical Observatory, furnished wiih an excellent equatorial instrument, besides other useful apparatuses constantly resorted to by students
in this

branch of science.

The mineralogical and other

three literary societies in the College.
science

and

in 1ST", affords

There are
collections have recentlv been rearranged in a new museum in Founders' Hall.
Frequent lectures are delivered during the winter months by the Faculty, and also by specialists in

art,

FOR CIRCULARS, OR OTHER INFORMATION, ADDRESS
Prof.

ALLEN

C.

THOMAS, Prefect,
Haverford College P. O., Pa.
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The Largest Old Book Store

in

P. 0.,

MONTGOMERY

America

CO., PA., APRIL, 1883.

No.

7.

PORTER & COATES' NEW PUBLICATIONS.
ENGLAND, PICTURESQUE AND DESCRIPTIVE.

By Joel
With 487 finely engraved illustrations, descriptive of the most
famous and attractive places, as well as of the historic scenes and rural
life of England and Wales.
With Mr. Cook's admirable descriptions of
the places and the country, and the splendid illustrations, this is the most
valuable and attractive book of the season. Quarto, elegantly bound.
Cloth extra, gilt side and edges, 87.50 full Turkey morocco, gilt edges,
Cook.

GENERAL INVITATION.
you want a book, no matter when or where published,
our store. We have without exception the largest
collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Departments, each department under the charge of an experienced
person, who is always willing and ready to give any information in relation to our immense stock which our customers
may desire. Any person having the time to spare is perfectly welcome to call and examine our stock of two to
three hundred thousand volumes, without feeling under the
If

;

call at

$15.00.

THE FIRESIDE ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF POETRY.

Collected

and arranged by Henry T. Coates. New edition, thoroughly revised, and
containing Portraitsof Prominent American Poets, with Fac-similes of their
hand-writing. Imp. 8vo. Cloth extra, gilt&jde and edges, 85.00; Turkey
morocco, antique, full gilt edges, S10.00. The best and most complete
collection of poetry published.

THE ENGLISH PEOPLE IN

THREE HOMES;

ITS
and, The
Practical Bearings of General European History. By Edward
A. Freeman. LL.D., author of " The Norman Conquest of England,'* etc.
12mo. Cloth extra, black and gold, 81.75.

slightest obligation to purchase.

POLITICAL ECONOMY With Especial

MAILING DEPARTMENT.

;

trial

History of Nations.

Reference to the IndusBy Robert Ellis Thompson. M.A. 12mo.

loth extra. $i.5o.
The book is one that should find a large circle of readers, not only among
professed students but with the large body of intelligtnt working men with
whom the real interests of the country are safest.''— Public Ledger, Philadelphia.
" It is a book which every one would do well to obtain, and, when obtained,
to read with care and attention."— Toronto World.
'

what book you
answer immediately. It only costs a
trifle extra to send books by mail, and we make a specialty
of filling mail orders, fully appreciating the value of prompt
and careful attention to the demands of every correspondent.
If

you cannot get

want, and

we

to the city write, stating

will

THREE IN NORWAY.

Two

By
of Them. With a map and 58 illustrations. 12mo. Cloth extra, black an gold, 81.75.
story, as a story, is well told, and old hunters and fishermen will envy
the trio their sport with rod and ritie ; but while there is nothing either forced
or silly about the narrative, it boils over with genuine fun until the reader
feels not that the unnamed authors are making him laugh, but that lie is
i

LEARY'S OLD BOOK STORE,
No. 9 South Ninth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
First Store

below Market Street.

"

The

simply laughing with them. He and they form a hilarious company with no
nonsense about them."»— Inquirer, Philadelphia.
" While the incidents of the journey are interesting in themselves, the
pleasant methods of the author make the book among the most enjoyable of its
kind."

Inter-Ocean, Chicago.

MICROSCOPES

H.

B.

HART,

IvllCROSCOPIC ACCESSORIES.
SPY GLASSES,

OPERA GLASSES,

Bicycles,

DRAWING INSTRUMENTS,

Tricycles and

SURVEYING INSTRUMENTS,

Velocipedes.

Spectacles,
No. 811

EYE GLASSES,

ARCH

PHILADELPHIA.

THERMOMETERS AND BAROMETERS.

j^@-Bicyele Purchasers taught

Physical and Chemical Apparatus.

JAMES W. QUEEN & CO.

Send 3 cent stamp

J. P.

924 CHESTNUT STREET,

to ride free of charge.

24 page Catalogue.

TWADDELL,

Gents' Fine Shoes a Specialty.

Catalogues as follows sent on applii
Mathematical Instrument, 162 rages.
optical Instruments, 188 pages*

Magic Lanterns, 112 pages.
PhflflaonhicaJ Instruments, 160 pages.

Part. 6. Meteorological Instruments
120 ps

for

Fine Shoes.

PHILADELPHIA.

Part 1.
Part-,
Part 3.
Part 4.

STREET,

and Chemical Apparatus,

No. 1212

MARKET STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.

wo squares from Broad

Street Station.

THE

II

H

STADELMAN'S PHARMACY.

&

Homer, Golladay

AVERFORDIAN.

Go.

Compounding

of Prescriptions a specialty.

HUNYADI JANOS AND FRIEDRICHSHALL

invite attention to their

BITTER WATERS,

Gents' Furnishing Goods Department,

Together with a variety

of

Imported and Domestic

Natural Spring Waters, constantly on hand.
which

will always be

found replete with the

ALL THE POPULAR MONTHLY AND WEEKLY MAGAZINES

LATEST NOVELTIES

IN

AND DAILY PAPERS.

NECKWEAR.

STORE ENLARGED AND REFURNISHED.

ALL SIZES OF

Ready Made

Shirts at $1.00 each.

Measures taken, and made

to Order.
Fit,
Materials Guaranteed.

$18. OO

Workmanship and

Whitman's and other Fine Confectionery

Cor. Cricket

"

"

'

Front.
Extra Fine.

Jerseys for Gymnasium, Tennis and Cricket,

A

full

etc., in

College Colors,

assortment of

ANALYTICAL

ASSAY

BALANCES

WEIGHTS OF

ASSAY

CHESTNUT STREET,

(Above Broad

ilia.

BALANCES,

COLLARS AND CUFFS.
Nos. 1412 and 1414

Avenue and Lancaster Pike,
ARDMORE.

HENRY TROEMNER,

Open

"

"

also the Choicest Cigars.

Directly opposite Station.

per Dozen, Laundried.

20.00
24.00

;

WEIGHTS,

PRECISION.

St.)

DRUGGISTS' PRESCRIPTION SCALES,

PHILADELPHIA.

&c.

PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.

Provident Life and Trust

Company

OF PHILADELPHIA,

KEEP'S SHIRTS,

No. 409 Chestnut Street.

933 Chestnut Street.

1st

Mo.

1st,

GLOVES, UMBRELLAS, UNDERWEAR, ETC.

1883.

Assets at market price,

KEEP'S Custom

Shirts Made to Measure from
Wamsutta Muslin and Best Irish Linen.
Bosoms 3-ply, all Linen. Perfect Fit Guaranteed.

47,223,605 76

Liabilities,

5,556,050 88

Surplus, including Capital Stock,

31,667,554 88

:

Mortality Experience from 1866 to 1881.
Probable Death Losses according to tbe American Experience Table of Mortality, the Standard of the
Pennsylvania Insurance Department (88a lives),
Actual experience of the Company during the whole
period (592 lives),
Difference,

......
---------

A Low Rate

SIX

-

Fine Assortment of Gents' Furn/shing Goods
$1,847,138 00

KEEP MANUFACTURING CO.

806,929 00

WM.

R.

ASA S.
JOSEPH ASHBROOK, Manager of Insurance

THOMAS WISTAE,

Drpt.

Chief Medical Examiner.

william hacker,

asa

s.

wing,

152 SO.

ISRAEL MORRIS.

Phi.adelphia.

CHAS. HARTSHORNE.

WILLIAM GUMMERE,
FREDERIC COLLINS,
PHILIP

C.

WHELLER,

BOOK-BINDER

DIRECTORS.
SAMUEL R.SHIPLEY, Philadelphia.
t. wistar brown,
richard cadbury,
henry haines,
Joshua h. morris,
richard wood,

C.

PRACTICAL

SHIPLEY, President.
WING, Vice-Presidenl and Actuary.

DE.

$9.00!

$2,654,067 00

of Mortality Makes Cheap Insurance.

SAMUEL

FOR

Samples and Circulars Mailed Free.

Room

THIRD STREET,

-4.

PHILADELPHIA.

GARRETT,

MURRAY SHIPLEY. Cincinnati, O
MORTON ALBERTSON.

J.

Norristown. Pa

Old Books and Magazines bound with neatness and despatch.
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CO.,

G. H. Evans,

Charles R. Jacob,
T.

'84.

Herbert Chase,

'84.

'83,

:

it

Chairman.

it

'83.

would be no small business

William

T. Hussev,

Assl. Business

'85,

not be quite so pleas-

to

Barclay Hall,

In case of a

?

fire

awaken the seventy
and it is very impor-

As we

be awakened as easily as possible.

Business Manager.

'S5,

in

a thing

always ready

may

happen,

is

never

may
know

not best to be

it

?

Manager.

At the beginning of the year we proposed
Subscription Price, One Copy, One Tear,

is

$1.00

The Haverfordian is the official organ of the students of Haverford College, and
published monthly during the College year.
Literary communications should be addressed to the editors.

negative policy for

Haverfordian

the

until there

was a decided

the students in favor of reform.

has

come

for

The regular price of subscription to the Haveris only $1.00 per year.
Old Haverfor-

dians in particular,

geously

generally, should give us their hearty support in

our endeavors

standard of literary
Arrangements having been
made ivilh the publishers of the "Student" we are
enabled to mail to any address the "Student" and
"Haverfordian " together for $1.50 per year.
to

raise the

zuork in the College.

We

Wanted
is

willing to

9 and 10 of Vol. II. of The Haverany person having either of these numbers
sell them, he will do us a favor by imme-

diately informing us of the same.

fetter the

time of the

fire

awaken some of the students at the
on the morning of the 30th, proved that

the habit of both closing the transoms and locking the

doors of the stud)' rooms

at night is anything but a good
be well enough to shut uptight to keep the
noise out during the day, but when one retires he ought

may

one.

It

by

means

all

that he

to leave his doors, etc., in

may be

easily

awakened

other accident which might

call for

in

such a condition

case of a

fire

or any

the aid of the students

The only persons who were awakened by the smoke had
transoms open so that the smoke had free access

their

one or two

etc.,

but

when

the regulations outra-

personal liberty of any student, there

is

any other place of worship than the one provided by the authorities. This is bad enough in the
morning, but

in

the afternoon there

is

with wonderful perversity, at the time

a collection held,

when

all

the neigh-

boring churches are commencing their afternoon services.
cannot be denied that this collection
but

it

is

somewhat trying

day afternoons

way back

in

to ourselves.

the past

is

interesting to

we cannot have SunThis rule was laid down

that

when Haverford was

disciplinary traditions of

with us

to

in

are quite willing to be

a school, the

which time unfortunately remain

still.

was then thought necessary to know at every
the exact locality of every student, and this collection was one of the means used of coming at this
praiseworthy knowledge. Perhaps the) thought to kill
two birds with one stone, by inculcating at the same
time some of "the immutable truths of pure religion."
Doubtless, Haverford is " loyal to all truth," but it
appears as if she was only loyal to such truth as the
powers that be see fit to cram down our throats.
We do not think that the rules in regard to morning
church and the afternoon collection are kept up from any
unworthy motives. There is, of course, a certain conserIt

The attempt

among

think that the time

to attend

all,

— Nos.

If

a

The

need of a change. Of this class is the rule which refuses
to students who remain at college over Sunday the right

It

fordian.

feeling

of

saddled with a number of rules in regard to smoking,
times of retiring,

College

We

urging decidedly a reform

fordian

the

department

editorial

points of college discipline.

and friends of

7.

tant that each one should prepare himself so that he

when such
Rufus M. Jones,

may

not the safer of the two

persons sleeping

Samuel Shoemaker,
Enos L. Doan, '85.

No.

This way

to their rooms.
ant, yet is

EDITORS

PA„ APRIL, 1883.

moment

-
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vative element which hates a change just because

it is

a

change. But we would remind the Managers, or those
who make the rules, that this is the year one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-three, and that the same rules
which were suitable for a body of students fifty years ago

We

are not suitable for us.

recognize the fact that the

much more

who

upon

us, will

are constantly pouring their effusions in
be discouraged by this. We only ask that

they

will

us

writers,

let

know who they

slight the " Bud,"

do not

are.

and the

"

As

Gem "

long as they
sake

for the

" official

organ of the students of Haverford College," we shall be satisfied.
But we put the question to

of the

college discipline

is

practical

every conscientious student, are you not sadly neglecting

now

room
A great many rules have become, by
dead letters, and we hope that this

your society work in your attempts to lighten the tasks
of The Haverfordian editors ? As with aching hearts
we leave the joys of the editorial sanctum for a few days'
vacation in the cold, cold world, we have but one favor
to ask, and it is this
That you will think over the above
query, and see if there is not some chance for improvement in the present method of supporting a College

for

than

was

it

improvement.

common

ago

a few years

consent,

sensible

and

but there

;

is still

remedy, or some other, will be applied very soon to all
the remaining ones which are impracticable and foolish.
It will

be admitted by

all

that the influence of a set

of laws which are honored more in the breach than in
the observance

is

more bad than good.

take place at college

if

a

man

Anarchy

will not

occasionally attends

:

paper

?

some

other place of worship than Quaker Meeting, or

if our
team should play a few matches off our own
grounds in term time.
Finally, we would remind the Managers that they
have decided to give up the idea of the " family " because
it didn't pay, and that they had agreed to make this place
Instead of asking that any rules should be
a college.
abolished, we would most respectfully suggest that some
of the old domestic and family arrangements should be
done away with.

On

cricket

its

the 30th ultimo, the Everett Society celebrated

twenty-fifth anniversary

Of

appropriate remarks.

youngest, being founded
half that of the college.

by a well-attended
our three
in 1858,

At

festival

and

societies, this is the

and hence

the time of

its

its

age

is

founding,

there were at Haverford the Henry, the Athenaeum, and

Those students, who were not
members of these organizations, on one Seventh-day evening met in the north-west class-room of Founders' Hall,

the Loganian Societies.

During the first
composed
of
seventeen
memwas
Thomas Wistar ('58) and Henry Bettle ('61) were
bers.
the first President and Secretary.
Hon. Edward Everett,
upon hearing of the birth of his namesake, presented it
with his portrait, which is not the least precious keepsake
and started the present Everett Society.

Our

personal editor seems to have a very hard time

collecting material for his column,

many

ing, since so

which

is

not surpris-

of our graduates seem entirely to

forget the existence of our paper a few years after they

leave our halls, that

with us

in

the

is,

spirit,

we don't doubt that they are often
we often yearn after a little more

little

items of news of themselves, or classmates

would be very acceptable to us, and would add an interest
to our personal column, which at present it is greatly in
need

of.

its

course,

it

archives.

Counting from the time of

ization, its roll contains the signatures of

its

organ-

During

its

of

its

has collected a library of 1123
preparing the twenty-fourth volume

existence

volumes, and

is

now

319 students.

it

paper, the " Bud."

There

something stimulating in the fact that our
and that in the Athenaeum, the Everett, and the Loganian more than a generation of students have debated and declaimed as we are
now debating and declaiming. In many of our American
colleges, the good old custom of supporting the weekly
literary society has passed away.
The mental gymnasiums, where so many of our Websters took their
lessons in the war of words, have been abandoned and
in their place has been substituted what may be called,
without exaggeration, an excess of base-ball, cricket, and
other athletic sports. But it is to the honor of Haverford
is

societies are all of long standing,

We

wish to state that contributions for The Haver-

fordian, of whatever

sort,

should be accompanied by

name of the contributor. This is but a fair request,
since we wish to know whom to hold responsible for the

the

statements which may, from time to time, appear in our

Our correspondence has

columns.

not,

till

of

late,

been

demand our making
months we have received

of such an extensive nature as to
this rule

as

among

its

but

interest in the flesh.

Any

year of

;

many

but within the last
as

three

been anonymous, so that we

making

five

contributions, several of which have

this request.

We

feel

that

we

are justified in

hope that none of the many

;

that,

while developing the physical, she has not neglected

so important a feature of her mental culture.

THE HAVERFORDIAN
THE THINKER.
What

"

the

is

hardest task

So asks and

think."

replies

with his problem,

world

the

in

?

"

"

To

Emerson, himself one of

the world's greatest thinkers.

To

commonly
but we may

say that any one does not think, as we

understand the word, would be erroneous

;

as defined by the great thinker
above alluded to means something more than is accorded
to it by its general signification.
That power and inten-

perceive that thinking

sity of
is

mental habit which distinguishes the true thinker

until

—

his

idea,

—spends

upon

his toil

it

has yielded a solution.

it

The thinker does
knowledge. Numerous
without this external

not always possess the

gift

by the habit

solely

aid, assisted

won

already formed, of patient, persistent thought, have

renown

men

as

of

who,

are the instances of those

of intellectual prowess, and have con-

movement of mankind.
All honor to him who, despite misfortune and
lack of the advantages attendant upon the scholar, trains

tributed in no small degree toward the progressive

ingrafted in few individuals.
his thoughts to soar with certain flight in the regions of

But why this seeming paradox? says some one; to
think is an easy task.
The thinker leads an easy life,
says the ignorant peasant, as he looks with envious eyes
upon the delicate hands and tidy dress of some individual who supports himself through means of the labor of
his brain.
It is true there is no sweating of the brow, no
bodily exertion, oft nothingat all to mark externally where
the vicissitudes of victory and defeat have wrought their
changes and

evidences of

left

may seem

It

like

toil.

assertion, but

few persons ever learn to

and why ? Simply
because they take their ideas second-hand so that
thinking, the noblest process of the mind, is dwarfed
down to the effort of remembering and hence if there is
in

The

college student, surrounded by all the incenand aids to mental improvement, is not near so
worthy a subject for contemplation as a Miller, a Burritt,

tives

or a Franklin,

same time

the highest sense of the term

;

the habit of a simple rustic, at the

in

that he pursues his

humble avocation,
wherever

patiently

impelled by

it is

the bent of his genius, that abiding force which conducts
step,

from thought to thought,

man,

until the

the thinker, struggles forth from the darkness of obscurity
to the notice of his fellows.

We

;

;

who

directs his untutored intellect

him step by

making a strange

nevertheless a true one, that

think

knowledge.

have been considering the thinker; let us now
moment what he has wrought. Or, rather,

consider for a

instead of asking ourselves the question as to

what has

been accomplished by thought, we might ask What has
been accomplished without it? The poet, with far-seeing
:

no necessity or inclination

may

never

for original investigation,

nor appreciate

feel

how

great

may be

we

the task

eye, has already framed for us an

answer

of the thinker, nor experience the joy of his reward.
"

In the

physical world the value of the product

is

measured by the amount of labor bestowed upon it in
it for our reception.
We apply the same law
to the productions of the intellect, and though at first
sight, the rule which we have adopted, may seem to be
set with many noteworthy exceptions in its application, it
remains true in the long run that those thoughts which
have cost the thinker the most labor are those which the
world values the most highly. The work of patient,
earnest minds lives to enrich mankind
it has
sub-

Review

preparing

;

stance

time

it

all

;

else

is

but a bubble bursting

dazzles with

its

solved and leaves no

Here, then,

which
that

is

is

in

mid-air; for a

splendor, then, at a touch,

mark

to

show where

it

it

is

dis-

has rested.

the secret of endurance, or that on

rests the perpetuity of the

thoughts of men, and

the intrinsic value of the labor which they have

Not a truth to science or art has been given,
But brows have ached for it, and souls toiled and striven."

past events

all

tive of intellectual

ing

now

in its fullness

civilization,

;

survey everything indica-

or material greatness, whether exist-

or only as the vestiges of an ancient

and how readily do we perceive that

evolved from the mind of man.

all

wrought

reveals itself in the form of material products,

A

rough
through the application of mind to matter.
block of marble in the hands of the savage remains so but
;

in

what
The Ameriwas only the

the hands of a Guido or a Michael Angelo,

a miracle

is

wrought

stone

in the senseless

can continent was a wilderness as long as

abode of savage

tribes

man

— and

with mind

;

but
in

let

!

it

come

— the

four centuries

that

the " paleface

three or

lo,

wilderness becomes the Eden of the world.

"

"Savages,"

Power to think means capacity for resisting all that
would allure the mind from the object of thought.
Vigor and perfection in the intellectual and moral world,

says a writer, " are enslaved by the terrors of their

as well as the physical world, imply capacity for resist-

to

cost.

ance.

He

is

the true thinker who,' closeting his mind

has

Civilization eventually

Their rude

imagination."

possess a large
direct

it

amount of

intellects, like

activity

otherwise than

in

;

their

own

bodies,

but with no power

contributing to

their

immediate wants, there results a bodily as well as mental
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VI

In that state of society

impossibility.

moves

with them an

and advancement becomes

stagnation,

which

and

lives

accordance with constant mental development,

in

and not altogether through the impulse of the moment,
the case

far different

is

;

everything

here

moving

is

toward a greater sufficiency. Instead of accepting circumstances as they are, man makes them many things
that formerly excited his terror, he now looks upon as
contributing to his security and comfort.
The terrible
spirits that tenanted the earth, air and water, are chained
He is emboldened by his success
obedient to his will.
he now pries into every nook and corner of the visible
;

;

world

he passes beyond

;

his thought,

its

confines in the daring of

and reasons on worlds beyond

his

little

sphere that by a point of light reveal their presence

form and ceremony.

servile slave of

in

holds

him the

Love and

unselfish-

Superstition no longer

space.

infinite

He seizes unto those
and of a Supreme Being which are

ness form the basis of his creed.
ideas of a future

life

themselves of divine origin.

Can we

—a

perfect thought

—which

has

evolved from the mind of one of the world's great thinkers

Can we fathom

its

tendencies, or

show what may be

?

the

?
Can we tell now for how much we
Homer, Plato, Shakespeare, Milton or New-

result therefrom

are indebted to

when compared with

"

intellectual
Babylon in all her desolation
compared with the human intellect in ruins."

that of the

is

!

not to be

Macaulay,

review of Mitford's History of Greece, has

in his

shown

the supremacy of the empire of the intellect in a sentence

which

for

beauty and sustained grandeur of style has no

Speaking of the resplendent
"Surely it is no
exaggeration to say, that no external advantage is to be
compared with that purification of the intellectual eye
which gives us to contemplate the infinite wealth of the
mental world all the hoarded treasures of its primeval
dynasties, all the shapeless ore of its yet unexplored
This is the gift of Athens to man. Her freedom
mines.
and her power have for more than twenty centuries been
equal in our language.

culture of the ancient Greeks he says

:

;

annihilated her people have degenerated into timid slaves
;

her language into a barbarous jargon

;

her temples have

been given up to the successive depredations of Romans,
Turks and Scotchmen but her intellectual empire is
;

And when

imperishable.

then, in the light of all these things, estimate

the value of a thought

tion of a material empire

those

who have

greatness shall have shared her fate

;

rivalled her

when

civilization

have fixed their abode on distant
continents when the sceptre shall have passed away from
England when, perhaps, travelers from distant regions
shall in vain labor to decipher on some mouldering

and knowledge

shall

;

;

pedestal

the

name of her proudest

chief; shall

hear

indebted to Goethe,

savage hymns chanted to some misshapen idol over the
ruined dome of her proudest temple and shall see a

great minds

naked fisherman wash

so to

masts,

ton

Will any future age be able to realize for what

?

Carlyle, Emerson, or any of those
whose thoughts are still young in the world,
speak ? .How vain would be the attempt

We
there

it is

we may say without exaggeration

feel that

that

nothing to compare in value with those great

is

thoughts which have been given forth to the world by
that comparatively small band of thinkers filing through
the ages

Goethe

for, as

;

many

few voices and

echoes."

sinks into insignificance

which has embodied
precepts

says, " in the

world there are
All material grandeur

when compared with

itself in

that wealth

the form of books and those

common among mankind,

but which was origi-

nally the immediate product of the thinking soul.
If,

supposing

it

;

— her influence and her glory

immortal as
derived their

As our essay draws near completion, we are more
and more filled with the grandeur of the human mind,
its possibilities and its capacity for endless improvement.
But says a writer, " Our thoughts must be executed,
otherwise they are no better than good dreams." "Cast
thy word, thy

universe,"

says

source of action
to

the recorded thoughts of the centuries,
hesitate to say that the latter

and

act, into

immediate foundation of

man

is

;

centred

far the

greater

the

the only true

THE TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE
FOUNDING OF THE EVERETT SOCIETY.
When the suggestion was made that we should
fifth

is

it is

and hence we see that all that pertains
strong old Saxon word think.

attempt to celebrate,

can never be sufficiently deprecated nor
insignificant

speech, but

ever-living

thought

we should not

would be by

in the

How

all

is

in that

Mohammedans
deplored.

the ever-acting,

Not only

Carlyle.

widest sense irreparable. The world has
almost ceased to bewail the loss of Greece and Rome,
but the destruction of the Alexandrian library by the

loss,

thousand

survive,

control."

embodied

a material form, or the annihilation of

still

exempt from mutability and decay,
the intellectual principle from which they
origin, and over which they exercised their

occur as to which would be the greater loss to man,
namely, the destruction of all that wealth which has
itself in

shall

fresh in eternal youth,

forth

were possible, the question should

his nets in the river often

the decline or destruc-

in

a modest sort of way, the twenty-

anniversary of the founding of the Everett Society,

no one thought that the scheme would develop

into the

;
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brilliant success

To say

which was achieved.

facts

;

we spoke

if

we would

the truth

The morning

not be believed.

of the 30th was ushered

the basement of Barclay

(at

morning) and a storm of

sleet

in

by

a

about three o'clock

and

rain,

fire in

in

the

and an Everett

man might be easily spotted by the length of his face.
The Fates seemed against us. It was even rumored that
the Athenaeum men had been putting the weather clerks
we

Mr. William

that our

success was brilliant conies nowhere near expressing the

members of the Everett Society know
It is

it-

a

good thing when

needless to say that Messrs. Coates and

Parrish did ample credit to Haverford College and their old
society.

It

gratitude

would be useless to attempt to express our
these gentlemen for their contribution

to

towards the success of our undertaking.

Haverford Cricket."

— Forthe Alumni, F.H.Taylor;
V. Thomas.

for the undergraduates, B.
"

—

The Society of Friends." Dr. James L. Levick.
The Penn Charter School." Richard M. Jones.
The Law."—James Carey, Jr.

"

—

Medicine."— Dr. Joseph Wills and Dr.

J.

B.

Shcp-

pard.

Our

"

couraging.

they hear

:

;

"

"

contemporary with the growth of the Everett, and he
urged in a very forcible manner the duties and responsibilities of the youngsters who are soon to take men's parts
in the world. Mr. Joseph Parrish was then introduced, for
the poem.
His production was listened to with an appreciation and enthusiasm which evidently showed that the

They are as follows
Dr. Henry Hartshorne.
Henry Bettle, for the

—
—

"

The undergraduates were promptly assemAlumni
bled in
Hall at 7.30, but there was not a sign of
an Alumnus. As sixty-two had accepted, this was dis-

addressed the society on the principal political events

on

to reply

The Loganian Society."
The Everett Society."
Alumni for the undergraduates, John Blanchard.
"

foundation.

But suddenly they dropped into our midst
as if from the clouds, and by the time the meeting was
settled, fifty-seven of the sixty-two were present.
The President introduced Mr. H. T. Coates, who

Evans was appointed

ing toasts were proceeded with.

"

to mischief; but

P.

behalf of the Managers, but he was absent, so the remain-

believe this to be utterly without

up

VII

for

Colleges, University of Pennsylvania

Sister

and Harvard."

— For

Harvard, Stuart

the University, Dr. James

Wood,

" The Mercantile
Thomas P. Cope, Jr.
" The Committee

Tyson

Ph. D.

— H. G. Lippincott and
of Arrangements." — T. K. Worth-

Profession."

in gton.

The supper lasted from a quarter of nine till eleven
The Alumni were escorted, after the good old

o'clock.

fashion, to the

A

1

1.21 train

by the undergraduates.

complete success was achieved, and we can only

hope, for the Everett Society, that her

fiftieth

celebration

be as glorious and enthusiastic as was her twentyfifth, and that very many of those who met together on

will

the night of the 30th of March, 1883, will reassemble in
the year 1908 to celebrate the

fiftieth

anniversary of the

founding of our beloved society.

The meeting then adjourned, and after a few
moments reassembled in the dining-room in Founders'
Hall. The supper was spread byTrower, of Germantown;
and

if

the justice done to his viands was an indication of

his excellence in his art, he

may

COMMUNICATION.

well be proud of his

reputation.

Wilmington College,
O., March 23, 1883.

President Chase was chairman of the supper, and

presided with that grace and dignity which

nently characteristic of the man.

is

Here, again,

so emiit

would

be useless to attempt to express our gratitude and obligation.

the

first

His eloquent speech with which he introduced
showed unmistakably the regard in which

toast

the Everett

is

held by the authorities, and the valuable

place which they consider

it

takes as a factor

in

the influ-

ence of Haverford College.

The

first

toast

and the Managers."
Faculty in the most

was

"

Professor Pliny Chase replied for the

and eloquent speech which we
deliver.
Extracts should

have ever heard the gentleman
be given from

this

and

all

of space will not permit

the other speeches, but the lack
it.

Editors of The Haverfordian:
wish to correct, through your columns, a personal

I

statement
signed

is

in your last issue, to the effect that the undermaking a telescope for Wilmington College on

a plan of his

engaged

Haverford College, the Faculty

forcible

Wilmington,

in

own

invention.

this enterprise, the

I

am

only one of three

other two being Messrs.

Farquhar and Reynold Janney, two enthusiwhom fully an equal
share of honor attaches, both in the invention and execution of our plans.
Milton

astic

J.

graduates of this college, to

Respectfully,

Levi T. Edwards.

!
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With little expense, a good running track could be put around
our buildings, which would be a great source of comfort both to
our runners, as well as to our neighbors.

A POEM ON YE SPRING.
<

>ne night, as in a

moonlit grove

Your humble servant chanced to rove,
Upon a stump near by he spied
The goddess Flora, sunny-eyed.

And pausing

a

moment

"How

are

"

Johnny ? does your mother know you're out ?
addressed this goddess gay,
Who bringeth in the summer day
" Sweet Muse, fair daughter of the spring,
Tune up, old girl, let's hear you sing.
And give a little refreshment to weary mortality."
Then struck the Muse the droning lyre,
And thus her notes at me did fire,
Accompanied by a certain degree of affability.
" springtime has come at last,
Winter's dreary days are past,
And the birds from every tree
Sing their songs right merillie,
And the greeu grass is just beginning to vegetate on the ground.
Sometimes the days are mild and warm,
Sometimes we have a thunder-storm
you.

Thus

F. A. White, '84, Enos L. Doan, '85. and
have been elected by the Loganian Society
the public meeting in June.

A. P. Smith,

in her meditations she said,

Rufus M. Jones,
as orators at

'84,

'85,

I

:

Accompanied by a superabundance of mud.

There has been a sketch class started in the college, and we
would advise some people to brace up and have some style about
them, as they are liable to be sketched any moment.

The

Everett celebrated their twenty-fifth anniversary on the

The honorary members

30th of last month.
well represented,

With

and the whole

of the society were

was a decided success.

affair

the present material which Haverford has, a first-class

cricket eleven could be formed,

if

Won't some

could be obtained.
Freshie wants to

know how

the services of a professional

man make

rich

a

man can

lessons go

We

;

out the glittering firmament, which
ham umbrella overhead.
Now the student leaves his knowledge,
Leaves his books, and leaves the college.
Toward the city hastens gladly,

Then at

and sadly.
Takes the emigrant train and arrives

spread out like a ging-

is

little

?

Sonnie,

let

see that the Executive Committee

tion in respect to our

new

football

is

grounds.

making preparaassure them

We

by the

Association.

The
for

room at about 3 A. M.,
breakfast the next morning, and receives two

marks on

Why.

that all efforts in that direction will be fully appreciated

night, forlorn

gets late to

move

they don't amountto a row of pins alongside of cricket.

T

From

first

study fourteen hours

a week, and play cricket twenty-five hours.

Now the frogs their voices raise,
Now we're in for pleasant days,
Now the sun is slow to sink.
Now the stars delight to w ink

the

at his

his deportment column.''

Editors of The Haverfordiati would petition the Faculty

a sanctum.

Let

it

be on the

fifth

story, iron-bound, with

and amply supplied with revolvers

gratings over the windows,

and bull-dogs.

The Astronomy

Class took the latitude of Haverford Obser-

vatory on the 16th by triangulating across the country from the

government

LOCAL.

in

The gymnasium looks
"

How many

Keep a

stiff

deserted.

eggs did you

upper

lip,

Junior,

A

Caesar?"

eat,

and you

"Et

will get

tu,

Brute."

through.

Junior,

who has

Abraham and Thucydides
the other

be published

?

:

— " What the difference between
Answer. — One was translated by
is

by works."

will play the overture for the Junior

Unfortunately, the

exercises.

results will

just finished Pericles' oration, inflicts the

following on us for publication

faith,

The Sophomore band

The

station near Media.

our next issue.

snow on

the 31st prevented our second

eleven playing a football match with the Swarthmore second on
'84

has launched upon the public about seven hundred invita-

tions within the past

month.

for victory

James Wood gave the last lecture in his course on American History on the 4th inst.

We hope the
number makes

its

There are

at

college.

The
This

will

Dorian will be
appearance.

at

work again before our next

present fifty-seven

Truly a fearful mortality

cases of spring fever in

give us a chance to put up our
is

down

last

month.

new one.

not a wild Texan bull having a

fit

in

the building.

The twenty-nine students who visited Swarthmore last week
voted universally that Swarthmore's were square men.
Professor

Thomas gave

The work

ult.,

in the

and who had played

gymnasium has proved beneficial already in
It showed strongly who had worked,

truant.

ambitious

in

good

student

practice,

of

and our chances

Political

Economy, and

asked him what had been proposed as a
suitable substitute for specie as a basis of exchange, he answered,
promptly, "Corn bread, sir!" The class suspended business, and
took a recess for a few moments, while the professor ventured to
suggest that bread corn was the proper expression.
the Professor

have at length been realized. The
months rested 'upon the bosom of mother
earth was lately removed to the cricket ground by a delegation of
students marching to the tune of J. Brown. And yet it was not
without feelings of sorrow that we saw this ancient landmark

Our

wildest expectations

which

for

—

snatched from its original position, sorrow at the thought that
we could never again write any more editorials or locals on the
subject sorrow at the thought that one more object of our jour;

a very interesting lecture on " Eng-

illustrated with stereopticon views.

our match with Swarthmore.

He was an
when

flagpole,

only a Soph, practicing on the violoncello.

land," on the 28th

The eleven was
were very good.

list

flagpole on our cricket grounds blew

No—that
It is

that day.

wrath had been removed. Amidst all the joy which
accompanied its transportation, we could but mutter to ourselves
the words: "Thus it always is with our brightest hopes who
would have thought that this (sorry log) would ever be disturbed?"
nalistic

;
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The

bicycle boys are beginning to put their heads together

Jest lend

and whisper obscure sentences about a grand tournament next
June, with races and champion belts and fancy ridirg, wound up
with an ice-cream supper. They have got the talent and ability,
especially for the last item
but there is no track, and unless the
managers build them one, the whole affair will probably end in

Joe?

smoke.

Sho!

me a

IX

couple of matches—

This here's a rale " Henry Clay."

who be he

Say,

Under

that tree

?
?

;

Who

says that energy

is

scarce at Haverford

?

On

Well,

the after-

No

noon of the 27th ult., the boys turned out en masse, and tore down
the old wooden "backup" on the football field, and then carried
the new flagpole to the cricket ground.
Darkness fell before
their labor was completed; but, equal to every emergency, they
soon collected a pile of rubbish, by whose lurid light the work
was brought to an end.

The devouring element visited Haverford for the third time
5th instant. The roof of Founders' Hall took tire during
dinner hour but when the students appeared upon the scene
flames were mostly under control. The event clearly demon-

the

Stranger,

Caught,

have a practical value, since one of
these personages was the first to announce the fire. The report
that the alarm was given merely to deprive the fellows of a portion of their dinner, and to keep provisions from giving out, is
utterly without foundation.

About four o'clock on the morning of the

30th,

some of the

burning of
paper and pine wood. Upon investigation it was found that a
pile of waste paper, with the sweepings of the house, which had
been stored in the basement, had taken fire during the night, and
burned, fortunately without any flame, until the whole of Barclay
Hall was filled with a dense smoke, which looked as though something serious was about to happen. With the united efforts of
about half a dozen students it was quickly extinguished, and each
students were aroused by the smell of

fire

'59.

'70.

—We hear

'72.

you

it,

is still

in

He

Mexico.

is

branch of the Mexican National

'74.

—John G. Bullock has been

ber of the Committee of
'82.

—William

C. Jay,

—Wilmot R.

lately elected a

mem-

One Hundred.
graduated at Bennett Medical

College, Chicago, on the 20th

'82.

see.

Jones'

stop the pay.

Hey?
YVot's that

you say

You'll stand treat

?

away

Well,

sir,

that's neat

Durn

it,

Thar by the

He

ult.

name appears on

the

new

School as Assistant

'83.

was with us again on the

has just returned from California, and

— H. L. Wilbur

is

his voyage.
at

home

for his Easter

holi-

;

He

visited us

on the 27th.

Forthe account of the celebration of their twenty-fifth
anniversary by the Everett Society, we refer you to
another portion of the paper. The following honorary

members attended "the

?

all

celebration

:

President

Thomas

Chase, Prof. Pliny Chase, Prof. Isaac Sharpless, Prof. Allen

?

come on

— Edward Randolph

ult.

seems greatly benefited by

days.

Guvnor would rage

Good

— Caspar W. Haines

Road.

26th

Don't want no third stage

Under

the Rev.

his school at

superintendent of a

off yesterday.

Profs

very good reports from

Owen and

Governor.

!

Don't even chaw.

Dropped

on the 23d

been here before since his school-

not

—

Oliver G.

Don't smoke no more

Mought

revisited the college

catalogue of Providence Boarding

?

siree

Swore

!

— Mr. Carmalt

'68.

'82.

Smoke

!

by Jee

Oak Grove Seminary, Vassalboro', Maine, of
which Edward H. Cook ('68) has for years been principal, was destroyed by fire last month.
It was not
insured, and there was a loss of $6,000.

spread.

No,

sir,

!

he

days.

downy couch

his "

great.

'tis

He had

ult.

like the

" feeling as though he had
However, great praise is due to those
persons who assisted, for the quiet manner in which they did their
work. Very few of the students knew anything about what had
happened until breakfast time, when the whole story was quickly

one returned to
done something

!

PERSONAL.

;

strated the fact that tramps

be

Yas, that's so

upon the
the

I'll

!

ridge,

the bridge,

place to stay

Thomas, Prof. Joseph Rhodes, Jr., Dr. James Tyson,
Henry Hartshorne, Dr. James L. Levick, Joseph
Parrish, Henry T. Coates, Henry Bettle, H. G. Lippincott,
Joseph Trotter, Richard M.Jones, Howard Cooper, John B.
JoYies, B. H. Lowry, Ellis B. Reeves, John G. Bullock,
C.

Dr.

!

;
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Charles Roberts,
Stuart

J.

Whitall Nicholson, James Carey,

Wood, Henry Cope, William M.

Jr.,

Coates, H.

J.

Taylor, F. H. Taylor, L. M. H. Reynolds,

J. B. Newkirk,
John M. Whitall, Edward Gibbons, J. M. W. Thomas,
Henry Thomas, William Bangs, T. H. Cope, Edward
M. Jones, E. Y. Hartshorne, W. F. Price, James H. Cooke,
A. L. Smith, W. P. Leeds, Walter Brinton, T. C. Palmer,
R. S. Rhodes, H. L. Wilbur, C. Yarnall.

however, for Swarthmore was quick and

Jumbo soon

burly

By

bit the dust.

Wilson and Whitney the
towards Swarthmore's

ball

goal

agile,

and the

the able services of

was then slowly forced

line.

Elkins, of Swarth-

more, while making a spirited run, was thrown heavily

examination

proved

substitute being

put

resumed.

diately

that
in

place,

Stuart (Haverford)

through Swarthmore's goal

;

arm was broken. A
the game was imme-

his

line,

rushed the ball

and secured a touch-

down

OBITUARY.
Daniel

Smith, the

B.

first

principal of Haverford

College (then School), died at Germantown 3d mo. 29,
in the 91st year of his age, and was buried 4th mo. 1st.

He was

a

man

of large and varied

reading, particularly

and physical

interested in metaphysical, ethical,

He made

important discoveries

in

studies.

chemical science, and

for Haverford, was
American market at that day. His long
old age was honored and beloved, and full of activity and

his text-book

the best

in

on Chemistry, prepared

the

vigor to the

last.

His former students,

for

many

years,

have looked up to him with veneration as the Patriarch
of Haverford.

Thomas K. Longstreth, an

able scholar, an honest

lawyer, and a sincere and active Christian, a prominent

and beloved member of the Class of 1870, died 3d mo.
3d, and was buried 3d mo. 6th.
Seldom have we been

mourn the premature close of a life of so great
The large congregation which was gathered at
funeral in Twelfth Street Meeting House on the 6th

called to

promise.
his
ult.,

at 4.05, from which Bettle kicked a goal.
The
was trundled into play again, but no appreciable
advantage was gained on either side in the remaining
few minutes. The referee called time, and both teams took
a breathing spell of a few moments, and patched up sundry
cuts and bruises after a fifteen minutes' rest, the teams
went to work again, Swarthmore to gain her lost ground,
and Haverford determined to resist it; it was evident from
the appearance of the two teams, that the last threequarters was to be a hard fought-battle. Wilson being
laid up with a dislocated nose, and Whitney badly bruised,
Harding and Shoemaker played half-back. The ball
kicked off by Swarthmore was then driven towards
Haverford's goal, where, by a slight misunderstanding
and a remarkably good rush, Swarthmore secured a
touch-down. In attempting to punt it out to obtain a more
favorable position for kicking a goal, Reeve caught the
Doan, of Haverball and started up the field with it.
Hussey being subford, was then badly hurt in the knee.
stituted, the game was continued, with the ball traveling
slowly towards Swarthmore's goal. Wilson, who was now
playing back, had to be replaced by C. W. Baily. As the
time grew shorter, the game waxed hotter, and both teams
ball

bore impressive testimony to the love and esteem

with which he was regarded by a very large

circle.

;

became

FOOTBALL.
SWARTHMORE

VS.

bucking
the

HAVERFORD.

made to
some minutes'

obstinate, resisting firmly every attempt

advance the

ball in either direction.

in this

game

After

manner, the referee called time, giving

to Haverford, with

one goal and two safety

touch-downs against one touch-down and six safeties.

Although the
before Christmas, a

football season

is

generally finished

game was arranged between

the two

played on March 21st, at Swarthmore
Wednesday breaking clear and cold seemed
auspicious for the match so our team, with many kindred
spirits, mounted the college tally-ho, and drove over to
Swarthmore. The roads being heavy, Haverford was on
colleges, to be

grounds.

;

the fijld a

little late,

extended by Swarthmore
members, was gladly accepted and much
Debarring
enjoyed, after the hard work of the game.
the few accidents which happened to members of both
teams, and which up to the present time are doing well,
the day passed off very agreeably to every one.

The

invitation to supper

to the college

Selah.

so that the referee, G. H. Evans, was

game

Pennock winning
elected the lower end of the field, making
Haverford kick down hill, with the wind slightly in her

Princeton must

favor.

parent's or guardian's consent to his connection with the

While the middle rush of Haverford put the ball in
play by a slight kick and then running with it, not far,

team.

unable to

call

the

until

3.35.

the toss,

Hereafter

in

No

every
file

football

and base-ball player

at

with the registrar of the college his

conditioned students will be allowed to play

matches away from Princeton.
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EXCHANGE NOTES.
To

say that a paper

from classifying

a college publication

is

far

is

our

reach

table represent almost as man}- different grades as there

between the Norristown Herald and the Atlantic

are

Among the college

Monthly.

papers which resemble the

—

latter is the Vassar Miscellany,
not at all newsy, never
attempting to be funny, and decidedly magazinish in form

as well as

Without doubt the Miscellany

in matter.

stands at the head of papers of

its

kind, attaining, as

it

and stale. Its
articles are almost without exception good in style and
thought, and by no means dull from lack of variety; its
does, solid excellence without being dry

table of contents presents a

list

of pertinent essays, apt

reviews, and racy sketches. But notwithstanding
excellences,

because

it

an editor of the Miscellany
has nothing

in

tomb of one who sleeps at Mt. Vernon, in our mind's
we could hear the voices of his tomb, like the rich

the

The exchanges which

it.

is

all

these

troubled

the line of those light,

airy

fancy

notes of an /Eolian harp, saying,

and
It

the

is

ripple of laughter

of an innocent child, or

light heart

first in

"What

peace,

And

"

is

the

poetry

?

gushing from the

it is

the smile of a

slumbering infant listening to the rustle of angelic wings."

But leaving the voices
further

new

the

at

comers.

that their literary

fact

tomb

the

at

articles

writing,"

both

Both are

neat,

though

palm

that

respect

in

If the

and

;

be
as

will

it

us look a

this

first

its

is

improve with experi-

closely to matters concerning college,

on contributors who write

the
fine

off the

carries

confine their remarks a

editors will

little

pleasing.

rather

Collegian

the

hope that

issue, there is

let

Were it not for
are made up of "

would

papers

and the

to croon,

smile poetry indefinitely,

infant to

more

and Vassar has no crew or ball teams whose prowess
can be sung. This is the way she sets aside love, the
" We can't
most frequent subject of such outbursts

thrilling

watch o'er the

I

war,

Sentinel strikes an attitude, and says,

ence.

sors,

Lo,

'

first in

countrymen.'

the hearts of his

first in

good many college papers. The chief obstacle seems
to be the want of suitable subjects,
as she views it, it
would not be lady-like to get up grinds on the profes-

—

who was

precious bones of one

verses which have of late formed so striking a feature in
a

XI

and

little

will call

plain, straightforward Pmglish,

the paper will be in position to claim an average rank.

The

department

local

is

already good; and with that as

much energy

a nucleus, and as

put into English direct-

we

ness as was employed in glittering phrases this time,

:

How

write love songs without giving ourselves away.

would

look to see

it

in

the staid pages of the maidenly

'To my Lad's Necktie,' 'His Pointed Shoes,'
His Beaver Hat,' etc." However, as long as Vassar can
keep up to her present standard in journalism, she can
Misc.
'

afford to

"

remain dignified and

hope

to see the second

new exchange
its

first

Art," treats the great apostle of a_*stheticism.

summary manner in which he
"The name of Oscar Wilde will soon join
ing

'

is

the

Grandfather's Clock

'

in

is

The

follow-

disposed of:

Pinafore

'

'

and

the hereafter allotted to worn-out

jokes and defunct slang."

The

goes on to

article

tell

of

the reforms which the aesthetic craze has brought about
in furniture

and

interior decoration,

sketch of that feature of art by saying

was not in vain, and the lily
her works do follow her."

The

rests

and concludes the
:

"

The sunflower

from her labors and

our list are the Bethany ColleMary's Sentinel; and really we almost
wish thatthey had not come, for, take it as coolly as we
latest additions to

gian and the

St.

—

not entirely pleasant to find that both papers are too
emulous of the literary flying-machine. The following will
can,

it is

show

the

Collegians soaring

:

"

Were we

to

approach

is

in its
Its

5

of

make

up,

and not of even

contents are as a rule inter-

management

its

much

Another

on the whole creditable, though

crude

little

and

promises

Having begun a review of the Miscellany, we cannot
refrain from
mentioning the way in which a contributor in a readable essay on "Aspects of Modern

It

excellence throughout.
esting,

maidenly."

fairly successful.

the Purdue, which has reached No.

is

volume.

seemingly a

number

displays

a vigor

which

for the future.

The Adelphian, from Adelphi Academy, Brooklyn,
The
March number contains two of the finest cuts we have

has joined the increasing circle ofillustrated papers.

—both

seen in any college paper

executed
is

in

unusual

full-page pictures, well

every way, and having a finished look which

in

the illustrations of college papers.

These,

with the clear typography and neat arrangement of the

Adelphian,

make

it

the

us this month.

reached

however,

all

in

handsomest
Its

appearance.

The only

paper

that

has

pleasing qualities are not,
Its

contents are of a high

which the present number is
specially deficient is in editorials; those which it contains are sensible, but few and short.
In poetry we find
some lively jingling verses well worth the space they
order.

thing

in

Among the longer articles, interesting letters
from alumni form a noticeable feature. The strong point
of the whole paper is its local department.
The items
occupy.

seem

to be discreet

and timely, and so completely report

the news that an outsider can obtain from them an idea

of the workings of the Academy.
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COLLEGE NEWS.
Colleges often live to be old, but they do not always

Cornell

Publishers, Booksellers and Stationers,

Ex.

retain their faculties.

The

FRIENDS' BOOK ASSOCIATION,

Freshmen have determined

No. 1020

to adopt the

mortar board.

The funds

STAPLE
of Boston University have been increased

at

increasing; the students

it

Lehigh University

now number

FANCY STATIONERY,
PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS,
AUTOGRAPH ALBUMS,

rapidly

is

whom

187, of

80

professors'

children.

WORK

INK STANDS,

CARD CASES,
GOLD PENS AND PENCILS,

BOXES,

PAPER KNIVES,
FANCY PAPETERIE.

BOOKS.

has been found necessary to prohibit

the students from kissing the

Street, Philadelphia.

SCRAP BOOKS,
WRITING DESKS,

are Freshmen.

At Vassar

and

BLANK BOOKS,

$600,000 during the past year.

The attendance

Arch

A

Poems, Juvenile and Miscellaneous Books, etc.
Great Variety of Handsome Articles, and Prices Low.

Miscellany.

The

Trinity Tablet

neighboring colleges

an

Inter-collegiate

Lawn

Cups,

Tennis Association.

At

astronomy

Cornell, students in

are at great dis-

advantage, owing to the fact that the college does not
possess an observatory.

Medals,

Emblems,

p
FOR

Yachting

Rowing

majority of the present Senior class at Harvard

intend to study law
class are

sixty-eight per cent, of last year's

;

now studying

for that profession.

of Michigan, history

Since 1875,

is

when

the

most popular

Club rowed

its first

35 races, of

which they were

last in 4.

race,

its

members have competed
first in

23,

second

in 8,

in

and

The Pennsylvania University Magazine is
gymnasium at that
little

and a lunch-room

style desired,

From designs
By our own

artists.

Bailey,

Banks

&

Gunning

Z

Racing

E

Biddle,

S

Silversmiths,
Twelfth and Chestnut Streets.

STEEL
PENS

authority
institution

else than a training place for the crew,
for

Freshmen.

President Seelye, of Amherst, spends an interesting

hour with the Seniors every Monday morning, answering
such questions on literary, political and miscellaneous
subjects as they may choose to hand in.
Ex.

Leading Numbers: 14, 048, 130, 333, 161.

For Sale by all Stationers.
THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO.,
Works, Camden, N.

J.

26 John

St..

Mew

York,

Williamsburg, once the seat of the learning, wealth,
fashion and social position of Virginia, seems to be fast

going to decay. The college has entirely gone down.
Last year there was only one student, this year none.

The

president has a splendid residence just out of town,

and the buildings are quiet and lonely looking, and seem
to hide within their walls much wisdom, but this is all
that is left of that once proud seat of learning, William
and Mary College. Ex.

I
f

I

Chaff.

for the statement that the

used for

to order,

Of any

elective.

the Pennsylvania University Boat

R

Cricket
Made

At Harvard political economy is the elective chosen
by the greatest number of students. At the University

is

Vases,

Ex.

Rutgers was awarded the prize of one hundred dollars for having the best college songs by the American
College Song Book publishers. Argus.

A

PRIZES IN SILVER.

trying to effect a union of

is

into

HAVERFORD COLLEGE

BARBER SHOP.
CHARLES W. FRANCES,

Proprietor.

STUDENTS ARE ESPECIALLY INVITED.

f

THE HAVERFORDIAN.

MUNN &

BRYN MAWE.

FINE GROCERIES,
Extra Teas and

XIII

Coffees,

SUPERIOR CANNED GOODS.

CO.

ATENTS

P

NEW

YORK.

ESTABLISHED

1846.

We

continue to act as solicitors for patents, caveats, trade-marks, copyrights, etc., for the United
States, and to obtain patents in Canada, England,

Very Choice Patent and Family Flour,
From leading Pennsylvania and Western

by the Bag or Barrel.

mills;

FRESH EGGS; BUTTER
From

the leading Delaware and

Fresh Meats of

all

Montgomery lounty
i

DairieB.

kinds, and Poultry always on hand.

OUSTERS.

France, Germany, and all other countries.
Thirty-six years' practice. No charge for examination of models or drawings. Advice by
mail free.
Patents obtained through us are noticed in the
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, which has the target circulation, and is the most influential news]i;i|kt of its kind published in the word.
The
advantages of such a notice every' patentee understands.

This large and splendidly illustrated newspaper
at 13.20 a year, and is adpublished
mitted to be the best paper devoted to science.
nu'chanics, inventions, engineering wurks, and
other departments of industrial progress, published in any country. Single copies by mail, 10
cents. Sold by all newsdealers.
Address, Munn & Co., publishers of Scientific
American, 'Jtil Broadway, New York.
Handbook about patents mailed free.

WEEKLY

is

Our celebrated

BREAD

served daily through surrounding country from the
Whitehall bread wagons. Try it.

PLAIN and FANCY CAKES made fresh daily.
all kinds of FANCY DESSERTS made to

PIES and

-icie cieiEAiM:
Of all

j^jstjd

order.

ices-

"watieir,

flavors, in all kinds of forms, very finest quality.

SERVED DAILY TO CUSTOMERS ALL THE YEAR ROUND.

ICE

Good Horses and Carriages always

to hire at

Whitehall Livery Stables.

WARNER ARTHUR,
Bakery & Confectionery,
I.

F.

WHITE HALL, BRYN MAWR.
Branch Confectionery
All flavors of

Cakes.

»A RTiST16 60TTEM

Ardmore.

at

Ice Cream and Mater Ire in every style. Plain and Fancy
Desserts made to order. Try our Cream l*uffs, Charlotte
Husses and Merint/ues. Our pastry is very fine.

Families wishing Bread on which they may always rely, can obtain it from our
bread wagons, which make daily trips throughout all the surrounding country.
Parties served. Particular attention given to Dinner orders.

Will open our

new confectionery near White

—I C DE

Hall,

Bryn Mawr, early

MAGUIRE,
-

No. 16 Novtli Eleventh Street, Philadelphia.

SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS.

in April.

.

We willserve from
moderate

rates.

Eagle to Overbrook, this season, the finest quality of Ice at very
Please send for price list. Family trade especially solicited.

Very

.A.

respectfully,
I.

WARNER ARTHUR,

SPECIALTY

:

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Wedding, Full Dress, Graduating and Reception

Suits.

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.
ROWLEY &

TUSTIN,

Prescriptions Accurately

Prop'rs.

Compounded.

Pure Drugs, Fine Chemicals,
Elegant Pharmaceutical Preparations.
Fancy Goods, Colognes, Perfumes, Toilet Requisites,
Sponges, Chamois Skins, Mineral Waters,
Paints, Oils and Glass, etc.

WHITMAN'S FINE CONFECTIONS.
Union News Agency, Stationery,
Cigars,

etc., etc.

J. L.

STADELMAN,
DEALER

IN

(OAL AND JUMBER,
ARDMORE,

PA.

THE
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s

^pies

Send

a

ta

vn

of

&oOI)S

House Dealing

EXCLUSIVELY IN DRY GOODS,
And

thereby secure the advantages offered
the concentration upon one single

by

branch

of business of
vast facilities,

all

our

The present season "we are showing a
stock Aggregating fully
CL

ana CMaziez zi'ouazs

OJCillion

Dress Goods, Cloths, Ladies' and
Children's Weajing_^pp_arBl,_Housefurnishing Go ods, Upholstering Materials,

In

Silks,

Hosiery,

Fancy

Underwear, Gloves,
Goods, Dress Trim-

nrin gs,

& c, & o,

STK/IV/I?RIl)r,K
I^ig^til

PRILSDeLPRIS.-

£r

&c,
(jlieTJIIKR,

an 3 ]S[an§et

^tr.eets.

-+•

MllilliU
A. J.

Haverford College Shoe Store.

REACH &

CO.,

No. 23 South Eighth Street, Philadelphia.
Importers, Dealers and Manufacturers of

H.

J.

HARRISON,

Retail Dealer in Finest

HM

BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBER GOODS,
HAVERFORD

and

C00PERT0WN ROADS,

BRYN MAVVR,

PA.

OUT DOOR AND INDOOR GAMES.
Lawn

Largest Stock,

Lowest

Finest Quality,
Prices.

Custom Work

a Specialty.

Tennis, Cricket, Foot Ball,

Base

Ball,

and Gymnasium Supplies,

Foot Ball Jackets, Worsted Tights, Trunks, Shirts. Boxing Gloves,
Indian Clubs, Running

and Jumping Shoes, Gymnasium Ropes,

Swinging Rings, Health

O-Price-list mailed

free.

JOSEPH fMLLOTT'S
** STEEL** PENS.

(

THE FAVORITE NUMBERS, 303.404, 332,351, 170,
AND HIS OTHER STYLES

SOLD by ALL DEALERS throughout the WORLD.

Lifts,

Goods shipped

Chest Expanders,

etc.

to all parts of the country. "i£&

THE HAVERFORDIAN.

WHITALL.TATUM &
(

CO.,

xv

Chemicals and Chemical Apparatus,

T lass \/\ aniifact"iirers,
410

46

&

RACE

ST.,

48 BARCLAY

Philadelphia,

ST.,

New

York.

Chemical Glassware
FOR

Suited to the wants of Schools and Colleges.

LABORATORIES,

COLLEGES,
MUSEUMS,
ASSAYING WORKS,
INSTITUTES OF TECHNOLOGY,
ACADEMIES,

&c.

Bullock

& C RENSHAW

No. 528 Arch

DRUGGISTS' GLASSWARE,
Homoeopathic Vials, Druggists'

Sundries, &c.

>

Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

Descriptive Priced Catalogue furnished

on application.

Haverford College Store,
ESTABLISHED

184-2.

Where may be obtained

BROADBENT &
Successors to Broadbent

&

CO..

Phillips,

Photographers,
HAVE REMOVED TO
No. 914 Chestnut Street.

Dry Goods, Groceries,

NOTIONS,
HATS 4 CAPS,
BOOTS 4 SHOES,
Hardware,
Queensware,

settlements with the late firm of Broadbent &.
Phillips will be made with Broadbent &. Co.
at above address.
Broadbent & Co. naving purchased the negatives
and business, applications for new work
will be made to them.

Frui ts,

All

Agent

for

Tinware,
Confectionery,

Cakes,

HARRISON'S READY MIXED PAINT, and
AMERICAN BARB WIRE.

etc.

also the

GARDINER L.WARNER.
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Haverford College,
PENNSYLVANIA.
Nine miles from Philadelphia, on the

line of the

Pennsylvania Railroad.

FACULTY:
THOMAS CHASE,

Ltt. D.,

LL.D., President, and Professor of Philology

and Literature.

PLINY EARLE CHASE,
ISAAC SHARPLESS,

LL.D., Professor of Philosophy and Logic.

S. B., Professor

of Mathematics and Astronomy.

ALLEN C. THOMAS, A.M., Professor of Rhetoric and History.
LYMAN BEECHER HALL, Ph. D., Professor of Chemistry and Physics.

T

HIS

institution

is

i

SETH K. GIFFORD, A. M., Assistant Professor of Greek and Latin.
JOSEPH RHOADS, J:;., A. B., Instructor in Natural History.

ALFRED GREELY LADD, A.M., M. D., Instructor in Physical Culture.
CHARLES M. BURNS, Instructor in Drawing.
JOHN E. COFFIN, S. B., Assistant in the Observatory.

WALTER FERRIS

under the management of Friends, and was founded
and beautiful scenery.

in 1833.

TRICE,

A.

It.,

Assistant Librarian.

The College buildings are situated

in

a lawn of sixty acres,

in a region noted for its healthfulness

Two equal courses,
BARCLAY HALL, completed

the Scientific and Classical, offer a collegiate education of the highest grade.

The Chemical and
The Libraries of the College contain over 13,600 volumes. An
Astronomical Observatory, furnished with an excellent equatorial instrument, besides oilier useful apparatus, is constantly resorted to by students
in this branch of science.
The mineralogical and other collections have recentlv been rearranged in a new museum in Founders' Hall. There are
three literary societies in the College.
Frequent lectures are delivered during the winter months by the Faculty, and also by specialists in
science and art.
in 1S77, affords

Physical Laboratories have been recently remodeled and

every two students a study room, with communicating single bedrooms.

new apparatus

added.

FOR CIRCULARS, OR OTHER INFORMATION, ADDRESS
Prof.

ALLEN

C.

THOMAS, Prefect,
Haverford College P. O. Pa.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE

Vol. 4.

The Largest Old Book Store

in

P, 0.,

MONTGOMERY

America

GENERAL INVITATION.

No. 8.

PORTER & COATES' NEW PUBLICATIONS.
ENGLAND, PICTURESQUE AND DESCRIPTIVE.
Cook. With
famous »nd

By Joel

4*7 finely engraven illustrations, descriptive of the most
attractive places, as well as oi the historic scenes and rural

of England and Wales. With Mr. Cook's admirable descriptions of
the places and the country, ai-d the splendid illustrations, this is the most
valuable and attractive book of the season, tjuarto. elegantly bound.
Cloth extra, gilt side and edges, $7.50; full Turkey morocco, gilt edges,
lile

you want a book, no matter when or where published,
call at our store.
We have without exception the largest
collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Departments, each department under the charge of an experienced
person, who is always willing and ready to give any information in relation to our immense stock which our customers
may desire. Any person having the time to spare is perfectly welcome to call and examine our stock of two to
three hundred thousand volumes, without feeling under the
If

slightest obligation to purchase.

$15.00.

THE FIRESIDE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF POETRY.
and arranged by Husky T. Coates.

Collected

New edition, thoroughly revised, and
Containing l'ortraitsof Prominent American Poets with Fac-similesoi u.eir
hand-writing. Imp. 8vn. Cloth extra, gin side and edges, S-VuU; Turkey
morocco, antique, lull gilt edges, $10.00. The best and most complete
collection of poetry published.

THE ENGLISH PEOPLE IN

ITS

THREE HOMES;

and,

The

Practical Bearings ol General European History. By Eiavakd
A. Kkeeman. LL.D.. author ot
The Norman conquest of England " etc
12mo. Cloth extra, black and gold, $1.75.
•

POLITICAL ECONOMY With Especial

MAILING DEPARTMENT.

;

trial
'

If you cannot get to the city write, stating what book you
want, and we will answer immediately. It only costs a
trifle extra to send books by mail, and we make a specialty
of filling mail orders, fully appreciating the value of prompt
and careful attention to the demands of every correspondent.

History of Nations.

LEARY'S OLD BOOK STORE,
No. 9 South Ninth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
below Market Street.

Reference to the Indusit A
l'Jnio

By Kobekt Ellis Thompson,

loth extra. $..5u.

The book is one that should find a large circle of readers, not only among
professed students but with the large body ol intellig nt working men with
whom the real interests of the country are safest "—Pvfrie Ledger Philadelphia
" It is a book winch every one would do well to obtain,
ami. when obtained,
to read witb care aud attention."— Toronto World.

THREE IN NORWAY.
tions,
l.'nio.

First Store

MAY, 1883.

CO., PA.,

By Two OF Them. With a map and

Cloth extra, black an

" "\ he story, as a stnry. i* well told,
the trio their sport with rod and rifle:
or silly about the narra:ive it boils
feels not th»t the
authors

unnamed

58 illustra-

gold. $1.75.

and old hunters and fishermen

will

envy

but while there is nothing either forced
over with genu'ne fun until the reader
are making him laugh, but ihat he is
He and they form a hilarious company with no

simply laughing with them.
nonsense about them. "— Inquirer, Phi/ade'phia.
''While the incidents of the journev are interesting in themselves, the
pleasant methods ol the author make the book among the most enjoyable of
its
kind. "— Inler-Ocean, Chicago.

MICROSCOPES.

H.

B.

HART,

1TJL ICR0SC0PIC ACCESSORIES.
SPY GLASSES,

Bicycles,

OPERA GLASSES,

DRAWING INSTRUMENTS,

Tricycles and

SURVEYING INSTRUMENTS,

Velocipedes.

Spectacles,
No. 811

EYE GLASSES,

S>:

^©-Bicycle Purchasers taught

Physical and Chemical Apparatus.

Send 3 cent stamp

J. P.

924 CHESTNUT STREET,

1.
'_.

Part
Part

to ride free of charge.

24 page Catalogue.

TWADDELL,

Gents' Fine Shoes a Specialty.

Catalogues as follows sent on application:
Part

for

Fine Shoes.

PHILADELPHIA.

Tart

STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

THERMOMETERS AND BAROMETERS.

JAMES W.QUEEN& CO.

ARCH

Mathematical Instruments 162 pages.

3.

Optical Instruments, 18 pages.
Magic lanterns. 1 12 pages.

4.

Plii'.isonhical Instruments. 160 pages.

i

Part. 5. Meteorological iDstrumeDts
120 pages.

and Cbemleal Apparatus,

No. 1212

MARKET STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.

Jgf-Two squares from Broad

Street Station.
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II

Homer, Golladay

STADELMAN'S PHARMACY.

&

Compounding

Go.

HUNYADI JANOS AND FRIEDRICHSH ALL

invite attention to their

BITTER WATERS,

Gents' Furnishing Goods Department,
which

will

of Prescriptions a specialty.

Together with a variety of Imported and Domestic
Natural Spring Waters, constantly on hand.

always be found replete with the

ALL THE POPULAR MONTHLY AND WEEKLY MAGAZINES

LATEST NOVELTIES

IN

AND DAILY PAPERS.

NECKWEAR.

STORE ENLARCED AND REFURNISHED.

ALL SIZES OF

Ready Made

Shirts at $1.00 each.

Measures taken, and made

to Order.
Fit,
Materials Guaranteed.

$18. OO per

20.00
24.00

Whitman's and other Fine Confectionery; also the Choicest Cigars.

Cor. Cricket

Workmanship and

HENRY TROEMNER,

Dozen, Laundried.

"

"

"

"

Avenue and Lancaster Pike,
ARDMORE.

Directly opposite Station.

Open

Front.
Extra Fine.

PMlaWDMa.
Jerseys for Gymnasium, Tennis and Cricket,

etc., in College Colors.

ASSAY
A

full

assortment of

WEIGHTS OF

ASSAY

CHESTNUT STREET,

(Above Broad

BALANCES

BALANCES,

COLLARS AND CUFFS.
Nos. 1412 and 1414

ANALYTICAL

WEIGHTS,

PRECISION

St.)

PHILADELPHIA.

DRUGGISTS' PRESCRIPTION SCALES,

&c.

PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.

Company

Provident Life and Trust
OF PHILADELPHIA,

KEEP'S SHIRTS,

No. 409 Chestnut Street.

933 Chestnut Street.

1st
Assets

lit

market

Mo,

1st,

GLOVES, UMBRELLAS, UNDERWEAR, ETC.

1883.

price,

£7,223,605 76

Liabilities,

!),5.i6,050

Surplus, including Capital Stock,

:

-

-

KEEP'S Custom

Shirts Made to Measure from
Wamsutta Muslin and Best Irish Linen.
Bosoms 3-ply, all Linen. Perfect Fit Guaranteed.

88

1,667,564 88

Mortality Experience from 1866 to 1881.

SIX

Probable Death Losses according to the American Experience Tulilc of Mortality, the standard of the

Pennsylvania Insurance Department (882 lives),
Actual experience of the Company during the whole
period
lives),

--------------

1,847,138 00

(~>'.i_:

Difference,

A Low

Samples and Circulars Mailed Free.

82,654,067 00

-

Fine Assortment of Gents' Furn/shing Goods

806,929 00

KEEP MANUFACTURING CO.

Rate of Mortality Makes Cheap Insurance.

SAMUEL R.SHIPLEY,

WM.

C.

FRACTICAL

'

THOMAS WISTAB,

1><

V
Chief Medical Examiner.

I

BOOK-BINDER

DIRECTORS.
SAMUEL
T.

R.

SHIPLEY,

WISTAR BROWN,

IlICHARD CADBURY,
HEM!) HAINES,
MORRIS,
J. iSHUA 11.
RICH USD Wood.

WILLIAM HACKER,
ASA S. WING,

Philadelphia.

WHELLER,

President.

ASA S. WING, Vur-Prtzi'lrnt (ui'l ArUmnj.
JOSEPH ASHBROOK, Manager of Insurana
DR.

FOR $9.00!

ISRAEL MORRIS. Philadelphia.
CHAS. HARISHOK.NE.
WILLIAM GUMMERE.
EREDERIC COLLINS.
PHILIP C. GARRETT,

MURRAY SHIPLEY. Cincinnati,
J. MORTON ALBERTSON.

Norristoivn. Pa

152 SO.

Room

THIRD STREET,

A.

PHILADELPHIA.

Old Looks and Magazines bound with neatness and despatch.
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'83,
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William
Subscription

is

Asst. Business

'85,

'83.

for

it

The regular price of stibscription to the Haverfordian is only $1.00 per year.
Old Haverfor-

and friends of

College

the

in the College.

we are
"Student" and

publishers of the "Student"

ivith the

mail to any address the
" Haverfordian " together for $r.^o per year.

enabled

to

number we

nummembers of our club,
do so again. The prizes

too

in

some importance

the marking system.

After years of

been adopted, which

will, to

a

By doing away

student's standing.

with

all

grading, and

simply giving the marks for the quarter, the Faculty have
taken a step which seems to meet with

method may, perhaps,

who have

think

who

this

it

will be,

much

approval.

cool the ardor of a

hitherto studied for standing alone,

on the whole,

beneficial,

we

and that those

study for the good to be derived from study will

labor even harder, being assured that their

shown up

in

result will

be favorable, and that students

Faculty
In a former

is

hitherto been difficult to judge correctly concerning a

few,

work
made

it

can contest

remedy an evil for a long time felt by
members of the two upper classes. Owing to the various systems of marking used by the professors, it has

our endeavors

standard of literary
Arrangements having been

If

who

certain extent,

While

raise the

a change of

last issue,

dissatisfaction, a plan has

generally, should give us their hearty support in
to

have many cricket
and why should not

for,

next.

has taken place

$1.0O

The Havepfordian is the official organ of the students of Haverford College, and
published monthly during the College year.
Literary communications should be addressed to the editors.

dians in particular,

We

work.

which are well contested

Since our

Manager.

One Copy, One Tear,

I'rice,

No. 8.

late to try for the prize this year, let all

Business Manager.

'85,

T. Hussey,

1883.

our literary prizes be as well contested for?

:

Chairman.

Samuel Shoemaker,
Enos L. Doan, '85.

Charles R. Jacob, '84.
Herbert Chase, '84.

T.

MAY,

for excellence in literary
prizes,

G. H. Evans,

CO., PA.,

a fairer manner.

It is to

work

will

be

be hoped that the
will

meet the

fairly in the matter.

called attention to the

•

»m

9

ber of cricket prizes offered to the

and think

it

not out of place to

numerous and valuable to a cricketer, and should be
by all those who can. The new members are
especially the ones who stand in best for some of the
prizes
that is, the Improvement Bat and Fielding Belt.
There is also a Sophomore-Freshman Bat for the highest
are

striven for

;

batting average on afternoon scrub matches.

The

first

eleven prizes also, although they are of no practical value,
yet are something well worth striving

for.

Again it becomes our duty to call the attention of
the students to the near approach of the annual contest
for the

Alumni

few contestants

Heretofore there have been but

Prize.
;

and

prize being withdrawn,

is
if,

there not

some danger of

the

year after year, there are only

three or four contestants?

It

is

the only regular prize

which is offered for excellence in oratory and composition, and the only one of any sort offered to the students

The few days of practice which the cricketers have
show that there need be very little fear of our
not having a good team in the field this season. The
enjoyed,

improvement over that of
match showing almost as good
cricket as the last one last year.
In the field, the men
are not quite up to the usual standard, which is probably
due to tender hands and cold weather. This will, however, improve with time and warm weather.
Indeed, we
can speak nothing but words of praise and encouragement while our cricket interests seem as prosperous as
they do now. Another encouraging feature of the times
is the larger attendance at the practice matches in the
afternoon.
Now there seems to be very little difficulty
in obtaining full teams on the field, while last year we
considered ourselves fortunate if we had eight on a side.
Again, we would say, that with the present outlook we
can see no reason why Haverford should not regain all
batting, certainly,
last

year

— the

is

a great

first

her old laurels in the cricket

field,

against the other
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Our hopes may

clubs.

justified in placing

we

be too high, but

them

as high as

we

we

think

are

do.

Sweet June is fast approaching, as may be seen by
any one who reads one or more periodicals. For the

poems on Spring thicken as this month nears us, the
number being inversely proportional to the square of the
distance. So Ieavingthe calendar, the appearance of spring
suits, and of Mary Janes new bonnet, entirely out of the

Commencement

question, one could easily perceive that

with

its

bouquets and "sheepskins"

is

upon

attended

better

In

many

antries of a four years' course are served up,

enjoyment of
involve

some

Day, need
plan

is

visitors

and students.

almost

is

much

to the

part on Class

The

worthy of consideration.

certainly

sides,

until

lives

:

so often brings the student to lead two

it

one before

hypocritical one

;

and slightly

his professors, a strained

and another among

his fellows.

As

to

whether the fault lies with the student or his professor,
it is not our purpose to discuss here; though it might be
well to remark, in passing, that too often the professor

made

to bear the sins of the undergraduate.

ever the cause, the fact remains;

makes the duty of the college
Should he write

tugging

in

Certainly

for the students.

—

opposed what then?
Managers and Faculty,

own

Thus

friends.

standstill,

He

and

this

editor

But, whatit

that

is

doubly hard.
?

But when these two are
cannot take a stand against

less can he turn against his
poor editor is brought to a

still

the

THE FREE EXERCISE OF THOUGHT.
When a person allows himself to be guided
act

by the

— on one side friendship and fellow-feeling

;

on

—

and develop

cultivate

colleges the understanding between teachis

perfect

;

and here

at

Haverford we are

—

know each other, but not yet as
we should. To aid in bringing about this

gradually beginning to

thoroughly as

better understanding

between

officers

Like every other quality,

and students

is

in

the

may

it

When

guided to any

a person allows himself to be

extent by the will of others, just to that extent his power

and that which

is

elevating in

is

degrading

is

its

weakened.

Actions which, to his enlightened sense, would be loath-

some and

repulsive,

He

of toleration.

sense

he comes to look upon with a

that

would be

man,

a

of that word, must nourish his

manliness, or at least allow

them

spirit

in the original

aspirations

for

to exert their natural

influence.
is one of the most natural tendencies of
While in one sense it is the nature of the
move and of the mind to act, as long as the

Inactivity

the mind.

body

man

to

continues to breathe, yet in another sense

nature of both to be

If

idle.

some

effort is

it

is

the

not put forth

to exercise the mind,

it will act as in an endless circle
and that of small extent, the routine of which it will
traverse over and over again, and outside of which it will
never reach.
In this way it will become a mere instinct,

differing in

its

nature from that of the animal creation only

which, by exertion,

At many

and

to the highest degree

be greatly increased by proper use, and greatly impaired
by improper use or lack of use.

in this, that

fear of suppression.

every

in

endowment,

forfeits that great

freedom of choice and the power of regulating conduct,
a power which it was undoubtedly intended we should

wholesome

and taught

he

will of others,

the other, respect for his elders, mingled, perhaps, with a

ers

^^

•

is

Faculty or for the students

for the

and candidly discussed on both

fairly

of distinguishing between that which

misfortune of the modern systems of college

education that

that these

they should.

character
It is a

be

we hope

us,

Managers, Faculty, and students leave off
different directions, and pull together again as

highest sense possible.

however, speak on Commencement.

not,

is

would, of course,

It

Those who take

extra work.

Day

colleges, Class

All the jokes and pleas-

universally of greater interest.

the ice between

may

questions

Commencement, and

than

Having

often discussed in the privacy of our studies.

thus broken

us.

There is one thing which we are inclined to think
would make this season even pleasanter. An institution
has become popular in many other colleges, and even
schools, which has not yet found favor at Haverford.
We refer to the annual Class Day. The usual programme,
consisting of an oration, history, poem, and prophecy,
is
carried out by members of the class previously
elected for the purpose.

what a college paper should aim at, and what The
We all see the present
Haverfordian docs aim at.
need of it, and we know that the Faculty are ready to
meet us halfway.
For this purpose we have lately laid
open more and more that other side of our college life
which we have generally hidden from our professors,
and have ventured to bring forward in the columns of
The Haverfordian some of. the questions we have so

it

has latent within

accomplish great
the

may

results.

mind no longer

acts

successive revolution

removed from the
fitted for

it

a potential energy,

it

be brought to light and used to

When
in

this

traverses

a

central attractions,

development.

energy

ceaseless

put forth,

is

round

;

new path

at

each

farther

and becomes better
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While we can

entertain no doubt that our great

to the country, there

The employees become, in
employers.
They lose

them.
of

one bad feature about

at least

is

a manner, the slaves

which

No

is

self-dependence

that

their

necessary for self-culture and self-development.

responsibility

is

upon them, except to go
routine of their tasks, and hence

placed

through with the daily

they become mere machines.

The tendency

of

all

association

ness with himself.
is

The

assimilation.
it

tends to

he mingles to a

mind of one person

If the

and energetic, he

is

such that

is

whom

draw every other one with

is

like-

active

likely to infuse a similar spirit into

his fellows.

The prominent men whose names have come down
to us from ancient times

and superstitions of
set

were yet groveling in the myths
age but they were men who

their

;

themselves to thinking, and

so, rising a

minds of others were

fired,

As each

their influence yet others.

little

above

Through

the darkness, they caught a ray of light.
influence the

we do

their

and through

successive genera-

were
taken up and further developed. So the great wheel of
progression has rolled on, impelled by thinking men;
and so it will continue to roll, and its rapidity has been
and will be in direct proportion to the mental energy
tion passed by, the thoughts of former generations

is

that

it

of the greatest essentials of a free
offers

no obstruction to the

government

free

course of

the United States, and hence
first

others,

amount of sound thinking, is convinced that the
will be a good one.
Here we see the advantage

ijood

of free discussion.

When

each party sets forth his ideas

the presence of the other, a

sented to

and

all,

all

they

may

new

In

see

it

specified as

first article

are

all

be convinced of the

The

is

pre-

each gives the

open

to conviction,

folly of notions

which

they have held, and of the superior claims of those of

The effect, then, of such a discussion, is to
awaken the mental activity of all concerned, and to bring
them to a nearer recognition of the truth.
The best feature of a republican form of government
others.

not that

is,

it

causes the choice of the best

men

to office,

but that it throws the responsibility of government on to
the people,
a responsibility which no honorable citizen
will shirk.
A wise monarch may be able to rule with

—

great satisfaction for a time

but,

;

should he be succeeded

weak-minded man, the people, who have thrown the
entire management of affairs upon their rulers, are in a
by

a

position similar to that of a child deprived of

A

responsibility

is

mother.

meet.

fitted to

among

its

thrown upon them which they are not
free exercise

of thought

the people in national affairs as well as in those

On

of less importance.

such a

free exercise

depends the

happiness, prosperity and growth of the nation and the
individual.

JUNIOR DAY.

of the

thoughts of the people.

of thought
If

one

numberless attempts on the part of governments to
control the

field

are benefited.

reasons for his opinions, and

amendments
the history of past ages we see

rights in the

to the Constitution.

we

this

no way, be influenced

that he should, in

So we see the necessity of a

thought among the people over whom it extends. The
importance of this was early seen by the citizens of
of their

mean

change

applied.

One

By

have spoken of mental independence.

not

and that he should not be open to conviction.
We mean that he should not be persuaded to a change
of conduct or belief till his judgment, enlightened by a

by

in

by every one

influence exerted

We

manu-

much good

facturing establishments are productive of

result has

The

usual

routine

Day

of Junior

repeated at Haverford on the 13th
trains, as in

ult.

was
The morning

exercises

former years, brought their loads of visitors,

people, only tend to stimulate hatred and enmity, and to

who, in spite of the fact that the weather was on the fence
between favorable ami unfavorable aspects with a threatening leaning toward the unfavorable side, hail turned out

make

to

always been faction, persecution and bloodshed.
attempts, instead of tending to uniformity

the breaches between

again the
those

them

broader.

of free will and free choice

gift

who submit themselves

with the same
It is

still

to

is

Such

among

the

There

forfeited

by

be so controlled, and

the greatest

evils

;

of the

it

is

well

system.

known to be one of
The unconditional

obedience to which the soldier binds himself, implies the
total

As

resignation of the use of his reasoning faculties.

the result, the mind

inactivity.

visitors

driven

their interest in '84 anil

coming by
to

audience

evil effects.

hardly necessary to speak of the intellectual

depravity caused by war

show

falls

into

a state

of

listless

rail

the grounds, and
in

Alumni Hall

there were not as

many

in

the college.

were joined by others,

who helped

The

who had

to swell

the

goodly proportions, though
would have assembled under

to

as

more propitious sky. At' eleven o'clock the Junior
by the Faculty, marched into the hall to

a

class, followed

the slow music of the tolling

who were
111

;

bell.

to speak looked rather

The

faces of those

solemn as they came

but as they took their places on the seats reserved for

them near the

stage,

and were greeted by the gaze of
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well-wishing

and equally well-wishing fellowbrows relaxed a little, and they

friends

students, their anxious

appeared to breathe more

As soon

was

fairly established

on the

Chase inaugurated the exercises by
The low ripple of converspeaker.
sation over the hall was speedily stilled, and then for a
little more than a hour the audience manifested their
The
appreciation of the orations by marked attention.
speakers all acquitted themselves well, either in thought
President

stage,

calling out the

first

and originality put forth in composition, or in elegance
of delivery, and some succeeded in effecting a happy
combination of these two pleasing features. The exeraudience

cises over, the

filed

out of the

hall,

voting that

had given great and general pleasure to those who
were so fortunate as to be present. An opportunity was
'84

given to

to refresh

all

dining-room

in the

number of the

themselves with a substantial lunch

and

;

after

of Friends has always been noted for
it

would hardly

be supposed that a college under their care would be

freely.

as the Faculty

The Society

advocating freedom to the oppressed, and

being thus regaled, a large

visitors spent a pleasant

hour

in

looking

through the buildings and wandering over the college

grounds before turning their faces homeward.

The following is the list of speakers A. D. Hall,
"Our National Character;" F. A. White, "John Colet;"
C. R. Jacob, "The Reign of Anne;" A. P. Smith,

saddled with more
rule here

attendance at morning chapel

Our catalogue

in

is

coming

is

in

as the

strictness

the larger colleges.
inculcates

faith-

and immutable truths of pure

knows

gion, and the student

he

much

says that the college

simple

the

fully

No

seemed necessary.

rules than

enforced with so

is

to a place

the foreground.

coming here

before

reli-

that

where Friends' views are placed

Why,

then, need he complain

when he

he must attend two meetings during the week?

finds that

Medical students are the only collegians

in

the country

exempt from some such requirement.

entirely

If it were not imperative for each one to go to
meeting on fifth-day or to collection on first-day after-

who go because
would still continue to attend with the
same promptness, and those who go because it is necessary, would not lose anything by the change.
Compulsory attendance of meeting is not apt to awaken
noon,

is

it

they enjoy

much

doubtless a fact that those
it,

love in students, but

it is

easy to see

why

is still

it

:

"Independence of Character;" L. T. Hill, "Will the
French Republic Last?" George Vaux, Jr., "America
for Americans;" T. H. Chase, " De Litteris Romanis
sub Imperatoribus; " J. H. Allen, "The Sublime and the
Beautiful."

by the members of the

orations prepared

resigned the privilege of speaking were:

class

O.

W.

and Hamilton;" A. C. Craig, "The
Future of the Democratic Party " J. H. Bartlett, "America
Bates, "Jefferson

Meeting

in

the middle of the

an institution dear to

Invention

W.

"
J.

;

"The Political Influence
Romances of the Middle Ages

Haines,

J.

List, "

K.

L. Moore, " Biography, and

its

of
"
;

Relations to Daily

Life."

started

itself, and has always been
members, and a discontinuance
them like taking a strong pillar

of

it

would seem

to

its

from the church.
It is,

to be sure, the year of our

Lord one thousand

eight hundred and eighty-three, and the influence of the
is

becoming more powerful and widely

may

year, but

it

it was founded, or wish
custom as burdensome.

to

in Switzerland, that

each

felt

which
lay aside any time-honored

never lose sight of the object

It is related

;

and Rome;" W.

week was

almost as early as the Society

college

The

who

continued.

for

of a certain canton

they were victorious so long as they

wore the badges and carried the ensigns which had been
handed down to them from their ancestors, but when
they tired of these, and threw them away, they were
utterly routed, and became lost as a distinct people and
so Friends, with their distinctive marks gone, would no
longer retain their high standing as a society, and the
influence which they have always exerted would be lost.
;

COMMUNICATION.
To the Editors of The Haverfordian.
Gentlemen: The last number of The Haverfordian

—

Friend.

wrong impresunexplained.
The

contained an editorial which might give a
sion

to

outside readers

the

if

left

general tone of the article would imply that Haverford

was

a place

where the principles

dictates of one's

own

to serve

God

after the

conscience had never reached, that

THE NEW TELESCOPE

We

telescope.

The order has

been given to Alvan Clark and Sons,

who have made

almost

are to have a

all

new

the large glasses of America, and just finished

the Society of Friends go so far as to cram their doctrines

a 30-inch for the Russian National Observatory.

down

aperture of the telescope will be 10 inches.

the

of the

throats

Friends' meeting

not needful."

is

unwilling students, and that

considered by us as the "one thing

ing will embrace

all

the

The
The mount-

modern appliances of clock-work,
It is hoped

slow motion and clamping arrangements.

THE
be added to

that there can

The

telescope

money

will

for these

is

not

about $4,000,
It will be

cost

which has been raised by contributions.
finished in about six months.

What
decided.

and

pier,

be done with the old one

If the

funds can be raised to build

would be convenient

to have

it

for

is

not yet

it

a

house

more

free

has achieved

As a

mean of 76 determinations of the latitude of the
Observatory by the zenith instrument is 40 o' 40.08",
with a probable error of .19".
The old value was 4&
o' 36.5".

!

of garlic returneth.

Dr.

Ladd has begun

Now

is

his

our team

canvassing tickets for society

and we can see Commencement not

off.

feel

is

now above

and those who got stuck

par,

last

Lawn

tennis

is

having quite a boom, much

The Bicycle Club has a new
monogram, H. C.
The Engineering Corps

to the discomfiture

is

pin,

which consists of a

silver

Alumni and old students
Snobb " intends to sell out.

The

cherry-trees are in

Commencement

Counting

full

force under the direction

in Jersey,

full

will

be interested

in

hearing that

Owing

bloom, and

will

be densely popu-

time.

at last

own grounds.

It

little

granted us permission

will

to
to

the teams,

all

our readers that the
play matches off our

bring our team out, and

make

our college

more widely known.

turf all over the place

if

evening of the
Puzzle

fandango

&

in

4th,

the grass

was only kept cut

short.

was produced throughout the College on the

by the report that a serpent

in the

menagerie of

and was executing a
He was finally
the apartments of these gentlemen.
Co.,

had escaped from

his cage,

to their

We

regret to say that "Aphrodite," the Hibernian maid,
such an extended period of time "clipped" (?) the lamps
on the second floor, has left. Since her departure, it is stated that
one lamp has so far recovered itself as to be able to be seen by

who

for

naked

eye, even in a dark room.

Professor Corson, of Cornell, lectured here on the evening

His subject was
of the 27th and morning of the 28th ult.
" Nineteenth Century Poetic Ideals," especially as exhibited by

Browning and Tennyson. The lectures were rendered extremely interesting and instructive, and were listened to
by a large and appreciative audience.

great proficency in English history, the Seniors
for a few weeks.
further fires from breaking in

intended to publish an extract from the address delivered

by Bond V. Thomas, before the Loganian Society,
meeting, April 12th, but his illness has prevented

upon our

the roof of Founders' Hall has been covered with

at

the public

being prepared for this number. It was very unfortunate that the weather
was so bad, as it prevented quite a number from attending, and
its

hearing one of the best addresses that the Society has listened

to.

studies,

tin (Sn).

A French student produced quite a panic in class the other
day, by translating "J'entends tanner," " I intend to thunder."
The

announce

gives us great delight to

We

Haverford has within her classic halls

Hallam aside

To prevent any

duty,

not play

other colleges this year.

the poetry of

representatives from thirteen States.

will lay

may
some

at that price.

the aid of the

out in

of Professor Sharpless.

lated at

contact with

in

secured.

bad.

of the cricketers.

"

come

will

Faculty have

Gem,

Cricket stock

week

in order,

it

occupants of such rooms.

for the

A terrible sensation

Reviews are now

reflects

making

The hardware department has raised the price of screws to
one dollar per half-dozen, because "everything is so high now."
We have heard of but one purchaser, and he says he wants no

elections.

very far

which

Hall,

Year by year the grass on the lawn is cut a little farther out
from Barclay Hall. It will only require a little more time to get
it all cut with a lawn-mower.
We would soon have a fine heavy

annual examination.

the time to begin

tin roof,

rooms of Barclay

the

Although we

Cricket Association.

a

booming.

is still

some of

anything but pleasant

It

"

Third-floor rolling stock

the

coat of varnish,

the sunlight into

more

The sweet season

it

rooms have
and the walls some whitewash,
rooms look somewhat more cheerful.

new

Founders' Hall has received a new

LOCALS.
7w//be obeyed

the club should feel congratulated that

;

victory.

Haverford College has been admitted into the Intercollegiate

A

I

field

its first

result of vacation, the chairs in the recitation

received a

use of the students than has been possible hitherto.

"

VII

are glad to say that the flagpole at last stands upright

upon the cricket

making

will

it

We

spectroscopic and photo-

it

graphic attachments, though the
yet secured.

AVERFORDIAN.

H

Seniors are hard at work closing up their long-shirked
in the last four weeks in good, honest study (?).

and putting

Si

.nn as the

«

telescope promises to be quite an addition to the
Observatory, and there will certainly be some good woik done
with it.

Haverford has joined the Inter-collegiate Cricket Association,
comprising, besides itself, Harvard, the University of Pennsylvania, and Columbia.

1

t

!

1

1

In reason
\111l

The new

evening shades prevail,

The howling watch-dog wags hi- tail,
Ami llightly near Old Barclay Hall
caterwaul.
The Thomas eat
What though no earthly voice oor sound
in Soph'more orchestra be found
-

eat they

utter forth a

all rejoice,

u'l'iri'in^

vuiuc.

Forever singing as they shim',
A song that's called " My Clementine."

Our orchestra is rapidly improving, and will soon take a high
rank among the college orchestras of this country. On the evening of the 27th ult., a musical soiree promenade was given that
brought togeiher the best talent of the College, and was highly

VIII

THE HAVERFORDIAN

appreciated by officers and students alike.

The comb,

MARRIED.

the broom-

and-wash-boiler, and the big banjo, are worthy of special mention.

Mr.

S. is also

manner

scientific

in

Wednesday,

which he conducted the services.

'84 was astonished to learn through the daily papers on the

music.
it had graduated, and that to
under the impression that Haverford
was a sort of University of Pennsylvania annex, and made a
sandwich by putting our Junior exercises into a long article relating
to that institution.
At first we were inclined to blame the reporter,
but after weighing the matter candidly we came to the conclusion
A Philadelphia printing press
that it was a typographical error.
whatever is
is very much like a boarding-school hash machine,
Ben Franklin
put in becomes "quantum mutatus" by the process.
little thought how much misery would result when he set up
his first press in the "City of Brotherly Love.''

morning

One

'59.—SAMPSON-THOMPSON.— In

deserving of great praise for the admirable and

Edward

seemed

to labor

1

ith

by the Rev. G. W. Blagden, D.
Thompson.

ult.,

Sampson

Anna

F.

Newby.

CRICKET.

From the number
for the

of fixtures, which have been

coming season, we

pleasure will be indulged

anticipate that
in

numerous, and

—The location of Rev. Oliver G. Owen's school,

accidentally omitted in our last issue,

The school
'80.

is

known

— Charles

E.

is

Clifton, N.

Y.

as Kirkland Hall.

Cox

is

completing his third suc-

Academy, Le Grand.
becoming vvell known as an educator throughout Marshall and adjoining counties.
cessful year of teaching at Friends'

He

is

—

'82.
George A. Barton gave an address at the Sunday School Conference, on the 6th ult, at New Bedford,

—William

H. Robinson is exploring the State
of Iowa, with a view to locating.
His headquarters

May.

Wilmot
Friends'

is

enjoying a pleasant visit

R. Jones delivered a lecture last

Meeting-house

at

in

Rome.

month

Wednesday,

in

Lynn, Mass., on the

that greatest of

human

fill

the office

gone to Westtown, where he
of bookkeeper and assistant discipli-

Bartlett

has

Though we

we wish him

all

are sorry he could not remain with

success in his

new

sphere.

J. Henly Morgan is completing his business
ing at Spalding's Commercial College, Kansas

train-

City.

take charge of the cotton and woolen mills at
Lowell, Kansas.

W.

in health.

Bates has rejoined his class, perfectly restored

vs.

Haverford College

vs.

Haverford College

vs.

Haverford College

(ist eleven), at

Young America

vs.

Haverford

vs.

University

College (ist eleven), at Stenton.

—Saturday,

Haverford College

2d.

of Pa. (2d eleven), at Haverford College.

Germantowntv. Haverford College

Saturday, 9th.

(2d eleven), at Nicetown.

Saturday,

will

O.

Belmont

Saturday, 26th.

inst.

June.

H.

Merion

Harrowgate.

at

J.

narian.

He

Girard

bless-

life.

fall.

Haver-

(2d eleven), at Haverford College.

—a happy matrimonial
Europe on the 9th
—John Blanchard
— Isaac G. Ladd expects to enter '86 Brown,
sails for

vs.

Merion vs. Haverford College
Ardmore.

16th.

Saturday, 19th.

'84.

us,

present

(2d eleven), at Haverford College.

extend our hearty congratulations to William C.

Long may he enjoy
'83.

will

From

laurels.

to

that the

University Barge Club

5th.

(ist eleven), at

" Principles of Friends."

We

—Saturday,

Saturday, 12th.

William C. Chase

next

good chance

ford College, at Haverford College.

Le Grand.

are at

ings

clubs.

Haverford are

for

Fixtures.

'82.

Jay.

we would say

made

time and

team promises better
results than that of the two preceding years, the bowling
will be the same as last year's, while the batting and fielding will be much improved.
With the young blood and
good staying powers which is peculiar to our club, and
the outcome to severe training, we would wish the Haverford College Cricket Club every success in the coming
season.
Following are the fixtures for the spring of '83.
appearances,

Mass.

the

give our team a

will

honors and gain new

retrieve lost

much

by the Philadelphia

The matches which have been arranged

'70.

D.,

to Miss Sally P.

day, 2d

—

PERSONAL.

York,

'82.—JAY-NEWBY.— In Dublin, Ind., on Wednesinst., William C. Jay, of Marion, Ind., to Miss

after Junior, that

sheet

C.

New

Girard

16th.

vs.

Haverford College

(2d eleven), at Haverford College.

Wednesday and Thursday, 20th and
sity
at

of Pa.

vs.

Univer-

21st.

Haverford College

(ist eleven),

Nicetown.

Saturday, 23d.

Baltimore

vs.

(ist eleven), at Baltimore.

Haverford College
,

THE HAVERFORDIAN.
|

From Philadelphia

HAVERFORD COLLEGE

An

easterly

VS.

fact that

By their comwhen the latter
missed one of Dixon's slows and made room for Chase,
who managed to secure 9 runs before he succumbed to
Law. L. B. Whitney came in and saw Price caught at

Dispatch.

stand was

]

bined

UNIVERSITY BARGE CLUB.

wind and cloudy sky are not conditions

favorable to the enjoyment of cricket

;

but despite the

the wind was blowing a half-gale from that

obnoxious quarter of the compass, and the sky wore

IX

made

efforts,

until Price joined Hilles.

the total was raised to 16,

by Dixon after another single had been recorded.
Whitney then tied the score by cutting the slow bowler

point
its

most forbidding aspect, eleven members of the College
Cricket Club, and nine of the University Barge Club
met on the picturesque grounds at Haverford College,

finely

for 3

after a

but,

;

registered, put his leg

his bat should

have been,

The remaining batsmen

with the usual result.

to play their second annual match.

couple of singles had been

where

did

little,

the innings terminating for 39.

Owing

Thomas nor Craig was

to sickness, neither

able to play for the College, while the Barge Club

compelled to dispense with the services of some of
best

men on account

The Barge Club

was

its

to Baily

and

were obtained with

strongest team.

Shoemaker, having won the toss on behalf of the
College, decided to take the field, and precisely at twelve

Dixon and Fisher took

their positions

wickets to face the deliveries of Baily and Bettle.

who

by Baily

difficulty.

pied by Law,

work

who

first

over,

quickly got to

When

for the field.

Dixon,

mid-on.

Worrell, the

new comer, played on

his first ball,

making way

H. Savage, an adept with the oar, but
This gentleman caused
considerable merriment by his unhandy method of handling the willow, which reached its height when he was
dismissed for attempting to run before the bowler had

ets for

before

Carter came next,

which was on the wicket.

5

wick-

Law

Bettle, while L. B.

proved

before

another run was scored.

Hoffman

being

insignificant

absent,

total

the

Messrs. Etting and

innings

of 35, of which

closed

for the

Law was

credited

with 24.

The easy

rolling.

and

latter's

Carter the

runs.

Whitney

effective, as the

mid-off in the

Runs came so quickly

paid

the

relieved Baily.

This change

Merion "crack" was captured at
Eight wickets for 57
first over.

new comer, attempted a short run
Whitney then closed the

penalty, and

innings by clean bowling C. Savage, the total standing
at 61.

;

a victim to Bettle

Fisher succeeded him, and assisted

keeping the ball

in

during this partnership that Reeve took the ball from

James filled the vacancy, and shortly afterward Law
(who had been playing faultlessly) gave an easy chance
at mid-off, which Worthington declined.
The partnership, however, was short-lived, as the last comer got too
far under one of Baily's, and was caught by Stuart at
long stop. H. Savage, who followed, made a single, and
then returned a gentle one to Baily, which was accepted.
His brother came to the assistance of Law, who was
again let off by Chase at short-leg
but this error did
fell

for

delivered the ball.

24 runs.

not prove costly, as his partner

beautifully caught

Bettle distinguished him-

evidently a novice at cricket.

failed to stop

but Baily quickly got one past his bat, making

delivery.

were registered, at which point he
returned on to Bettle, which was accepted.
Dixon, the
new comer, was bowled off by his pad without scoring,

the total was raised to 21,

he had scored, and Learning, his successor,

After thirty minutes' play

when Etting was

freely until 26 runs

and his place was occuwork, making plenty of

Fisher gave an easy chance, which was accepted by Bettle at

own

and runs

next over by a similar disposal of Worrell,
and also by clean bowling both Learning and Hoffman
with the total unaltered. James joined Law, and played

appeared to be out of form, was clean bowled with

the third ball of Baily's

off his

spot,

self in the

the

at

second venture with

Both were well on the

Bettle.

the total stood at 12,

o'clock

its

its

of the athletic sports at Stenton, so

that neither side presented

started

Etting and Worrell, the attack, as before, being intrusted

,

Wanting 5S runs to win, the College again sent in
Reeve and Bettle to face the bowling of Law and Dixon.
An appeal for a catch at the wicket was answered affirmaBaily sigtively, and the latter was compelled to retire.
nalized his arrival by driving Dixon to the off for 3, and
both batsmen continued to play so well that the

task

filled

the hearts

of the collegians

with joy, and, confident of success, Shoemaker sent

in

and Reeve to resist the attack of Law and Dixon.
Confidence was somewhat shaken, when the pair was
Bettle

dismissed without scoring, and, as the wickets

fell

alarming frequency, the feeling gave way to dismay.

not until after the

run was

The

with

No

total

From that
stood at 33 at the fall of the second wicket.
to the end the game was stubbornly contested, and it was

fine

fall

of the ninth wicket that the winning

obtained.
collegians are entitled to great praise for their

bowling and fielding throughout, and with a

little

THE
more steadiness

many

Following

D.

.!.

Dixon,

ll.

Worrell,

.1.

Baily

b.

W. W. Fisher c.
S. Law, not out
b.

...
...

Billes, b. Bettle

Baily

T. Learning, b. Baily

.

.

Carter, b. Baily
C. James, c. Stuart, b. Baily
\v.

.

.

H. Savage, c. and b. Baily
C. Savage, b. Bettle
N. Etting, absent
I. \v. linrinian. absent

.

achieve

.

Baily
not out
b

4

24

c.

.

u

b.

.

.

u

run out

.

.

4

c.

.

.

1

run out

.

.2

b.

.

c.

.

C.

n

Whitney, b

II.

c and

b.

I..

B.

18
21

Whitney

Bettle

3

Bettle

12
-

Buttle
ar.d

Whitney
and b. Baily

Law

Reeve,

W.
W.

L. Baily, b.

James,

st.

Law

Dixon
shoemaker, b. Dixon
Priee e. Dixon, b. law

Hilles, b.

s. B.

b.

Dixon

.

61

T.
L.
F.
T.
C.

H. Chase,

SECOND INNINGS.
Dixon

b.

B. Whitney,
B. Stuart, b.

c.

Hoffman.

c.

anil

Law

1.

....

Law

li.

.

Dixon
Dixon

li.

l».

.

.

.

.

.

.

b.

Dixon

II

.

4

(Hit

3
5

no

ball.

1

.8

.

.

Total
III'XS

59

12

3

21

12

12

22
12

22
12

24
26

7
33

3i

16
43

32

28

33
33

35

— —

57

57

61

32
55

37
55

38
55

39

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.
First innings

Second innings

2

33

31

54

—

BOWLING ANALYSIS.
UNIVERSITY BARGE

LIB— FIRST

1

INNINGS.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE— FIRST

Law

73

Dixon

72

I'NIVERSITV

BARGE

Baily

CI.

Maidens.

Runs.

Balls.
48
46

Baily
Bettle

Wickets.

17

18

IB— SECOND

HAVERFORD COLLEGE— SECOND

3

INNINGS.

81

25
26

no-ball.

If

we may be allowed

;

and though as

We

can honestly say that the work which

pleasant and irksome, easy and
us

recommend

to

such

equally large

we have

done,

good and bad,

labor

on college

benefits derived are stated

knowledge of journalism, skill in writing, and an
improvement of style. This is all very good as far as it
goes, but it seems remarkable that nothing is said about
the advantages of editorial work as a developer of
patience.
Come, Princetonian, tell us truly, did not that
to be a

virtue

make wonderful progress under

silent

the benign influ-

many

concerning

college

papers, the

friendly way, to a

ment on the

with this issue the

step

down and out;" and almost an

number

are blatant, in their salutatories,

with plans and promises for future management.

It is

his

fire

his

as before.

exchange editor of the
communications at the

This time he treats

column and a

we wish

make

half of elaborate argu-

to avoid anything as partisan as

that

we can

It is

us wish to join an Irish "

by any continuance of

a

This

view of the case seems to us to be.

that he will

us, in

we shall not try to
we have not space to do so, and

Irish question.

partly because

occasions, that "

difficult,

editorial

The

fortune and vocation."

new board with each half-year seems to be
becoming more general. Probably a majority of our
exchanges pass into new hands with either the March or
April issue; consequently a surprisingly large number of
the papers before us this month inform us, in that stereotyped phrase which a pious reverence for antiquity
of electing a

for

a sugges-

the Princetoniafi presents an interesting bit of experience:
"

answer, partly because

editors

make

to

this digression to one of the
which mention was made above,

farewells, of

a rule editors retain their places for a year, the practice

present

thus

But to turn from

numerous

Haverfordian

the editorial boards of college papers

are necessarily of frequent occurrence

reserves

is

found preferable at other places.

so

EXCHANGE NOTES.
in

vacation, and

would it not be an advantage if the officers of
the Haverfordian were changed two months earlier
than they are at present ? There seems to be an opportunity for us to learn wisdom from the plan which is

Spectator continues to

Changes

summer

your paper every time he meets you,
it on the fourth, and
on the fifth
and each succeeding day till another issue makes its
appearance, asks you when the next number will be
out?
Notwithstanding the changes in the management of

27

96

Law howled one

before the

of enthusiasm.

is

INNINGS.

24
16

Law

way

finds fault with

16
19

Bettle

Dixon

not

ence of the student who, for three days after each issue,

INNINGS.

84

Reeve
L. B. Whitney

case,

papers as excellent training to the student, whatever his

UNIVERSITY BARGE CLUB.

innings
Second innings

that

tion here,

enables

AT TI1K FALL OF EACH WICKET.

First

In

year.

the Senior Class are

li

Dixon

Total

college

members of

are

better able to tide over that time of silence without loss

.11

Law

Byes. 7:

2

2

.10
.16

not out
not out

.

of the

close

hampered with the duty of conducting the paper during
their last days at college, and the new management gets

Law

run

K. Worthington, b. Law
H. Whitney, not out

Byes, 2; leg-byes,

c.

Dixon,

1

w. b.

b.

Law

.lames, b.

c. Ellin;:, b.

Law
1.

e.

1..

\V. F.

who

two or three months

i)

ST INNINGS.

II

Beetle, b.

the

editors

their duties

l

9

b. Bettle

Total

\Y.

before

well under
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S.

and assume

(I

li.

Total

probably a wise plan that the new editors should be
elected

:

SECOND INNINGS,

.

'

.

will doubtless

the score

is

NTVERSITY BARGE CLUB.

I

FIRST INNINGS.

A.

team

at the bat the

victories.

AVERFORDIAN.

H

his

not probable

Brotherhood"

argument; neither

is it

probable

say anything that would change his opinions.

But setting aside the whole question of " Irish pluck,"
we wish to say that the Spectator has one pleasing feature

which we have long desired to mention its clear, pure
prose has a graceful and sustained flow which suggests a
This manner
careful study of Addison's polished style.
;

THE

AVERFORDIAN

H

many

stars, is

would not have, were

Student.

of expression, unique in a college journal, gives to

of

articles a dignity

its

which

the}-

their contents alone considered.

When we

pages crowded

its

full

of

number of Haverfordiax

torial in last

turn

"

A

green with envy."

— see
— we involuntarily

further look at the

edi-

"

Dartmouth

versation

Dartmouth, telling what the boys did, and said, and sung
This again makes us wish that
the days of long ago.

sent in

by our alumni,

not so to be here.

innovations

in

;

it

in its tastes, at least

that in this

a

strong

attachment

the

for

college

as

it

when they were here; consequently they have little
sympathy for the sometimes noisy and rebellious sheet
which contains so many protests against those restraints
which are still thrown around Haverford students. Perhaps it would be wise for us to adopt the policy of
the Dartmouth, oldest of college journals, and one of
its
circulation is
ioo,
and let
the most popular,

—

—

I

some of our complaints

find

another

medium

of expres-

this

in

Roman,

use the

Among

those using the

Yale College, Columbia College, the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, Princeton College, Cornell Uni-

Johns Hopkins University, and the University of
Ann Arbor Chronicle.

versity,

Michigan.

who
was

now

fifty-five

pronunciation are Harvard University, Boston

University,

Haverford's

graduates are for the most part conservative men,
feel

Roman

interest for the

the part of our alumni.

are unable to decide

three hundred and three colleges

the Continental pronunciation.

the secret of the interest which the alumni take

Haverfordian on

topics of con-

one hundred and fourteen the English, and thirty-four

clamors for few

and we more than half imagine

We

-Ex.

street."

country, one hundred and

seems that things are
notice that the Dartmouth, if not
alas!

and also the secret of the lack of

it,

Out of

presenting an array of articles

— but

We

exactly old-fashioned

fact lies

in

all

whether this is intended to cultivate the young ladies'
memories, or, as our informant thinks, " to promote the
strictest veracity on the part of the young ladies."

in

it

Ohio Wesleyan University

ladies at the

which the young men engage with them when

in

walking on the

also contribute interesting reminiscences of old times at

vie with

The young

are required to report to the authorities

shows that the alumni not only help on with it by furnishing items of personal news in abundance, but they

we could

Hesperian

the great Paris Library.

young ladies were experimenting, the assistant explained,
" These are the meteorological instruments," at which
the Harvard men stared blankly at the three young
women. Ex.

title

"
entirely to forget the existence of our paper

in

and as they approached the place where three

since,

of" Memoranda
Alumnorum," and when we remember that our "personal
editor seems to have a hard time in collecting material
for his column," and that " many of our graduates seem
interesting personal news, under the

preserved

The Beacon states that two Harvard students were
being shown around the Physical Laboratory, a few days

pick up the Dartmouth, and see two, and

sometimes nearly three, of

xr

.

At Columbia

students

all

living

on

Manhattan

chapel

at

9.30 A. M.

!

Island

required to

are

Princeton

requires

attend

students

its

to

chapel

attend

at

A. M. on Sunday. At
8.15 A. M. on week-days, and
Brown, chapel attendance is considered in the same way
as other exercises, and attendance at 8.30 A. M. is com1

pulsory.

The Amherst

1

student

is

expected to attend

chapel every week-day at 8 A. M., and church twice on

Vassar has

Sundays.

an

evening

chapel,

with

Williams rejoices

church service on Sundays.

full

two

in

sion.

chapel exercises every day, and a regular church service

on Sunday.

Northwestern.

AT OTHER COLLEGES
The
Vale

first

in 1768.

PLUNDER.

college literary society was organized at

Ex.

More than S5O.OO0
Harvard Annex on a firm

has

been

raised

to

put the

Horace rode along the Sacred Way on a mule, but
Ex.
the modern Sophomore follows him on a pony.
Barber

basis.

you have
Harvard is said to have the largest bicycle club of
any college, there being about one hundred members.

At Wesleyan,

the two upper classes are allowed to

cut twenty per cent, of their recitations without being

required to

make them

up.

Ex.

A Chinese chart of the heavens, made about6oo

B.C.,

giving correctly the position of about fourteen thousand

it

Junior.

(to Junior,

A

is

having his hair

cut lung or short, sir

—-"Well, just cut

from Calculus, and

Sunday.

who

it

will

b;.'

it

cut).

—

"

Will

?

long enough to keep

entirely satisfactory."

me

Ex.

Sophomore, mirabile dictu, went to church last
He was dreaming of release from mathematics,

when he suddenly started on hearing the minister say
"There is but one condition." "Thank goodness!"
exclaimed the student;

"

I

thought there were

five."

Ex.
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FRIENDS' BOOK ASSOCIATION,
Publishers, Booksellers and Stationers,

Robt. H.

Adams &

No, 1020

60.,

STAPLE

Arch

and

Street, Philadelphia.

FANLY STATIONERY,
PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS,
AUTOGRAPH ALBUMS,

BLANK BOOKS,

SCRAP BOOKS,
WRITING DESKS,

Best Quality

WORK

INK STANDS,

CARD CASES,
GOLD PENS AND PENCILS,

BOXES,

PAPER KNIVES,
FANCY PAPETERIE.

BOOKS.

Custom and Ready-made
A

CLOTHING,

Poems, Juvenile and Miscellaneous Books, etc.
Great Variety of Handsome Akticles, and Prices Low.

PRIZES IN SILVER.
Cups,
Vases,

Medals,

CHESTNUT STREET,

720

Emblems,

p
FOR

Yachting

PHILADELPHIA.

Rowing

R

f

I

Cricket
Made

ARTHUR & KERRIGAN,

style desired,

From designs
By our own

Dealers in

Fine Groceries and Provisions,
Lancaster Avenue and Penn Street,

BRYN MAWR,

to order,

Of any

artists.

Gunning

Z

Racing

E
it

Bailey,

Banks

&

Biddle,

Silversmiths,

PA.

Twelfth and Chestnut Streets.

we

have OLD GOVERNMENT JAVA, of the best quality, for 32c;
LAGUAYKA, 25e.; KIO,2i!c, Allthebest.
ENGLISH BREAKFAST, 81.00 and 50c: HYSON, $1.00 and W)c.;
TF1Q
lEiflO IMPERIAL, SOc. BEST OOLONG, 80c., aud EXTRA OOLONG for .Mir,

rrtPPPPQ
l/UrrrjCiO

[STERBROOK'S

;

All the

STEEL
PENS

Leading Brands of Patent Flour by the Bag or Barrel.

"B0SEMEEM"

The celebrated

SPICES, which,

for purity,

cannot be excelled.

CANNED GOODS
Tomatoes,

Peaches,

IN

Pumpkin,

Corn,

Leading Numbers: 14, 048, 130, 333, 161.

GREAT VARIETY:
String Beans,

Apples,

Peas, etc.

OUR BUTTER
Is

S

always

fresh,

and

is

the best that can be obtained.

For Sale by all Stationers.
THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO.,
Works, Camden, N.

Selling at city prices.

J.

26

John St.,

New

York.

FRESH EGGS CONSTANTLY ON HAND.
Vegetables of all descriptions received fresh daily.
FRESH MEATS of all kinds can be obtained here at all hours of the

DELAWARE SHAD

HAVERFORD COLLEGE
day.

received fresh daily.

VIENNA BREAD and COMPRESSED YEAST.
ORANGES, BANANAS, LEMONS, and

Paints of

all

Orders called

kinds, Putty and
for,

and goods delivered

all fruits

in season.

Window Glass.

BARBER SHOR
CHARLES W. FRANCES,

Proprietor.

free of charge.

Truly yours,

A. F.

ARTHUR,

H.

KERRKIAN

J.

STUDENTS ARE ESPECIALLY INVITED.

THE HAVERFORDIAN.

Get our

WARNER ARTHUR,

I.

Bakery and Confectionery,

XIII

Best.

Did it ever occur to you that the Finest
Clothing was the cheapest?
It is so from the start and all through to
the end.

WHITE HALL, BRYN MAWR.
Branch Confectionery
All flavors of

It

Ardmore.

at

Cream and Water

Ice in every style. Plain and Vanctf
Try our Cream J'ajf's, Charlotte
llusses and Meriagacs.
Our pastry is very fine.

Ice

Desserts made

Cakes.

you want the Finest Clothing, the finest
know of no other place you

without question, we
can get it so surely.

to order.

There is satisfaction in having a full stock of
such Clothing as you want to pick out of.
Our Fine Clothing trade is large enough to
warrant us in keeping a full assortment at all
seasons.

Families wishing It read on which they may always rely, can obtain it from our
bread wagons, which make daily trips throrghout all the surrounding country.
Parties served.

Will open our

Particular attention given to Dinner orders.

new confectionery near White

Hall. Hryn

Mawr,

early in April.

ICE.
We

Again as
unusual strain

rates.

Please send for price

from

Family trade especially

list.

Very

I.

WARNER ARTHUR,
Bryn Mawr, Pa.

us.

Co.

8 8, 820 and 822 Chestnut Street.
Adjoining Continental Hotel.
i

F.

MAGUIRE,
^ARTISTIC

TUSTIN,

&

The Finest Clothing.

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.
ROWLEY &

prices.
No matter what
put on elsewhere to force

John Wanamaker

solicited.

respectfully,

the

business, we will not be outdone in proper methods, and the people may rely on right service

willserve from Eagle to Overbrook, this season, the finest quality of Ice at very

moderate

to

may be

GUTTER.-^-

Prop'rs.

No. 16 North Eleventh Street, Philadelphia.
Prescriptions Accurately

Compounded.

special rates to students.

J±

Pure Drugs, Fine Chemicals,

SPECIALTY

:

Wedding, Full Dress, Graduating and Reception

Suits.

Elegant Pharmaceutical Preparations.
Fancy Goods, Colognes, Perfumes,

Toilet

Requisites,

Sponges, Chamois Skins, Mineral Waters,
Paints, Oils

and Glass,

etc.

J.

L STADELMAN,
DEALER

WHITMAN'S FINE CONFECTIONS.
Union News Agency, Stationery,
Cigars,

etc., etc.

IN

(OAL AND JjJMBER,
ARDMORE,

PA.

The

XIV

h

averfordian.
VMIU

°R

S$MPUS
Send

1c a

OF

Hdusb

Dtf

600DS

n Baling

EXCLUSIVELY IN DRY GOODS,
And

therEby secure the advantages nffsrad
the concentration upon one singla

by

branch

Df business Df
vast facilities,

Tha prasEnt ssasDn
stock Aggregating fully
CL

uJluliciv and.

we

all

Dur

ara shnwing a

Liuaztss rA'oltcKs

In Silks, Dress Goads, Cloth s, L adies' and

Wear ing App arel,

Children's

nishing G-oods, "LTpholster ing

Ho

Underwear,

s iery,

Fancy

G-Dods,

ming s,

rgcC,

I}irtl[tli

|

1

B

H ousefur-

M

at erials,

G- loves ,

Dr ess Trim&c, &c,

anil ^Jarftrt Streets.

PRILADGLPRIA.--<

w&M&JjMitt/t*
A. J.

Haverford College Shoe Store.

REACH &

CO.,

No. 23 South Eighth Street, Philadelphia.
Importers, Dealers and Manufacturers of

H.

J.

HARRISON,

Retail Dealer in Finest

I<

BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBER GOODS,
HAVERFORD

and

COOPERTOWN ROADS,

BRYN MAWR.

PA.

OUT DOOR AND INDOOR GAMES.
Lawn

Largest Stock,

Finest Quality,

Lowest Prices.
Custom Work a Specialty.

Tennis. Cricket, Foot Ball,

Base

Ball,

and Gymnasium

Supplies,

Foot Ball Jackets, Worsted Tights, Trunks, Shirts, Boxing Gloves,
Indian Clubs, Running

and Jumping Shoes, Gymnasium Ropes,

Swinging Rings, Health

45-Pricc--list mailed free.

JOSEPH £*l LLOTT'S

* STEEIT*PENSo

(

THE FAVORITE NUMBERS, 303,404, 332,351, 170,
AND HIS OTHER STYLES

SOLD by ALL DEALERS throughout the WORLD

Lifts,

Goods shipped

Chest Expanders, etc.

to all parts of the country. ~H&
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WHITALLTATUM & CO..
(

xv

Chemicals and Chemical Apparatus,

T lass \/J amifacturers,
410

46

&

RACE

ST.,

48 BARCLAY

Philadelphia,

ST.,

New

York.

Chemical Glassware
FOB

LABORATORIES,
COLLEGES,
MUSEUMS,
ASSAYING WORKS,
INSTITUTES OF TECHNOLOGY,
ACADEMIES,

Suited to the wants of Schools and Colleges.

&c.

Bullock

& C RENSHAW

No. 528 Arch

DRUGGISTS' GLASSWARE,
Homoeopathic Vials, Druggists' Sundries, &c.

>

Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

Descriptive Priced Catalogue furnished

on application.

Haverford College Store,
ESTABLISHED

IS42.

Where may be obtained

BROADBENT &
Successors to Broadbent

&

CO..

Phillips,

Photographers,
HAVE REMOVED TO
No. 914 Chestnut Street.

Dry Goods, Groceries,

NOTIONS,
HATS it CAPS,
BOOTS 4 SHOES,
Hard-ware,

Queensware,
settlements with the late firm of Broadbent &
Phillips will be made with Broadbent & Co.
at above address.
Broadbent & Co. naving purchased the negatives
and business, applications for new work
will be made to them.

Fruits,

Ai!

Agent

for

Tinware,
Confectionery,
Cakes, etc.

HARRISON'S READY MIXED PAINT, and
AMERICAN BARB WIRE.

GARDINER

L.

also the

WARNER.
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Haverford College,
PENNSYLVANIA.
Nine miles from Philadelphia, on the

line of the

Pennsylvania Railroad.

FACULTY:
TH( IMAS CHASE,

Lit.

I).,

LL.D., President, and Professor of Philology

SETH K. GIFFORD, A. M., Assistant Professor of Greek and Lati
JOSEPH RII0AD3, Jr., A. B., Instructor in Natural History.

LL.D., Professor of Philosophy and Logic.

ALFRED GREELY LADD, A. M., M. D., Instructor in Physical Culture.
CHARLES M. BURNS, Instructor in Drawing.
JOHN E. COFFIN, S. B., Assistant in the Observatory.

and Literature.

PLINY EARLE CHASE,
ISAAC SHABPLESS,

S. B., Professor

ALLEN

A.M., Professor of Rhetoric and History.

C.

THOMAS,

of Mathematics

and Astronomy.

LYMAN BEECHER HALL, Ph. D., Professor of Chemistry and

THIS

institution

is

Physics.

WALTER FERRIS

under the management of Friend-, and was founded
and beautiful scenery.

in 1S33.

PRICE,

A. M., Assistant Librarian.

The College buildings are situated

in

a lawn of sixty acres,

in a region noted for its healthfulness

Two equal courses,
BARCLAY HALL, completed

the Scientific and Classical, offer a collegiate education of the highest grade.

The Chemical and
The Libraries of the College contain over 13,600 volumes. An
Astronomical Observatory, furnished wiih ajj excellent equatorial instrument, besides other useful apparatuses constantly resorted to by students
in this branch of science.
The mineralogical and other collections have recently been rearranged in a new museum in Founders' Hall. There are
three literary societies in the College.
Frequent lectures are delivered during the winter months by the Faculty, and also by specialists in
science and art,
in 1S77, affords

Physical Laboratories have been recently remodeled and

every two students a study room, with communicating single bedrooms.

new apparatus added.

FOR CIRCULARS, OR OTHER INFORMATION, ADDRESS
Prof.

ALLEN

C.

THOMAS, Prefect,
Haverford College P. O., Pa-

HAVERFORD COLLEGE

Vol. 4.

The Largest Old Book Store

in

P. 0.,

MONTGOMERY

America

JUNE, 1883.

No. 9.

PORTER & CO ATES' NEW PUBLICATIONS.
ENGLAND, PICTURESQUE AND DESCRIPTIVE.
Cook.

GENERAL INVITATION.

With

By Joel

4p<7 finely engraven illustrations, descriptive of the most
attractive places, as well as ot the historic scenes and rural
lile of England and Wales.
With Mr. Cook's admirable descriptions of
the places and the country, ard the splendid illustrations, this is the most
valuable and attractive book of the season. Quarto, elegantly bound.
Cloth extra, gilt side and edges, $7.50 full Turkey morocco, gilt edges,

famous and

you want a book, no matter when or where published,
our store. We have without exception the largest
collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Departments, each department under the charge of an experienced
person, who is always willing and ready to give any information in relation to our immense stock which our customers
may desire. Any person having the time to spare is perfectly welcome to call and examine our stock of two to
three hundred thousand volumes, without feeling under the
If

call at

slightest obligation to purchase.

;

SI 5.00.

THE FIRESIDE ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF POETRY.
and arranged by Henry T.

Collected

Coates. New edition, thoroughly revised, and
containing Portraits of Prominent American Poets, with Fac-similesof tneir
hand-writing. Imp.Svo. Cloth extra, gilt side and edges, SJ.O0; Turkey
morocco, antique, lull gilt edges, $10.00. The best and most complete
collection of poetry published.

THE ENGLISH PEOPLE IN

THREE HOMES;

ITS
and, The
Practical Bearings ol General European History. Bv Eoward
a. Freeman, LL.D.. author of "The Norman Conquest of Eng'land " etc.
12mo. Cloth extra, black and gold, $1.75.

POLITICAL ECONOMY With

MAILING DEPARTMENT.

;

trial
'

If you cannot get to the city write, stating what book you
want, and we will answer immediately. It only costs a
trifle extra to send books by mail, and we make a specialty
of filling mail orders, fully appreciating the value of prompt
and careful attention to the demands of every correspondent.

LEARY'S OLD BOOK STORE,
No. 9 South Ninth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
First Store

CO., PA.,

below Market Street.

History of Nations.

Especial Reference to the IndusBy Robert Ellis Thompson, M.A. PJmo.

loth extra. $i.5o.

The book is one that should find a large circle of readers, not only among
professed students but with the large body ot intelligtnt working men with
whom the real interests of the country are safest. '—Public I-edger. Philadelphia
••
It is a book which every one would do well to obtain, and,
when obtained,
to read with care and attention."— Toronto World.

THREE IN NORWAY.
tions,

Two

By
of Them. With a
and 58 illustral-.'mo.
Cloth extra, black an gold. $1.75.
" The story, as a story, is well told, and old hunters and fishermen
will envy
the trio their sport with rod and rifle; but while there is nothing either forced
or silly about the narrative, it boils over with genuine fun until the reader
feels net that the
authors are making him laugh, but that he is

map

i

unnamed

simply laughing with them. He and they forma hilarious company with no
nonsense about them."— Inquirer, Philadelphia.
" While the incidents of the journey are interesting in themselves,
the
pleasant methods of the author make the book among the most enjoyable of us
kind."— Inter-Ocean, Chicago.

MICROSCOPES.

H.

B.

HART,

1TJ.ICR0SC0PIC ACCESSORIES.

OPERA GLASSES,

SPY GLASSES,

Bicycles,

Tricycles and

DRAWING INSTRUMENTS.
SURVEYING INSTRUMENTS,

Velocipedes.

Spectacles,

No. 811

EYE GLASSES,

ARCH

PHILADELPHIA.

THERMOMETERS AND BAROMETERS.

^©"Bicycle Purchasers taught

Physical and Chemical Apparatus,

JAMES W.QUEEN& CO.

STREET,

Send 3 cent stamp

J. P.

924 CHESTNUT STREET,

for

to ride free of charge.

24 page Catalogue.

TWADDELL,
Fine Shoes.

PHILADELPHIA.
Catalogues as follows sent

Gents' Fine Shoes a Specialty.
"ii

application:

Tart

1.

Mathematical Instrument?,

Pari
Part

_.

Optical Instruments, 18

3.

Magic Lanterns,

i'urt-i.

I

101'

pages.

pages.

112 pag

F.iiio^nnhical Instruments, if.njiacee.

Part. 5. Meteorological Instruments
120 pages.

and Chemical Apparatus,

No. 1212

MARKET STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.

teg" Two squares from Broad

StrA

Station.

THE HAVERFORDIAN
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STADELMAN'S PHARMACY.

&

Homer, Gol laday

Compounding

60.

HUNYADI JANOS AND FRIEDRICHSH ALL

invite attention to their

BITTER WATERS,

Gents' Furnishing Goods Department,
which

will always be

of Prescriptions a specialty.

Together with a variety of Imported and Domestic
Natural Spring Waters, constantly on hand.

found replete with the

ALL THE POPULAR MONTHLY AND WEEKLY MAGAZINES

LATEST NOVELTIES

AND DAILY PAPERS.

NECKWEAR.

IN

STORE ENLARGED AND REFURNISHED.

ALL SIZES OF

Ready Made

Shirts at $1.00 each.

Measures taken, and made

to Order.

Fit,

Whitman's and other Fine Confectionery

Cor. Cricket

Workmanship and

$18.00 per Dozen, Laundried.
"

"

Open

"

"

Extra Fine.

also the Choicest Cigars,

Avenue and Lancaster Pike,
ARDMORE.

Directly opposite Station.

Materials Guaranteed.

20.00
24.00

;

HENRY TROEMNER,

Front.

Mia.
Jerseys for Gymnasium, Tennis and Cricket,

etc., in College Colors.

ANALYTICAL

ASSAY
A

assortment of

full

Nos. 1412 and 1414

WEIGHTS OF

ASSAY

CHESTNUT STREET,

(Above Broad

BALANCES

BALANCES,

COLLARS AND CUFFS.

PRECISION

WEIGHTS,

St.)

PHILADELPHIA.

DRUGGISTS' PRESCRIPTION SCALES,

&c.

PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.

Company

Provident Life and Trust

KEEP'S SHIRTS,

OF PHILADELPHIA,

No. 409 Chestnut Street.
1st
Assets at market price,

Mo.

1st,

g33 Chestnut Street.

GLOVES, UMBRELLAS, UNDERWEAR, ETC.

1883.

-

-

-

Liabilities,

87,223,005

7t:

KEEP'S Custom

Shirts Made to Measure from
Wamsutta Muslin and Best Irish Linen.
Bosoms 3-ply, all Linen. Perfect Fit Guaranteed.

6,556,050 88

Surplus, including Capital Stock,

-

:

-

-

-

$1,667,554 88

Mortality Experience from 1866 to 1881.
Probable Death Losses according to the American Experience Table of Mortality, the Standard of the
Pennsylvania Insurance Department (882 lives),
Actual experience of the Company during the whole
period (592 lives),

SIX
-

-

Difference,

A Low

Samples and Circulars Mailed Free.
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is

exchanges except

in

editor, and, taking

it

for those

and friends of

College

the

generally, should give us their hearty support in
to

made with

standard of literary
Arrangements having been

we are
enabled to mail to any address the "Student" and
" Haverfordiau " together for $r. 50 per year.

up

the publishers of the "Student,"

have endeavored to keep

in the
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ranks of college papers, and so

far as

we

the waste basket of the exchange

falls.

together,

all

whom

it

As

this

it.

lubiicator of this machine, and yours

who pays

;

so

is

as

please send in your dollar

year's subscription

is

due,

if

if

as one

only one

more, send one dollar for

There is lots of water
plenty of oil to pour upon it.
each year.

good

in

a paper, and

it

takes

who

who

suc-

desire the greatest ease

and comfort

tors of

the need of a place where the edi-

The Haverfordian

could meet at any time and

be sure that they would be alone, to discuss the needs of

for

those

in this position.

There are several rooms,

the

at

present time, in

Barclay Hall which are unoccupied, and could be given to
the editors as a place of meeting both to consult and to

has been our privilege to visit some of the colwhich papers are published, and to see the
rooms which the managers and faculties of those institutions have fitted up for the respective papers.
When we
thought of the ways in which we had to meet to prepare

work.
leges

It

at

Haverfordian ever made
less,

how

it

happened

its

how

was that

it

appearance at

all,

The

much

to be out near the appointed times.

For a long time there has brooded over the door of
our sanctum " a ghastly, grim, and ancient raven," who,
whenever we have cried out

we have put

in

our despair

for the

Nevermore."

Muse

When

When will our
cease?" the dusky bird has always
answered, " Nevermore." It has got to be an old story
with us, this perpetual croaking.
But to-night, as we
look up from our ink-stained sheet, we see no raven. He
editorial

to ourselves the question, "

duties

The duties of our
we proceed to write

has flown elsewhere.

editorial exist-

ence are over, and

the inexorable

"

We have long felt

The

for us,

present time entirely disinterested, except as persons

to appear, has invariably croaked, "

complaint.

very hard

be done for the editors of the future will not
and as we have just gone through with one
year's work we can speak from experience, being at the

They may say that they are friends
of the college, and " The Haverfordian always comes
anyhow." To these we would say that money is the
paid a cent for

much

it

number

the last

is

our papers, we could only wonder

there has not been

makes

the burden of publishing

There are no
symptoms of disease which prophesy a speedy dissoluYet there is something which will wear away the
tion.
axes upon which the wheels of this machine turn unless
we have plenty of the lubricator with which to oil them.
There are many who have received The Haverfordian,
as per their orders, for nearly four years, and have never

know

all

may

that

raise the

ivork in the College.

the editors

is,

affect us;

ceed us

our endeavors

upon

Haverfordian
all

The regular price of subscription to the HaverOld Haverforfordian is only $1.00 per year.
dians in particular,

now

it

of the house, have no place where

in different parts

they can meet without driving some one out of his room
when he wants to study, have no place to keep the

Business Manager.

'85,

As

or " have a social chat."
'83.

Subscription Price, One Copy, One Year,

We

No. 9.

the paper, and also have a place where they could go to

G. H. Evans,

well

JUNE, 1883.
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Charles R. Jacob, '84.
T. Herbert Chase, '84.

is

MONTGOMERY

The Havermake the usual
among the readers and

Finis" at the end of the fourth volume of

fordian.
editorial
critics

It

only remains for us to

bow, and take our place

of the paper, whilst the raven broods over the
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board of

of another

visages

crestfallen

perform this last act feeling that

we have

We

editors.

not given satis-

of class spirit
at this,

but

;

the better

it is all

if it

should not stop

but manifest some jovial characteristics

many, and have even offended some. But we
hope that we have not wholly betrayed the charge
entrusted to us a year ago, and that we have, to a certain

songs, and,

extent at least, represented in our

putting to bed, and kindred performances

faction to

little

sheet the senti-

if

We

exploit.

takes the

you

in class

an occasional good-natured

please, in

for the activity

which

form of mild hazing, tossing, masked

visits,

are not

pleading

nor

;

for that

ments and needs of the majority of students. We hope
if they have deemed us worthy of
beneath all our boyish vaporings
have
seen
attention,
any
spirit
worthy even of the golden days
manifestations of a
"
when they were undergraduates." We hope they have

which takes the form of petty enmities between classes
and we will admit that class spirit often seems to be a
hindrance to " discipline," and that it is a hindrance so
far as " discipline " means the detection of those who

not expected from us

are

that even the alumni,

all

the forethought of graduates of

ten or twenty years' standing.

were never boys,

As

in the strict

we

for ourselves,

hard lessons

in the

If so,

they themselves

sense of the word.

feel that

we have

some

school of patience, and that our con-

We

favorite

cannot leave without touching upon a

theme of

motives

which

ours,

ready hearing because

we

will

For the good of the
the good of the paper, we

next board of editors and for
would urge a heartier support from those outside the

Students take the greatest interest

regular corps.

have

its

work, and

in

in

everything else but the

welfare of a paper, which speaks as

much

ing of a college as do any of these.

We

for the stand-

extend to our

successors the best wishes and deepest sympathies as they

take up the pens which

we have dropped, and proceed

The Haverfordian through

to pilot

another volume.

Their path will be beset by complaints from all sides, and
their peace of mind destroyed many times by attacks

from the Notre Dame Scholastic, and Earlhamitc ; but
amidst it all they may rest assured that there are five
the world

who sympathize

persons

in

efforts,

and have been through the

come out

to college has so
it

which shows

itself in

at

which

life

much

in

it

common

;

some excesses

ferred to the indifference which, perhaps,

more and more

disadvantages

might almost be said to
and even a disposi-

origin in proper class spirit

The

is
is

to be pre-

prevailing

Haverford.

which had been encroached on
so as to be
than the proper size last year, has been
enlarged so as to afford ample scope for laying out a fullsized ground.
But enlargement of the field was not all
football field,
less

was needed there are a number of bushes on the
part which should have been thoroughly grubbed
as soon as it was determined that the ground on which
they stand was to be given up to football. As it is, they
ought to be removed at once, in order that the ground
may be in as good condition as possible next fall, with
no roots or stumps to cause bruises and perhaps broken
that

cricket, in society

its

perhaps find a more

ourselves can have no selfish

speaking of the matter.

in

For loyalty

fosters.

tion

But

set rule.

more than balanced by the healthy

with loyalty to one's class that

learned

nection with the paper has been of the greatest practical
benefit.

have transgressed some

with them
mill,

in their

and actually

;

new

bones.
It

,

been decided

has

matches

this

year off our

^

,

that

own grounds, but

not be a precedent for next year.

we have obtained

we may play

this liberty, for

We

cricket

that

it

will

are very glad that

which we have pleaded

during the past four years, and consider this as one proof

alive.

among some of the managers
on an equality with other colleges. However,
we would urge upon those in authority that, unless they
wish to stop cricket at Haverford (and we are sure they
do not, as we have often heard them say so), they must
either make this permission to play off our ground permanent, or have the present cricket ground so repaired as to
make it possible to give visiting teams a good wicket to
play upon.
Of late, some of the clubs have positively
refused to play with us unless we could play on their own
grounds.
Probably the faults with our grounds have
been exaggerated, and no doubt they have by some; yet
of the growing tendency

We

think

it

may

class spirit in college

members of a
such a way as

is

class are

be safely said that the decay of

When

a matter for regret.

bound

to the class as a

to feel a peculiar

enthusiasm

for

whole

the
in

anything

which the class undertakes, and to feel it a special duty
to stand up and defend the class on all occasions, affairs
are generally in a better state than when there is an
indifference on the part of each one as to what his fellows
Every one ought to feel that he must do all in his
do.

power
it

to

make

his class excel in studies,

and

in the part

work and other side issues of a
same time not forgetting to do his
sports.
These are some of the essentials

takes in the society

to put us

college course, at the

there

part in athletic

this matter

is

at least
is

good ground

for complaint,

taken hold of by those

and unless

who can push

it
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forward,
all

we

are afraid our cricket

is

No

doomed.

doubt

of the alumni would be very sorry to see or hear of

have had greater

field

Almost

adherents even from the

all

manufacturing

this

in

some

Cobden was cheered on by

classes

But there was

any

to con-

O'Connell was supported

first.

by three million Irishmen.
England.

which

reformers and agitators have had

tend.

good old game; " but unless we can have liberty to play
on other grounds, and a good cricket-field made certain,
we are in danger of seeing base-ball or something else
step into the place which cricket has so long held.

the

pioneers

difficulties against

Haverford playing base-ball or lacrosse instead of the
"

Few

the dark battlements of slavery.

no-

throughout the whole of
one to uphold the hands of

impoverished youth of one and twenty, as he stepped

and defied alike the slaveholders of the
South and the slumberers of the North to produce any
into the arena,

WILLIAM LLOYD GARRISON.
An

oration delivered

by

C. R.

Jacob, in Alumni, 5th mo. 25th.

we

who

are inclined to speak only of those military heroes

at Gettysburg or the Wilderness, forgetting that for
upwards of fifty years great moral agents had acted in a
drama of which this was the closing and most tragic scene.
We see in the foreground the marching squadrons
and waving banners, we hear the exultant cheers of ten
thousand voices, and the rapturous strains of martial
music, which announced that the cause of freedom had
triumphed but were we to look a little back of all this,
we would see but one lone prophet advocating the doctrines which to-day are almost universally accepted by

fought

;

fifty

to justify such

declaration that

bring about a

the refuge of the oppressed, she

a system, which

far

whole body
voice against

No

politic.
it.

maintained

The

its

statesman

poison into the

dared

raise

his

professors of the large colleges

civil

"

war

storm of popular

!

"

the antislavery

Such

cried the North.

"

folly

will

The spread

"

echoed the South.
upon the exact and only
remedy for all national differences and evils. The doctrine of Garrison was universal and immediate emanciOthers might talk of colonization
others
pation.
might look to a distant and indefinite future for the
settlement of existing wrongs
but while two million

A

mere

had

stripling

!

hit

;

;

slaves toiled under the blows of cruel masters, while the

nation preferred lucre to honor, and barbarism to Christi-

he preferred duty to popularity, principle to expe-

When we

While

more despotic nations had long since

Slavery had insinuated

abandoned.

still

A

appearance of

first

of such heresy will destroy slavery

diency.

of the

alone dared to answer

paper of which he was the editor.

anity,

home

Christianity or morality

He

was wrong.

it

frenzy followed the

Half a century ago our republic was the most
inconsistent nation on the face of the globe.

a system.

Calhoun's assertion that slavery was right with a positive

million people.

professing to be the land of libercy, the
free,

argument founded upon

valid

Almost a generation has passed away since the conclusion of a civil war which, in vastness and decisiveness,
has rivalled any in modern history. When we enumerate
the forces which combined to crush slavery and secession,

each other

consider that Church and State vied with
the perpetuation of this great

in

national

North was bound to keep peace
with the South by every tie, commercial, political and
social, we marvel all the more at the courage of one who
dared undertake the overthrow of slavery in America.
disgrace, and that the

That fanaticism

not

is

uncommon, which,

Guiteau-like,

That ambition

and universities throughout the land were entirely silent,
or openly advocated its principles. And the clergy wrung
from the pages of the Bible far-fetched arguments for its

will

justification.

ambition were the incentives of Garrison, as the unselfish

It is

gress of

a

well-known

modern

fact to

those

warfare, that no

who watch

the pro-

weapon of destruction

has been invented whose evil effects have not been miti-

gated by some other device.

And

thus

extent, in the progress of mankind.
for

which there are not

at least partial

it

is,

Few

attempt anything for notoriety.

for

exist

remedies.

An

like,

he pressed on,

"that one with

God

a majority."
in

to arouse the nation to the core.
tion

poured

in

from

sums

provide means or agents to counteract the results of

North,

man's voluntary or involuntary transgressions.
It remained for William Lloyd Garrison to drop into
this sea of national apathy the pebble whose ripple should

liberty of speech

increase in size

pendence.

beat with resistless force against

is

His statements, paradoxical

offered large

it

most clearly indicate. Lutherassured, as Wendell Phillips said,

labors of a life-time do

over-seeing Providence, styled, by some, chance, seems to

till

But neither fanaticism nor sordid

party leadership.

to a great
evils

is

not infrequent, which will sacrifice the highest principles

in

all

for

quarters.
his

the extreme, continued

Threats of assassina-

A

capture.

Southern legislature
And even in the

the city of Boston, the professed advocate of

and the press, he was dragged by a
hooting mob through the streets which had been stained
with the blood of the first martyrs of liberty and inde-
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But a voice so energetic, so

sincere, could not

fail

Wilberforce,
and demand respect.
Brougham and Clarkson, the triumphant advocates of
the antislavery cause in England, welcomed them to
to attract attention

often in
to

The Society

open arms.

their shore with

advance of the age

poem

first

which

And

him the helping hand

dedicated almost his

in

extended

the youthful Whittier

to the leader of a cause

of which he himself was soon to be so able an advocate.
In a few years antislavery societies had sprung up in

of the fugitive-slave

bill

the

;

of

fall

" th,e

Webster the publication of "Uncle Tom's Cabin
John Brown raid the election of Abraham Lincoln,
;

;

;

passing over

all

these,

we come

to the

moment when

the

upon Fort Sumter, and compelled the North
to settle, on the field of battle, questions which she had
for years endeavored to elude in the halls of Congress.
The downfall of slavery was brought about in a differmanner
ent
from that in which Garrison desired it to be
accomplished, and could the war have been delayed, the
moral sentiments of the country might have put it
fired

down without

However

resort to arms.

that

may

be,

the civil-service questions,

over the battles of

the

Ku-Kluxism of

past,

and

yesterday.

Let the Republican party, which claims

for

itself

the abolition of slavery in America, cease to talk of that

issues

reforming

and,

question,

otherwise

;

it

attack boldly present

itself,

much

cannot

longer subsist on the

good deeds of twenty years ago.
glancing over the long

In

who have

The passage

fight

slavery and

all

directions.

South

than

endeavor to advance party interests by an appeal to the

of Friends, so
lives,

it

Mormon, the immigration, and
rather

list

of self-made men,

aided to such an extent in making our country

what it is at present, we see the name of no man more
To no American
worthy of that title than Garrison.
has it ever been given to rise to such a position with so
little external aid.
To no human being has it ever been
granted to see the triumph of so great moral
in

so short a time.

As

has often been the case

movement
in history,

so with him, the fanatic of the past becomes the martyr
"

And

eyes of the present.

in the

if

he

who advances freedom and

the noble

still

be considered

the cause of man,"

Lloyd
on Fame's eternal bead-roll worthy to be

posterity will, undoubtedly, pronounce William

Garrison

"

filed."

the sentiments which fired the hearts of the Northern

and nerved them

troops,

for

all

the

and

hardships

horrors of that fearful contest, were the same for which
Garrison, thirty years before, had been dragged through

the streets of Boston

;

same which, with him

the

as their

advocate, had been steadily gaining ground, from year

same

to year; the

Warren

fell,

—

in

for

short, that "all

men

are created free

sale.

must be so

It

!

Examinations are now
'86

which Washington had fought and

And whether

and equal."

LOCALS.
For

mourns the

in order.

loss of a

companion.

The University Second Eleven

failed to

make

its

appearance

on June 2d.

the union remained whole, or

should at some future time be divided into two or more

reported that the cherry crop will be a failure at Haver

It is

ford this year.

one thing was forever

parts,

never again walk the free

settled, that a slave

soil

should

The Base

of America.

for the

Garrison

;

Perhaps he

own words, it was

but to use his

Perhaps he was madly

ness of truth."

in

"

the harsh-

earnest

;

but

The Sophomore Cremation promises to be a grand affair.
Their musical voices are daily heard practicing the songs for the
occasion.

The programme of the Educational Conference which we
came to hand just as the paper was going to
press; and in order to make room for it, we had to cut our local

what reformer ever accomplished his purpose who did
not follow the path he had started out upon in spite of

publish in this issue

every obstacle

column rather

The
is

that

?

great lesson to be learned from his life-work,

it is

16th,

has been accused of harshness, of an

earnestness amounting almost to madness.

was harsh

Ball Club intends to visit Westtown on the
purpose of playing a match with them.

always better to meet the living issues of

to-

A

came to the college one evenand before he could be induced to leave he
causing several Freshmen to be locked up, and

calf belonging to the farmer

ing to see the boys,

had succeeded

day, than to resurrect the dead ones of yesterday.

short.

in

the demerits to be scattered over the College in the greatest pro" New occasions teach new duties time makes ancient good uncouth
They must upward still and onward, who would keep abreast with truth
Lo, before us gleam her campfires! we ourselves must Pilgrims be,
Launch our Mayflower, and steer boldly through the desperate winter sea,
;

fusion.

;

Not attempt the future's portal with the

past's blood-rusted key."

Loganian

To a dozen
slung

In short,

if

the politician of to-day have the true

prosperity of his country to heart,

let

him attack the

at different

Society to

Haverfordian Editors, Dr.

bottles of ink,

and one Webster's unabridged

poets on Spring, by Haverfordian editors, $10.00.

To dynamite, bombs and

other explosives used in intimidat-

ing dead-head subscribers, $5.00.

THE
To Freshmen

AVERFORDIAN.

H

hired to create items of news by

murdering

'81.

cats, etc., .50.

To

'82.

expended in warding off showers
bombast, concocted by the "Notre Dame Scholastic,"

sixteen quires of foolscap

of solidified

&

'83.

To

and dinner

doctor's bills

one editor who was raised by

for

who was trampled

doctor's bills for an editor,

which came near the building one night, $1.00.
To surgical operations, Pond's Extract and hair restorer used
to recuperate those among us who have fallen under the pugilistic

ear-trumpet for an editor,

when

inquiries as to

for

home on account

examinations

— William

M.

— George

has been obliged

He

intends to

month, however.

this

few hours at the college on

ult.

Vaux,

goes

Jr.,

He

build up his health.

to state,

of his health.

Ellicott spent a

the evening of the 23d
'84.

engineering on the C. B.
Iowa.

at Burlington,

— Bond V. Thomas, we are sorry

to California

this

summer

to

intends to join his class again in Septem-

ber.

clutches of infuriated subscribers, $200.01.

To an

I84.

in

is

His headquarters are

again to return

under-foot

while endeavoring to get at the bottom facts concerning a calf

1st inst.

J.

come back

a Soph's No. 10 boot, 520.00.

To

— H. Cook visited us on the
— L. M. Winston engaged

Q. R. R.

$2.80.

vn

^

.

made deaf by repeated

MEMORIAM.

IN

the next Haverfordian would be out, $1.00.

Haverford at the Friends' Educational Conference at Earlham,
on the 2S1I1 inst. President Chase will also leave a paper to be

With deep sorrow we heard last month of the
J. Gurney Hill, who died of heart disease, at
Western Springs, on the 14th of last month. He was in
his twenty-first year, a young man of great promise, and
a favorite of all who knew him.
After leaving Haverford last June, at the end of his Freshman year, he went
to Vicksburg, as financier of a bridge-building company;
but his health being broken down by fever, he was

read there.

obliged to return to his

'85.

death of

PERSONAL.
and Mrs.

Professor

Europe on the 13th
follow on the 20th.
Professors A. C.

'42.

— Dr.

James

Chase, with two daughters,

P. E.

President Chase and

inst.

Thomas and

J.

his

sail for

daughter

Isaac Sharpless will represent

Levick recently read an interesting bio-

The

graphical paper before the Historical Society of Pennsylvania on

Daniel B. Smith.
'54.

Girard

Trust and Safe Deposit

Company,

of which he has for

years been vice-president.
'61.

— Edward Bettle and his family take Professor P. E. Chase's

house, this summer, during the Professor's absence in Europe.

'64.

— Dr.

Morris Longstreth has received the great distinction

of an invitation to give a course of Lowell Lectures in

Boston

next winter.
'70.

Wood

'71.

—William Penn

'72.

— Roland Estes

entertained recently at dinner Professor

'76.

— Seth

Evans has sold
in a

is

K. Gifford

bank

sails

his fine mills at

Malvern.

at Noblesville, Ind.

for

Europe immediately

after

Commencement.

—John

E.

Sheppard

is

at

term,

—Joseph Rhoads,

and shapes

'80.

—

J.

P.

now

resident physician

at

Nashville, Tenn., for
'81.

— E. O.
'80.

Kennard holds

— Samuel

Company,

Mason,

Philadelphia.

because among the last requests made by Gurney before his
death was that this chapter in Revelation describing the
beautiful city, should be read to him, and then he repeated
from memory, "The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not want,"
through to its closing verse, then clasping his arms about his

and mother died without a

Both speakers bore
dying boy
above fear, and gave him the courage of a David in meeting the
grim messenger of Death. The choir present sung " Nearer, my
God to Thee " and " The Far-away Home of the Soul," and the
services were ended.
The floral tributes sent by absent friends were numerous,
and manv of them verv beautiful.
testimony to the grandeur of the

a similar situation at
is

in

the

struggle.

faith that lifted the

SCORE BOOK.

in

Jr.,

The

the

charge of a publishing house at
William Garretson & Co., of Philadelphia.
is

large

Rev. Mr. Franklin read the last chapter of Revelation, and the
Twenty-third psalm, both as appropriate for the occasion, and

MERION

his course for the setting sun.

Edwards

A

the editor of the Christian Worker, conducted the services after

leaves Haverford at the end of this

Jr.,

from the Chicago

:

funeral services of Joseph

Western Springs.

University of Pennsylvania Hospital.
'80.

reprint

18th

Gurney Hill were held yesternumber of friends went out from
the city, notwithstanding the threatened storm. The Rev. Benjamin
Franklin, of the Bethel Home, and the Rev. Calvin W. Pritchard,
day

father

— Stuart

Laughlin of Harvard, with a distinguished company.

'79.

The

May

the simple but impressive form of the Society of Friends.

— Theodore Starr, one of the

most judicious and earnest
of the philanthropists of Philadelphia, gave an interesting address
before the Assembly of the Society for Organizing Charity lately,
which is published in the Monthly Register of April 15th.
'62.

Western Springs, where

at

we

following notice

Daily Inter-Ocean, of

— John B. Garrett has lately been appointed president of the

Life,

home

he died.

Columbus, Ohio.

Provident Life

&

Trust

VS.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.

The Haverford College team
Saturday,

May

I2th,

visited

Ardmore on
The col-

and was sadly defeated.

lege were only able to obtain 43 runs against the fine
bowling of Lowry and Law, while the Merion batted
well for 153,

Law making

47

in fine

form.

THE HAVERFORDIAN.

VIII

HAVERFORI1 COLLEGE.

MERION.

Beltle, b. Lowry,
W. Reeve, b. Law,
W. Baily, st. Haines, b. Lowry,
B. V. Thomas, st. Haines, b Lowry,
W. Price, b. Law,
U. Hilles, b. Law.
L. Whimey, b. Law,
S. B. Shoemaker, b. Law,
F. Stuart, b. Law,
A. Craig, c. Law, b. Lowry,
C. Whitney, not out,

T. Robins, Jr., rv Wilson, b Whitney,
W. E. Bates, b Baily,
R. Ashbridge. .Jr., <• andb. Whitney,
'
F. M. Fox,] 1.. w., b. Baily,

P.

11

'

.

.

....

.

.

n
9

and b. Baily
Whitney

3
12

c.

Thaver. b.
L. Rutter, c. Starr, b.

s,

.

14

12

.

.

W. W. Fisher,

Whitney

1

W.

R. Philler, e. Worthington, b. Baily,
Sayres, not out
P. II, Morris, not out,
Byes, 8; leg-bye, 1 wide, 1,

4
17

.

II

.

3

.

;

Byes,

.

7
.

10

.

3
91

Total,

BOWLING ANALYSIS.

46

.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.

MERION.
Haines,

W.

L. Baily
G. Philler, 1 b. w., b. Baily
S. Law, e. Hillis, b. Bettle
G. Ashbridge. b. Baily
L. Rutter, c. shoemaker, b. Baily
F. Baily, b. Baily
C.

b.

A. Bailv, e. Shoemaker,
N. Etting, b. Thomas,
S.

T.

b.

1

47
11
l'.i

Whitney,

no

Byes, 12; leg-byes,*9:

ball,

.

Philler,

.

Robins,

.

1

Wickets.

5

2

7

3
II

14

39

2

12

MERION SECOND ELEVEN.

5

Whitney,

5

Bailv,
Blair,

5
22

Maidens.

53
30
33

102

13
18

Baily

b.

Thayer,
Ashbridge.
Sayres,

M. Wain, b. Thomas
Robbins, not out

W. Lowry.

Runs.

Balls.
150

7

34
38

78
84
18

9

RUNS AT THE FALL OF EACH WICKET.
Total,

153

BOWLING ANALYSIS.

Haverford College,
Merion,

HAVEEFORD COLLEGE.
Baily.
Craig,

Balls.

Runs.

Maidens.

Wickets.

126
36

32
22
25

8
o

o

2

.

.

Bettle,

42
54

.

Whitney.
Thomas,

112

16
34

Law,
Lowry,

112
109

20
13

2

1

«

12
4

GIRARD

VS.

The

1

12

9

19
14

3

4

5

6

23

24
42

24
90

36
102

14

VS.

of
36
130

43
142

36
135

46
153

5

^

Haverford College
Merion

16,

Haverford.

2d inns.

91

Drawn.

the Merion

until 2

P.M.

men

did not

Haverford,

winning the toss, took the bat, sending the Merion to the
field with two men short.
Chase hit hard for 40, while
Starr, a promising young cricketer, played carefully for
his 35, retiring with a

The

well.

lame hand.

Fox played

Ashbridge, and

play, the

Merion took the

to Baily

while Robins,

well

for

;

Vickers, b Craig
R. Hargrave. b. Craig,
H. Tyers, 1. b. v.'.. b. Baily,

11,

14,

and

12,

until

Sayres and Morris kept their ends up well

time was called and the

Following

is

the score

game decided

a draw.

b.

Thayer

T. K. Worthington,

c.

Thayer,

e

b.

Ashbridge

S.W.Collins, iuu out
C. W. Baily, b. Thaver
F. B. Stuart, b. Ashbridge
T Starr, retired
I
L. B. Whitney, c. and b. Ashbridge
J. J. Blair, run out
.

Ashbridge, b, Robins,
e. Thaver, b. Robins
M. T. Wilson, not out
Byes, 8: wides, 5; no ball. 1

G. Evans,
J. S.

.

40
4
15
9
1
35

.

.

.

H. Jungkurth. not out,
A. Barnett, b. Craig,
W. H. Rhodes. C. Reeve,

.

.

.

.

.

Bettle.

Bailv,

b.

e

Scott, b. Bettle

1

.25

.

.

.

.

6

.9
12

c.

Bettle, b. Craig,
Bettle,

Bailv, b. Craig,

.0

e.

8

c.

Craig, b. Bettle,
Bailv, b. Craig,

1

Byes, 5

.

Total,

1

.

6

3

;

wide,

1.

Total,

86

.

1

.

16

.

6
62

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.
SECOND INNINGS.

FIRST INNINGS
Jarvis
W. Reeve, c. Tyers, b. Hargrave,
W. Baily, b. R. Hargrave,

S. Bettle, b.

W. Price, run out,
W. Hilles, run out
Shoemaker, b. Jarvis,
C. Whitney, b. Jarvis.

s.

c.

.

.

.

.

.

.

2

not out

7

b.

.4
.10
3

.2
.0
b. Jarvis,
.0

.

.

1..

2
n
3

Tvers
Tyers

b. Jarvis
b. Jarvis

1

not out,

3

.

Fitzgerald,

.

.

1.

.

.

b. Jarvis.
b. Tyers,

5

Total,

RUNS AT THE FALL OF EACH WICKET.
GIRARD.

First innings,

Second innings,

3

9

10

11

63
19

63
25

66
33

72
58

86
62

32
6

32
7

32

32

32

33

11

!4

32

40

63

1

9

9

11

HAVERFORD COLLEGE

14

156

(',

.

11

18

1

10

.

.13
.

16

o

u.

.

.
.

c.

.

Bye

W. Blair, not out,
G. Evans, b. Jarvis
A. Scott, b. Jarvis
Bye, 1; leg-byes, 3; wides.

c.

Kimber,

.

R. L. Fitzgerald, b. Bailv.
W. Jarvis, c. Whitney, b. Baily,
G. Blood, c. Blair, b. Craig.

J.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.
and

T.H.Chase,

.

.

A. C. Craig,

:

of

SECOND INNINGS.
11

H. Hargrave, e. Craig, b Baily,
T. Hargrave. b. Craig,

.

respectively.

number

for

the score:

is

innings closed at 4.45; the total being 156.

With an hour and a quarter to
Bates soon succumbed
bat.

156

— —

GIRARD.

and Collins did

Blair

at the bat, the total

FIRST INNINGS

156

91 (8 w.i

grounds

152

Harrowgate on Saturday
by 53 runs. Neither of the

bowling of Baily, Craig and

Following

S.

arrive at the college

133
62

fielding of the collegians deserves great praise,

Total.

156

By some misunderstanding

49

36 wickets, or an average
The bowling was, however, excellent!

per wicket.

and the

MERION (SECOND ELEVENS).
1st inns.

May

7

132
62

college team visited

as well as the

HAVERFORD COLLEGE

6

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.

teams showed good form
runs, 192, being obtained

RUNS AT FALL OF EACH WICKET.
13

5

77

1

the 19th, and suffered a defeat

Haverford College,
Merion,

4

77
42

I!

First innings,

7

12

2S

Second innings

1

1

6

— — — —

THE HAVERFORDIAN.
BOWLING ANALYSIS.

On

GIRAK1> — FIRST INNINGS.
Railv
('rait

Halls.

Runs.

Maidens.

Wickets.

96
96

59
30

2
2

6
4

HAVERFORD COLLEGE— FIRST
Jarvis

Hargrave

R.

GIRARD—SECOND
Bettle,

HAVERFORD

account of the train being delayed, Harvard did
an appearance until 12.30, so that the game had

in

be decided by the

to

72-15

4

66

5

13

72
72

6
2

Tvers

36
20

36
30

1

4

1

6

the

wicket against the bowling of Baily and
hit

hard, and

3

2
2

8

On

3
3

its

appearance by rolling

1

ceeded

in

more than
double

obtaining

1

Haverford

14.

failed to obtain

65, of which Star, Collins and Chase secured

figures.

Following

is

the score

The next

Mum ford

five

wickets

succeeded

in

fell

in rapid

making a stand

which raised the score to 72. The fielding of the
home team was not up to its average, and cost them
for 16,

The
14 runs, defeating the collegians by 43 runs.
West Philadelphians went first to the bat, and owing to
the good batting of Barker, who played well for 59, sucup

Craig.

up the score quickly, while
kept up the wicket. When

announced twenty-three, Clark was caught,

with 18 to his credit.

Saturday, the 19th, the Belmont second eleven

and signalized

ran

Binney, batting carefully,
the telegraph

HAVERFOKD COLLEGE SECOND ELEVEN.

visited Haverford,

Cambridge team, winning the

took the bat, and, accompanied by Binney, defended

succession, until
7'S.

inning.

toss,

Clark

COI.I.F.GE— SECOND INNINGS.

Jarvis

BELMONT

first

Clark, captain of the

INNINGS.

INNINGS.

........

Craig

not put

IX

many

runs.

With

a comparatively small tally to over-

and W. Baily took up the bat in behalf
of Haverford, but were quickly separated, with the telegraph indicating 6. Price, taking Bettle's place, ran the
score up to 58 before he was unfortunately run out.
Chase batted well for 15, but up to the eighth wicket
Haverford lacked 9 runs. L. B. Whitney, seconded by
come,

S. Bettle

team out, and ran the score up
90 before a separation was completed. Whitney II.
deserved great credit for his score, which was obtained
in good form.
The inning closed for 104 runs.
Following is appended the score
his brother, pulled the

:

to
B. F. Collins, 1>. Whitney,
L. Barker, 1. b. W. Ba'ilv,
H. T. Pearee, e. Whitney, b. Bailv.
C. Coates, b. Baily,
J. P. Green, e. Stuart, b. Tunis,
L. Graff b. Tunis
W.Scott c Wilson. 1>. Baily,
M. C. Work. b. Whitney,
M. S. Lynch, c Whitney b. Baily,
E. A. Ballard, e. and b. Whitney,
W. T. Wright, not out,
.

W.

59
5
13
9

.

3
2

7

;

leg-byes,

HARVARD.
J.

5

Clark,

10

3,

Baily, b. Craig

e.

H. Binney,
L. Biddle',

.

Byes,

:

18
6
5
3
n
6

Baily
b.w. Daily

b.

1.

e. Shoemaker, b. Baily
Graham, b. Baily
Wigmore, b. Baify
C. Parker, e. L. Whitney, b. Craig
J. Mumlbrd, c L. Whitney, b. Craig
A. Gardner, run out,
H. Haughton, b. Craig,

H. Taylor,
E.

Total,

I.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE SECOND ELEVEN
T.

K Worthington,

0,

T.

II.

chase,

s.

W

Collins, b. Graff,

C.

W. Baity

I.

L.

T. Starr,

.

1.

b.

Coates

Collins, b. Coates,

1

....

10
10
4
IS

c. Barker, b Graff,.
b. w., b. Coates,
.

B Whitney, run

out.

e.

1

7

Total,

6

Haughton,

S. Bettle, c.

2

(

1

4

:;

Total

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.

i;

.!

;

3

out

Byes, leg-byes

6

Wright, b. Darker.
s. Kirober, b. Wright,
F. B. Stuart, 1. Darker,
J E
ollin, nut out
M. T. Wilson, b. Darker,
Byes, 1 leg-byes.
E. R. Tunis,

c. Deale. not

1

16
3

65

•

BELMONT

Baily.

151

Tunis.

Baily, B. Biddle
Price, run out
T. Chase, e. Clark, b. Biddle
W. Uilles, c. Parker, b. Clark
I. Starr, st. Mumford.b. Clark

6
31

la
2

Whitney. I.. Biddle
Shoemaker, c. Graham, b. Biddle
Whitney, e. and b. Clark,

31
4

8
6

A. Craig, not out
Balls,
loj

Whitney.

Biddle

W.
W.

L.
S.
C.

BOWLING ANALYSIS.

b.

42

Runs.

Maidens.

Wickets

54
18

J. Blair, b.

3
5

Biddle

1

Total

104

BOWLING ANALYSIS.
HARVARD UNIVERSITY.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE SECOND ELEVEN.
Coates,

I.".

66
IK

Graff,

Green.
Darker,

31
12

Wright,

26
6
13

Balls.

Runs.

88
84
6

29

1*2

54

Daily,
Craig,
Dettle,

Wickets.
5
I

1

1

IIAVERI

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

The

first

game

VS.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.

Diddle.
Clark,
Darker,

1

10

1

2

:;

niversity,

23

29

30

College,

C

11

44

played at

I

1"

6

RUNS AT THE FALL OF EACH WICKET.

of the inter-collegiate series was

Ardmore, on Thursday, the 24th of May,
between the Harvard and laverford teams.

18

Harvard

I

iia\ erford

<

4

5

6

30
48

35
54

42
58

50
63

65

71

72

82 Kin 104

THE HAVERFORDIAN
YOUNG AMERICA

7'S.

The Haverford team was

May

America, on

by 153

following score

defeated

merits of the

game

"From Maine

by the Young

26th, at Stenton, in a one inning's

The

runs.

EXCHANGE NOTES.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.

are

shown

game,
in

the

our exchanges are

California."

to

discussing the advisability of abolishing the exchange

column.

It

included

wide range of territory that we have

a

is

the above statement, but

in

it is

true, nevertheless.

:

YOUNG AMERICA
60
8
34
3

E. \V. Clark, Jr., c. Bettle, b. Baily,
J. O. Pease. Jr.. b Craig,
R. L. Baird, c. Bally, b. Bettle,
II. MacNutt. b. Bettle,
H. L. Brown, c. Priee, b. Baily,
J H. Dixon, c. Blair, b. Craig,
D S NeWball. art out,
W. W. Noble, c. Bettle. b. Bailv,
C. A. Newhall, b. Bettle,
.
F. E. Brewster. 1. b. w., b. Bettle,
J. S. Clark, run out,
Byes, 5; leg-byes, 3,
.

.

14

.

13

For here is the Bowdoin Orient saying that this department of a paper is a means by which a "sort of mutual
admiration society is kept up among collegiate wielders
of the quill," and this, it intimates, is interesting only to

The Berkcleyan, from the University
much the same opinion, asking, with a
sarcastic fling at a kind of comment frequently found,
" Who cares to know that the Kansas Review has a green

::o

those concerned.

9
11

of California,

is

of

Total,

Chase,

st.

Pease,

b.

4
17
8

Clark,

Whitney, c. Pease, b. MacNutt.
W. Bailv run out
s. Bettle, b. MacNutt,
L. Whiinev, b. Noble,
A C. Craig, run out,
W. Hilles, hit wicket, b. Brewster
C.

1
6
4
1

2

G. Blair, not out
s.

shoemaker,

No

D.

c.

S. b. C.

The

celled?"

W. Reeve, b. D. S. Newhall,
W. Price, b. C. A. Newhall,
II.

typography of the Rambler

cover, or that the

HAVERFORD.

be enough matter
full

ball

fitting to

as well as readable,

relevant to

its

And

readers."

Perhaps the

Total

department a drag

sively to criticism.

12345(5789

Young America

10
8

Haverford College

difficulty with the
is

THE QUAKERS
We

IN

77
18

84
36

10

115 137 140 156 188 192 205
38 40 46 50 52 52

—

and value,

interest

noticeable

selects
criticise

It
if,

certainly

and

no

this*

by R.

field is there

P.

The book

early Friends in Massachusetts;
after publication

commends

it

('54) is specially

welcome,

is

an earnest defense of the

and the

fact that within a

month

has passed into a second edition, shows that

To

itself to the public.

it

support his position, the author

brings such a mass of testimony from state papers and contem-

porary public documents as seems

difficult, if

not impossible,

to

Unless equally strong evidence can be brought on the
other side, many will have to change their views.
His aim is to show that the Friends had a perfect right to

overcome.

to the

Colony, and that the cruelties inflicted by the govern-

ors, magistrates,

and others

in authority,

were not approved of by the people

and

were

at large;

strictly illegal, and
and that subsequent

with the notable exception

historians,

Howard Gay

The

work of an old Haverford

Hallowed

a louder call for workers than in the history

of the Society of Friends.

writers

of

Sidney

ill-feeling greatly

maligned the Friends.
little volume.

All interested in the Society should read this

in

making comments, the

features

rather

than

The Pennsylvania
ascertain, through

University Magazine has been endeavoring
the

medium

subject of co-education

*

it

It

arrives at the conclusion that the university from

comes

is

the only institution strongly advocating protection.

The Quaker Invasion of Massachusetts. By Richard P.

edition.

Boston

:

Houghton,

Mifflin

&

Co.

1883.

is still

the

comment

letter

receiving a

good

in

the

when Whittier wrote his
women to Brown

papers

advocating the admission of

University, and the agitation has continued to echo round

whole

affair is that

with

its

present

The

noticeable feature of the

every institution seems to be pleased
policy.

From

Cornell,

University, Oberlin, Wesleyan, Swarthmore,

story of continued

those places where

satisfaction

women

with

Michigan

come

the

co-education; but

seem inclined
and contemplate the

are not admitted

to adhere to their present course,
llallowell.

for presenting

though the excitement
concerning it is less intense than it was last winter when
the directors of Columbia and of Pennsylvania University
had the question up. The papers, both at Columbia and
the University, discussed the proposed innovation fully,
and, as was natural, said all they could against it.
But
the strongest objection which they urged was the fact
that the students did not want the change. This objection
may seem to lack force at first, but a little reflection is all
that is needed to see that it is the most reasonable one
that students could give, and one which directors would
be compelled to respect. A great impetus was given to

of the Inter-collegiate Press

Association, the position of the leading colleges in reference to

editor

attempting to

everything except the advertisements; and of

from college to college.

which

too exclu-

deal of attention from the press,

Bryant's History of the United States, have either

in

through carelessness or

tariff.

it

made both of

can be

more worth, if he makes it the medium
news gathered from other papers.

MASSACHUSETTS.

are always glad to see the

student,

the

it

papers that find

that they confine

still

to

make

ought to be matter
so on around the circle
and against an exchange
it

52

RUNS AT THE FALL OF EACH WICKET.

come

is unexought to

1

this

for in

"

the department to

though

opinions are expressed both for

column.

A. Newhall

Princetonian thinks that there

Second

harmonious picture of co-education from

a distance.

THE HAVERFORDIAN
The Swartkmore Phoenix, under a new board of
editors, comes round neat and interesting as ever.
One
of the most striking of

its

editorials,

a vigorous pro-

is

which forbids the students there
to play match games with other colleges, Haverford
alone excepted, and permission to play with us has
sometimes been refused when the contest was not to
The Phcenix says that they
take place at Swarthmore.
have "pleaded and petitioned" all to no purpose; that it
seems "strange that such a privilege should have to be
asked for," and "utterly incomprehensible" that it should
not be granted; and it encourages constant discussion of
the matter, as the step most likely to bring about the
test against the policy

—

liberty desired.

Another

editorial pleads for a revival of

the cricketing interest, so that they

may

be able to put

We

hope the project
will succeed. Haverford's cricketers would heartily enjoy
a chance to meet a team from Swarthmore.
The Cornell Rcviezv, which lies on our table for the
an eleven

in

the £eld next season.

time,

is

decidedly of the solid order; but then

first

we

Monthly Magazine devoted to Literature and Science." So we were not
disappointed upon finding that it contained no " locals," in
should expect to find solid articles

in a "

the popular sense of that term, but contented itself with
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Bloomingdale, Ind.; discussion of same opened by Sarah Marble,
VVoonsocket, R. I. Industrial Education of Women
Philip C.
Garrett, Philadelphia, Pa
discussion by Elizabeth T. King,
:

;

Baltimore, Md. The most practical course of study for Friends'
high schools and academies: L. L. Hobbs, New Garden, N. C.
discussion by Israel P. Hole, Damascus, Ohio. The necessity of
Friends maintaining their own denominational schools Thomas
:

Kimber, New Richmond, Long Island, N. Y. discussion on same,
by B. C Hobbs, Bloomingdale, Ind. The Teacher of the Future
President Thomas Chase, Haverford College, Pa. School Hygiene
;

:

:

Henry Harlshorne, Philadelphia,

Dr.

Pa.

Dr.

;

Erastus Test,

Plainfield, Ind.

No

paper

exceed twenty minutes in length. Conference
9 A.M., on Fourth Day, Sixth Mo. 27, with
expectations of closing at noon on Sixth Day, the 29th.
to

to

commence

at

The College Commencement
Month 26, at 9 A. M.

Exercises will occur on Third

day, Sixth

may be secured at any station on the
and St. Louis R. R., and its leased lines
by applying to Timothy Nicholson, Richmond, Ind., (enclosing a
postage stamp,) for an order upon which the local agent will sell a
round-trip ticket to Richmond, Ind.
If reduced rates on other
railroads can be secured, notice of same will be given in Friends'
Review and Christian Worker.
Timothy Nicholson, Richmond,
J. J. Mills. Indianapolis, Ind.
Ind.; Philip C. Garrett, Philadelphia, Pa.; Jehu H.Stuart, Minneapolis, Minn.
Allen C. Thomas, Haverford College, Pa. Charles
E. Cox, Le Grand, Iowa; Mary W. Thomas, Baltimore, Md.,
Regular excursion rates

Pittsburgh, Cincinnati

;

;

;

Executive Committee.

and downright sober news, in addition to
quite equal
editorials.
Its essays are very good
Vassar
Miscellany.
The
only
wit which
those of the

essays, poems,
its

to
it

—

attempts to show,

the

following:

a

is

little

mild sarcasm

"Student advice!

professors cry for

it,

college

faculties

professors

AT OTHER COLLEGES.
The Williams papers

for instance,

;

at

long for

pine

away

are kicking against enforced attendance

chapel twice a day.

it,

for

want of it, exchange editors contract mental dyspepsia
from getting too much of it. The world would probably come to an end in ten minutes, were it not for student
advice! Moreover, it's 'fillin'.'"

The Senior

Class of Bates College have presented to that

institution a bust of

Charles Sumner.

At Wellesley, the students take no part in Commencement
exercises, which consist mainly of an oration by some gentleman
of ability.

Amherst and Dartmouth are to have daily papers. Harvard,
and Cornell are the only institutions at which dailies have

Yale,

succeeded so

Programme

of Conference of

of Friends in America, to be held at
Ind., Sixth

Mo.

and

27, 2S

Devotional Exercises.

The Educational

Association

Earlham College, Richmond,

29, 1883.

To what

Report of Officers.

extent

fication of pupils in the various educational institutions of

is

Friends

and by what means can such uniformity be best
attained? Win. B. Morgan, Penn College, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
Discussion of above opened by Isaac Sharpless, Haverford
desirable,

Baltimore,

Mawr:

Md.

;

Charles

Endowments

:

Francis T. King,

Hutchinson, Oskaloosa, Iowa.

Dr. James E. Rhoades, Philadelphia, Penna.

Bryn

Conscience

Education: Dr. William Nicholson, Lawrence, Kan.; discussion
on same opened by Thomas K. Brown, Westtown, Pa. Reference
Books and Authorities Allen C. Thomas, Haverford College. Pa.
Additional remarks, Eli Jay, Earlham College, Richmond, Ind.
Are the methods now generally used in primary education in
harmony with the order of mind development ? Mattie C. Dennis,
in

:

University, during the six years since

professors in colleges.

uniformity in the arrangement of couises of study and the classi-

College, Philadelphia, Penna.

far.

Over one hundred of those instructed

Harvard

is

to

its

in

have new

athletic

made

grounds, with a track a
equal,

if

any track in the country. The plans also provide
grand stand, with dressing-rooms for contestants.
is

become

Ex.

quarter of a mile in length, to be

Harvard

Johns Hopkins

foundation, have

annoyed

not superior, to
for a

handsome

Phoenix.

by an organization of students who

cause disturbance in the vicinity of the halls by making bonfires,
firing

bombs and Roman

in various
in the

candles,

and giving vent

hideous noises, either late

in the

to their feelings

evening or very early

morning.

The

have recently authorized a course in
will embrace studies in the
theory of electricity, the construction and testing of telegraphic
lines, the method of electrical measurements, electrical lighting
and transmission of power. Review.
trustees of Cornell

electric engineering.

This course
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FRIENDS' BOOK ASSOCIATION,
Publishers, Booksellers and Stationers,

Adams &

Robt. H.

No. 1020

Go.,

STAPLE

Arch

Street, Philadelphia.

FANCY STATIONERY,

and

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS.
AUTOGRAPH ALBUMS,

BLANK BOOKS,

SCRAP BOOKS,
WRITING DESKS,
INK STANDS,

Best Quality

WORK

CARD CASES,
GOLD PENS AND PENCILS,

BOXES,

PAPER KNIVES,
FANCY PAPETERIE.

BOOKS.

Custom and Ready-made
A

CLOTHING,

Poems, Juvenile and Miscellaneous Books, etc.
Great Variety of Handsome Articles, and Prices Low.

PRIZES IN SILVER.
Cups,
Vases,

Med als,

CHESTNUT STREET,

720

Emblems,

P
FOR

Yachting

PHILADELPHIA.

R

Rowing
Cricket
Made

ARTHUR & KERRIGAN,

Of any

Fine Groceries and Provisions,
Lancaster Avenue and Penn Street,

fflPTJFUQ
liUrrliDO

80c.

;

Sinn

Biddle,

S

[STERBROOK'S

STEEL
PENS

Leading Brands of Patent Flour by the Bag or Barrel,

"BOSEMEEM"

SPICES, which,

for purity,

cannot be excelled.

CANNED GOODS
Peaches,

IN

Pumpkin,

Corn,

GREAT VARIETY

Leading Numbers: 14, 048, 130, 333, 161.
:

String Beans,

Apples,

Peas, etc.

OUR BUTTER
always

&

Silversmiths,

best quality, for 32c:

and 50c: HYSON, $1.00 and 80c;
BEST OOLONG, 80c, and EXTRA OOLONG for 50c

The celebrated

Is

Banks

E
t

;

IMPERIAL,

Tomatoes,

Bailey,

Racing

artists.

Twelfth and Chestnut Streets.

We have OLD GOVERNMENT JAVA, of the
LAGUAYKA, 20c RIO, 22c. All the best.

ENGLISH BREAKFAST,
TFAQ
IDftO
All the

PA.

Gunning

style desired.

From designs
By our own

Dealers in

BRYN MAWR,

to order,

fresh,

and

is

the best that can be obtained.

For Sale by all Stationers.
THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO.,
Works, Camden, N.

Selling at city prices.

J.

26

John St..

New

York,

FRESH EGGS CONSTANTLY ON HAND.
Vegetables of

FRESH MEATS

all

descriptions received fresh daily.

of all kinds can be obtained here at all hours of the day.
SHAH received fresh daily.

DELAWARE

VIENNA BREAD and COMPRESSED YEAST.
ORANGES, BANANAS, LEMONS, and all
Paints of

all

Orders called

kinds, Putty and
for,

and goods delivered

fruits in season.

Window Glass.
free of charge.

Trulv yours,

HAVERFORD COLLEGE

BARBER SHOR
CHARLES W. FRANCES,

Proprietor.

^:r,tj:m:o:r,:e]
STUDENTS ARE ESPECIALLY INVITED.
.

A. F.
H. J.

ARTHUR,
KERRIGAN.

THE HAVERFORDIAN

Get our

WARNER ARTHUR,

I.

Bakery and Confectionery,

XIII

Best.

Did it ever occur to you that the Finest
Clothing was the cheapest ?
It is so from the start and all through to
the end.

WHITE HALL, BRYN MAWR.
Branch Confectionery
All flavors of

Ardmore.

at

Ice in every style. Plain and Fancy
Try our Cream Puffs, Charlotte
Our pastry is very line.
It asses and Meriugaes.

Cream and Water

Ice

Dessrrts made

Cakes.

to order.

Families wishing lirend on which they may always rely, can obtain it from our
bread wagons, which make daily trips throi ghout all the surrounding country.
Parties served.

Will open our

Particular attention given to Dinner orders.

new confectionery near White

Hall, Bryn

Mawr,

early in April.

ICE.
We

If you want the Finest Clothing, the finest
without question, we know of no other place you
can get it so surely.
There is satisfaction in having- a full stock of
such Clothing as you want to pick out of.
Our Fine Clothing trade is large enough to
warrant us in keeping a full assortment at all
seasons.
Again as to the prices. No matter what
unusual strain may be put on elsewhere to force
business, we will not be outdone in proper methods, and the people may rely on right service

from

willserve from Eagle to Overbrook, this season, the finest quality of Ice at very

moderate

rates.

Please send for price

list.

Family trade especially

Very

I.

WARNER ARTHUR,
Bryn Mawr, Pa.

8 8, 820 and 822 Chestnut Street.
Adjoining Continental Hotel.
i

F.

MAGUIRE,
*-

TUSTIN,

Co.

The Finest Clothing.

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.
ROWLEY &

&

John Wanamaker

solicited.

respectfully,

us.

ARTISTIC GUTTER.-*-

Prop' us.

No. 16 North Eleventh Street, Philadelphia
Prescriptions Accurately

Compounded.

SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS.

Pure Drugs, Fine Chemicals,

.A.

SPECIALTY

:

Wedding, Full Dress, Graduating and Reception

Suits.

Elegant Pharmaceutical Preparations.
Fancy Goods, Colognes, Perfumes, Toilet Requisites,
Sponges, Chamois Skins, Mineral Waters,
Paints, Oils

and Glass,

etc.

J.

L.

STADELMAN,
DEALER

WHITMAN'S FINE CONFECTIONS.
Union News Agency, Stationery,
Cigars,

etc., etc.

IN

(OAL AND ]l7MBER,
ARDMORE,

PA.
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iftyi
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S^fPLES
Send

OF

D^

^

Hdusb Dealing

tD a

EXCLUSIVELY IN DRY GOODS,
And

thereby secure the advantages offered
the concentration upon one singla

by

branch

of business Df
vast facilities,

The present season
stock Aggregating fully
Cl

we

all

are showing a

and Giuaztsr

ultiltiOH

cur

zi'dlaioi

In Silks, Dress E-aods,_ClothS|_LadiBs'_and

Wearing Ap parel, H ousBfurP oods, Uphol staring Materials,

Childre n's

nishing

Hosiery,

Underwear,

Fancy

G-ood s, Dress

ming s, &c, &Gi

Jjigfyij

an3

G-loves,

T rim-

& c,

]V[ar[I^Et $ti[Ests.

PRILSDGLPRIS.—

*•

REACH &

Haverford College Shoe Store.
No.

23 South Eighth

CO.,

Street, Philadelphia.

Importers, Dealers and Manufacturers of

H.

J.

HARRISON,

I

Retail Dealer in Finest

BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBER GOODS,
HAVERFORD

and

C00PERT0WN ROADS,

BRYN MAWR,

PA.

OUT DOOR AND INDOOR GAMES.
Lawn

Finest Quality,
Largest Stock,
Lowest Prices.

Custom Work

a Specialty.

Tennis, Cricket, Foot Ball,

Base

Ball,

and Gymnasium

Supplies,

Foot Ball Jackets, Worsted Tights, Trunks, Shirts, Boxing Gloves,
Indian Clubs, Running

and Jumping Shoes, Gymnasium Ropes,

Swinging Rings, Health

O-Price-list mailed

free.

|OSEPH(HLLOTT'S
* STEEL** PENS.

(

THE FAVORITE NUMBERS, 303,404, 332,351,170,
AND HIS OTHER STYLES

SOLD by ALL DEALERS throughout the WORLD.

Lifts.

Goods shipped

Chest Expanders,

etc.

to all parts of the country. ~tftf
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WHITALL, TATUM &
(

CO.,

xv

Chemicals and Chemical Apparatus,

T lass \/| anufacturers,
410

46

&

RACE

ST.,

Philadelphia,

48 BARCLAY ST„ New York.

Chemical Glassware
FOR

Suited to the wants of Schools and Colleges.

LABORATORIES,

COLLEGES,
MUSEUMS,
ASSAYING WORKS,
INSTITUTES OF TECHNOLOGY,
ACADEMIES,

&c.

Bullock

& C RENSHAW

No. 528 Arch

DRUGGISTS' GLASSWARE,
Homoeopathic Vials, Druggists' Sundries, fa.

»

Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

Descriptive Priced Catalogue furnished

on application.

Haverford College Store,
ESTABLISHED

1842.

Where may be obtained

BROADBENT &
Successors to Broadbent

&.

CO..

Phillips,

Photographers,
HAVE REMOVED TO
No. 914 Chestnut Street.

Dry Goods, Groceries,

NOTIONS,
HATS 4 CAPS,
BOOTS 4 SHOES,
Hardware,
Queeusware,

settlements with the late firm of Broadbent &.
Phillips will be made with Broadbent &. Co.
at above address.
Broadbent & Co, naving purchased the negatives
and business, applications for new work
will be made to them.

Frui ts,

All

Agent

for

Tinware,
Confectionery,
Cakes, e to.

HARRISON'S READY MIXED PAINT, and
AMERICAN BARB WIRE.

also the

GARDINER L.WARNER.
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Haverford College,
PENNSYLVANIA.
Nine miles from Philadelphia, on the

line of the

Pennsylvania Railroad.

FACULTY:
THOMAS CHASE,

Ltt.

D..LL.D., President, and Professor of Philology

PLINY EARLE CHASE,
ISAAC SHARPLESS,

LL.D., Professor of Philosophy and Logic.

S. E.,

Professor of Mathematics

and Astronomy.

THOM AS, A.M., Professor of Rhetoric and History.
LYMAN BEECHER HALL, Ph. D., Professor of Chemistry and Physics.
ALLEN

C.

THIS

institution

SETII K. GIFFORD, A.

JOSEPH RH0AD3,

and Literature.

is

M., Assistant Professor of Greek and Latin.

Jr., A.

Instructor in Natural History.

fi.,

ALFRED GREELY LADD, A. M., M. D., Instructor in Physical Culture.
CHARLES M. BURNS, Instructor in Drawing.
JOHN E. COFFIN, S. B., Assistant in the Observatory.

WALTER FERRIS

under the management of Friends, and was founded
its healthfulness and beautiful scenery.

in

IS?,?,.

PRICE,

A.

M„

Assistant Librarian.

The College buildings are situated

in a

lawn

of sixty acres,

in a region noted for

Two equal courses,
BARCLAY HALL, completed

the Scientific and Classical, offer a collegiate education of the highest grade.

in 1S77, affords every two students a study room, with communicating single bedrooms.
The Chemical and
Physical Laboratories have been recently remodeled and new apparatus added.
The Libraries of the College contain over 13,600 volumes. An
Astronomical Observatory, furnished with an excellent equatorial instrument, besides other useful apparatus, is constantly resorted to by students
in this

branch of science.

The mineralogical and other

three literary societies in the College.
science

and

There are
collections have recently been rearranged in a new museum in Founders' Hall.
Frequent lectures are delivered during the winter months by the Faculty, and also by specialists in

art.

FOR CIRCULARS, OR OTHER INFORMATION, ADDRESS
Prof.

ALLEN

C.

THOMAS, Prefect,
Haverford College P. O. Pa.
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The Largest Old Book Store

in

P. 0.,

MONTGOMERY

America

CO., PA., JULY, 1883.

No. 10.

PORTER & COATES' NEW PUBLICATIONS.
ENGLAND, PICTURESQUE AND DESCRIPTIVE.

By Joel
with Js7 finely engraved illustrations, descriptive of the most
famous mid attractive places, as well as ol the historic scenes and rural
life of England and Wales.
With Mr. Cook's admirable descriptions of
the places and the country, ar,d the splendid illustrations, this is the most
valnalile and attractive book of the season. Quarto, elegantly bound.
Cloth extra, gilt side and edges, S7.50; full Turkey morocco, gilt edges,
Cook,

GENERAL INVITATION.
you want a book, no matter when or where published,
our store. We have without exception the largest
collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Departments, each department under the charge of an experienced
person, who is always willing and ready to give any information in relation to our immense stock which our customers
may desire. Any person having the time to spare is perfectly welcome to call and examine our stock of two to
three hundred thousand volumes, without feeling under the
It

call at

>

•"'.'
1

"

i.

THE FIRESIDE ENCYCLOPEDIA OP POETRY.
and arranged by Hknry

Collected

T. Coates. New edition, thoroughly revised, and
containing Portraits of Prominent American Poets, with Fac-si miles of their
hand-writing. Imp. 8vo. Cloth extra, gilt side and edges. >.". no Turkey
morocco, antique, full gilt edges, $10.00. The best and most complete
collection of poetry published.
;

THE ENGLISH PEOPLE IN

THREE HOMES;

ITS
and, The
Practical Bearings ot General European History. By Edward
A. Fkeeman, LL.D.. author of
The Norman congest of England," etc.
12mo. Cloth extra, black and gold, SI. 75.
••

slightest obligation to purchase.

POLITICAL ECONOMY; With Especial

MAILING DEPARTMENT.

trial
i

If you cannot get to the city write, stating what book you
want, and we will answer immediately. It only costs a
trifle extra to send books by mail, and we make a specialty
of filling mail orders, fully appreciating the value of prompt
and careful attention to the demands of every correspondent.

History ot Nations.

Reference to the IndusBy Robert Ellis Thompson M.a. Um..

loth extra. Si. So.

The book is one that should find a large circle of readers, not only among
professed students, but with the large body ot intelligtnt working men with
whom the real interests of the country are safest.'— Public Ledger. Philadelphia
" It is a book which every one would do well
to obtain, and, when obtained,
to read with care and attention."— Toronto World.

THREE IN NORWAY.

By Two of Them. With a map and 58 illustrations. 12mo. Cloth extra, black an gold. 81.75.
story, as a story, is well told, and old hunters and fishermen will envy
the trio their sport with rod and rifle; but while there is nothing either forced
or silly about the narrative it boils over with genuine fun until the reader
feels not that the unnamed authors are making him laugh, but that he is
i

LEARY'S OLD BOOK STORE,
No. 9 South Ninth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
First Store

below Market Street.

"

The

simply laughing with them. He and they forma hilarious company with no
nonsense about them." Inquirer, Philadelphia.
" While the incidents of the journey are interesting in themselves, the
pleasant methods of the author make the book among the most enjoyable of its
kind."

Inler-Ocean, Chicnge.

H.

B.

HART,

ICR0SC0PIC ACCESSORIES.

SPY GLASSES,

OPERA GLASSES,

Bicycles,

Tricycles and

DRAWING INSTRUMENTS,
SURVEYING INSTRUMENTS,

Velocipede

Spectacles,
No. 811
EYE GLASSES,

ARCH

PHILADELPHIA.

THERMOMETERS AND BAROMETERS.

jES-Bieycle Purchasers taught

Physical and Chemical Apparatus.

JAMES W.QUEEN& CO.

STREET,

Send 3 cent stamp

J. P.

924 CHESTNUT STREET,

for

to ride free of

el

24 page Catalogue.

TWADDELL,
Fine Shoes.

PHILADELPHIA.

Gents' Fine Shoes a Specialty.

Catalogues as follows senl on appl
Pari

i.

Mathematical Instrument?,

Par)

2.

Optica] Instruments, 18

Parts.
i

J

nrt

1'nrt.

4.
">.

120

Magic r .an terns,

i

162 pages.

pages.

112 pages.

PIiH.MonhicaJ Instruments, 160 pages,
Meteorological Instruments and Chemical Apparatus,
pfl

No. 1212

MARKET STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.

Bigy-Two squares from Broad Street Station.
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STADELMAN'S PHARMACY.

&

Homer, Gol laday

60.

Compounding

HUNYADI JANOS AND FRIEDR1CHSH ALL

invite attention to their

BITTER WATERS,

Gents' Furnishing Goods Department,
which

of Prescriptions a specialty.

Together with a variety of Imported and Domestic
Natural Spring Waters, constantly on hand.

will always be found replete with the

ALL THE POPULAR MONTHLY AND WEEKLY MAGAZINES

LATEST NOVELTIES

IN

AND DAILY PAPERS.

NECKWEAR.

STORE ENLARGED AND REFURNISHED.

ALL SIZES OF

Ready Made

Shirts at $1.00 each.

Measures taken, and made

Order. Fit,
Materials Guaranteed.
to

Workmanship and

Whitman's and other Fine Confectionery

Cor. Cricket

"

"

Open

"

"

Extra Fine.

Jerseys for Gymnasium, Tennis and Cricket,

etc., in

also the Choicest Cigars.

Avenue and Lancaster Pike,
ARDMORE.

Directly opposite Station.

HENRY TROEMNER,

$18.00 per Dozen, Laundried.

20.00
24.00

;

Front.

College Colors,

ANALYTICAL

ASSAY
A

full

assortment of

BALANCES

COLLARS AND CUFFS.
Nos. 1412 and 1414

WEIGHTS OF

ASSAY

CHESTNUT STREET,

(Above Broad

BALANCES

WEIGHTS,*

rEECISION

St.)

PHILADELPHIA.

DRUGGISTS' PRESCRIPTION SCALES,

&c.

PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.

Company

Provident Life and Trust

KEEP'S SHIRTS,

OF PHILADELPHIA,

No. 409 Chestnut Street.
Mo.

1st

1st,

GLOVES, UMBRELLAS, UNDERWEAR, ETC.

1883.

Assets at market price,

-7 223,605 76

KEEP'S Custom

Shirts Made to Measure from
Wamsutta Muslin and Best Irish Linen.
Bosoms 3-ply, all Linen. Perfect Fit Guaranteed.

5,556,050 ss

Liabilities,

Surplus, including Capital Stock,

-

:

-

-

Mortality Experience from 1866 to
Probable Deatb Losses according t<> the American Experience Table of Mortality, the Standard of the
Pennsylvania Insurance Department (882 lives),
Actual experience of the Company during the whole
period (592 lives),
Difference.

933 Chestnut Street.

81,667,554 88

1881.

SIX

--------------

A Low

-

$2,654,067 00

Samples and Circulars Mailed Free.

$1,847,13800

Fine Assortment of Gents' Furn/shing Goods.

806,929 00

KEEP MANUFACTURING CO.

Rate of Mortality Makes Cheap Insurance.

WM.

SAMUEL

R. SHIPLEY, President.
asa S. WING, Vice-President and Actuary.
JOSEPH ASHBROOK, Manager of Insurance Dept.
DR. TIK i.MAS WISTAR, Qrief Medical Examiner.

•I

WILLIAM HACKER,

ASA

S.

WING,

C.

WHELLER,
PRACTICAL

BOOK-BINDER

DIRECTORS.
SAMUEL E. SHIPLEY, Philadelphia.
WISTAR BROWN.
RICHARD CADBOKY,
HENRY HAINES,
JOSHUA H. MORRIS,
RICHARD Wool).

FOR $9.00

ISRAEL MORRIS, Philadelphia.
('HAS. HAKTSHORNE,

WILLIAM GUMMERE,
FREDERIC col.LINS.

PHILIP C.GARRETT,
SHIPLEY, Cincinnati, O

152 SO.

Room

THIRD STREET,

A.

PHILADELPHIA.

MURRAY
J.

MORTON ALBERTSON,

Norristown. Pa.

Old Books and Magazines bound with neatness and despatch.
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interim to think seriously
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how we

can

make

advantages which are offered but once
EDITORS

College

:

Logaman :
Charles R. Jacob,

Charles W. Baily,
J. P.

Tunis,

Rufus M. Jones,

others

what

us meet

them

all

is

made

with determination,

'84.
'85.

and

to labor

of;

and, as such,

" still

achieving,

let

still

pursuing, learn

to wait."

Business Manager.

'85,
-
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is

material one

:

Orren W. Bates,

'86,
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child's play, but the

more than

decide

use of these

life.

'84.

Athenetum

Everett:

Herbert Chase, '84.
John Henry Allen, '84.
T.

and work are not

life

four years which

in

Asst. Business

From an

Manager.
$1.0O
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the official organ of the students of Haverford College,
published monthly during the College year.
Literary communications should be addressed to the editors.
is

and

we are apt to have its
we have been suffering from the intense heat of the past two weeks, we have
been forcibly reminded of the times last winter when we
excess of anything

opposite suggested to us

;

and

so, as

used to shiver over the register, and could get no heat.

The regular price of subscription to the Haver
Old Haverforfordian is only $1.00 per year.
dians in particular,

and friends of

the

College

generally, should give us their hearty support in

our endeavors

to

raise the

standard of literary

work in the College.
Arrangements having been
made with the publishers of the '"Student" we are
enabled to mail to any address the "Student" and
"Haverfordian " together for $f.^o per year.

It

earnestly to be hoped that

is

work and progress of the colwe are glad that we can count up so
many changes made to improve Haverford, and to make

be

will

in

to let

such repairs go, as the old peasant did, saying of

the heating apparatus this summer.

easy

It is

it was no use to shingle it as long
and when it did it was impossible; but

his leaky house, that

as

didn't rain,

it

this

kind of protection against the elements of nature

summer and dry

only suitable for

and we

doing so unless they seem quite necessary

room

good

indispensable to

is

student's last support

is

—

health,

for

We

weather.

to be all the time asking for changes,

be sacrificed for nothing,
In looking over the

some change

made

;

is

dislike

from

refrain

but a

warm

and health should

when

this

lost,

is

the

gone.

lege for this year,

our college

pleasant and agreeable.

life

that the results are with us.

complain when

Now

seems

Students hav^ a right to

their wishes are disregarded,

all

it

and they

are treated like hired servants; but when, on the other

hand, everything

is

their place to

show

often heard

said

it

they hope to see

it

done

to

improve their condition,

a hearty appreciation of

by those
in

it.

it is

We have

interested in Haverford, that

the future equal in

all

respects to

American colleges. No doubt we all hope
to see this realized, and we shall in a measure at least, if
we, as students, do our part.
The fellows that makeup a college decide as much by
their conduct and work how the institution shall advance
as the managers do by their generous efforts.
We shall
soon find ourselves advanced one year in our course, and
so much nearer its end; and it is a fitting time in this
the highest

We

have heard

of the students, and

one gets
his

fairly

remarked of late by several
seems to be a fact, that when

under way

ambition begins

of future

it
it

to

in

his

course at Haverford,

him,

leave

000*

greatness

slowly

fade

his

expectations

away, and

his

only

through and go out, as it were, into the
dark, with no comfort except his diploma and A. B.
attached to his name.
This feeling, in a certain sense, is
desire

is

natural,

to get

and

as

it

unreal visions of

mind the

should be.

*

The sooner one

gets the

boyish speculation erased from

his

But such thoughts are quite
different from worthy aspiration.
There is a genuine
ambition and an ennobling self-confidence which is almost
indispensable to success.
If mere desire to rank first in
scholarship, for the sake of being first, with no highei
better for

aim, be lost,
in

it

is

him.

not to be

any college must

much

sacrifice

regretted.

something

Bookworms

else of as

much,
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if

not of more, importance, to accomplish what soon lapses

But the aspiration to be a
man not mere breathing clay, but a genuine man, both
is
in college and wherever necessity calls for manhood
almost nothingness.

into

—

—

an ambition that ought not to be suffered to grow cold,
but should be fanned to glowing heat. " There is always

room

the

at

top,"

is

good

as

a motto for us as for

Webster, but the lower ranks of
If

Haverford

life

are continually

thing above another,

it

has been that the graduates she

men

has sent out have been aspiring men,

were not

full.

former years has been noted for one

in

of action,

who

with mediocrity.

satisfied

A meeting of the Young Men's Christian Association
was held on the 6th ult.and

The

year.

work

officers elected for the

reports for this year

months

show the

coming

results of the

most encouraging
The regular Wednesday evening prayer meeting

for the last nine

nature.

to be of a

has had an average attendance of twenty-eight, being a
considerable increase over that of

names have been added
signatures of upwards to

last year.

to the roll,

now

Sixteen new

containing the

forty-five students.

The

Bible-

under the auspices of the Association
has been discontinued.
In its place, each class in college has formed a sepaiate class for the study of the Scripclass formerly held

The

tures.

latter

plan seems to be a better one than the

more personal

former, and

interest

is

manifested.

Several

speakers have from time to time addressed the Associa-

The work

tion.

of John Dorlon, a graduate of Pickering

College, Canada, was especially successful.

winter months

short

During the

prayer meetings were held each

Very

little

This

help

outside

work has been done during the

undoubtedly a mistake.

is

along, to

schools

the

best

and meetings

of

the

in

Members should

their ability, the

neighborhood;

Sabbath
for

it

ings and religious

the year, and
felt in this,

all

the door "

seized us which they affirm
ence.

we

as in

we

in

sure to

come with
in

experi-

the matter of

We are too inexperienced to
which lie in our pathway. We

conducting a college paper.
tremble

dangers

at the

even dare to hope that the good-will of
panies us, and that they will also

many accom-

render us practical

assistance.

Could we discuss politics, election frauds, fires, panics,
Ohio floods and Chicago divorces, our task would be an
easier one but our field is Haverford College, and not
the world.
We are to do our best to represent to outsiders the transactions which make up our life here at
;

We

the college.

make the paper
By usefulness we

are to endeavor to

entertaining and useful to collegians.

mean

the expression of the needs of the college and

students.

The demands

its

of The Haverfordian should be,

and we think are, attended to by the professors and managers; and as long as they are couched in respectful sentences, and not reaching out after the unattainable, we
have a right to ask this attention.
It is our firm desire and intention to be as fair and
gentlemanly as possible in our treatment of the questions
which we have occasion to discuss. We have adopted
certain new plans for the management of 'The Haverfomian, which will, in a measure at least, further these
ends.
We only ask, in return, that we have the confidence and cash of Managers, alumni, and students, to aid

work has been manifest throughout
other departments.

We

they have

left

we hope

to

vacant.

There are a certain

still

would urge

Only by earnest

fordian.

These we cannot and

some forebodings that the new
first number of The HaverOur predecessors, in their valedictory, made
not without

the habit

The Haver-

shall not try to appease.

latter

;

the former

clamoring

interesting.

Between

for a

this Scylla

and Charybdis we are now floating. We catch glimpses
of the broad sea of success at a great distance before us.
Many rocks and shoals lie in our way; but we are going
Give us a helping
to steer on, and do the best we can.
hand.

We
we have

had such a
not had

the

ber

10.

number

for the

matches,

this

month, that

accounts of the
or

the

Com-

record

of

this

season, and the averages of

of the

first

however,

in

and second elevens. These
our next number, on Octo-

members

will appear,

full

room

cricket
mencement,
the matches played
is

who have formed

there are the alumni and the students

paper more light and

advance our own and the

Let us come back prepared to
farther the work which they have begun.

corps of editors launches the

class

of universally condemning every issue of

Association's welfare.

fordian.

has

place over

it.

fear that their departure will be sorely
all

personal effort can

It

is

mere novices

are

asking for more solid matter, the

the necessity of stepping forward and filling the

places which

carry

In short,

The

That grim despair has not yet

vacant.

is still

"

to us.

their

He

trials.

is

great interest taken by the Senior Class in our meet-

upon

made himself known

not yet

Then

both a benefit to outsiders and to those engaged

The

which had been

constant companion during their editorial

us in our plans.

evening.

year.

certain dark allusions to a raven,
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THE IDEAL IN EDUCATION
human activity, when rightly directed,
This ideal is recognized
to some ideal.

All

erence
the

and

moral, physical
the enchanter's

effect,

intellectual

wand

found.

every one

The
who

ref-

alike in
is,

it

in

upon

his task

wherever he

poet, the artist, the philosopher, in fact,
is

thought or matter

in

any way occupied

for the

in

the shaping of

purpose of accomplishing some

may

insensible matter,

he

who

err

wrong impression

imparts a

to the susceptible

heart of a child has no redress.

that fixes the attention of the

true artisan, in a wide sense,
is

worlds:

He who works upon dull,
and yet retrace his steps, but

reshaped to suit his fancy.
has

we do not

If

may be
problem

important truth escape

why

it is

a thing so serious that,

is

some

the attention of
still

let this

led to see distinctly

though

it

has occupied

we

of the wisest and best minds,

must say that there

much

we

us,

that the educational

is

in

every system

heretofore

What we

and intelligent result, must have an ideal i. c,
something that embodies within itself true unity of parts,
and the most perfect adaptation to the desired end. The
existence of this ideal does not necessarily imply its
perfect realization in ever)' instance, but rather shows it
as a possibility.
As the human race advances in accordance with those laws of development which are divinely

tried

bestowed upon it, there is a manifest acceptation of higher
ideals
for though they who are thoroughly imbued with

Pestalozzi chiefly belongs the credit of enunciating this

definite

;

;

may

admiration for the Greek civilization,
cavil at this,

Greeks

fell

the chaste

we

be disposed to

perfection

never be effaced,

we

of their architectural forms can
still

may

say that our ideals are

more thoroughly adapted to our civilization than ever
theirs can be.
Sometimes our ideals prove to be false
or inadequate this is altogether natural when viewed in
connection with the finite mind from which they proceed.
But since it is only as we come to a thorough knowledge
;

of an external object that
just so
fect

it is

we can

when viewed
is

its

blemishes,

we once thought perdistance, we now pronounce

in

the

inadequate, and accordingly

which

perceive

with our ideals: what

higher and
"

it

must give place

to that

The old order cbangeth,
Giving place to new."

important to

man

as

his

education,

of doubtful

is

This

is

at the present

how

utility.

if we go back a few
was the idea that prevailed!

With the old pedagogue the question was: "How much
can I put into this youth?" The modern instructor
To
lead out?"
says: "How much can I educe,

—

important principle, and rescuing the science of education

from

its

Now

what

Ask

gravest error.
the ideal which

is

young mother on

the

six-year-old

is

is

sought

sent to school for the

has every individual

throb

who

has a heart so noble that

in

more immediate education,
or that which fits him to cope with the more special feaMan must be taught two
tures of his individual life.
ing views which refer to his

How

:

these two necessities

organic relation

in

to receive

it.

implied in the

is

which he stands to the world while
same relation. Now, as a result
;

—a

truth

of this twofold relation, there

man

how

meet the world, and

to

The former of

is

accordingly developed

a twofold nature, the one purely intellectual or

of these natures

the hands of the potter,

can

lives.

the latter arises out of this

no longer the passive clay in
which may be shaped and

it

Herein do we find the supreme ideal,
the archetype of true humanity.
Now this higher ideal, as regards what man should
be in the abstract, is subordinated by those widely differ-

which he

ment of educational theories, all of which have reference
due preparation of man to fulfill those duties which
The activiare owing to God, the state, and to himself.
ties which modern civilization demands, are all the time
becoming more varied in their nature, and calling for
The methods
greater expenditure of thought and feeling.
determined
by the
to be pursued in education should be
ideal which is before us; of this much we are satisfied,
but beyond this point we are beset with difficulties. That
upon which the skill of the educator is to be displayed
is

little

she has

unison with the highest aspirations of the age

in

moral, and the otherphysical or material.

the child

;

her ideal as regards what her child should be, and so

in

;

education?

time

first

Coexistent with free institutions has been the develop-

active

in

the morning that her

taught by the centuries, and yet but recently accepted.

is itself

is

day; and yet,

different

noth-

to the

are,

grand truth and readily compre-

a

is

Besides the instinct of self-preservation, there
ing so

hended

things

fuller, for

that

us.

generations,

confident that the philosophy of the

feel

short of the needs of man, and though

far

within

the other,

is

Now as to which

being developed at the expense ol

becoming more and more a ground of

is

pute aiiong those

human mind

its

materialized

"
!

who

dis-

are zealous in educing from the

utmost capacities. "
cry the philosophers

We
;

are becoming
and accordingly

they form their educational systems with reference to the
development of the aesthetic nature in man. The out-

such a system Jean Paul has given us in his
Levena," a book possessing many excellencies and

lines of
"

some valuable suggestions
after all,

;

and yet we can but

he imparts to his pupil too

mental discipline which

fits

him

to

little

feel that,

of that stern

cope with

life

and
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maintain

among

It is a common
remark
men, that the higher education

individuality.

his

so-called practical

of the youth does,

They

business.

many

in

instances, disqualify

the\ lack that keen and original foresight that
r

acquaintance with the stores of one's
secures a

As

man

in his position

regards the moral element

but that

is

it

thorough

own mind, which

in

education, no one

not only essen-

knowledge would cease

after

We

of the
to the

have regarded him as pos:

one

the

reach

of

choicest blessings that have been given to

and having more intimate connection with the material world about him.
The ideal education would produce the perfect man,
and accordingly looks to the symmetrical development
to enjoy; the other physical,

far

to justify

He

it.

it is,

fact that

we arewe can

with

He spoke

slavery."

of the

hopes of the

state,

the parent and

the child.

till

beat

it

the dark battlements

force against

resistless

many

which

difficulties

of

this

noble-hearted reformer had to encounter, and of his high

and courage

principle

his oration with

being has

it

in

the political

And

he

if

He

strife.

the following words

"
:

closed

To no human

ever been granted to see the triumph of so

past becomes the martyr

tion of the proudest

for

Garrison to drop into this sea of national apathy the

recognize this

tinue to be, highly prejudicial to the complete realiza-

remained

pebble whose ripple should increase in size

movement

The results of a failure to
important dogma have been, and will con-

endeavored
William Lloyd

far-fetched arguments,

said: "It

in history,

still

in

As

so short a time.

has often

so with him, the fanatic of the

the eyes of the present.

in

be considered

'

the noble,

who advances

freedom and the cause of man,' posterity will undoubtedly pronounce William Lloyd Garrison on Fame's
'

eternal bead-roll

ALUMNI PRIZE CONTEST.
original orations for the prize

alumni were delivered

in

Alumni

Hall,

The

by the
on 5th month

The first oration, " Ramoth Gilead," was delivered
by Thomas Kimber Worthington, '83. He alluded to
the city of refuge of the Israelites, and showed how we of
the present day need a city of refuge from Arnold's and
Spencer's philosophy, from various religious dogmas,
from transcendentalism,
Gilead, to

—a

which we can

and

find the

argued that

flee

city of refuge, a

Ramoth

in

from the great diversities of

"true and living way."

was found

He

ably

A

lying principles of Christianity are vastly of

;

more impor-

strongly expressed the sentiment,

in non-essentials, liberty;

" In

in all things,

C. R. Jacob.

The second speaker was Alfred Percival Smith, '84.
His subject was " The Illimitable."
He said that there
are certain things which the human mind is incapable of
comprehending that we have the power to investigate

large

number of people assembled
1

Alumni

in

8th instant, to listen to the

The

exercises

and labors of the Loganian

for the

The

past year.

address of the president, Professor Sharpless, was an able,
instructive,

and practical exposition of the aims and duties

of college education, and particularly as applied to society

While the farmer, the miner, the smith
were toiling and

colleges,

we ought

supporting the students

to consider

us.

He showed

the

true

defined an earnest, plain

American

An

at

his

in

the

what we owe them and

the country, and endeavor to do

of our

charity."

;

filed.'

were of a high standard, representing well the character

forge,

He

be

annual orations of the Loganian Society.

work.

essentials, unity

to

Hall, on the evening of the

the Christian

in

tance than the minor points and mere outward distinctions of sect.

worthy

was awarded to

PUBLIC MEETING OF THE LOGANIAN.

clearly presented his view that the under-

this city of refuge

He

prize

"

offered

There were three contestants.

religion.

that, as

third oration, " William

great a moral

belief,

that,

;

desire for seeking

delivered

been the case

25th.

but

;

all

toward the unknowable.

of both kinds of activity.

The

the best possible

strenuous exertions by the

incited to

The

is

able to find out everything,

and the clergy, with

we had occasion to speak
man by which he is adapted

purely psychological, and placing him within

man

we were

vast,

is

opinion

the glaring evils of slavery existed almost without censure,

is

capacity for two kinds of activity

some of the

if

all

expressed his

and society which are implied

sphere of his existence.
sessing a

He

absolutely necessary, to secure those

it

time back

twofold nature of

beyond which

limits,

infinite.

that the present state of things

advance only so

the name.

Some

incomprehensible,

Lloyd Garrison," was
by Charles Richard Jacob, '84. He spoke of
the condition of our country half a century ago, when

benefits to the individual
in

for

before the world.

with honest judgment can deny that
tial,

them

are abundantly furnished with ideas, but

only to certain fixed

all

that

requisites

is

expected of

of culture, and

and firm man as the

real

need

society.

by Rufus M. Jones ('85) on " Pym,
Hampden and Milton " was the first regular exercise.
The orator showed that these three men were the great
leaders of the Revolution of 1640, and he pointed out
oration
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on subsequent

their influence

Milton

America.

affairs in

The

he termed the greatest of the three.

oration was

an excellent eulogy on the character of the three great
Englishmen, and was finch- delivered.
"

Enos L. Doan ('85) followed with an
The Future of Skepticism." The speaker

skepticism
"

in a

As men

source

liberal

and

forcible

oration on

He

manner.

of thought are learning that

with

dealt

life

all

said

has

:

its

one creative Ruler, so they arc beginning to

in

learn that

all

truth

is

from God, whether

to learn, too, that Christianity

The

or a dogma.

nearer

is

a

is

it

They

the Vedas, the Koran, or the Bible.

found

in

are beginning

and not a history

life,

that these

conceptions are

One

of the

VII

eight

forward and

then stepped

soldiers

accused the prisoner of being the author of one of the

He

basest plots ever contrived for the misery of man.

how he and

related

companions had

his

most harrowing circumstances.

He

under the

toiled

called the attention

of the praetor to the emaciated appearance of his

Wheeler then made a most earnest appeal

"Why,"

said he, "should

I,

com-

The gray-bearded

panions, as proof of his statements.

who have

for his

taught

life.

nations

all

heavenly
be brought as a prisoner into this judgment
With most touching earnestness he called upon

to prognosticate the parabolical gyrations of the

bodies,
hall ?"

him from the Stygian waves,
and closed with the following declaration " I expect
soon to teach my mathematical demonstrations to those
the Class of '86 to rescue

and reason join hands. The
present may belong to doubt and trouble, but the times
to be belong to Christian faith.
Skepticism, robbed of
the very soil in which to sow its seed, will vanish away,
and with intolerance and oppression lie down to its
eternal doom, unwept, unhonored, and unsung."
The
oration showed a thorough knowledge of the subject,
and added much to the interest of the meeting.
The oration of Augustus Murray ('85) on the subject,
" The
Age of Pericles," dealt with the power and
influence of Athens.
He showed that Athens lost her
opportunity for development by not forming an alliance
with all of Greece.
Where now is the Athens of Pericles ?
In the museums of London, Florence, and Rome
are remains of her art, but her intellectual empire is

time he was brought forth from the place of preparation

imperishable.

and burned upon

realized, the nearer

The
('84)

do

faith

speaker of the evening, Alfred

last

"

spoke on

The Land

tor spoke of the sufferings

P.

Smith,

The

of the Pilgrims."

Our

of the Pilgrims, and pointed

country, which

heritage of noble men.

The

we owe

oration

them,

to

abounded

is

the

in rhetori-

and easy-flowing language.

cal figures

After this followed

The Society

certificates.

in

the lowest depths of ocean.

of honorary

adjourned, and the

audience

P^uclid

mourn

will

his

fading glory, and Archimedes will no longer boast of his
'Eureka,' but as long as

yon glistening dome [pointing

to

a kerosene lamp previously fixed in the cupola] shall be

consecrated to knowledge-seekers, the

Nehemiah Wheeler

name

of Hezekiah

will live."

In spite of this slightly egotistical assertion, he

was

condemned by the praetor to be burned, and the lictors
In a short
led him away to be prepared for his fate.

muttered

The

marched away

class then

by cheers

The singing was

with the display.

and
is

and

commendable.
lit

and

and closed

'86.

away

The

well

especially

large

satisfied

worthy of

order with which everything was car-

the

finely decorated, the

black,

singing,

for '83, '84,

audience, which was present, went

praise,

soothsayer

a high scaffold, while the

his imprecations.

the ceremonies

ried out

presentation

the

philosophers who have died without hearing of the latest
approximate value of ~, and I shall make old Diogenes
hide his diminished head for envy, and sink his wash-tub

ora-

out their influence towards the formation of our present
institutions.

:

The

stage and ground

were

former being draped with red and

up frequently by colored

lights.

proceeded to the scene of the cremation of Wheeler.

COMMENCEMENT
CREMATION.
The
evening

for their

about three

were

in

the morning, cleared up finely

audience had assembled the clouds began to disperse,

with a most perfect

The

cremation exercises.
in

the afternoon,

in

and the

Sophomore

Class

marched toward the
handsome Roman costumes flashing in

the finest of spirits as they

fatal spot, their

the

sky, which

The Class of '83 had a pleasant day for their ComAlthough it was cloudy and
mencement exercises.
foggy in the first part of the day, some time before the

Class of '85 were favored

had been overcast

brilliant

light

which

illuminated

the

praetor ascended the judgment seat, and the

menced.

gramme.

A

DAY.

Latin oration

was the

This was delivered

in

way.

The

trial

com-

on the proclear and full tones.
first

and soon the sun looked cheerfully down from a pleasant sky.

large

Before the graduating class entered the

number

of

hall,

a

people had gathered together to witness

their closing exercises.

The
more.

first

His

speaker was T. K. Worthington, of Baltisubject

toward Reform."

He

was

"

The

Apathetic

Position

spoke of the remarkable conser-
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vatism of the Society of Friends

matters of reform

in

the certainty a person should have, before he adopts

new

creed, of the utility of that creed

which he

lives

in religion,

the

in

;

of

any

society in

of the advancement of the idea of no fear

;

but also of

its

aim of our

right thinking should be the

that a creed should stand on a basis

and expediency

;

He

impracticability.

common

W.

and that we should be sure not to arrive

He

the Incorrigibles."
attained

considered that education has

highest standard, and yet there

its

A

doubtful, discontented class of incorrigibles.

antagonism

is

manifested not only by the Nihilists

is

in

Russia, and the Communists in France, but throughout
all

Europe.

to

the

As

the reason for this discontent he alluded

difference

classes,

in

—the

the lower class easily led by the upper.

The

subject of the third oration,

motives to public

life

F. B. Stuart, of

He spoke

Indiana, was " Political Duty."

wrong

of the

were obtained, and mentioned the motives which should
time that a desire for office

may

be a

represented that a contempt of office
and that we need not look for reform

have

in office

men

At

same

the

political vice,

a

is

political

he

sin

in politics until

He

said

"

that

it

;

we

absolutely

is

necessary for the Christian to take a part

in

politics

;

and that the true politician would sacrifice much for the
good of the nation."
D. W. Edwards, of Indiana, next spoke upon "A

The

National Obligation."

national obligation of to-

There is a more
doubtful war with ignorance than has been fought on
the bloody field of battle.
Ignorance is a powerful
enemy against the welfare of our nation
and this is
demonstrated nowhere more clearly than in the case of
an education for every one.

is

W.

Del.

sound,

farewell

practical

members

following
J.

Collins, N. Y.

W.

L. Baily, Philadelphia;

G. H. Evans, Ind.

;

V. Thomas, Md.

B.

;

of the class took no part in

Blanchard, Pa.;

C.

;

J. S. Spruance,
H. and L. B. Whitney,
;

Pa.

Upon Henry
Hoxie, honoris causa, A. M. upon James Wood, honoris
causa, A. M.
upon Dr. Thomas F. Cock, honoris causa,
The

following degrees were conferred:

;

specified

Joseph Rhodes and Linden Hobbs, after a
course of study and a severe examination

received the degree of A.

The

M.

following cricket prizes were

mediately after the

Commencement

Prize Ball to

W.

Prize Belt to

W.

presented im-

The Cope
The CongThe Haines

exercises:

Prize Bat to Walter F. Price, average

don

of ability, well qualified to deal with

important questions.

day

The

—fame and wealth, how seldom they

actuate the heart of every true patriot.

and delivered a

graduates,

LL. D.

by

an impressive manner.

;

and

class

indifferent

in

address.

S.

spirit of

to fear,

little

President Chase next presented the diplomas to the

speaking:

a

"we have

said

to hope."

White, of North Carolina, delivered the

A.

Valedictory

any impracticable or absurd conclusions.
The second oration was delivered by S. B. Shoemaker, of Germantown. It was entitled " Society and

He

nations could agree.

;

sense

at

now

grand principle of reform is pushing itself everyHe spoke of the establishment of a just, uniform
system of international law, upon which all Christian

and everything

said that

education

life's

of

one

where.

I

ij4-

L. Baily, '83, average 8.

L. Baily, for

first

eleven fielding. Sopho-

more and Freshmen Scrub Match Bat to S. Bettle,
'85 average i8js.
Sophomore Scrub Match Ball to S.
The College Scrub Match Ball
Bettle average 3 5-6.
The
Freshman
Prize Belt for fielding on
to S. Bettle.
The Improvement
Scrub Matches to Frank Trotter.
Bat for members not on the first eleven to I. T. Starr, '86.
After this, the Sophomore class spoon was pre:

;

sented by

ate

J.

G. Blair, of '85, to White, of '86.

Mr. Blair

good speech, which was answered with appropriremarks by Mr. White, of '86. A captured cane was

made

a

also restored to

its

former owner, Johnson,

'86.

;

the freedmen,

many

of

whom

cast

the slightest idea of what they are

their

voting

there are thousands of negro children

admission to the schools.

ballot
for.

To-day

who cannot

obtain

Let the national govern-

ment insure the good education of the people.
I

7
.

Reform."

He

said

that

among

all

is a tendency toward reform, and that this
advanced by international law
that commerce should not stand in the way of righteousness, and

nations there

tendency

is

that selfishness

;

is

the law of nations

the cause of commercial abuses
is

the

common

GERMANTOWN

VS.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE (SECOND ELEVENS).

The Germantown second brought
Haverford on the 9th

ult,

a strong

but owing to the

fine

team to
bowling

of C. Baily and Blair, and the strong batting of L. B.

E. Briggs, of Maine, considered the question of

"International

CRICKET.

without

;

that

guardian, and that the

Whitney, the home team easily defeated them by six
wickets.
The game was called at 11.30, Captain Earle,
of the Germantown, winning the toss and taking the batThe Haverford men fielded in good form, and the wickets
fell rapidly before Baily and Blair, the tenth falling at
12.40 with the Germantown total at 32, of which Duhring
contributed

1

1.

THE HAVERFORD1AN.
GIRARD

Havcrford, taking the bat, put runs together slowly,

being bothered by Patterson's well-pitched bowling and
Earle's slows, and retired at 2. 19 with the total at 64,

B.Whitney

L.

putting together 2j

fine

in

style,

while

and 9.
In their second innings the Germantown succeeded
obtaining 53, of which Earle scored [6 and Ralston
In this innings the fielding of the home team
and

lilies

1

in
14.

showed
At
Thanks

C. Baily contributed respectively [2

on catches.

well, six of the visitors retiring

game

but unfortunately,

;

managed

before the winning run was scored, the visitors

the Girard second played

by 13 runs. For
Chase carried his bat through the innings
for 66, and Tomlin of the Girard did the same for 40.
The stumps were drawn at four o'clock, both captains
agreeing not to play the second innings.
We give the
1

[averford,

score below:

Whitney, the score stood

with the loss of but one wicket

ENs).

with our second on the college grounds,

4.12 Havcrford went to the bat with 27 to beat.
to the hard hitting of

ult.,

-

resulting in a victory for Haverford

the

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.
T.

11.

W

S.

at tie

HAVERFORD COLLEGE (SECOND ELE\

VS.

Saturday, the 16th

In

(

a close

IX

W.

Chase, nol out

66
2

Collins, it. an.l b. Wallis
Hilles, b. Wallis

L. B.

Whitney,

ct.

li

W. Hargrave, b

....

Wallis

C. Baily, ct. Wailis, b. W. Hargrave
. T. Starr, c. and b. W. Hargrave
.1.
Blair, b. West

n
1

i

I

dispose of three of their opponents,

to

finally

till

C.

Baily succeeded in scoring the winning run at 4.50 P. M.,

giving the victory to Haverford by six wickets.

Following

the score

is

GERM
smart

'1'

Earle,

Baily
11. Mclu'im, mi out,
II. Patti'ismi. Li. Baily,
Pepper, b. Baily
r.
F. Uilltngham, b. Blair,

.

n
6

ct.

.

(1

ct.

.

W. Duhring,
.

It.

C.

it.

RobiiiBon,

Whitney, b.
\\
Bauy,

b. Blair,

'

McDowell, not out,

W. Hawley,

b.

f.lair,

b.

1.

Robinson,

.

.

.

it

n.

-i

ri

.

.

.

.

.

i

.5

.

i

i

ct
1

i

.3

1.

i

Evans
Blair
Baily,
Baily,

l.

Blair,

b.

Blair,
Bailv,

i

l
Patterson,
3
Patterson,
!.. B. Whitney 1. b
27
w. Earle,
W. Hilles b. Patterson,
.12
[. T. Starr, c. C. Robiuson,b.Patterson,0
C. Baily, run out,
.1. .1. Blair b. Patterson,
T. K. Wortnington, ct., b. Patters in,
.

.

.

.

Evans, cl Pal terson,
P. B. Smart, n.it nut,
Byes, 4 no Kails. 1
11.

;

;

.

.

1

.

.

cl

.

I..

.

b.

.

.

.

.

1

no

.

balls,

ami

t..

the 30th
for

7

J.

L. Phillips

graduated with honors from the

office

of Dr. Pancoast

He

('53),

as

is

first

>

assistant.
Total,

28

.

Si.

— W.

A. Blair has had a very successful year as

.

RM

principal of

WImU N

12
1

15

I

7

s

y

in

seventy-five students have been in attendance.

in

l(i

20

32

32

in

13

li

18

also received an appointment from the State as officer of

I:;

37
53

51

51

j

T

:"..

29

12

26

2B

2i.

—

.ii

i.l

the State Normal, to be held
June 26th.
'81.

INNXNG9.
Balls.
30
ins

G. Patterson

Runs.

>
1

T. Earle,

27

KM \N K)WN— SEI

Patterson

tiNI.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE— FIRST
Blair
Baily

J. J.

M aidens. Wick

8
26

i

5

o
6
n

t>

1

1

J

n
3

3

3

2

1

INNi.Ni.>

58

in

IN.NIM.-

66

11

1

6a

Is

3

5

HAVF.RlORD COLLEGE—SECOND INNINGS.
Blair

C. Baily

Baily bowled two no balls.

72
Mi

He

»i

9
36

COLI.EG1

-ii:st

High Point High School. One hundred and

s
30

3

s

BOWLING VNALYSIS.
GERMANTOWN-

V..

—

going into the

Firsl innings,

.1. .1.

Europe on

one year.
'Si.

Second Innings

C

for

understand that he has leave of absence

Jefferson Medical College, on the 2d of 4th mo.

8

..1

We

ult.

•>

HAVERFORD

I.

K. Gifford and wife sailed

2H
I)

Second innings,

nil,

— Seth

1

.

'.i

n

II.

7

PERSONAL.
'76.

FAIJ up EACH WICKE1
i.l

W.

3
N

Total

in N!i INNINGS.

...

Tilt:

:>

21

53

Earle,
Robinson b. Earl
Patterson,

64

RUNS AT

2
in

3

'J.

.

.5

Total

3

Barnett, ct. ami I. Blair
Haw thorn, cl an.l 1.. Blair,
s. Wallis, 1,. L. B. Whitney
A. West, ct. L. B. Whitney, b. Hilles
I. Bowley, ct. Starr, b. Hilles
G. Galbraith, run out
Byes, I. leg-byes, 2 wides, 1,

.0

Earle,

o

b. Blair

e. Baily,

\.

•>

.

.

G.

II

l.

II

COLLEGE.
ct.

.

.

.

.i

'
.

-1

.

W. Hargrave,

.

;

HAVERFOE

1).

3
13

('.

5

b.

16

b. Blair,

FIRST INNINGS
Collins

4

10

W. H. Rhodes, run out,
Booth, ct.L. B.Whitney,

s

n

1..

Total,

Chose

in

1US

11

2

ii.

Evans,

li

Byes,

T. 11.
s. W.

Tomlin

b.

N. Tomlin, not out

Blair
Baily,
Baily,

1.

.

Baily

Mm-,

GIRARD

Collins.
Trotter
it. Trotter,
b. Blair,

b.

I

Total

.

.

II.

K. Worthiugton, b W.Hargrave
Kmiii. i. b. w allis,
P. L. Trotier.b. Wa lis
Byes, 8; leg-byes, 2; wides, 3

T

:

SECOND INNINGS.

Blair

b.

i.

\XT< IWN.

FIRST INNINGS.
K. Ralston, ct.

.1

1

11

6

.5
.i

Gazette,

— Walter

C.

Newton, N. C, beginning

Hadley, editor of the Las Vegas

New Mexico, and former

its.

The

at

has

Haverfordia?i, has

business manager of
met with a grand success in

the discovery of a rich silver mine.

About

three years

ago he left Philadelphia to seek his fortune in Colorado.
For some time he supported himself by writing letters
to the Chicago newspapers. He finally became acquainted
with an expert mining engineer, and in company with
him went into New Mexico, where he became engaged
in writing for the
Las Vegas Gazette, for more than
two years sharing his earnings with the prospecting

;
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miner.

found

few weeks ago a rich mine

New Mexico — was

in

— the

and Mr. Hadley own equal shares in the mine. Mr.
Hadley says: " I have not determined what I shall do.
1 have just refused $750,000 for my interest in the profit
but it is worth, and I can get, a much larger sum for it
I may sell, for I am in love with my profession
and if I
made a half-dozen millions, I would still want to be conlie

;

nected with a newspaper."

—

'82.

home

E. Coffin has returned to his

J.

in Fair-

mount, Kansas.

—The

'82.

upon the

Jones was

"

Gospel

" Principles

instead of the

Lynn by W. R.

address delivered in

Human

of

Progress,"

of Friends," as stated in a late

'83.

— W. A. White expects

'83.

— \V.

'83.

—

to teach.

spend the summer

at

New-

—

'83.

his

—

home
'83.

in

Thomas

W.

S.

New York

in

post-graduate course

will take a

life

City.

summer months

at

Winthrop, Me.
will

probably engage

W. Edwards

will

engage

in

business, for

— G. H. Evans

'83.

expects to go into business with

his father in Indianapolis, Ind.

—

'83.

abolished from our

The majority of scholars

in our public
Writing and Arithmetic,"
and not infrequently make

substituted.

schools

who

learn "Reading,

Yankee terms it,
some advance into the rudiments of English Grammar
understanding the rules or their applications,

ought to receive some instruction in politics and government outside of that which they get by a rigid following

The

of party leaders.

among

subject

is

receiving

much

atten-

and we are glad to see the writer
in the Volante advocating the good cause.
One of the
best works on the subject of the "Constitution in our
litterati,

Public Schools"

Shoemaker contemplates taking an M. D.

S. B.

Grammar were

public schools, and a simple manual of Constitutional

tion

the present, in Philadelphia.

in

seems to us that our Americans would
recognize
better
their duty as citizens, and the standard
of our party politics would be raised to a higher level, if

without

Whitney

business in Philadelphia.

— D.

taught

is

It

as the

F. E. Briggs will pass the

in

political science that

our universities ought to be on the course of our

Law
upon a business

Collins will enter

— C. H. and L. B

'83.

in

the study of English
B. V.

Johns Hopkins.
'S^.

The

tional institutions.

the colleges.

port.

at

The Volante is teeming with good matter which
seems evidently to have been written for the purpose of
being read, and not to fill up the space contained in
the columns.
There are so many articles in our college
exchange papers which are written to kill space and
time, and eventually the man who peruses them, that
a really solid terse article ought to receive special
notice from fellow exchanges.
Such an article we find
in the Volante, on the "The Study of the Constitution,"
which, though a finely written article, is on a subject that merits the attention of our American educa-

high and grammar schools, and a more extended one

number of The Haverfordian.

L. Baily will

EXCHANGES.

richest yet

discovered by this prospector.

Providence, R.

is

by Augustine, of the Friends' School,

I.

from the Pennsylvania University.
'83.

—

J. S.

Spruance has a situation on the Baltimore

and Philadelphia P^ngineer Corps.

—

'83.

F.

Stuart

B.

has

returned

to

his

home

in

— W. E. Scull

sailed for

Europe on the 27th

ult.

After his return he intends to engage in the wool business.
'83.

— T. K. W'orthington

Johns Hopkins
History and Political

—

J.

C. Brick

intends to engage
'86.

in

will

— C. C. Carmalt

'86.— J.

S.

not return next year.

He

business with his father.

Kimber

intends

Harvard next
to

pass

has some intention of entering Brown.

summer
home. He

the

vacation at Newport, which will be his future

fall.

:

"The

do

about being

really hesitate

critical,

but

it

cannot be that the editor took into consideration the

Han/ard Advocate, which
every one

will enter

editor of the Dartmouth says

Princetonian thus far takes the lead as a college paper."

Now we

Economy.
'85.

in its first series, is

The exchange

will enter

to take a post-graduate course in

observe two papers from the University of Penn-

and the Magazine, of which the former,
much more spicy and attractive.
It appears to have less formality, or, rather, it seems to
have something to say, while the Magazine carries the
The Chaff"is rejoicair of an old and exhausted sheet.
ing in its youth, and so is entertaining.

though

Spiceland, Ind., where he will spend the summer.
'83.

We

sylvania, Chaff

is

the, foremost

ican colleges.

In

fact,

in

the

estimation

paper published

it is

difficult to see

of almost

in the

how

it

Amercould

and literary
be otherwise.
It wears a style, solidity
superiority which few can fail to observe who have read
its

pages with

fairness.

THE HAVERFORDIAN
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Tast,"

poem
is

to be distinguished from the mass

poems and Jove-sick rhymes which

of trashy
are put

Echo, " Reflections on the

Colby

the

in

one worthy

upon the market

for poetry.

the sweet rhythm and distant

The Echo

of Alice Cary.

is

so

often

reminds one of

It

homecchoes of the poems
one of our most welcome

exchanges.

The

writer

again charmed

is

with the

finely ar-

ranged "Roll of Honor," and "List of Excellence" of the
Notre

Dame

We

Scholastic.

think this department indis-

pensable to the success of the paper.

when

it

name

pleasing to see one's

is

in

There are times
print, and there

when others get wearied with seeing them.
make this statement when we see the
unlimited amount of conceit shown by the exchange
editor, who attacks one of the first universities of the
are also times

We

XI

success of our sister paper,

and

many common

Haverford have

Earlham and
We hope to

that

feel

interests.

see each issue of the next year up to the standard of the

present number.

The

College Olio contains

Bland Silver

a pointed article

on the

We

heartily agree with the conclusion of the essay, wherein the writer says, " This bill
is

bound

Bill.

demands

own

its

resumption

the

to defeat

and being but a curse

of specie payments,

our commercial

to all

The sentiments

repeal."

the suggestions are timely

for

;

is

it

interests,

are true and

a settled fact that

the next Congress does not repeal this

odious

law,

if

all

our surplus gold must be shipped to Europe.

are led to

land because

it

does not abandon

put the students

rehearsal

in

We

representations.

its

LOCALS.
90°.

Good-bye,

and

literary course

There

have had reports of almost every

kind of a college, but this

the

is

first

one we have known

was a training school for the stage.
Not that we
would condemn the occasional production of one of
Shakespeare's plays, or of a Greek drama, or because it
matters anything to us how many dramas the students
of Notre Dame reproduce, but we do consider it worthy
of all condemnation when a writer endeavors to underrate the standard of Princeton on the ground of her
paucity of dramatic representations.
What we most
object to is the logic of such an argument as this
"Do you think, as some, that the Eastern Colleges are
ahead of those in the West in point of scholarship ?
Most assuredly, every sane man not only thinks so,
but knows it, and is ready to acknowledge the same."
The writer is perhaps young, and, in fact, is somewhat too enthusiastic for the standard of his own college
and section.
It is a general law of condition among
institutions

We

think

the

East have

we have

worth

that

increases

in

age.

The number

long lead of the younger Western

colleges for just this reason,

if

for

say that they will not be equal

in

so-called colleges in

no other.
time.

some of the Western

their graduates degrees of

of study really two years

We

A.

B.,

below

A. M.,

regret

grounds.

We

for

June

and replete with good

is

advise coming Freshmen not to buy their carpets of the

man down
There

is

We

a course

much

expect to see several changes

Professor Gifford goes to

ber.

interest in cricket as

the Faculty next Septem-

in

Germany

for a year, to study the
language, and Professor Rhoads has decided to turn his attention

to

the settling of the great West.

Would

not be a good plan to have a large calendar of the
week placed in a prominent position in the college
halls ?
There have been so many cases amongst us of those who
have mistaken Thursday for Wednesday, and got into trouble in
da\

s

it

of the

consequence.

The

following officers have been elected by the cricket club

for next year:

— President,

Ground Committee,

etc., for

will take as

the last two classes have done.

of the
to

advertises " Finest ingrain carpets;

every prospect for a right large Freshman class next

We hope that they

year.

Many

States give

who

Eighth Street,

can't be beat."

White, 'S4
•85,

W.
The

;

Secretary, G.

Hilles, '85,

I

.

and

T. H.Chase, '84; Vice-President, F. A.

11.

II.

C.

Reeve,

Chase,

W.

'85

;

Treasurer, J.J. Blair, '85;
W. F. Reeve,

'84, S. Bettle, '85,

Baily, '85.

following was the result

of"

the

Loganian

election.- for the

college year 1883-1884:
those'

of the ordinary

that

spirit.

issue,

The many and kind-hearted friends of Haverford cricket
have subscribed a handsome fund towards improving our cricket

do not

;

The Earlhamite

of " bucks" have been remarkably small in

this year.

We

any comparison is
necessary but the writer who ranks Notre Dame above
Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Brown, etc., is very narrow in
his opinions, and ought to cultivate a more liberal
Eastern colleges.

examinations

a right to claim that the colleges of

a

loaf!

a good prospect of our having a professional for

is

cricket next year.

that

educational

'83.

Twelve weeks'

a series of dramatic

for

an unexceptionably good

articles.

We

rejoice at the

President
Vice-Presidenl
Secretary

Prof. Isaac Sharpless.

T. H. Chase, ('84.)
\.

,

Treasurer

J.

President of the Council
Librarian
Curator
Business Manager of The Haverfordidn
Editor of The Haverfordian

Editors of the

CollegianX
6
j

Murray,

I".

K. L.
I..

A
.

.

.

C

('85.)

H. Allen,

Doan,

T. Hill,

W

I).

Hall,
Baily,

('S5.1
1

'84.

1

85.)
C. R.Jacob, ('84.1

"£

R.

* mith

'

M. Jones,

(

M

(

85.)
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FRIENDS' BOOK ASSOCIATION,
Publishers, Booksellers and Stationers,

Robt. H.

Adams & (k,

No. 1020

STAPLE

Arch

and

Street, Philadelphia.

FANCY STATIONERY,

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS,
BLANK BOOKS,
AUTOGRAPH ALBUMS,
SCRAP BOOKS,
WORK BOXES,
WRITING DESKS,
PAPER KNIVES,
INK STANDS,
FANCY PAPETER1E.
CARD CASES,
GOLD PENS AND PENCILS,

Best Quality

BOOKS.

Custom and Ready-made
A

CLOTHING,

Poems, Juvenile and Miscellaneous Books, etc.
Great Variety of Handsome Articles, and Prices Low.

PRIZES IN SILVER.
Cups,
Vases,

Medals,

CHESTNUT STREET,

720

Emblems,

p
FOR

Yachting

PHILADELPHIA.

Rowing

R

f

I

Cricket
Made

ARTHUR & KERRIGAN,
Fine Groceries and Provisions,
Lancaster Avenue and Penn Street,

f
flPPPPQ
1/UrrDLO

TF/K
llittO

KX'.I l~II

All the

;

Biddle,

S

80c;
50c.

{STERBROOK'S

STEEL
PENS

Leading Brands of Patent Flour by the Bag or Barrel.

"BOSEMEEM"

CANNED GOODS

SPICES, which,

for purity,

Peaches,

Corn,

IN

Leading Numbers: 14, 048, 130, 333, 161.

GREAT VARIETY:

Pumpkin,

String Beans,

Apples,

Peas, etc.

OUR BUTTER
always

&

best quality, for 32e.;

cannot be excelled.

Is

Banks

Twelfth and Chestnut Streets.

BREAKFAST. Sl.fin and 50c.; HYSON, $1.00 and
BEST OOLONG, SOc, and EXTRA OOLONG for
80c.

The celetrated

Tomatoes,

artists.

Silversmiths,

PA.

We have OLD GOVERNMENT JAVA, of the
LAGUAYKA, 25c; KI0.2ZC. All the best.

IMPERIAL,

Bailey,

Racing

z
E

Gunning

style desired,

From designs
By our own

Dealers in

BRYN MAWR,

to order,

Of any

fresh,

and

is

the best that can be obtained.

For Sale by all Stationers.
THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO.,
Works, Camden, N.

Selling at city prices.

J.

26

John St..

New

York.

FRESH EGGS CONSTANTLY ON HAND.
Vegetables of all descriptions received fresh daily.
FRESH MEATS of all kinds can be obtained here at all hours of the

HAVERFORD COLLEGE
day.

DELAWARE SHAD received fresh daily.
VIENNA BREAD and COMPRESSED

YEAST.
ORANGES, BANANAS, LEMONS, and all

Paints of

all

Orders called

kinds, Putty
for,

fruits in season.

and Window Glass.

and goods delivered

BARBER SHOP.
CHARLES W. FRANCES,

Proprietor.

free of charge.

Truly yours,

A. F.

H.

J.

ARTHUR,
KERRIGAN.

STUDENTS ARE ESPECIALLY INVITED.

f

THE HAVERFORDIAN.

Get our

WARNER ARTHUR,

I.

XIII

Bakery and Confectionery,

Best.

Did it ever occur to you that the Finest
Clothing was the cheapest?
It is so from the start and all
through to
the end.

WHITE EALL, BRYN MAWR.
Branch Confectionery
All flavors of

Ardmore.

at

Plain and Fancy
every style.
Try our Cream I'tt/f's, Charlotte
Our pastry is very tine.
JCusses and meringues*

Cream and Water

Tee

Desserts made

Cokes.

/<*• in

to order.

Families wishing 'Bread on which they

may always

make

all

bread wagons, which
Parties served.

daily trips throughout

rely,

can obtain

it

fn

m

our

the surrounding country.

Particular attention given to Dinner orders.

Will open our new confectionery near White Hall, Bryn

Mawr,

early in April.

ICE.We

will serve

nil. derate

rates.

from Eagle

Overbrook,

to

Please semi for

from

Very

espei ially solii ited.

respectfully,
I.

WARNER ARTHUR,
Bryn Mawr, Pa.

us.

Co.

The Finest Clothing,
8 8, 820 and 822 Chestnut Street.
Adjoining Continental Hotel.
1

F.

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.
ROWLEY &

&

John Wanamaker

this season, the finest quality of Ice at very

Family trade

prit e list.

If you want the Finest Clothing, the finest
without question, we know of no other place you
can get it so surely.
There is satisfaction in having a full stock of
such Clothing as you want to pick out of.
Our Fine Clothing trade is large enough to
warrant us in keeping a full assortment at all
seasons.
Again as to the prices. No matter what
unusual strain may be put on elsewhere to force
business, we will not be outdone in proper methods, and the people may rely on right service

MAGUIRE.
»ARTl&Tlg60TFER,*

TUSTIN,

Prop'rs.

No. 1G North Eleventh Street, Philadelphia
Prescriptions Accurately

Compounded.

SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS.

Pure Drugs, Fine Chemicals,

_A_

SPECIALTY

:

Wedding, Full Dress, Graduating and Reception

Suits.

Elegant Pharmaceutical Preparations.
Fancy Goods, Colognes, Perfumes, Toilet

Requisites,

Sponges, Chamois Skins, Mineral Waters,
Paints, Oils

and Glass,

etc.

J.

L.

STADELMAN,
DEALER

WHITMAN'S FINE CONFECTIONS.
Union News Agency, Stationery,
Cigars,

etc., etc.

IN

(OAL AND JUMBER,
ARDMORE,

PA.

THE HAVERFORDIAN.
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Haverford College Shoe Store.

J.

REACH &

CO.,

No. 23 South Eighth Street, Philadelphia.
Importers, Dealers and Manufacturers of

H.J.

HARRISON,

%&

Retail Dealer in Finest

I<

BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBER GOODS,
HAVERFORD

and

COOPERTOWN ROADS,

BRYN MAWR,

PA.

Lowest

Custom Work

Finest duality,
Prices.
a

Specialty.

»J5

OUT DOOR AND INDOOR GAMES.
Lawn

Largest Stock,

st

*2I

Tennis. Cricket, Foot Ball,

Base

Ball,

and Gymnasium

Foot Ball Jackets, Worsted Tights, Trunks,
Indian Clubs, Running and Jumping Shoes,

Swinging Rings, Health

«S*Price-list mailed free.

JOSEPH Ql LLOTT'S
THE FAVORITE NUMBERS, 303.404, 332,351,170,
AND HIS OTHER STYLES

SOLD by ALL DEALERS throughout the WORLD.

Lifts,

Goods shipped

Shirts.

Supplies,

Boxing Gloves,

Gymnasium Ropes,

Chest Expanders,

etc.

to all parts of the country.

~%&

THE HAVERFORDIAN

WHITALL, TATUM &

CO.,

xv

Chemicals and Chemical

C T lass N/j annfacfrurers,
410

46

&

RACE

ST.,

48 BARCLAY

Philadelphia,

ST.,

New

York.

Chemical Glassware
FOR

Suited to the wants of Schools and Colleges.

LABORATORIES,

COLLEGES,
MUSEUMS,
ASSAYING WORKS,
INSTITUTES OF TECHNOLOGY,
ACADEMIES,

&c.

Bullock

& C RENSHAW

No. 528 Arch

DRUGGISTS' GLASSWARE,
Homoeopathic Vials, Druggists'

Sundries, &c.

>

Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

Descriptive Priced Catalogue furnished

on application.

Haverford College Store,
ESTABLISHED

1842.

Where may be obtained

BROADBENT &
Successors to Broadbent

&

CO..

Phillips,

Photographers,
HAVE REMOVED TO
No. 914 Chestnut Street.

Dry Goods, Groceries,

NOTIONS,
HATS 4g CAPS,
BOOTS i, SHOES,
Hardware,
Queensware,

settlements with the late firm of Broadbent &
Phillips will be made with Broadbent &. Co.
at above address.
Broadbent & Co. naving purchased the negatives
and business, applications for new work
will be made to them.

Frui ts,

All

Agent

for

Tinware,
Confectionery,
Cakes, etc.

HARRISON'S READY MIXED PAINT, and
AMERICAN BARB WIRE.

also the

GARDINER L.WARNER.

THE
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Haverford College,
PENNSYLVANIA.
Nine miles from Philadelphia, on the

line of the

Pennsylvania Railroad.

FACULTY:
THOMAS CHASE,

Ltt. D.,

LL.D., President, and Professor of Philology

SETH K. GIFFORD, A. M., Assistant Professor of Greek and Latin.
JOSEPH RHOADS, Jr.," A. B., Instructor in Natural History.

LL.D., Professor of Philosophy and Logic.

ALFRED GREELY LADD, A. M., M. D., Instructor in Physical
CHARLES M. BURNS, Instructor in Drawing.
JOHN E. COFFIN, S. B., Assistant in the Observatory.

and Literature.

TLINY EARLE CHASE,
ISAAC SHARPLESS,

S. B.,

ALLEN

A.M., Professor of Rhetoric and History.

C.

THOMAS,

Professor of Mathematics

and Astronomy.

LYMAN BEECHER HALL, Ph. D., Professor of Chemistry and

THIS

institution

is

Thysics.

WALTER FERRIS

under the management of Friends, and was founded
and beautiful scenery.

in 1833.

PRICE,

Culture.

A. M., Assistant Librarian.

The College buildings are situated

in

a lawn of sixty acres,

in a region noted for its healthfulness

Two equal courses,
BARCLAY HALL, completed

the Scientific and Classical, offer a collegiate education of the highest grade.

every two students a study room, with communicating single bedrooms. The Chemical and
Physical Laboratories have been recently remodeled and new apparatus added.
The Libraries of the College contain over 13,600 volumes. An
Astronomical Observatory, furnished with an excellent equatorial instrument, besides other useful apparatuses constantly resorted to by students
in this

branch of science.

The mineralogieal and other

three literary societies in the College.
science

and

in 1S77, affords

There are
collections have recently been rearranged in a new museum in Founders' Hall.
Frequent lectures are delivered during the winter months by the Faculty, and also by specialists in

art.

FOR CIRCULARS, OR OTHER INFORMATION, ADDRESS
Prof.

ALLEN

C.

THOMAS, Prefect,
Haverford College P. O. Pa.

